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WHY YOUR NEXT CASSETTE 
SHOULD BE A MAXELL UD 

ill 

THE RESEARCH - More than 
twenty years ago, Maxell produced 
their first reel of magnetic tape. At 
that time, Maxell made a corn- 

mitment to produce and sell only the finest 
magnetic products their technology could 
create. 
That commitment still stands today. 

THE TAPE - This continuous 
research has lead to the develop- 
ment of the Maxell UD (ultra 
dynamic) cassette. A tape that has 

a coating of super -fine PX gamma ferric 
oxide particles with an extra smooth 
mirror -finish surface. 
All of this adds up to high output, low 
noise, distortion free performance and a 
dynamic range equaling that of open reel 
tapes. 

THE SHELL - Even the best tape 
can get mangled in a poorly 
constructed shell. That's why 
Maxell protects its tape with a 

precisely constructed shell, made of 
lasting heavy-duty plastic. 

No fixed guide posts are used. Instead 
Maxell uses nylon rollers on 

stainless steel pins thus elimi- 
nating the major cause .of 
skipping, jumping and 

unwinding. 
A tough teflon (not waxed paper) 

slip sheet' keeps the tape pack tight 
and flat. No more bent or nicked tape to 

ruin your recording. 
Maxell doesn't use a 
welded seal, but puts the 
cassette together with pre- 
cision screws. Result - 
Maxell doesn't jam. 

THE LEADER - A leader tape 
that has a four function purpose. 
a) Non-abrasive head cleaning 

leader (cleans recording head 
for 5 secs.). 

b) 5 second cueing line (recording 
function starts 5 seconds after the line 
appears). 

c) Arrows indicating direction of tape 
travel. 

d) A/B side mark (indicates which side is 
ready for play). 

O 

11l_ u~1 
Now you know why your next cassette 
should be a Maxell UD (ultra dynamic). 

¡ULTRA-DYNAMIC) 

1 1 , 

maxell® 
The sound expert's cassette. UD available in C60, C90 and C120. 

Distributed by Hagemeyer (Australasia) B.V. Branches in all States. 
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TODAY 
MA MODERN MAGAZINES PUBLICATION 

Editorial 
Publisher 

Steve Braidwood 
Collyn Rivers 

Electronics Today Inter- 
national is Australian 
owned and produced. 
It is published in Australia, 
Britain and Canada 
and is the fastest growing 
electronics magazine in 
each country. 

Next month is a 

- - SPECIAL MONTH 
for PROJECT BUILDERS 

Look at these planned projects: 
* 100 

IW 
12 V PA Amplifier 

* High -Power Strobe 
* Tranistor Assisted Ignition 
* Induction Balance Metal 

Locator 

II in May's ETI. 

COVER: Guess how many watts - 2,000, 
5,000? Suppose we tell you that these 
loudspeakers were one of two arrays that 
were used to bring the sounds of Rod 
Stewart to over 30,000 people at the 
Sydney showground, now guess - then turn 
to page 17 and see if you were right. 

Recommended retail price only 

INTERNATIONAL 

PROJECTS 

APRIL 1977, Vol. 7 No. 4 

PCB DRILL 38 
Make your own drill stand and table 
PHASE METER 45 
Gives direct read-out of phase angle 

ASCII ENCODER 55 
A revised version of the ETI 631 encoder 

BI P BEACON 65 
A simple project to help the blind 

FEATURES 
ROCK SHOW SOUND SYSTEM 17 
How 30,000 people heard Rod Stewart - live 

REVIEW OF THE JANDS S600S AMPLIFIER 23 
An Australian -made 350 W per channel amplifier 

555 TIMER APPLICATIONS, PT 1 30 
R. M. Marston gives some interesting circuits 

DIGITAL THERMOMETER CIRCUIT 62 
An exercise in A -D conversion 

DATA SHEET 71 
The LM3909 LED flasher 

POTENTIOMETERS 77 
Roger Harrison's Components Series continues 
PRINT-OUT 84 
Kevin Barnes' Computer Column 

NEWS & INFORMATION 
News 5 Mini -Mart 101 
Calculator Contest 5 Advertisers' Index 102 
Kits for Projects 37 Readers' Services 102 
Ideas for Experimenters 91 

Free Inside ... CB Australia looks at CB Accessories 
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TDK 
S ' ERAVILYN! 

THE 
EXPE T'S CHOICE 

SA, 

i 

SUPER 
AVILyN CASSET 

SA ©© ITDK 

STATE OF THE ART PERFORMANCE 

This is what the experts say: 
MR. E. NAKAMICHI, PRESIDENT, 
NAKAMICHI RESEARCH INC. 
"TDK Super Avilyn cassettes are recommended for use 

with all Nakamichi tape decks. Before leaving our 
factory, all Nlakamichi equipment has the bias set for 
TDK SA to achieve optimum performance." 

ELECTRONICS TODAY APRIL 1976 

"Listening tests proved that Super Avilyn tape sounds as 

good as its measured performance indicates. Background 
noise is substantially lower than other tapes and the 
dynamic range is unquestionably better. Frequency 
response is excellent." 

HI -Fl REVIEW JULY 1976 
"TDK Super Avilyn lived up to its reputation in these 
tests. For the uncompromising tape enthusiast it is one 
of the best cassette tapes available. Its price is very 
competitive making this tape good value for money in 
the high performance range. For the perfectionist, TDK's 
hard to beat." 

LOUIS CHALLIS & ASSOCIATES, CONSULTING 
ACOUSTICAL AND VIBRATION ENGINEERS. 
NATA LABORATORY APPROVED. 
"TDK Super Avilyn looks like being one of the most 
important advances in tape formulation in the mid 70's." 

SOLE AUSTRALIAN AGENTS: 

EM GF O 
0 

E9 MELBOURNE OFIC31CENTROADSOUTH MELBOURNE TEL. 6994188 

Wait till you hear what you've been missing. 
Available at all good record bars and hi-fi stores. 



NEWS DIGEST 
CB to be legalised? 

Unofficial sources are predicting the legalisation of CB on the 23 -channel, 27 MHz, band sometime in the next 
month. By the time this issue is available the NCRA and the WIA should have made their submissions to the 
government, and the minister for Posts and Telecommunications should be ready to put his department's 
proposals to the cabinet. 

Most people feel that the CB service will be based on the old US system - which would mean CBers could 
use only equipment which is approved by the P&T department. Some publications have been advising their 
readers not to buy gear before the legislation is introduced and type approvals issued, because they might 
be buying set which doesn't meet the standards. 

We feel that the P&T department is unlikely to impose standards that are stricter than those they are using 
for other 27 MHz gear in today's licensed services. So we're guessing that there will be very few, if any, sets 
banned. 

However, we do not recommend that you buy gear in anticipation of legalisation. For one thing, you might 
have your rig confiscated and be charged in court with maintaining an unlicensed station (even if you never 
use the gear). And no-one is yet sure that the 27 MHz service will be legalised. 

As far as UHF (or VHF) is concerned there is little speculation - many have proposed that a second band 
be initiated (perhaps with a phase -out of the 27 MHz service) but we'll have to wait and see. 

WIN A UNITREX 
CALCULATOR! 

February's contest was so popular that we're setting 
a similar puzzle this month (see page 11 for Feb- 
ruary's result). This contest was submitted by J.T. 
Broekstra of Gladstone, Queensland. 

Each letter below represents a unique decimal 
digit and none of the numbers in the sum start 
with zero. Given that N is not equal to four, what 
are the numbers that correspond to each of the 
letters? 

SEVEN 
THREE 

TWO + 
TWELVE 

The winner will be the sender of the first correct 
entry drawn at random after the closing date, 15th 
May. Send your entry on the back of an empty 
envelope to ETI/Unitrex Contest, ETI Magazine, 
15 Boundary Street, Rushcutters Bay, 2011. 

Melbourne's Computer Club 
The first meeting of the Microcomputer Club of 
Melbourne was held on 19th March. We have no 
details of future meetings but interested readers 
are invited to phone Roger Edgecombe during office 
hours, on 836 1077. 

The Sydney area club is going strong with meet- 
ings on the first and third Mondays of each month at 
the WIA Hall, 14 Atchison Street, Crows Nest. 

TINY CAMERAS 
. 1 

®" 1 

A range of the smallest industrial closed circuit television cameras in the 
world is now available from AWA Rediffusion who have recently been 
appointed agents for Rees Instruments Limited (UK). 

These miniature television cameras are coming into increasing use to 
check faults in industrial pipelines which are otherwise inaccessible for 
inspection. Cameras, as small as a pocket torch and carrying their own 
lighting, can be inserted more than 130 metres into pipes and tubes. 

One camera in the AWA Rediffusion range has a diameter of 17.3 mm. 
They are not only used to check for corrosion and faults, but also to 
locate foreign bodies and guide the placing of tools and remote handling 
equipment. 

The cameras are also suitable for inspecting in dangerous environ- 
ments, such as checking fuel elements in nuclear reactors. 
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Think 

Emotes 
Think 

Ph'ps. 

DESIG E 5 CHOICE 
Locmos 4000 
series has 
always met 
the new Jedec 
CMOS 
specifications. 

PHILIPS Electronic 
Components 
and Materials 

The LOCMOS 4000 Series is our high performance 
CMOS family, and sets the standard for CMOS 
capability. Costing no more than conventional CMOS, 
it offers you these benefits. 

BUFFERED OUTPUTS (EXCEPT 4007/4069) 
FOR.MORE DRIVE 
LOW GATE PROPAGATION DELAYS FOR FASTER 
OPERATION 
LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 
VERY LOW POWER - SPEED PRODUCT 
- SUPERIOR 
CHOICE OF PLASTIC OR CERDIP PACKAGES 
MORE THAN 100 TYPES ALREADY IN A RAPIDLY 
EXPANDING RANGE 

So don't accept any old CMOS. Ask your local IC 
stockist for one of the LOCMOS 4000 Series from 
Philips-Signetics. 
It's the IC range supported by Australia's largest 
IC production plant and engineering team. 
Philips Electronic Components and r:laterials, 
P.O. Box 50, Lane Cove. 2066. N.S.W. 
Sydney 421261, 420361; Melbourne 6990300; 
Adelaide 2234022; Brisbane 2774822; Perth 654199 

PHILIPS 
153.0184 
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BENCH SUPPLIES FOR 
MICROPROCESSOR -SYSTEM 
DESIGNERS 
Two new compact dc power supplies from Hewlett-Packard each 
provide adjustable output voltages. Output ratings of Model HP 
6236B are 0 to 6 V at up to 2.5 A and 0 to 18 Vat up to 1 A for Model HP 
62378. Both bench supplies also have plus and minus outputs of 0 to 
20 V at 0.5 A that track one another within 1 percent. However, by 
using the continuously adjustable tracking -ratio control, an 
operator can set any negative output voltage between 5 percent to 
95 percent of the positive output. As the 20 V control is adjusted, 
the negative output will be proportionately less than the positive 
output as determined by the tracking ratio setting. A three -position 
meter switch selects the desired output for display of voltage and 
current on dual panel meters. 

The new supplies are for use in designing and testing electronics 
devices that require symmetrical operating voltages and in applica- 
tions where opposite polarity but asymmetrical voltages are re- 
quired. 

. Duty-free price of each model is $390. Duty and Sales tax are 
additional, if applicable. 

For further information contact Hewlett-Packard Australia Pty Ltd, 
31-41 Joseph St. Blackburn, Victoria, 3130. 

Car Cassette/Cartridge Player 
Rising Electronics of 4 Wewak 
Place, Allambie Heights, Sydney 
have a novel player for motorists 
who are changing their tape sys- 
tem from cartridge to cassette: 
the CT702 will play your old car- 

tridges and your new cassettes. 
Not only is the machine a tape 
player = it will also receive AM 
and FM (stereo) radio. The 10 W 
output unit sells for $245. 

WARNING 

OPERATION 

ELECTRONICS 
The recently published School Electronics Kit 
called OPERATION ELECTRONICS IDEAS 
BOX contains a number of mains -operated 
projects that can become potentially lethal 
under certain fault conditions. 

MacMillan of Australia, the publishers, 
advise particularly that Project 42 'Motor Speed 
Controller' should not be constructed. Al- 
though credited to Electronics Today Inter- 
national the circuit as published by MacMillan 
differs substantially from the original which 
appeared in the Oct 1974 issue of ETI. 

' RECALL OF CIRCUIT CARDS 
In the interests of safety, MacMillans are re- 
calling all kits so that the mains -powered pro- 
ject cards can be removed and the kits sent 
back to purchasers. Teachers should note that 
neither the manual nor the battery -powered 
projects are affected. 

PROCEDURE FOR RETURNING 
CARDS 
Those schools in possession of MacMillan's 
OPERATION ELECTRONICS IDEAS BOX 
should return the cards only (not the manual) 
to their original supplier, together with the 
supplier's invoice (or an on -approval invoice in 
the case of inspection copies). They will be 
suitably credited. If you receive a kit from a 

bookseller, return it to him not MacMillan of 
Australia. 

FURTHER INFORMATION 
If purchasers are unsure as to what to do, they 
should contact Sydney 929-4278: Melbourne 
699-8922: Brisbane 398-6543: Adelaide 
42-2640: Perth and Hobart ring (03) 699-8922 
or write to ... 

MacMillan of Australia, 107 Moray Street, 
South Melbourne, Vic. 3205. 
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COUNT CORVUS 
turns a blind eye 

to devaluation! 

Our 
No.1 rated 
scientific Jo" 

COIL U CALCULATOR 
is only $79.95 

Believe it - despite devaluation this magnificent 
instrument is at a lower price than before. It will solve 
the most complex scientific and business calculations. 
You can just imagine what worlds we might have 
conquered if it had been invented 100 years ago! 

THE MANY OUTSTANDING CORVUS FEATURES INCLUDE: 
14 digit display Percent - percentage difference 
12 digit business mode plus sign IT constant (11 digit accuracy) 
10 x 2 Scientific mode plus sign Mant + Exp Natural and base 10 log and anti -log 
12 digit accuracy To polar - to rectangular conversion 
Reverse Polish Notation (4 stack) Vector additions 
10 addressable memories (incl. Last X) with memory All functions of X from and to 
to X exchange on all memories 8 decimal conversions 
Radian mode Ni -cad batteries 
To and from Radian Conversion AC/DC adapter charger 
Sigma plus standard deviation and mean Soft carrying case 
Trig functions plus inverse and hyperbolic 

1 year full warranty 
Range up to ± 200 exponential value 
Fixed, floating and scientific decimal point mode Other Corvus Calculators available 

Corvus Calculators are also available at all Sydney Wide Stores. 804D for business, home and school $14f 
615 Business Statistician $19.95 + For Victorian readers at The Calculator Supermarket, 274 , , 

Lonsdale Street. 610 Financial GENIUS $74.95 ' F - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - fa - - - - - - - - - , 
Please send me by return mail the No. 1 Rated Scientific 
CORVUS CALCUALTOR for only$19.95 plus $2.50 postage 

NAME 
I and handling. I am enclosing cheque money order ADDRESS i I postal note for calculatorls. 

Postcode , Bankcard Mail Order facility -please complete. 
II Please charge my Bankcard. 

iaErRonic conr1 Pt Ls . ' Vankcarc! `-' Ground Floor, Cambridge House, 

Ill Bank 52-58 Clarence St., Sydney 2000. I 
Bankcard No _ 

Tel: (02) 29 3753 
Expiry Date_ 

Moneyback 
II Signature 

guarantee if returned in original 
condition within 14 days. `---------------------eae----soowumso---o ism -----mr 
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NEWS DIGEST 
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TV Game 
'Playtech by Telesport' are manufacturing and marketing this video 
game based on the GI IC used in the ETI Selecta -Game. The com- 
pany's address is PO Box 161, Caulfield South, 3162. 

Stereo microphones/ 
headphones 

.larlonofte, 
Yrdurne Co..... -- . 

Loh 
N.r.px:rr !..F 

1 

!w Mne 
C. C..11 

A new product from JVC (Japan), distributed by 
Hagemeyer, is the HM200E binaural headphone - 
microphone set. This way you don't need a dummy 
head to make stereo recordings - you use your 
own! 

The headset looks like an ordinary pair of head- 
phones with some strange contouring on each of the 
earpads. This is the simulated ear and simulated ear 
canal which surrounds the microphone. 

Maybe someday they'll invent one which uses the 
real ear. 

"A R I X" M U LT I M ETE R 
The 100 movement of the Arix 36FTR is 
protected against overload by diodes. In 
addition the rest of the components are 
protected by a fuse. 

There are 34 ranges: DC from 0.5 - 
1000 V (25 kV with optional HT Probe) 10 

A to 10 A. 

AC 5-1000 V, 10 A, Resistance 5 to 50 M 
Decibels, -10 to +62 

A Transistor Tester is also incorporated. 
The meter is particularly useful for TV test- 
ing as DC readings are not affected by HF 

/M O ,i ,i. ;' . , 
4+ lo /' ,( rd 

7.5j 
C,;;! 1Ia .Irr ni= . I N Q 0 5'\ %i 

5'. %II01 
so iºti -s/ C 

. 
..4 so./ 

o O 

10 ICJ DC . tot .t o M .B O 

/-9 

CIYO 

components. This is achieved by a special 
circuit arrangement. 

Spare parts and repair service is availa- 
ble in Australia and the instrument is co- 
vered by a 3 month's warranty by the sole 
distributor: Indeva Pty Limited, 24 Bel- 
levue Road, Bellevue Hill. NSW 2023. 

1 

Underexposed? 

electronics 
TODAY 

W ft 1,1ryA1.01VAL 

TV Game - 
GunCircuit 

Computer 
Terminal 
Iswu R EAJL$, 

t 

CB 00.N 
ede 

AUSTgAL1A 

ANTENNAS 
. Pfeeucl Sung., 
W.sl 
.c.k.i u.m. 

PLUS MUCH MORE 

FREE 
INSIDE 

NERVOUS TENSxON ? 
learn to relax with biofeedback! 

In ETI's March issue we forgot to 
credit the cover photographer, George 
Hofsteters, and his model, Neville 
St John, for their excellent work. 

Watch for Lithium 
Batteries 
A problem with LED watches 
has always been the heavy drain 
on the small batteries - which 
means a short battery life. 
A new battery has been devel- 
oped to improve this situation. 

National Semiconductor have 
announced their intention to use 
lithium batteries in their future 
watches; these batteries give 
more power in less space than 
conventional batteries. Mallory 
have exhibited one miniature 
lithium -iodide battery which is 

capable of delivering 200 mA 
hours at two to three volts. 

Progressive 
Stereo Radio 

A new group of enthusiasts in 
Melbourne, who call them- 
selves the Progressive Broad- 
cast Service, are planning to 
start an FM station to provide 
'professional' rather than 
'commercial' programmes. Fi- 
nance is expected to come from 
the audience and already the 
group has recruited the ser- 
vices of experienced produc- 
tion staff. 

Their address is PO Box 275, 
Malvern 3144. 
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oaah. P 
ROM 

CDP 1831D 
CDP 1832D 

RAM 
CDP 1821SD 
CDP 1822SD 
CDP 18240 

the 1 -chip 
COSMAC 

MP 

i rib 
ADDR NO 142 MRD 

CPU 
COP 1802D 

7 

d '^ 

CDPIIO 18520 

Now, a CMOS system that really delivers 
the promise of the microprocessor. It's the 
expanded RCA 1800 family with CDP1802, our 
new one -chip COSMAC CPU. And it gives you 
an unsurpassed combination of flexibility, per- 
formance and cost effectiveness. 

Simple COSMAC architecture lowers 
memory costs because.of 1 -byte instructions 
and internal address.pointers. It also reduces 
I/O costs. Plus design and learning costs. 

Then you have the familiar CMOS savings. 
Single power supply. Single-phase clock. Less 
cooling and other equipment, thanks to low 
power and high tolerances. 

For all these reasons, we believe no other 
microprocessor matches the RCA 1800 for 
system cost effectiveness. What's more, you 
can get the whole system from us: CPU, ROM, 
RAM,I/O. Everything you need including 
complete design support. 

For further information on the above and other 
solid state products, please contact: 

Amalgamated Wireless Valve Company Pty. Ltd. 
(Technical Information) 

554 Parramatta Road, Ashfield, N.S.W. 2131. Phone: (02) 797 5757. Telex: 24530 
Postal Address: P.O. Box 24, Ashfield. N.S.W. 2131 

AD81 



Dick's DIY PCB 
Sheet 

Another 25 cent Do-lt-Yourself leaflet 
from Dick Smith is now available. 
Three Ad sides and 20 illustrations 
show you how to make your own 
printed circuit boards. 

RS -232 Floppy Disc 
Anderson Digital Equipment has just 
announced the release of the Techtran 
9512 Micro Disc. The 9512 is a serial 
RS -232 ASCII floppy disc system. It re- 
cords on an IBM Compatible Diskette. 

Further information from Anderson 
Digital Electronics, Sydney 439 5488, 
Melbourne 543 2077. 

New 1296 MHz 
World Record 
On February 25th this year VK6WG in 
Albany and VK5QR in Enfield (a suburb 
of Adelaide) made a world record contact 
on the 23 cm band. The 1886 km QSO 
involved VK6WG using CW and 
WK5QR using SSB. The previous record 
was 1240 km. Each station used a 3 ft dish 
antenna and 10 to 15 W of RF. 

EEEMC'77 
EXHIBITION 
IN SYDNEY 
The 3rd International Electrical Elec- 
tronic Engineering, Measurement & Con- 
trol (EEEMC) exhibition (the industry's 
major biennial event) will be held from 
18-21 October, 1977, at the R.A.S. Show - 
ground, Sydney. 

The EEEMC Exhibition will now be 
held over four days and will include 
power generation, industrial process con- 
trol, transmission and distribution, auto- 
mated and control systems, scientific and 
industrial instrumentation, electrical and 
electronic equipment and components, 
security systems, lighting, accessories 
and supporting services. Companies or 
individuals who wish to have further de- 
tails are invited to write to the executive 
director, EEEMC'77, PO Box 259, 
Roseville, 2069 or telephone 02 - 467 
1949). 

NEWS DIGEST 

ETI READ 
BY MANY 

The February Unitrex calculator con- 
test asked for a solution to the follow- 
ing sum: 

ETI 
READ 
BY+ 

MANY 
There are, in fact, eighteen solutions 
we know of, but following B.J. Joyce's 
advice that each of the four numbers is 
divisible by three reduces the number 
of solutions to twelve. The following 
readers supplied all twelve solutions: 
Leon Piotrowski of Ashfield, NSW, A.G. 
Loveday of Toowoomba, Queensland, 
and R.E. Davids of St Ives, NSW. 

Here are the solutions: 
O ABBBBNTTYYYY 
1 I D.D N N I DYAAAN 
2 B N R D I RABNNRT 
3 T Y N A A M R D B I MB 
4 Y T N R R AMR D T D D 
5 E R A M M Y B M E E E A 
6 N M Y E E E E A l BI I 

7 RAETTBYI TDTE 
8 M E T I DTNERRNR 
9 0 1 I YYDI NMMBM 

There were 450 entries with these 
correct solutions and we also received 
six entries with the following solutions 
which do not meet the divided -by -three 
criterion: 
0 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 

8 
9 

A A 
I T 
YR 
TM 
B I 

EE 
RD 
MB 
N Y 
D N 

N 

A 
B 

Y 
E 

T 
D 
R 
M 

TYY 
RAT 
MBD 
N RD 
I EM 
B MA 
D NN 
Al E 

ERY 
YTB 

These solutions were only sent in by 
one person each. The Unitrex cal- 
culator goes to the sender of the first 
correct entry drawn at random: Mr A. 
Hunt of Brighton Beach, Victoria. 

SUGGESTION FOR 
SPEAKER 
MANUFACTURERS 
Here is a suggestion from one of our 
readers: 
I have constructed a pair of Magnavox 
MV50 loudspeakers for use with my 422 
amplifier and am most pleased with the 
combination. 

Recently one speaker developed a 
buzz and inspection revealed two tiny 
slivers of metal being held against the 
dome of one of the tweeters by the 
speaker's magnetic field. Presumably 
these particles came from the mount- 
ing screws used to hold either the baf- 
fle or the speakers themselves. 

A suggestion in your magazine that 
non -ferric materials be used In these 
situations may prevent others from ex- 
periencing this problem. 

John Rankine 

ERRATA 
Parts List ETI 482A Jan 77 
'01,2 BC549' should read 'Q1 -Q4 
BC549' 
Parts List - Circuit Diagram ETI 132 
RV2 should be 10 k not 2k2. 

MISCALCULATION... 
'The Corvus 500 is a lot more calculator 
for $79.95. Price ... $95.00. That's how 
the ad (ETI February and March, 1977) 
reads. The $79.95 is correct but the $95 
was a mistake made by the production 
people, who have asked us to print this 
apology. The Corvus 500 is available 
from Electronic Concepts Pty Ltd, 
52-58 Clarence St, Sydney. 

DESPATCH 

SERVICE 
869 GEORGE STREET 

SYDNEY 

Cnr. George & Harris Sts., 
Railway Square 

Ph. 211-0816, 211-0191 

OPEN MON. TO FRI. 
8.15am to 5.30pm 

SAT. 8.00am to 11.45am 
1 to 9 10 to 25 

IN4732 4.7V Zener 
BA222 Silicon Diode 
TT800, TT801 Trans- 

istor 65c 50c 

Semi -conductor data books covering 
all types. 
Plain and stripped Vero board, also 
cutting tools. 
Radio, elect. pliers - long, slim, 
tapered, etc. 
Wire strippers, utter - wide range. 
Co -ax In 75 IL, 54 , mic. types. 
Hookup wire, winding wire, 3 core 
flex. 
Electrical House wiring, 1/044 & 
1/064. 
Kynarwire for I.C. wirewrap use - 
assorted colours. 
P.C. boards. 

30e 25c 
10e 7c 

OPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS 

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL - APRIL 1977 
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NATIONWIDE ELECTRONICS 
PHONE 635-4648 

P.O. Box 184, Pennant Hills, 2120 

Nationwide Electronics would like to announce that their new store at Parramatta (Harris Park) will soon be open for business. Although we do not hare a full range of stock as yet we can always 

order It in for you it you wool° like to write or phone for service - Bill and Norm Edge. 

TRANSISTORS 

Low 
Frequency 
Sew 

Deflection 
Transistors 

N 

Type Equivalent PNP NPN CASE VCCo. V. Vcsp. V. 
LEE 

Ic. A. mot- (WI Teme. C minmar 
IC 
mA 

Bc107 BC547.BC182 V (ole 50 45 0.1 0.3 23 110-450 2 

BCIOe BC548 J role 30 20 0.1 0.3 25 110.800 2 

BC109 oC549.BC1646 J Tots 30 20 0.1 0.3 25 200-000 

BC 177 BC 557 V role 50 45 0.1 0.3 25 75-260 

BC 178 BCSSe.BC327 role 30 25 0.1 0.3 25 75-500 

BC 179 BC 559 V 1028 25 20 0.1 0.3 25 125-500 

BC639 V 1092 100 e0 1.0 1.0 25 40-160 150 

BC640 J T092 100 80 1.0 1.0 25 40-160 150 

BDY92 T03 104 80 lo 40 75 30.120 

BC/135 V TO -126 45 4s 1.0 70 40.250 150 

1313136 V TO -236 45 45 1.0 e 70 40.250 150 

BD137 80139 V T0.126 60 60 1.0 70 40-160 ISO 

BD 38 B0140 V T0.126 60 60 1.0 70 40-160 150 

80139 10.236 100 80 1.0 70 40.160 150 

013140 V T0.126 100 90 1.0 e 70 40-160 150 

802668 T0.220 100 100 e 60 25 750 3 

802678 V 10.220 120 100 e 60 25 750 3 

8E415 V T0-72121 30 30mA 0.145 45-165 I 

IT. 
typ. MN2 Price 

300 .21 

300 .21 

300 .22 

150 

150 

150 

.21 

.21 

.22 

130 .5, 
50 .51 

70 

250 

75 

34.66 

.64 

64 

250 75 

75 

250 
75 

.75 

.e3 
.53 

100 03.6 

100 03.6 

230 94 

Ni9n 
Frequency 
Transistors 

0F173 V 70 72121 25 25mA 0.26 36 7 550 01.0 

OF 180 v TO -72111 20 20n1A 0.15 13 2 800 01.0 

Be 'cc v 1092111 25 25mA 0.5 37 7 550 .45 

N,9n PnweÚp MJ295: 2N5e71 / T03 70 60 15 115 25 20-70 4A 4 51.7 

AuOio TT800 
D T1802 

Power 2N3055 
OuiOut 
RFIP Amp. 2N356 
Switch & 20456 HCY71 
Amplifier 203634q_ú0 I77 
Switcn 2N3640 BCY72 

MU9660 
MU9610 
TIP33A 
HCV20 

v 1049 60 
V 1039 80 

6U 
60 

40-120 100 100 
40.120 150 60 

$1.20 
01.20 

703 100 70 15 115 25 20.70 4A 70.8 51.20 

J 
v TO.106 

T0.10S%6 V T0-105/6 
T 0-105/6 

30 15 
-415-315- 
25 
12 12 

0.1 3 0a 
0.08 

0.2 - 
0.4 
0.2 

25 
25 
25 
25 

20.500 
100.60 

loo 
30.120 

IS 
ÓTif-- 

50 
10 

400 
70 
150 
300 

.65 

.45 
.S5 1 

Switch S. 
20364 

AwoIllier 203643 

low F 
2N36452N2905A 

2N3693 BC547 

a OWe' AV9149 
OW Wpm 
Transeiltnnq (204421( BLV000 
Transistors 2. 11559dá 

LINEAR IC's Number Case 
Description 

CA3028A 705 

CA3089 
CA3130T TOS 

1H0070.2 

LM301A 
1M3091( 
LM3178 

LM341P 
LM380 
LM13S1 

143900 8011 
MC1310P 14011 
(x R131(N7) 
NE55S 8011 
NE556 14011 
NE567 SDK 

5/ 

V 

J10.105/6 
10-105/6 
TO -105/6 

J 1092 

T03 / 1039 
J SOT 48/2 

60 
60 
60 
50 

80 

45 
30 
60 
45 

60 
20 
18 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.1 

15 

2A 

0.35 
0.35 
0.3 
0.5 

115 

25 
25 
75 

25 

25 

40.120 
100-300 
115.300 
110-220 
20-150 

150 
ISO 
500 
2 

4A 

.5 

250 
250 
Ton 
300 

4 

175 
175 

.52 

.50 
55 
.2e 

s1.ei 
02.66 
16.00 

BC337 

DinerentiaueasCode amplifier 

P.O 1, operational amplifier 
"dc Volt. ref, uses precision regulator" - June 1976 ea 

8011 General purpose operational amplrirer 

703 5 von regulator (metal case) 
A4)ustable 3 terminal regulator 
"Regulated Power Supply' - Aug '76 EA 55 95 
5.0 5Vry7A regulator I.C. P 0.0. 

t4011 SW power audio amp 52.40 
14011 "Derived Frequency Reference" - July '76 

ea - $1.90 
Quad Operational Amplifier $1.75 
"FM Stereo Decoder" - April 75 EA 53,50 

Timer 
Dual Timer 
"Sync.a-slide" Auto Slide Advance' - 
June '76 EA 

0M190 Hybrid V H.F amplifier 

0M802 7018 Timer 

SAK140 16011 "Tacho for Tune Ups' - Oct '75 EA 

SCL5411 "Quartz Crystal Drive for Fluorescent 
Readout Clock"- Sell '75 EA 

51440 UDIL "Autodim' - Jan '76 EA 

S50242 "Electronic Organ' March '76 EA 

TAA300 IDS 0 5 wan Audio Amp 

7ÁA550 1018 Voltage Stabkiser 

TCA220 16011 Operational Amplifier (Triple) 
TBAetOA 7W Audio Amp 

UAA170 16011 16 LED Display line Driver 

UÁÁ180 LED DRIVER 

U4709 14011. T05 High performance op amp 

UA723 TOS Voltage regulator 

UÁ739 14011 Dual Pow noise op amp 

UA74t 8011. Frequency compensated op amp 

U1N2208 "l.F Strip with Dec for FM Stereo 

Tuner" - 75 EA 

ZNata 1018 Complete radio chip 

11090 "High Speed Prescaler" - Aug '76 EA 

566 "Function Generator" - 76 

7805 10220 Plasre 5V reguiatbt 3 rermmal 

7812 70220 Plastic 12V regulator 3 terminal 

7815. 10220 Plastic 1SV regulator 3 terminal 

8038 UDIL "Function Generator' - Feb '76 EA 

Low -Power Schottky TTL 

Price LOCMOS IC's 
52.60 
52.90 
$2 25 

P 0.A. 
.75 

$3.55 

.70 
31 80 

$3.80 
511.50 
53.20 
53.09 

53 75 
5190 

$14 80 
34 53 

89 
52 75 
52.59 
53 25 
S3 25 

86 
51 09 
$2 50 

75 

52 38 
$3 95 

118.00 
P.O.A 
52.95 
52 95 
52.95 
58 13 

74LS00 Quad. 2 -input positive NAND gate 67 
741104 Hex inverter 71 

741108 Ouad. 2 -Input positive AND gate 67 
74LS14 Hex Schmitt trigger 53.37 
741574 Dual D -type edge triggered flip-flop 91 

74LS92 Divide -by -twelve counter 52.31 
74LS16t Synchronous 4 -bit binary counter $3.77 
74LS195 4 -bit bidirectional universal shift 

registers $3.20 
74LS367 Hex bufterfinverter $2.22 
741S368 Hex butlerinverter $2.22 
96026 Dual retriggerable monstable 

multrvibrator $2.95 

Besides all the advantages of CMOS-such as low power dissipa- 

tion, high d.c. fan -out, simple power supply, inputs and outputs 

protected against electrostatic voltages -the LOCMOS range also 

gives you buttered outputs on all circuits, higher speed, higher 

packing density - essential MSI/LSI better noise Immunity. They 

are plug -In replacements for the 4000 and 14500 ranges. 

Number Description Price 

HEF 4000 Dual 2 in nor Vs inv 66 

HEF 4001 Quad 2 in nor 66' 

JEF 4002 Dual 4 in nor 66 

HEF 4011 Quad 2 in nand 66 

HEF 4013 Dual D F/F 51.09 

HEF 4016 Quad bilat. switch 51.19 

HEF 4017 5 st. Johnson ctr. $2.73 

HEF 4021 8 -bit s.r $2.73 

HEF 4023 Triple 3 - In nand. 66 

HEF 4024 7 st. binary W. $2.11 

HEF 4027 Dual J -K F/F $1.29 

HEF 4028 1 of 10 decoder $2.1; 

HEF 4029 Sync up/down ctr. $3.10 

HEF 4071 Quad 2 -in or. 66 

HEF 4081 Quad 2 -in and. 66 

HEF 40097 3-S Hex non-inv. buffer $2.21 

HEF 40163 4 -bit sync binary dr./syn. $3.54 

HEF 4511 BCD to 7 seg. latch/decJdr. 53.91 

HEF 4518 Dual bed up ctr 53.30 

HEF 4520 Dual binary up ctr $2.97 

TTL IC's N74 Series 

Number Description Price 

7400 Quadruple 2 -Input positive NAND gate 48 

7401 Quad 2 -input pos. NAND gale with open 

coll. output 48 

7402 Quad. 2 -input pos. NOR gate 48 

7404 Hex inverter 48 

7405 Hex inverter with open coll. output 48 

7410 Triple 3 -input pos. NAND gate 48 

7413 Dual NAND Schmitt trigger $1.14 

7437 Quad 2 -input pos. NAND buffer 89 
7441 1 of 10 decoder/driver 52.15 

7473 Dual JK master -slave flip-flop 80 

7476 Dual JK master -slave flip-flop 90 

7486 Quad 2 -input Exclusive - OR gate 84 

7490 Decade Counter 88 

7493 4 -bit binary counter $1.20 
7496 5.bit shift register $2.14 

74156 2 -line to 4 -line decoder demuhlplexer 52.22 
74164 8 -bit parallel -out serial shift register 52.60 
74193 Synchronous 4 -bit binary up/down counterS2.99 

SPECIAL TYPE TRANSISTORS 
Tyyppee Description Pr) 

BPX66P Light activated switch (SCS), VAK, 

VKA = 70V, IA = 150mA, IARM = 2.5A56.43 
BRY39 Trigger device, 10-7213) case, VGA = 

70V, VGR = 5V, IAR - 2.5A, PTOT - 
275mw 92 

013TI Programmable UJT 

(2N6027) 51.35 

MFE131 MOS FET 1072(6) case, VDS = 20V, 

(BFR84) PTOT at Iamb = 300mW at 25°C, 
IDSS = 20.65mA 51.83 

MPF102 F.E.T. 85 

MPF103 2n54571 F.E.T. 85 

MPF104 2N5458)F.E.T $1.00 

MPF105 2N5459)F.E.T. 
60 

MPF106 2N54851)F.E.T. 51.00 

MPF121 .E.T. 51.50 

Signal Diodes 
BÁ102 
Variable Capacitance (silica') 39 

BÁ219 
Whiskerless small signal (silicon) 20 

OÁ47 
Gold bonded (silicon) 29 

0A90 
General purpose VR 444 20V, IF 41 8mA (Germ.) 15 

OA91 
General purpose VR V. 90V, IF 41 50ma (Germ.) 18 

0 
GeneA95ral purpose VR 45 90V, IF 4'4 50mA (Germ.) 20 

IN914 (IN4148) 
Whiskerless small signal (Sil.) switching 15 

CMOS IC's 

74C00 Quad 2 Input NAND gale 55 

74CO2 2 Input NOR gate 80 

74C08 Quad 2 input AND gate 

74C30 8 Input Pos. NANDgate 

SPECIAL IC's 

MM5314 

55 
60 

Description Price 

Clock chip 6 digit, 12 or 24 hour 
format, 50 or 60 Hz Input. "Flour readout 
LSI Digital Clock" - April '75 EA 56.50 

MA1002B N.S. Clock module. "Modular Digital 
Clock" - Dec. EA '76 511.50 

2513 64 o 8 o 5 character generator P.O.A. 

2102 1024 - bit static ram 54.80 
8038 Function Generator (Intersil) 58.13 

DIODES 

Silicon Rectifier Diode Bridges 
MB1 (W02) 100 Ply 1.5A 51.18 
M04 (W04) 400 PIV f.5A 51.26 
M810 (SB10) 1000 PIV 1,5A 52.56 
PA40 400 PIV 8A 55.85 

S7.00 P840 400 PIV 25A 

Silicon Rectifier Diodes 
EM402 IN4003) 200 PIV 1A 15 

EM404 194004) 400 PIV 1A 20 

EM410 000 PIV 1A 30 

A15A 100 PIV 2.5A 55 

BYX2IL/200 200 PIV 25A 52.57 
BYX2IL/200R 200 PIV 25A 52.57 
Heatsink BYX2IL 90 

Zener Diodes 
BZX79 Series 400 mW from 4.7V to 33V 30 

82X70 Series 1.7 watt from 8.2V to 33V 99 

BZY96 Series 1.25 watt from 3.3V to 7.5V 52.25 

Tunnel Diode 
BB105G SOD -23 Case, VR=28V, V=25V, (Variable Capacitance).49 

Delivery Instructions- No minimum charge 50-65 = 50c, $5.01 - 515.00 = $1.00, $15.01 - $25 = 51.50, $25.01 - $50 = 

$2.00, $50.01-$100 = $3.00, $101 or more = 54.00 -all above 

charges are by post. Ala reasonably light parcels can be sent C.O.D. 
at no extra charge- except Post mu collection charge ($1.50). 
This C.O.D. service Is unique - bust pick up your telephone and 

we'll despatch same day If ex -stock. "No desposit" required. All 
heavy items will be sent "Freight- ON" through Comet Transport. 
No packing charges. Please send an extra $2.00 II Insurance is 

regulred. 



WE'VE TRIED THEM TOO 
Like most companies specialising in 

sound reinforcement, we put electronic 
equipment through some rather unusual 
in -field testing. On the Rod Stewart tour of 
Australia and New Zealand the sound rein- 
forcement system was set up and pulled 
down nine times. On one occasion an elec- 
tronics rack containing four Jands J600S 
amplifiers was dropped fifteen feet from a 
cargo hold, on another a similar rack had 
six inches of water drain through it when a 
canvas raincover split. Equipment failure 
on the tour was nil. Our design philosophy 
on equipment is based on five years experi- 
ence in the sound reinforcement field. Un- 
like most people we didn't stop when we 
perfected our electronic designs, we went 
on to make products that would stand up to 
continual use under any circumstances. 

For product Information write or call: 

JANDS ELECTRONICS PTY LTD., 
P.O. Box 78, 
St Peters N.S.W. 2044 
Tel. (02) 516-3622 

JANDS 
J600S 

' 600 WATT 
POWER AMP 

Also available: 100 and 300 watt power 
amps, 8,12 and 16 channel mixing consoles, 
talkback systems, electronic racks. 

iAMs ex4 

KOSMIC SOUND, 
1074 Albany Highway, 
Bentley W. Aust. 6102 
Tel. (092) 618-981 

JANDS JX4 
4 WAY X -OVER 

ELECTRIC FACTORY, 
617 High Street, 
Thornbury Vic. 3071 
Tel (03) 44-4730 

NATIONWIDE ELECTRONICS 
PHONE 635-4648 

P.O. Box 184, Pennant Hills, 2120 

SCR's 
C106D1 400V 4A $1.50 
C122D 400V 8A $2 20 
C122E 500V 8A $2.70 
C106Y1 30V 4A $1.00 

TRIACS 
SC141D 400V 6A AC switch $1.70 
SC146D 400V 10A AC switch $2.20 
SC151D 400V 15A AC switch $2.20 

DI ACS 
BR100 Trigger for SCR's .95 
ST4 Asymetrical AC trigger .95 

Light Dependent Resistor 
ORP12 L.D.R $1.95 

Thermistor 
R53 $2.50 

7 Segment Readouts 
DL704 3" Corn. Cathode $2.75 
DL750 $2.95 

ETI 131 POWER SUPPLY (See April '76 ETI) 
Superb general purpose regulated power supply. 0-20V at 2.5 amps 
or 0-40V at 1.25 amps. See ETI April '76 for details. 
FULL KIT: $70.00 plus $5 p&p. Includes rescaled meter, silk 

screened front panel, all metalwork 
and heatsinks. Specify which 

version is required when ordering. 

C)* -... . 
BUILT AND TESTED UNITS 
$90.00 tax free + $5 P&P 
$103.50 tax paid + $5 P&P 

ETI 132 POWER 
An economical general purpose 
power supply 0-15V output at 
up to 1A. Regulated and short 
circuit protected. Kit includes 
rescaled meter, free scotchcal 
front panel, fibreglass PCB and 
plastic case. 

Available with meter for $40.50 + $2 p&p or without meter for 
$30.00 + $2 p&p. 

a 
Ica 

ELECTRONICS PTY LTD 
4th Floor, Ryrie House, 
15 Boundary St., Rushcutters Bay. 2011. 
Phone 33-5850. 



RIP OUT TO RAMSGATE 
AND RIP US OFF 

wE.wEAE.=.,o, 
Resistors: 
All values to V. & 'h watt. 3c 
each. 100 up 2.5c each. Power: 
5 watt. 0.1 to 10 preferred 
values. 45c each. 10 up 40c 
each. 

Capacitors: 
Ceramics: All preferred values 
from 1 pf to 0.033 uF. 10c 
each. 25 up 8c ea. 0.047 to 0.1 
uF. 17c ea. 25 up 15c ea. 0.47 
uFd 30c ea. 25 up 25c ea. 

ELECTROLYTICS: 
Value Voltage 1 off 25 up 
1 pFd 6.3 Axial 15c 13c 
2.2 pFd 25 p.c.b. 1 Oc 8c 
3.3 pFd 25 p.c.b. 10c Be 
4.7 /LFd 10 p.c.b. 1 Oc 8c 
4.7 pFd 25 p.c.b. 10c 8c 
22 /JFd 10 p.c.b. 1 Oc 8c 
22 pFd 50 p.c.b. 17c 15c 
25 /,lFd 16 p.c.b. 10c 8c 
33 pFd 6.3 p.c.b. 11c 9c 
33 /!Fd 16 p.c.b. 12c 10c 
47 Fd 10 p.c.b. 14c 12c 
47 pFd 25 p.c.b. 16c 14c 
47 pFd 50 p.c.b. 17c 15c 
100 pFd 10 p.c.b. 16c 13c 
100 pFo 25 p.c.b. 18c 15c 
220 /AFa 6.3 Axial 20c 17c 
220 pFd 16 p.c.b. 20c 17c 

35 p.c.b. 26c 22c 
470 Fd 6.3 Axial 25c 22c 
470 Fd 25 p.c.b. 25c 22c 

10 up 
1000 pFd 10 Axial 38c 35c 
1000 pFd 16 p.c.b. 40c 36c 
1000 pFd 25 p.c.b. 52c 47c 
1000 pFd 35 p.c.b. 52c 47c 
1000 /!Fd 50 p.c.b. 89c 80c 
2200 pFd SO upright $1.80 $1.60 
3300 pFd 50 upright $2.05 $1.75 
3300 pFd 75 upright $2.70 $2.40 

SEMI -CONDUCTORS: 
T.T.L. 1 off 10 up 
Digital 
7400 40c 35c 
7402 40c 35c 
7404 40c 35c 
7408 40c 35c 
7410 40c 35c 
7420 40c 35c 
7430 40c 35c 
7447 $1.50 $1.40 
7451 40c 35c 
7454 40c 35c 
7474 90c 85c 
7490 80c 75c 
7492 80c 75c 
74107 $1.00 90c 
ULM 30005 (Hall effect switch) 

$6.00 $5.50 

C/MOS 
1oH 10up 

4000 40 35 
4001 40 35 
4002 40 35 
4006 2-50 2-25 
4007 40 35 
4008 2-75 2-50 

4009 80 70 

4011 45 40 
4012 40 35 
4013 1-00 90 
4014 2-25 2-05 
4016 85 75 

4017 2-25 2-05 

4018 2-50 2-25 

4021 2-30 2-10 
4022A 1-90 1-70 

4023A 45 40 

4024 1-35 1-20 

4027A 1-00 90 
4028A 
4030A 1-70 80 

-90 
170 

LINEAR 
1 off 10 up 

LM301 70 60 
LM304 1-30 1-20 

LM305 1-20 1-10 

LM307 70 60 
LM308 2-30 2-10 

LM309K 2-80 2-60 

LM319 2-80 2-60 

LM324 3-20 3-00 

LM339 3-20 3-00 

LM377 2-80 2-50 

LM380 1-50 1-35 

LM382 2-45 2-30 

LM3900 1-50 1-25 

LM555 85 75 

LM566 4-50 4-30 

LM709 45 40 

LM723 1-00 90 
LM741 45 40 
8038 6-95 6-50 
LM 1458 1-50 1-30 

TECHNICAL 
'ADVICE FREELY 

AVAILABLE 

OR RUSH REMITTANCE FOR OUR 
RAPID MAIL ORDER SERVICE 

(Min. mall order $5.00, some items limited stock) 
(add $1 P&P for items not otherwise marked) 

P.O. Box 38, Ramsgate, 2217 

ER ELECTRONICS 
Shop 13, 191 Ramsgate Road, Ramsgate. 

Phone (02) 529-7438 
(Cnr. Alfred St. Behind Commonwealth Bank) 

U bonkcord 8.30 - 5.30 Mon -Fri. 
8.30 - 8.00 Thurs. 

welcome here 8.30 - 12.30 Sat. 

RIP OFF NO. 1 ` 

AIMOR 23 channel C.B. 
Dual conversion with act. delta tune & P.A. 
facility. 5 watts input. Sensitivity IuV at 10 dB 
s/n. $98.00 $2.50 P&P. Including base loaded 
antenna. 

RIP OFF NO. 2 
The mystery S.S.B. rig. Can't show you a 
picture because they were still at the airport 
when this ad. was compiled. But they're a 
great performer at only $239.00 $2.50 P&P. 

Ca. ' 
>! 4 
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AND NOW 
THE BIGGEST RIPOFF 

OF THEM ALL 
EVERSONIC ST12 
Great unit at only $69.00 
$2.50 P&P. (We've got to move 
these to pay for ripoff No. 2) 

AND OF COURSE 
THE CONTINUING RIPOFF 

ON S.W.R. meters $28.50, 
Helical antennas, complete with 
cable, plug & base $28.50. O And many other items, pots, 
etc. 

STUDENTS: 
On presentation of your registration card or 
your enrolment slip we will offer you a dis- 
count. 

tn 
L7 
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ALFRED ST. 
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D 
o 

THE GRAND PDE. 

RAMSGATE BEACH 



1X to' 
careers in 

electronics 

111 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 
SPECIALIST 
If you're interested in specialising in in- 
dustrial electronics, this course offers 
technical -level training. It is an ICS Dip- 
loma Course, with a full list of subjects 
ranging from Circuits, Electronic Dia- 
grams and AM/FM Radio Receiving Sys- 
tems to Ultrasonics and Computer Prin- 
ciples. The full range from the most basic 
to the most sophisticated technology. 

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN 
This Diploma Course will give you a par- 
ticularly thorough knowledge of Electronic 
Technology. You will learn the principles, 
applications and maintenance of elec- 
tronic equipment in industrial and other 
fields, Including instruction on radio prin- 
ciples. Major sections cover electrical and 
electronic measuring instruments, tele - 
metering, facsimile and radio -electronic 
tetemetery. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
BROADCASTING SPECIALIST 
This course prepares students wishing to 
sit for the P.M.G. examinations for the 
various proficiency certificates-Com- 
mercial Operator's Certificate of Pro- 
ficiency (Aust.), Radio -Telegraph Opera- 
tor's Certificate of New Zealand, Broad- 
cast Station Operator's Certificate of 
Proficiency and Certificate in Radio 

:-t 
. 
te 
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A top salary, job security and positive success. 
That's what a career in the exciting and rapidly 
expanding electronics industry can give you- 
if you have the right qualifications. An ICS 
course can give you the training you need for 
the rewarding career you deserve. With ICS, 
you learn at home, at your own pace. There's 
no time lost travelling to classes; ICS provide 
you with everything you need by mail. You're 
ready for success in electronics now, so select 
your course, then fill in and post the coupon 
today. 

t 

Technology (New Zealand). Sections 
covered include: Electrical Theory, Radio 
Theory, Regulations, Telegraphy Tests, 
Practical and Oral Questions. 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER 
SERVICING SPECIALIST 
A specialist course designed to provide a 
sound knowledge of the technical aspects 
of computers; how they function and their 
practical applications, including pro- 
gramming. The course covers Number 
Systems and Digital Components; Organ- 
isation and Maintenance of Computers: 
Servomechanisms and Fundamentals of 
Computer Programming. 

COLOUR TV 
If you already have a knowledge of the 
principles and practice of TV, this 
course will prepare you for the in- 
troduction of colour TV. Subjects 
covered in detail include: 
Colour in TV, the Colour TV 
system, Picture Tubes and 
ReceiverCircuits forCol- 
our TV, Troubleshoot- 
ingColourTV,Align- 
ment of Mono- 
chromeandCol- -k 
ourReceivers OQ 
andthePAL O 
System. . QO 

1 

íes' 
COMPUTER TECHNICIAN G Ietereetlonal Comapondenee Sehoola 

400 PecSc Hwy. Crow, Neat NSW 2065. Tel: 49-2121 This compact Diploma course will be of ,,5 1&20Colline St. Melbourne 9000. Tel: 63.7927 
special value to technical people who New Zealand 182 Wakefield St.Wellington. 

are likely to be concerned with the 5 installation, maintenance and op- Q 
eration of digital computers. It about the Career on 
provides a sound introduction 
to Electrotechnics, Elec- 
tronic Theory, Electronic 
Computers and Digital 
Computer Program- 
ming. Practical 
applications are 

Occupation stressed 
throughout. 

Please provide me with information 

Mr/Mrs/Miss Age 

Address 

Postcode 

EAO 

i 



KENT HI-FI PRESENTS 

THE MOBILE ONE DISCO 
suitable for discos, parties, clubs and many other enter- 
tainment applications. $2200 

-J_ rly. .I:. _I.. V_ . _ ..! 
_... _ ,..: ,.... ... _.. earn -r- -,- Y 

_ .s -- 

Features: 

Lighting control unit included 
Separate equalisation and balance controls on each input 
Attenuator pads on microphone and auxiliary inputs 
Stereo cue for each input 
VU and peak overload indicators on masters out 
More than ample level from headphone amp 

Has all the functions of a professional studio mixer at a fraction of the cost. 
Speakers available to suit your requirements. For more information, please 
contact Kent Hi -Fi. 

410 KENT STREET 
SYDNEY 

ph:29-2743 

(WHERE THE BEST EQUIPMENT COSTS LESS) 



THE ROCK SHOW 

Sound System 
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CONCERT SOUND SYSTEMS come in 
many sizes, shapes and forms and I 

don't think I've ever heard two systems 
that sound identical in the same hall. 
The sound engineers have different 
design philosophies although they share 
a common objective. 

Expressions such as 4 way cross- 
overs, front loaded horns, radials, dis- 
persion angles, etc, are banded about 
when the crews get together on tour but 
what really makes a good "state of the 
art" sound system? A system that, given 
the hundreds of variables such as hall 
acoustics, mood of audience, time avail- 
able for set-up and tuning, road damage 
(that must be taken into account at 
every concert), will consistently deliver 
the best possible sound to the audience. 

For some of the answers let's look at 
a system I designed for the Australian 
tours of Rod Stewart and Abba. The 
'Jands No. 1 Touring System' weighs 
28 tonnes and delivers a power output 
of 24,000 watts rms. 
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The last couple of years have brought 
bigger and better equipment to the 
concert stage ... here Howard Page 
of Jands Pty describes the equipment 
used in presenting artists like Rod 
Stewart and Abba to Australian 
crowds exceeding 30,000. 

Let's follow the sound from its 
source looking first at microphones. The 
majority of these are made by Shure - 
type SM 58 for vocals and SM 57 for 
instruments. On the drums I use some 
other favorites such as Sennheiser 
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MD 421 or AKG D12. The actual set-up 
depends on taste and the way the kit is 

tuned. The mics plug into 20 -way multi - 
core cables leading to the mixer in the 
hall. The multi -core input box also has 
splitting outputs to feed any mic to the 
stage monitor mixer located on one side 
of the stage. The house mixing console 
is custom designed by myself and Jands 
consultant 'electronic genius' Phillip 
Storey. This is a 24 track in, 16 track 
out, studio style board made super - 
rugged for the 'road'. It has many 
facilities not normally needed on a PA 
mixer, such as the ability to do a stereo 
house mix, a separate stereo recording 
mix, a mono TV mix and an all -up 16 
track output all at one time. 

Why such extravagance? It is because 
in Australia (due to the limited audio 
facilities in TV OB vans) we often get 
asked if we can do all the above - for a 

live TV show with an album to be 
released later, so the extra features can 
be readily justified. 
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The stereo 'house mix' outputs of 
the board feed to a set of, one -third - 
octave stereo graphic equalisers. These 
are set up using pink noise and real time 
analysis to accurately 'tune' the system 
for both the hall and, in some cases, the 
type of sound required. The stereo 
signals then feed a set of stereo 

DBX 160s (Compressor/Limiter) which 
are set as a final safeguard on the system 
to ensure the amplifiers are not driven 
into consistent square waves, one of 
the primary causes of speaker system 
failure. 

Having been tuned and .compressed 
as necessary the signals feed into a 
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custom-built switchable 3, 4 or 5 way 
stereo electronic cross -over unit, the 
design of which is classified information. 
Also feeding in and out of the mixer 
are what we call FX devices, ie, echo 
unit, flanging units, extra compressors 
for various instruments, digital delay 
devices, etc, these are used as required. 

Once the sound has been divided it 
is sent down a separate multi -core cable 
called a system feeder which plugs into 
the amplifiers on stage behind the 
speaker stacks. The amplifiers we use 
are the finest available 'state of the art' 
units: Phaser Linear 700B, Crown 
DC 300A, SAE 17K111CM, and a new 
unit we're especially proud of, our own 
Jands J600S which is proving equal, if 
not superior to, anything available from 
overseas. 

Each amplifier rack unit contains 
switching and matching systems to 
enable complete flexibility and access 
should a failure occur. Heavy duty 
speaker cables connect the amplifier 
outputs to the final link in the chain, 
the speaker units themselves. These, in 
the No 1 System, are for the 'Lo Boxes' 

This is the tower of speakers used at one of 
the smaller gigs on the tour/ 
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custom -designed Super 'W's containing 
4 x 15" JBL (all components in the 
system are JBL) speakers; for the 'Hi 
Bass' or 'Mid Bass' another custom - 
designed front loaded 2 x 12" speaker 
box tuned reflex porting (for use as 
the bass unit in a 3 -way system); for the 
'Mids' JBL 90° and 60° Radial horn 
units with high powered compression 
drivers; and for the 'Highs' 2402, JBL 
075 radiator units. 

Well that's it, total cost approx. 
$250,000, but it represents where 
concert sound reinforcement is at now. 
Certainly a far cry from a column 
speaker on each side of stage but its 
worth it when I hear members of the 
audience muttering as they file out 
"They sound just like their record". 

LIGHTING AND POWER 
One of the biggest problems now facing 
Jands when operating a PA and lighting 
rig, such as that used on the Rod 
Stewart tour is to ensure adequate 
mains supply (240 V). Simple arith- 
metic gives power consumption: the PA 
has six amplifier racks per side, and each 
rack has 3 stereo amplifiers each draw- 
ing four amperes. Total consumption is 
2 x 6 x 3 x 4 = 144 A. Stage equipment, 
including special effects, can easily draw 
100 amperes. The lighting system 
comprises 100 Jamps, each drawing 
4 amperes. This adds another 400 
amperes to the total requirement I 

To help eliminate dimmer noise in 
the PA system using the three phase 
supplies, the lights are placed across two 
phases with sound and stage equipment 
across the third phase. 

THE JANDS LIGHTING SYSTEM 
Control Desk: 
There are forty eight channels each with two preset levels 
('A' and 'B'), and a 'full' button. There are sixteen scene 
masters programable via a matrix patch board such that any 
of the 48 sliders can be put on any scene. A two -to -six way 
(selectable) chaser (a'sequencer') is available; any light can 
be placed on the chaser. The chaser has speed control, 
forward/reverse selection, intensity control and a chase/ 
follow mode. 
Dimmer Racks: 
Rod Stewart used two racks, Each rack houses thirty-five 
2 kW Strand Miniset cards packaged in plug-in modules. 
Jands have manufactured Miniset dimmers for Strand 
Electric since their introduction 6 years ago. 
Lights: 
The majority of the lights are manufactured by Jands 
Engineering according to an American design (they're 
called Altman Cans). They use 110 V 'Par 64' 1,000 watt 
lamps in pairs wired in series across the 240 supply. Con- 
nection to lamps is done with looms of 23/0076 3 -core 
general-purpose flex. 
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This set-up shows the speakers used at the Sydney 
showground for the Rod Stewart concert. 
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George Mills brought this projection colour TV 
from London for the Sydney Rod Stewart concerts. 
Throughout the concert the audience has a close- 
up view of the action projected onto a massive 
screen. 
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The power supply Jands now insist 
on is 300 amperes per phase with a solid 
neutral. The electrical code permits a 

much lighter neutral than active in most 
installations, the assumption being the 
load can be expected to be balanced 
across the three phases and hence little 
neutral current flows back to the sub 
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board. With the lights full up and no PA 
(as occurs at the end of each song) 
there is a great strain to pull the neutral 
towards the lighting phases and with a 

soggy neutral it is possible to get over 
300 volts appearing on the PA phase 
(the neutral drifting 50 volts above 
earth). 

Power is run from the sub -board to 
the dimmer racks and audio equipment 
via 416/0178 glass -insulated rubber 
sheathed mining trailing cable (cable 
rating 320 amperes and the copper core 
being 14 mm diameter). Each cable is 

fitted with a 350 ampere connector 
imported from Switzerland. 

Each lighting phase runs direct into a 

dimmer rack housing thirtyfive 2 kW 
dimmer modules. The sound phase runs 
into a 19 electronics rack containing 
two 150 A breakers, one to feed PA the 
other the stage gear. Each breaker is 

connected to an earth leakage detector 
set to trip when more than 20 mA flows 
to earth. The current required to cause a 

fatal electric shock is 50 mA. Hence if 
any person comes in contact with a live 
wire on stage they cannot receive a 

fatal shock. 
To avoid dimmer noise in the PA 

system it is often necessary to get a 

separate earth for the audio so Jands 
always carry a 6 foot solid copper earth 
stake and 10 kg of salt (for making a 

briné solution for better earth contact). 

JANDS CONCERT SOUND SYSTEM 
AS USED BY ABBA/ROD STEWART TOURS 

OF AUSTRALIA 

MON ITORS 
Mixer: Twenty input and six output buses. Each mic can 
be mixed onto one or all of the six buses, with or without 
tone control. This gives up to six separate monitor mixes 
so that each musician can have the extra foldback mix he 
requires . Each feed then passes through a graphic equalizer 
and into a Jands J600S to feed a foldback system. 
Foldback Speaker System: 

Each Side 1 x JBL 4550 with two JBL 2220. 
2 x JBL 4560 with one JBL 2220. 
2 x JBL 90° horns. 
1 x JBL 2390 horn lens. 

Back Monitor 4 x JBL 4560 bass bins. 
2 x JBL 90° horns. 

Front 4 x wedge monitor housing one JBL 
15" bass and one JBL horn and driver. 

MAIN SYSTEM 
2 x 20 -way multicore cables feed the signal from forty 

microphones to the front of house mixer. A Jands 24 
channel in and 16 channel out mixer. 

The custom -designed 24 track, 16 track out mixer has 
the following facilities on each module: 

1. Selectable Input Attentuation 
2. Channel Mute 
3. Mic Phase Reverse 
4. Mic/Line Switch 
5. High Pass Filter (250 cycles 18 dB/octave) 
6. Equalizer Bypass 
7. Lo; Mid; High; 18 dB Boost/Cut at four selectable 

frequencies 
8. Pan Pot 
9. Eight Full Stereo Group Select Buttons 
10. Solo Pre/Fade Listen Button 
There are eight stereo sub groups with two other sets of 

eight for making separate mixes of the sub group for 

recordings, TV etc. 
At the mixer are two 19" electronics racks. 
The effects rack and the main system rack housing: 
One third octave (27 band) stereo graphic DBX 160 
2 x limiters DBX 160 
2 x Jands 4 -way crossover 
The signal passes through each item then goes via a 

separate multicore to the stage to drive the amplifiers. 
At each side of the stage are built the sound towers. 

These being 24' x 12' with three levels. Better dispersion is 

achieved by stacking high rather than wide. Each stack has 
the following: 

8 x Amplifier Racks each containing 3 amplifiers these 
being Crown DC300A,Phase Linear 700B and Jands J600S. 

The Speaker System: 
12 x 4130 (Jands designed W Bins with four JBL 15" 

speakers in each). 
4 x W cabinets containing two JBL 15" speakers. 
24 x JBL 4560 Bass cabinets with one JBL 15" speaker. 
16 x Double 12" cabinets (Jands design) containing two 

JBL 12" speakers. 
20 x JBL 90° horns. 
16 x JBL 60° horns. 
8 x JBL long throw horns. 

48 x JBL 075 high frequency. 
The total JBL count on the Rod Stewart/Abba main 

system Sydney Concert was: 
80 x 15" speakers. 
32 x 12" speakers. 
44 x Horns and drivers. 
48 x High frequency. 
Total value at your local hi-fi shop approx. $250,000. 
The entire system is equalized before each concert using 

a pink noise generator and a Real Time Analyzer. 
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i address in the space below 
1 and send this page to us. 

i To help you make the right 
1 choice, we'll send you our 

very lavish and very free 
hi fi catalogue by return. 

1 Name 

Address 

I Postcode 

I Address your envelope to: 
I JVC Advisory Service, 
I Hagemeyer (Australasia) B.V., 

I P.O. Box 49, 
Kensington. 

I N.S.W. 2033. 
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DL -109R 
MOVING MAGNET 

CARTRIDGE 

Output voltage: 3 mV (1 kHz 
50 mm/sec) 

Frequency response: 20 -35,000 
Hz 

DENON 
Professional audio brand 

AU -310 
TRANSFORMER FOR MOVING 

COIL CARTRIDGE 

DL -109D MOVING 
MAGNET CARTRIDGE 

Output voltage: 3 mV (1 kHz 
50 mm/sec) 

Frequency response: 20 -.50,000 
Hz 

Call at any DENON stockist 
or contact 

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS (AUSTRALASIA) LIMITED 
554 Parramatta Road, Ashfield. N.S.W. 2131. Phone 797-5757 

MOVING COIL DL -103 
CARTRIDGE Output voltage: 0.3 mV (1 kHz 

50 mm/sec) 
Frequency response: 20 -.45,000 

Hz 

Zoo 

.o r 

M. 

Frequency response: 
Load impedance: 

20Hz -.40kHz (±1 dB) 
50 kft or more 

PCM 
RECORDS 
(Pulse Code Modulation) 

PIANO SONATAS 

CONCERTOS 

QUARTETS 

and other classical music. 
More works now 

being released. 

MELBOURNE ADELAIDE HOBART CANBERRA TOWNSVILLE BRISBANE PERTH LAUNCESTON NEWCASTLE 560 4533 272 2366 34 5266 95 3431 79 8155 44 1631 71 0888 44 5155 2 5166 
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JANDS J 600S 
Power Amplifier 
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We got our acoustical consultants, Louis A. Challis and Associates, to 
review one of the power amplifiers used in the rock show PA system 
described in the preceding article. This Australian -made amplifier can 
deliver 800 W into eight ohms. 

ONLY THOSE PEOPLE WHO HAVE 
attended these shows would realise the 
fantastic acoustical levels that are used 
for the public performances of artists 
like Rod Stewart and Abba who have 
been near to the stage have witnessed 
the monumental amounts of equipment 
used for the public address, lighting and 
fold -back sound systems. 

On the recent Rod Stewart tour the 
combined pówer level of the main 
amplifier system was 12,000 watts 
(electro -acoustic power) with a fold - 
back system power capability of 4,000 
watts. It is intriguing that anybody 
could contemplate using a fold -back 
system of 4,000 watts power capability. 
It is even more intriguing that this is 

being monitored by real-time one-third 
octave band analysers so that the fold 
back mixing engineer can continually 
monitor the signal and spectral balance 

being fed to the musicians onstage. 
With sound pressure levels in front 

of the musicians and in front of the 
stage as high as 120 decibels, and sound 
pressure levels at the rear of the 
audience area in excess of 90 decibels 
things seem to have gone a bit too far. 
If one leaves the hearing conservation 
and community annoyance factors aside 
for the moment, we are considering 
acoustical powers and intensities which 
are bordering on dangerous. Today's 
systems would make the public address 
system designer of even a few years ago 
quake at the thought. 

High Power Amplifier 
Whilst high power amplifier have been 
around for quite a while, until recently 
these were, with few exceptions, the 
domain of the American designer. 

die 

Recently the Japanese have released 
high powered amplifiers, most of which 
are very good, and to our surprise in the 
last few months one Australian 
manufacturer has offered a product in 
what,is already a very competitive and 
technically advanced market. 

We have previously reviewed the 
Phase Linear and the Crown amplifiers, 
amongst others, and found these 
products to be exceptionally good 
within the thermal limitations that all 
such amplifiers experience. 

We were intrigued to be offered a 

Jands J600S Amplifier whose price 
must undoubtedly make it very 
competitive when compared to even the 
best of the overseas amplifiers. Having 
previously reviewed the Jands PS4 
Amplifier two years ago, and having 
seen these installed in a number of 
discotheques and other high power 
installations, we were pleased to see this 
Australian manufacturer offering a 

power amplifier which offers a better 
dollar per watt performance in the high 
power amplifier big league. And we 
found that approximately one third of 
the amplifiers being used for both the 
Rod Stewart and Abba tours were Jands 
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF 
JANDS J600S STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER 

Maximum Power Output: 
(Both Channels Driven) 

Frequency Response: 
(1 watt output) 

Total Harmonic Distortion: 
1' W att: 

200 Watts: 

Hum & Noise: 
(I/P S/C) 

Input Sensitivity: 

Slewing Rate: 

220W 82 each channel 
361W 41Z each channel 

5Hz to 75 kHz (-3dB) 
14Hz to 32 kHz (-0.5dB) 

100Hz 0.06% 
1kHz 0.06% 
6.3kHz 0.20% 
100Hz 0.068% 
1kHz 0.068% 
6.3k Hz 0.083% 

0.6mV (Lin) -96dB (Lin) 
0.088mV (A wtd) -113dB (A) 
0.095mV (A wtd) -112dB (A) 

1.1 Volts for 200 Watts into 82 

Output 10V/µSec 

J600S, so we thought the time was right 
to find out why. 

The J600S 
The Jands J600S Power Amplifier came 
well packed in a solid cardboard carton 
with simple polystyrene corner 
supports. When we picked up the 
carton, we found out why the carton 
needed to be so solid, with a weight 
of 15kg because of its shape and weight 
distribution it almost requires two 
people to pick it up. On opening the 
carton we found a power amplifier 
designed for mounting in a 19" rack 
with dimensions of 478 mm x 132 mm 
x 335 mm deep. This corresponds to a 

standard 5'h" module spacing in a rack 
and is designed for the normal screw 
mountings. 

The unit is basically a very large 
transformer mounted in a steel chassis 
with large black aluminium heat sinks 
on the back. We are told that the 19" 
racks used for the Rod Stewart tour 
buckled in transit to Adelaide but the 
amplifiers showed no signs of distress. 

The first thing that caught our eye, 
apart from the black facade, was a label 
on the top of the Amplifier which said: 
"Caution. Ensure adequate ventilation. 

Maximum safe operating temperature is 

80° measured bn the output transistor". 
The unit obviously requires copious 
quantities of cooling air to be able to 
attain its maximum power rating and 
label carefully points out that fan 

&C. 

POWER 

cooling is essential for continuous high 
power use. It must be acknowledged 
that this is true for all other comparable 
sized amplifiers on the market. 

In picking up the amplifier we found 
that the edges of the amplifier handles 
were so sharp that they ripped one guy's 
trousers - this already put us on the 
wrong footing before reviewing the 
amplifier. 

The next thing we noticed was that 
instead of the VU meters which are 
subject to abuse, and quite often 
premature failure, the J600S utilises 
two LED arrays with 3 dB increments 
to cover the range - 20 dB to 0 dB 
by use of switch control, the range 
-41 dB to -20 dB, for each channel. 
Apart from the two nasty handles, there 
are two channel level controls flanking 
the LED arrays, a power on/off switch 
and a --20 dB switch for altering the 
sensitivity of the LED display. 

The front panel is a black 10 gauge 
aluminium panel with white screen 
printing, behind which the main steel 
chassis is fixed. We noted a slight bow in 
the front panel but this would partially 
correct itself when rack -mounted, due 
to the weight of the chassis pulling this 
tight against the panel system. 

The transformer is massive and 
occupies more than a third of the 
chassis space available for the 
electronics. The remaining space is 
occupied by the power output stages 
located directly behind the double heat 
sinks, and the main electronic chassis. 
This ponsists of a printed circuit for the 
driving and pre -amplifier stages over- 
lying the power supply filter circuitry 
(which consists of the main power 
rectifiers and two large electrolytic 
capacitors). 

JwOOS 

INPUT SENSITIVITY 
INPUT IMPEDANCE 
POWER CONSUMPTION 
RAIL VOLTAGE 

OUTPUT LOAD 
INTERNAL D.C. FUSES 

200W/CH INTO 8 OHMS 
300W/CH INTO 4 OHMS 
1-1V FOR FULL OUTPUT 
50 K OHMS NOMINAL 
950 W MAXIMUM 
150 V BALANCED 
4 OHMS OR GREATER 
8 AMP 

CAUT ION 
ENSJRE ADEQUATE VENTILATION. MAXIMUM SAFE 
?ERATING TEA 'ERATURE IS 80°C MEASURED ON 
RUTPUT TRANSISTORS. 9.,_,B FAILURE TO COMPLY 
WI1'H THIS CONDITION WILL INVALIDATE WARRANTY 
FAH COOLINe1 IS ESSENTIAL FOR HIGH POWER USE 

The top of the amplifier carries this specification plate. 
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The output transistors 
are mounted under four 
covers located at the 
bases of each pair of 
cooling fins. 1 

The main circuit board is a full dip 
soldered board. This has been done to 
inhibit the nasty problems of premature 
corrosion in plain copper laminate 
circuit boards. All the driver stage 
transistors are fitted with individual 
heat sinks to enhance their thermal 
dissipation. All the components utilised 
are normal commercial grade with the 
exception of the power output stage 
transistors which are specially selected 
to provide the rated power capacity. 
The printed circuit boards utilised for 
power output stages are fully masked to 
inhibit corrosion and provide a long 
commercial life. 

The Technicalities 
One of the first questions which we 
asked on seeing this unit was, is it 
protected from thermal or current 
overload? The reasons for this were 
that some of the other amplifiers which 
we have reviewed have only fuses to 
protect the output transistors from 
abuse. The best amplifiers utilise very 
effective but complex electronic circuits 
to protect the output stage from short 
circuits and destructive current. 

In the case of the PS4 Amplifier, 
Jands had sensibly provided a 
protection circuit which allowed one to 
pull sparks from the output stage (this 
often happens in the field when using 
high power amplifiers). Fortunately, the 
circuit designers have seen fit to include 
similar features in the J600S and we 
were able to happily draw sparks 
without blowing up the amplifier when 
applying short circuits. Obviously, with 
extended short circuits the fuses do 

f 

OUTPUTS 

blow, but this takes a few seconds. 

The rear of the amplifier features 
two universal terminals for each output 
stage, a mains fuse, two RCA co -axial 
inputs and an array of four transistors 
mounted under clip -on covers on each 
of the four large heat sinks. The tran- 
sistors utilised are RCA 2N3773s which 
have been individually matched by 
Jands in order to minimise distortion 
at high power levels. Before turning the 
unit on, we read the handbook which 
provides very little information, some 
of which is rather confusing. Whilst we 
must presume that this is a draft issue, 
we were surprised to see hand 
corrections, leaving us in doubt as to 
what are the manufacturer's final ratings 
for his amplifier. Whilst the handbook 
constitutes a good start, it does contain 
one worthwhile feature in that the back 
page comes with a complete factory test 
of all those major parameters which the 
intending purchaser would desire to 
have confirmed. 

We submitted the amplifier to 
exhaustive tests which showed that, 
with few exceptions, the manufacturer's 
stated performance figures were 
equalled or exceeded, with the 
exceedance being primarily in the area 
of power capability into both 8 ohm 
and 4 ohm loads with both channels 
driven. We were gratified to find that 
the amplifier can deliver a healthy 800 
watts at 1 kHz into an 8 ohm load. This, 
of course, is attractive for those people 
who need a high powered amplifier 
capable of providing an effectively flat 
frequency response from 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. 

1 1 1a1 1 1 1 1 

The basic performance of the 
amplifier is very good, with the total 
harmonic distortion at 200 W being 
less than 0.1% under all operating 
conditions tested, and only tending to 
rise in the region above 10 kHz because 
of the type of output transistors 
utilised. This is one of the problems 
on the Australian market where at 
present there are very few high-powered 
high -frequency transistors available at a 

reasonable price. The hum and noise 
level was -96 dB linear and -112 dB 
(A) with respect to maximum power 
output with the gain controls at 
maximum setting. 

The manufacturer quotes a slewing 
rate of 10 V per microsecond, which is 

particularly good, not that this is 
important unless the amplifier is to be 
used for high power -high frequency 
work (which is not the purpose for 
which it was intended). Even so this 
amplifier is capable of driving a shaker 
table, sonar transducers, servo systems 
and for a wide range of other military 
or industrial purposes. 

The Final Test 
We subjected the amplifier to imbalance 
signals with the input bridged, with one 
side of the output load earthed and 
found that we were able to induce an 
additional protective resistor (which is 

incorporated to prevent earth loop 
problems in multiple amplifier set-ups) 
to start cooking. At first we thought we 
had destroyed the amplifier, but on 
lifting up the covers we found that both 
the amplifier and the wire wound 
resistor were in no way impaired. We 
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completed our testing without being 
able to blow up the amplifier although 
we must admit -we tried! 

o OUTPUTS 

Summary 
The J600S Power Amplifier is currently 
the best commercial high -power O amplifier available on the Australian° 

-11 A 
market in terms of dollars per watt and, 
provided the wage -price spiral does not 
continue, it should be readily able to UNPUTS 
compete effectively in some of the near 
eastern markets with the quality 
amplifiers currently available from 
America and Japan. Whilst its front c(!) E.USTRALIA 
finish is not as good as the imported 
units, its logical design features, greater 
ease of repair, and access to the elec- 
tronics, must make it attractive for both 
the commercial user and the Hi -Fi 
fadist (or is that sadist?) who wants to 
run his own Rod Stewart or Abba shows 
at home. 

o 

1 

Square Wave Response @ 100Hz into 81-1@ 200W Square Wave Response @ 1000Hz into 81-2 @ 200W 

í 

Square Wave Response @ 6.3kHz Into 81-2@200W 
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The frequency response graph was a dead straight line - here we 
show the two ends but the bit missing from the middle looks like 
it was drawn with a ruler. 
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Green 8 -digit display 
'One memory 
Four arithmetic functions: 1* - x-1 

algebraic mode operation 
*Fully floating decimal point 
Chain & repeat operation 
'Constant operation 

Leading zero suppression 
X & Y register exchange 
° \ & Y memory register exchange 
°Square root & reciprocal 
'Trigonometric functions: 

sin, cos, tan, sin 1, cost, tan' 
Logarithmic functiots: log, In 
Power functions: e, xT 
' Degree or radian mode 

3 months guarantee 

ZENY-34M 

'Green 8 -digit display 
*Four arithmetic functions 
°Square root & reciprocal 
One accumulating memory 
Constant and chain calculations 

°Automatic percentage calculations 

° Algebraic mode operation 
'Leading zero suppression 

3 months guarantee 

Sl 1 0039.00 for Adaptor & 
rechargeable batteries 

TAX EXEMPTEDPlus 15% Sales 3'as 
if applicable 

LOGITECH LC -40 D 
'37 Function keys (8 with double function) $ 35.00 
°Bright green display 
' 8 -digit mantissa with sign and 2 -digit exponent TAX EXEMPTED 
with sign 

Number entry in either floating point or 
scientific notation 

Scientific notation with 200 decade range (10 
DV to 10") 
'Two levels of parenthesis 
`One accumulating memory with overflow 
protection 
Algebraic operation 

Constant and repeat operations ' Most functions usually found in advanced 
calculators, including: 

polar rectangular coordinate 
conversions 

decimal degree u. degree, minute, 
second conversions 

sin, cos, tan, sin's, cos", tan", 10", ea, 
In, log, 

xT, 1/x, VT, and x2. 
*Trigonometric functions with arguments 

in degrees radians or grads 
12 months guarantee 

(including Adaptor 
& rechargeable batteries) 
plus 15% Sales Tax 
if applicable. 

$18.00 
LOGITECH LC -831 s 

TAX EXEMPTED $11 00 for Adaptor & 
rechargeable batteries 
plus 15% Sales Tax 
if applicable. 
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LOGITECH LC -123.3s 

°Large green display - 10 digit 
8 mantissa and 2 digit exponent 

Two levels of parenthesis 
'Floating decimal point or scientific 

notation 
*Range -1x1099 to 1x10'99 
°Trig. functions: 

sin,"los, tan, sin'', cos', tan 
*Degree or radian mode 
°Degree to radian and radian to 

degree conversion 
°Logarithmic functions: 

log, In, anti log, anti In 
°Power functions: e', 10", a=. 
'Factorial functions: al (tor a< 70) 
Square root & reciprocal 
Algebraic mode operation 
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12 months guarantee 
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527.00 
TAX EXEMPTED 
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plus 15% Sales Tax 
if applicable 
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mantissa with signed 2 -digit exponent 

'Number entry in either floating 
point or scientific notation 

'Scientific notation with 200 decade 
range (100 " to 10T") 

'Two levels of parenthesis, except 
for certain scientific functions 
for which only one level is available 

'One independent memory 
'Scientific functions: sin, cos, tan, 

sin'', cost, tan's, a", 10", In 
log, AT 1/X, a, and x2 

° Degree or radian mode switch for 
trigonometric functions 

3 months guarantee 

LC -10D 32.00 
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plus 15% Sales Tax 
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TAX EXEMPTED 

LOCITECH LC -20U 
'8 -digit liquid crystal display 
°6 -function plus memory accumulation 
'Loss' power consumption (0.003 use 

one 1.5\ AA battery lasting 250 I Ir) 
'Soft and sensible key touching 
'Operating in algebraic mode 
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3 months guarantee 

$1700 plus 15% Sales Tax 
if applicable 
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BUDGET MIDLAND 
CB without tears - and 
without parting with too 
much loot) Full 5W input, 
23 channel operation. AM. 
Comes with mic & mtg. 
brackets, etc. Cat D-1430 
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WORKHORSE MIDLAND 
Australias most popular AM 
transceiver. ANL & NB make 
noise almost disappearl High 
quality receiver, rugged trans- 
mitter. A beauty! Cat D-1436 

SANYO 5 WATT 
t 6 CHANNELS! 

AUSTRALIA'S MOST SOUGHT 
AFTER MARINE TRANSCEIVERS. 
Both hand held and mini marine are 

full 5W input, with 6 channels (1 supp. 
on 27.88MHz). Both are ideal for the 
weekend yachtsman or fisherman - or 

with the correct crystals, on any 6 CB 
channels. Very versatile units! 

HAND HELD: Very heavy duty units, 
can also be used as base (6 different out- 

put functions allowed). Optional carrying 
case available. Cat D-1142 .....S79.50 
MINI MARINE: Tiny size allows installation 
aywherel Supplied with hardware & mic, etc. 
You cant go past this onel Cat D-1152 .. $89.50 
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SUPERB SSB MIDLAND 
One of the most -used SSB rigs 
around. Incredible range - 
much more efficient than DSB 
(AM) units. 69 available modes, 
23 channels. 5W input. Has RF 
gain control, too! Cat D1700 

TO OPERATE 
THESE UNITS 

IN AUST. 
YOU NEED 

A P&T DEPT 
LICENSE 

IQ.asr -11,ri 
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BASE/MOBILE SSB MIDLAND 
Very similar rig to the 892 - but 
has an inbuilt 115 volt power 
supply. To go base, all you need 
is a 240/115V transformer - 
which Dick sells! (Cat M-1158) 
So you have the option with this 
rig of base or mobile! Cat D-1710 

ARE YOU READY? 
MY GREAT, MAMMOTH, 

STUPENDOUS,,EXCITING, 
FANTASTIC, INCREDIBLE, 
SUPERB, AMAZING, NEW 

1977-78 SUPERCATALOG 

WILL BE RELEASED IN THE 
NEXT ISSUE (MAY 1977) OF 

ELE(TROIII(S 
tlustralia 

(SUPERLATIVES COULD NOT 
DESCRIBE IT!) 

fcASH 
WN/7E29'' MANS THOLSTRUP USES MIDLAND 

NEL/CAL 
YOU'VE SEEN WHAT YOU 
GET ELSEWHERE FOR THE 
PRICE: That's right - just the 
helical! You then have to buy the 
base, the co -ax lead, the PL259 
plug, etc. Not with the 'White 
Flash'. That's all included in the 
Dne low price. And what's more, 
it's all pre -assembled. You only 

have to connect the 
plug to the rig, mount 
the antenna, and away 

/ you go! What could be 
simpler? Cat D-4076. IS 

In his recent marathon marathon 
journey, Hans Tholstrup 
used Midland 27MHz 
gear exclusively. Even he 
was amazed at the range 
and performance he 
obtained - even in the 
middle of Bass Straight! 
If it's good enough for 
Hans Tholstrup to stake 
his life on, surely Midland 
is good enough for you? 

Hans used a Midland 13-854 
marine unit, a Midland 23 
channel CB & two 'White 
Flash' helical antennas. 

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS GROUP 

065. . 
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SYDNEY -125 York St.. 29 1126. 
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DICK SMITH DEALERS: 
Sound Components. Tan,worth, NSW. 66.1363 
The Record Centre, Griffith. NSW. 62 1577 
M&W Elecuamcs. Oeu,ge, NSW 626491 
Electronic Hobby Centre, Palm Bch OLD. 34 1248 
Aero Electronics. Hsbart, TAS, 34 232 
Altronres Parts, Perth, WA. 28 1599 
A.E. Cooling. Elizabeth Sth, SA. 255 2249 

BANKSTOWN-361 Hume Hwy.. 709 6600. Wiseman Si Wyatt, Stuart Pk, NT 81 3491 
OLD.- 166 Logan Rd.. Rotondo. 3916233. Pacific Electronics. Honiara. Solomon Is. 494. 
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SHOP HOURS 
Mon - Fri: 9 to 5.30 
Sat: 9 to 12. 

MINIMUM AMOUNT 
FOR BANK CARD 
IS 5500 

bnnkcord 
welcome here 

NEW POSTAL CHARGES 

Outer Valor Choy. 
- 55 9 99 51.00 

.051O 124.99 S2.00 
525 S49 99 53.00 
S50 599 99 S4 00 
5100 ,o more 5550 

By Contrl freight Minimum packing 40,1 handling 
chargr 51 00 We despatch 'heighten' end you 
pay wherh you revere the goods 

FOR COD SEND S240 E%IRA PLUS 5300 DEPOSIT 
MINIMUM MAIL ORDER AMOUNT IS 55.00 
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Top Disc Cutting Studios, , 

likeThe Mastering Lab, 
rely on Stanton's 681 -Calibration 

Standard in their Operations. 

Í r' 
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Not everyone who plays records needs the Stanton Calibration 
Standard cartridge, but everyone who makes records does! 

At The Mastering Lab, one of the world's leading independent 
disc mastering facilities, the Stanton 681 Triple -E is the measuring 
standard which determines whether a "cut" survives or perishes 
into oblivion. 

A recording lathe operator needs the most accurate playback 
possible, and his constant comparing of lacquer discs to their 
original source enables him to objectively select the most faithful 
cartridge. No amount of laboratory testing can reveal true musical 
accuracy. This accuracy is why the Stanton 681 Series is the 
choice of leading studios. 

When Mike Reese, principal disc cutter at The Mastering Lab, 
plays back test cuts, he is checking the calibration of the cutting 
channel, the cutter head, cutting stylus, and the lacquer disc. The 
most stringent test of all, the evaluation of direct to disc record- 
ings, requires an absolutely reliable playback cartridge ... the 681 
Triple -E. 
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All Stanton Calibration Standard cartridges are guaranteed to 
meet specification within exacting limits. Their warranty, an indi- 
vidual calibration test result, comes packed with each unit. For the 
technological needs of the recording and broadcast industries, 
and for the fullest enjoyment of home entertainment, you can rely 
on the professional quality of Stanton products. 

Sole Australian Distributors: 

/r 

\ 
LERDYA IIVDUSTRIESp ó 

STaNTon 

Head Office: 156 Railway Pde., Leederville, Western Australia 6007. Ph. 81 2930. 
N.S.W. Office: 100 Walker St., North Sydney 2060. Phone 922 4037. 
VICTORIA Office: 103 Pelham St., Carlton 3053. Phone 347 7620. 
Available at quality conscious Hi -Fi dealers throughout Australia! 
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DESCRIBED BY R. M. MARSTON PART I 

GROUND 

TRIGGER 

OUTPUT 

RESET 

+Vcc 

DISCHARGE 

THRESHOLD 

CONTROL VOLTAGE 

Fig. 1. Outline and pin notations of the standard 8 -pin OIL version of 
the 555 timer I.C. 

CONTROL 
VOLTAGE 

THRESHOLD 

DISCHARGE 

CT 

RESET 

R4 

THE 555 TIMER is a highly versatile low-cost IC specifically 
designed for precision timing applications. It can also be used 
in monostable multi -vibrator, astable multivibrator, and Schmitt 
trigger applications. The device was originally introduced by 
Signetics, but is now available from many other manufacturers. 

The 555 has many attractive features. It can operate from 
4.5v to 16v. Its output can source (supply) or sink (absorb) 
any load current up to a maximum of 200 mA, and so can 
directly drive loads such as relays, LED's, low -power lamps, 
and high impedance speakers. When used in the 'timing' 
mode, the IC can readily produce accurate timing periods 
variable from a few microseconds to several hundred seconds 
via a single R -C network. Timing periods are virtually inde- 
pendent of supply rail voltage, have a temperature coefficient 

o+Vcc of only .005% peroC, can be started via a TRIGGER command 
signal, and can be aborted by a RESET command signal. 

RL 
When used in the monostable mode, the IC produces 

output pulses with typical rise and fall times of a mere 100 
nS. It can be made to produce pulse -width modulated (PWM) 
pulses in this mode by feeding fixed frequency clock pulses 
to the TRIGGER terminal and, by feeding the modulation 
signal to the CONTROL VOLTAGE terminal. 

When used in the astable mode both the frequency and the 
duty cycle of the waveform can be accurately controlled with 
two external resistors and one capacitor. The output signals 
can be subjected to frequency sweep control, frequency 
modulation (FM), ,or pulse -position modulation (PPM) by 
applying suitable modulation signals to the CONTROL VOL- 
TAGE terminal of the IC. 

HOW IT WORKS 
The 555 is available under a variety of specific type num- 

bers but is generally referred to simply as a '555 timer.' 
The device is available in a number of packaging styles, 
including 8 and 14 -pin dual -in -line (DIL) and 8 -pin TO -99 
types. Throughout this article all circuits are designed around 
the standard 8 -pin DIL versions of the device. 

Figure 1 shows the outline and pin notations of the stand- 
ard 8 -pin DI version of the 555, and Fig 2 shows the function- 
al block diagram of the same device (within the double lines), 
together with the connections for using it as a basic mono - 
stable generator. The following explanation of device operat- 

O Ov 

Fig. 2. Functional block diagram (within the square) of the 655 timer 
i.c., together with the connections for using the i.c. as a basic 
monostable generator or timer. 
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Fig. 3. 555 time delays for different values of resistance and 
capacitance. 

ion assumes that the 555 is used in the monostable configura- 
tion shown in Figure 2. 

The 555 houses two diodes, 15 resistors, and 23 transistors. 
These components are arranged one voltage -reference poten- 
tial divider, two voltage, comparator op -amps, one R -S flip- 
flop, a low -power complementary output stage, and a slave 
transistor. The voltage -reference potential divider comprises 
three 5 1(2 resistors in series, and is connected across the sup- 
ply lines. Consequently, 2/3 Vcc appears at the junction of 
the upper two resistors of the potential divider, and is fed to 
one input terminal of the upper voltage -comparator op -amp 
and 1/3 Vcc appears at the junction of the two lower resistors 
of the potential divider, and is fed 'to one input terminal of 
the lower voltage -comparator op -amp. The outputs of the 
two comparators control the R -S flip-flop, which in turn 
controls the states of the complementary output stage and 
the slave transistor. The state of the flip-flop can also be 
influenced by signals applied to the pin 4 RESET terminal. 

When the monostable or timing circuit of Fig 2 is in its 
quiescent state, the pin 2 TRIGGER terminal of the chip is 
held high via R1. Q1 is driven to saturation and forms a short 
circuit across external timing capacitor CT, and the pin 3 out- 
put terminal of the IC is driven to the low state. The mono - 
stable "action can be unitiated by applying a negative -going 
trigger pulse to pin 2. As this pulse falls below the 1/3 Vcc, 
reference value of the built-in potential divider the output 
of the lower voltage comparator op -amp changes state and 
causes the R -S flip-flop to switch over. As the flip-flop switch- 
es over it cuts off Q1 and drives the pin 3 output of the chip 
to the high state. 

As Q1 cuts off it removes the short from timing capacitor 
CT, so CT starts to charge exponentially towards the supply 

Fig. 4. Circuit and waveforms of simple 
manually -triggered 50 second timer or pulse 
generator. 
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rail voltage until eventually the voltage across CT reaches 

2/3 Vcc. At this point the upper voltage comparator op -amp 
changes state and switches the R -S flip-flop back of its original 
condition, so Q1 turns on, rapidly discharging CT, and simul- 
taneously the pin 3 output of the IC reverts to its low state. 
The monostable operating sequence is then complete. Note 
that, once triggered, the circuit cannot respond to additional 
triggering until the timing sequence is complete, but that the 
sequence can be aborted at any time by feeding a nagative- 
going pulse to pin 4. 

The delay time of the circuit, in which the pin 3 output 
is high, is given as 

t=1.1 R C 

where t = mS, RT = kS2, and CT = µF. Figure 3 shows how 
delays from 10µS to 100 seconds can be obtained by select- 
ing suitable values of CT abd RT in the range .001µF to 
100 µF and 1 kSZ to 10 MS/ or greater than 20 Ma and 

capacitor CT must always be a low -leakage component. 
Note that the timing period of the circuit is virually inde- 
pendent of the supply voltage but that the period can be 

varied by applying a variable resistance or voltage between the 
ground and pin 5 CONTROL VOLTAGE terminals of the chip. 
This facility enables the periods to be externally modulated 
or compensated. 

The pin 3 output terminal of the IC is normally low, but 
switches high during the active monostable sequence. The 
output can either source or sink currents up to a maximum of 
200 mA, so external loads can be connected between pin 
3 and either the positive supply rail or the ground rail, 
depending on the type of load operation that is required. 
The output switching rise and fall times are typically about 
100 nanoceconds. Having cleared up these points, let's now 
go on and look at some practical applications of the 555 timer 
I. C. 

50 SECOND TIMER 
This 50 second timer or pulse generator gives a direct vol- 

tage output at pin 3 which is normally low, but goes high for 
the duration of the timing period. Optional components R4 
and LED (shown dotted) give a visual indication of the timer 
action. The circuit works in the same basic way as already 
described, except that the timing action is initiated by mom- 
entarily shorting pin 2 to ground via START switch S1 

Note from the circuit waveforms that a fixed-peridd,output 
pulse is available at pin 3 and an exponential sawtooth with an 

identical period is available at pin 7: The sawtooth waveform 
has a high output impedance. 

The basic timer circuit of Fig 4 can be varied in a number 
of ways. The timing period can be made variable between 
approximately 1 . 1 seconds and 110 seconds by replacing 

5 to 15V +Ve 
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(C1) 

0V 
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OV 
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55.5 TIMER APPLICATIONS 
12V 

TO BREAK 
LOAD 

TO MAKE 
LOAD 

+Ve 

0V 

Fig. 5. Relay -output timer makes or breaks connection to load for pre- 
set period of 50 seconds when S, is momentarily operated. 

R1 with a 10 klt fixed resistor and a 1 MSZ variable resistor 
in series. 

The period can be further varied, if required, by switch - 
selecting decade values of timing capacitance. The dotted 
section shows how the circuit can be provided with a RESET 
facility, so that a timing period can be aborted at any time, 
by taking pin 4 to the positive supply rail via resistor R5 and 
wiring RESET switch S2 between pin 4 and ground. 

The timing circuit of Fig 4 can be used to drive non - 
inductive loads at currents up to 200 mA directly. They can 
be used to drive inductive relay loads by using the basic 
connections_shown irí Fig 5. 

The (Fig 5)`'circúrt is designed to apply a connection to 
a normally -off external load for a pre-set period of 50 seconds 
when/START switch S1 is momentarily closed. The relay is 

normally off, but turns on for the 50 second period when the 
timing cycle is initiated. D2 is wired in series with the relay 

32 

coil to counteract the slight residual voltage that appears 
at pin 3 of the IC under the OFF condition and thus ensure 
that the relay turns fully off. The dotted section shows how 
this circuit can be used to switch off a normally -on load. 

Note in Fig 5 and all other relay -output circuits described 
here, that the relays used can be any 12 volt types that draw 
ON currents of less than 200 mA, e.g., that have coil resistances 
greater than 6012. 

The basic relay -driving timer circuit of Fig 5 can be adapted 
for use in a variety of useful applications. Some typical ex- 
amples are shown in Figs 6 to 9. 

Figure 6 shows the practical circuit of a relay -output 
general-purpose timer that covers 0.9 seconds to 100 seconds 
in two decade ranges. The circuit has a RESET facility provid- 
ed via S2 , so thattiming periods can be aborted part way 
through a cycle if necessary. A noteworthy feature of this 
circuit is that the maximum timing periods of each decade 
range of the timer can be precisely pre-set via R5 or R6 , which 
effectively shunt the built-in potential divider of the 555 
and thus influence the timing periods: This facility enables 
the circuit to give precise timing periods even when wide - 
tolerance timing capacitors are used. 

To set up the Fig 6 circuit, first set R1 to maximum value, 
set RANGE switch S3 to position 1, activate START switch 
S1, and adjust R5 to give a timing period of precisely 10 
seconds. Next, set S3 to position 2, activate START switch 
S1, and adjust R6 to give a timing period of precisely 100 
seconds. All adjustments are then complete, and the timer is 
ready for use. 

DELAYED HEADLIGHT TURN-OFF 
Figure 7 shows the practical circuit of an automatic delayed - 

turn -off headlight control system for auto -mobiles. This 
facility enables the owner to use the car lights to illuminate 
his path for a pre-set time after parking as he leaves the garage 
or walks along a driveway, etc. The circuit does not interfere 
with normal headlight operation under actual driving condit- 
ions. It works as follows. 

When the ignition switch is turned to the ON position cur- 
rent is fed to the coil of the relay via D3 and the 12 volt 
supply rail, so the relay turns on and contacts RLA/1 close. 
As the contacts close they connect the 12 volt supply rail, 
so the relay turns on and the headlight switch. Thus, under 
this 'ignition on' condition the headlights operate in the 
normal way. Note that, since one side of C2 ís connected 

12V 
rVe 

OV 

S3 POSITIONS 

1 = 0.9sec - lOsec 

2 = 9.0sec - 100sec 

Fig. 6. Relay -output general-purpose timer 
covers 0.9 sec to 100 sec in two decade 
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Fig. 7. Automatic delayed -turn -out headlight 
control system for automobiles. 

directly to the positive supply rail and the other side is taken 
to the positive rail via R2, the capacitor is fully discharged 
under this condition. 

The moment that the iginition switch is turned to the OFF 
position the D3 -derived current supply to the relay coil is 

broken, and simultaneously a negative -going trigger pulse 
is fed to pin 2 of the 555 as the C2 -R3 junction drops to 
ground volts and C2 charges up. Relays are inherently slow - 
acting devices, so contacts R LA/1 do not open instantaneously 
as the ignition switch is turned off. Conversely, the 555 is 
a very fast triggering device, and the instant that the trigger 
pulse is generated, via the turn-off action of the ignition switch 
a timing cycle is initiated and current is fed to the relay coil 
via output pin 3 of the IC as it goes high. Thus the relay 
remains on for a pre-set period after the ignition connected 
to the headlight switch for the duration of this period. With 
the component values shown this period is roughly 50 seconds. 

At the end of the 50 second timing period, pin, 3 of the 
555 switches to the low state and the relay turns off. As it 
does so, contacts RLA/1 open and remove the supply from 
the timer and the headlight switch, and the headlights turn 
off. The operating sequence is then complete. 

Readers may care to note that the above system of opera- 
tion is consistent with the practice adopted in many modern 

VEHICLES 
12V BATTERY 

1I. N 4001 

Fig. 8. Manually -triggered delayed -turn-off 
head- or spot -light control system for auto- 
mobiles. 
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vehicles of feeding the headlight switch via the ignition switch, 
so that the headlights operate only when the ignition is turned 
on. On older types of vehicle, where headlight operation is 
independent of the ignition switch, a manually -triggered 
delayed -turn-off headlight or spotlight control facility can be 
obtained by using the circuit shown in Fig 8. The action of 
this circuit is such that, if the vehicle is parked with its lights 
off, they turn on for a pre-set 50 second momentarily closed, 
and at the end of this period turn off again automatically. 

The (Fig 8) circuit uses a relay with two sets of normally - 
open relay contacts. The timing sequence is initiated by 
momentarily closing push-button switch Si. Normally, both 
S1 and the relay contacts are open, so zero power is fed to the 
timer circuit and the lights are off. C2 discharged under this 
condition. 

When S1 is momentarily closed power is fed directly 
to the relay coil, and the relay turns on. As the relay turns 
on, contacts RLA/2 close and apply power to the vehicle 
lights and contacts RLA/1 close and apply power to the timer 
circuit, but pin 2 of the IC is briefly tied to ground via C2 
and R3 at this moment, so a negative trigger pulse is im- 
mediately fed to pin 2 and a timing cycle is initiated. Conse- 
quently, pin 3 of the 555 switches high at the moment that 
the relay contacts close, and thus locks the relay into the ON 

RLA 
12V 
60 + 

.01uF 

R3 
1k 

OFF o HEAD- OR d/ SPOT -LIGHT 
SWITCH 

ON 

C1 100uF 

? OV (CHASSIS) 

HEAD -OR 
SPOT -LIGHT 
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555 TIMER APPLICATIONS 
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condition irrespective of the subsequent state of START 
switch Si so the lights remain on for the duration of the 50 
second timing cycle. At the end of the timing cycle pin 3 of 
the IC switches to the low state, so the relay turns off and 
contacts RLA/1 and RLA/2 open, disconnecting power from 
the timing circuit and the lights. The operating sequence is 

then complete. 

PORCH LIGHT 
Finally, to conclude this 'Timer Circuits' section. of the 

555 story, Fig 9 shows the circuit of a relay -output automatic 
porch light control unit that turns the porch lights on for a 

pre-set 50 second period only when suitably triggered at night 
time or under 'dark' conditions: The circuit is triggered via 
switch S1, which may take the form of a microswitch acti- 
vated by a porch gate or a pressure -pad switch activated by 
body weight and concealed under a porch mat or rug. 

The operation of the Fig 9 circuit relies on the fact that 
for correct timer operation the negative -going trigger pulse 
that is fed to pin 2 of the IC must fall below the internally - 
controlled '1/3 Vcc' voltage value of the 555. If the trigger 
pulse does not fall below this value, timing cycles can not be 
initiated by the trigger signal. 

In this design, light -dependent resistor LDR and preset 

Fig. 9. Automatic porch light turns on for 
a pre-set period only when triggered at 
night. 

resistor R4 are wired in series as a light -dependent potential 
divider. One side of switch Si is taken to the output of this 
postential divider, and the other side of the switch is taken to 
pin 2 of the IC via the C2 -R3 combination. Under bright or 
daylight conditions the LDR acts as a low resistance, so a 

high voltage appears at the output of the potential divider. 
Consequently, the act of closing 51 causes a voltage pulse 
much higher than '1/3 Vcc' to be fed to pin 2 of the chip, 
so the timer is not triggered via Si under the 'daylight' 
condition. 

Conversely, the LDR acts as a high resistance under dark or 
'night' conditions, so a low voltage appears at the output 
of the potential divider. Consequently, the act of closing 
Si causes a voltage pulse much lower than '1/3 Vcc' to be 
fed to pin 2 of the IC, so the time circuit is triggered via Si 
under the 'night' condition. 

In practice, the LDR can be any cadmium -sulphide photo- 
cell that presents a resistance in the range 1 k&-2 to 100 ks2 
under the required minimum 'dark' turn -on condition, and R4 
can be adjusted to preset the minimum 'dark' level at which 
the circuit will trigger. Note that the trigger signal is fed to pin 
2 of the IC via the C2 -R3 combination, which act as a trigger 
signal conditioning network that effectively isolates the d.c. 
component of the LDR-R4 potential divider from the trigger 
pin of the IC. To be continued 
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Cordless Soldering.. With Wahl 

for electronic circuitry 

Complete freedom from cords, transformers, 
power points, plugs. The Wahl ISO -TIP soldering 
tool is light (170g), slim, powerful: suitable for tag 
soldering, printed circuits & miniature components. 

* Automatically 
recharges when 
placed in stand. 

Heats in 5 seconds 

Up to 150 joints per charge 

Long life ni -cad batteries 
Choice of quick -change tips 
No leakage or induced current 
Exclusive 'lock -off' switch 
Spotlight illuminator 
Vehicle adaptor available 

Approval No. V/74394/7578 

From trade houses or 
ROYSTON ELECTRONICS 
22 Firth St., Doncaster, Vic., 3108. 
VIC: 848 3777 QLD: 52 3166 
N.S.W.: 709 5293 S.A.: 42 6655 
RE757 W.A.: 81 5500 
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DS_ B__O S 
for the Electronic Industry 

ELECTRONIC 
ENTHUSIASTS 
EMPORIUM 

NORTH: 
SOUTH: 

EAST: 
WEST: 

J. A. SEVERN 

RADIO 
DESPATCH 
SERVICE 

BRYAN CATT INDUSTRIES 
J. A. Severn, P.O. Box 47, Epping, 2121; 869-1058 
Bryan Catt Ind., 105 Miranda Road South, Miranda (near Motor Registry). 
524-4425. Telex AA27266 
Radio Despatch Service, 869 George Street, Sydney. 211-0191 
Electronic Enthusiasts Emporium, Post Office Arcade, Joyce Street, Pendle 
Hill. 636-6222 

The largest off -the shelf range of quality brand -name 
electronic components. 
Semi -Conductors 
Delco 
E.D I. 
General Electric 
Intermetall 
I.T.T. 
National 
N.E.C. 
Philips 
Sanyo 
Signetics 
Solid State Scientific 
Texas Instruments 

Passive Conductors 
A.E.E. 
Bournes 
Clarostat 
Elna 
I.T T. Capacitors 
I.T.T. Thermistors 
Philips (Elcoma) 
R.C.A. 
Soanar 
Sprague 

Trade enquiries only to: 

Electro -Mechanical 
and Hardware 
Acme 
Alco 
Augat 
Cannon 
Delco Heatsinks 
I.T.T. Diecast Boxes 
I.T.T. Fans & Blowers 
Dica I.C. Accessories 
I.E.E. 
I.T.T. Relays 
Jean Renaud 
J.A.E. 
National Relays 
Pomona Accessories 
Roton Fans & Blowers 
Swltchcraft Connectors 
Thermalloy Heatsinks 

/cs /CS /cs 

' ASK FOR 
Free 200 -page 

I.C.S. STOCK CATALOGUE y 
with every 

purchase over $20.00 

/CS /CS /CS 

Instant Component J'eri'ice 
16 Gertrude St., Arncliffe. NSW. 2205. Ph (02) 597-1444 

Adelaide 267-2393 Melbourne 95-9566 Sydney 597-1444 
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SYSTEM -100 \\\// SYNTHESIZE '. 
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The Ultimate in Sound Synthesis 
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Transform your room into a synthesizer studio. 
System 100 ; Model 101 Synthesizer 

An amazing range of musical effects. A rich variety of tones and sound qualities at your fingertips. The musical sounds produced by a single Roland synthesizer are almost limitless. The Roland System -100's "Basic Unit 101" is a fully independent synthesizer designed specifically for , 
use with home tape recorders. Simply connect it to your unit and enjoy the kaleidoscopic sound effects it has to offer. 
Original compositions, improvisations or imaginative arrangements of your favorites - wherever your musical imagination takes you, the "101" 
goes there with you. Let the Roland "Basic Unit 101" open up new worlds of sound creation for you. 

Roland Corporation 
(Australia) Pty. Ltd. 

13 Chard Rd., Brookvale NSW 2100. Tel. 938 3911 



HITS F*119 % 

PPOJEG5T 
We get many enquiries from readers 
wanting to know where they can get 
kits for the projects we publish. The 
list below indicates the suppliers we 
know about and the kits they do. 

Any companies who want to be 
included in this list should phone Steve 
Braidwood on 33.4282. 
Key to companies: 
A Applied Technology Pty. Ltd. of 

Hornsby, NSW. 
C Amateur Communications 

Advancements, PO Box 57/ Rozelle, 
NSW. 

D Dick Smith Pty. Ltd. of Crows 
Nest, NSW. 

E E.D. & E. Sales, Victoria. 
J Jaycar Pty. Ltd. of Haymarket, 

NSW. 
L Delsound Pty. Queensland. 
N Nebula Electronics Pty. Ltd. of 

Rushcutters Bay, NSW. 
O Appollo Video Games of Hornsby, 

NSW. 
P Pre -Pak Electronics of Croydon, 

NSW. 

PROJECT ELECTRONICS 
ETI 043 Heeds or Tails A 
ETI 044 Two -Tone Doorbell A 
ETI 061 Simple Amplifier A 

ETI 064 Intercom A 
ETI 066 Temperature Alarm A 
ETI 068 LED Dice A 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
ETI 101 Logic Power Supply E 
ETI 102 Audio Signal Genentor 6,D 
ETI 103 Logic Probe E 
ET! 107 WIderons Voltmeter E 
ETI 108 Decade Redolence Box E 
ET! 109 Digital Frequency Meter E 
ETI Ill IC Power Supply E 
ETI 112 Audio Attenuator... E 
ETI 113 7 -Input Thermocouple Meter . P,E 
ETI 116 impedance Meter E 
ETI 117 Digital Voltmeter. .. ... E,A 
ETI 118 Simple Frequency Counter . E,A 
ETI 119 5 V Switching Regulator suppl E 
ET! 120 Logic Probe L E 
ET! 121 Logic Pubes. L E Cl! 122 Logic Tester E 
ETI 123 CMOS Tester E 
ET! 124 Tone Bunt Generator E 
ETI 128 Audio MOBvoltmeter L E 
ETI 129 RP Signal Generator ETI 131 General Purpose power 

ET! 132 Duel Supply 

SIMPLE PROJECTS 

LE 
E 

ETI 206 Metronome E 
ETI 218 Monophonic Organ - E D 
ETI 219 Sven 
ETI 220 Sven É 
ETI 222 Transistor Tester E 
ETI 232 Courtesy Light Extender E 
ET! 234 Simple Intercom F 
ETI 236 Code Practice Oscillator E 
ETI 239 Breakdown Beacon E 

MOTORISTS' PROJECTS 
ETI 301 VarlWryer E 
CT! 302 Techo Dwell E 

ET! 303 Brake -light Warning E 
ETI 309 Battery Charger P E 
ETI 312 CD! Electrome Ignition P E 

ED ETI 313 Cu Alarm 

AUDIO PROJECTS 
ET! 401 Audio Mixer FET Pour Input E 
ET! 402 Guitar Sound Unit E 
ETI 406 One Transistor Receiver E 
ETI 407 Bass A.p E 
ETI 40$ Spring Reverb. Unit E 
ET! 410 Super 
ETI 412 e 

Stereo 
Calibrator e 

ET! 413 100 Wett Guitar 
Am . . 

ET! 413 x 2Ól1 watt Seudo. Amp .. E 
ET! 414 Master Mixer E J 
ET! 414 Stage Mixer 
ET! 416 25 Watt Amplifier E 
ETI 417 Amp Overload Indicator E 
ET! 419 Goiter Amp P . P,E O 
ETI 420 Four -channel Amplifier .. . L E 
ETI 420E SQ Decoder .. . . E 

L ETI 422 International stereo Amp . ,E D 
ETI 4228 Booster Amp E 
ETI 422 50 Watt Power Module F 
ET! 423 Add-on Decoder Amp e 
ETI 424 Spring Reverberation Unit. , L E 
ETI 425 Into Audio System E 
ET! 426 Rumble Filter E 
ET! 427 Graphic Equaliser L E J 
ET! 430 Microphone Line Amp k 
ETI 433 Aetive Crouover E.J 
ET! 435 Crossover Amp E,J 
ETI 438 Audio Level Meter L E 
ET! 440 Simple 25 Watt Amp L E 
ET! 441 Audio Noise Generator. 
ETI 443 Compressor -Expander E.J 
ETI 444 Five Watt Stereo F.N 
ET! 445 Preamp J,E,D.A 
ETI 446 Audio Limiter J E,A 
ET! 447 Maser . E,J,A 
ETI 449 Balanced MIe Preamp J A 
ETI 480 50W. 100W Poner Amp .. A.J,D 
ETI 480 P Power Supply A J D 
ET! 482A rreamp Module A 
ETI 482B Tone Controller A 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ETI 502 Emergency Flasher E 
ETI 503 Burlier Alarm E 
ET! 505 Strobe L F,D 
ET! 506 Infra -Red Alarm F 

ETI 509 50 -Day Timer E 
ETI 512 Photogr 
ET! 513 Tape Slide/Synchroniser E 
ETI 514 Flash Unit 

Sound Operated E 
ETI 515 Flash Unit 

Light Operated E 
ETI 518 Light Beam Alarm E 
ET! 522 Photographic Timer E 
ET! 523 Sweep Generator E 
ETI 525 Drill Speed Controller E 
ET! 526 Printimer C 
ETI 527 Touch Control Light 

Dimmer E 
ETI 528 Home .Burglar Alarm P E 
ETI 529 Electronic Poker Machine . E 
ETI 533 Digital Display.. ... L.E,A 
ET! 534 Calculator Stopwatch A D 
ET! 539 Touch Switch F 
ETI 540 Universal Timer E 
ETI 541 Train Controller E 
ETI 543 Double Dice A 
ETI 544 lleartrate Monitor A 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC 
ETI 601 
4600 Sythealser 
3600 SY thesiser 

ETI 602 Minf Organ E,A,D 

COMPUTER PROJECTS 

ETI 630 
ETI 631 
ET! 632 
F.T! 633 

Elea Display . .. ..... A 
VDU Keyboard Encoder A 
VDU I k e 8 Memory Card . . A 
VDU Sync Generator A 

RADIO PROJECTS 

ETI 701 TV Masthead Amplifier .. . E D 
ETI 702 Radar Intruder Alum D 
ET! 703 Antenna Matching Unit E 
ETI 704 Crosshatch/Dot 

Generator L.A.D.E 
ET! 706 Marker Generator E 
ETI 707 Modern Solid State 

Converter, C E 
ET! 708 Active Antenna E 
ETI 710 2 metre Booster. .. ... C,E 
ETI 7118 Single Relay Remote Control A 
ET! 711C Double Relay Remote 

ETI 711 R Receiver ...... . .A 
ET! 711AR Remote Control Transmitter . .A 
ETI 71113R Remote Control Decoder A 
ETI 740 FM Tuner A 
ETI 780 Novice Transmitter E 

ELECTRONIC GAMES 

ETI 804 Selecta -Game O A.D 

ALLANS MUSIC PTY. LTD. Fountain Plaza. Bendigo VIC 3550 10541 43.4744. 
glaALLANS MUSIC PTY. LTD. 472 Centre Road. Bentleigh VIC 3204 (031 97.1044. 
ALLANS MUSIC PTY. LTD. Whitehorse Shopping Centre. Whitehorse Road. Boo 
Hill. 3128 (03) 89-5997. ALLANS MUSIC AUST. LTD. 491 Liverpool Street. Hobart 
TAS. 7000 (002) 34-3844, ALLANS MUSIC PTY. LTD. 276 Collins Street. Melbourne. 
3000 (03) 63-0451; ANDERSENS MUSIC STORE 103 Bourbong Street. Bundaberg 
OLD. 4670 (071) 71.3360; ANDERSENS MUSIC STORE 89 Mary St.. Gympie OLD. _ 4570 (071) 82.2615; BARRY FARRELL MUSIC 505 Pittwaler Rd., Brookvale NSW 
2100 939-2444; FARRELL KEYBOARDS 505 Pittwater Rd . Brookvale NSW 2100 
939-1785; BRASHISUTTONS Little Mallop SI., Geelong. VIC. 3220 (052) 92361 

awlCHANDLERS SOUND CITY Sturt St.. Townsville OLD 4810 (07) 72-2836, 
CHANDLERS PTY. LTD. Lake St., Cairns OLD. 4870 (0701 51-3311 BLACKTOWN 
MUSIC 60 Main St.. Blacktown. NSW. 2148 622-6861. DALE CLEAVES MUSIC 86 
Commercial St. East. Mt. Gambier, SA 5290 (087) 25.1011. DELALANDES MUSIC 

ain53 William St.. Rockhampton. OLD. 4700 0791 25120, CLUCKS MUSIC SHOP 62 
Sydney St.. Mackay. OLD. 4740(079) 57.7331, FOLEYS PIANOS .i8í8 Hunter St.. 
Newcastle. NSW. 2300 (049) 42829. FORDS PIANO 6 ORGAN CENTRE 588-598 

CDStanley St., Woolloongabba. OLD 4102 (07) 44-6516. GRIFFITH SCHOOL OF 
MUSIC 9 Probert Ave.. Griffith. NSW. 2680 (069) 62.2452. HAYWARD ORGAN 
STUDIO 9A Langhorne St.. Dandenong. VIC 3175 (goods only) HAYWARD ORGAN 
STUDIO Level 3. Highpoint West Shoping Centre. Maribyrnong VIC 3032 (03) - 318-3730 (goods only) HAYWARD ORGAN STUDIO 5 42 Middle St . ASCOT VALE 
VIC. 3032 (Corres. only) HELMUTS MUSIC PTY. LTD 102 Whitehorse Rd 
Ringwood. VIC. 3134 (03) 870-4143 JEFFERSON MUSIC CENTRE 46: Dean St . 

Albury. NSW. 2640. (060) 21-5709; JOHNS MUSIC 1.2 16 Kembla St . Fyshwrck 
ACT. 2069 (062) 95-2557; DON NICOL MUSIC B6 Moore St.. LIVERPOOL NSW 
2170 602-4243. GEORGE BUTCHER 76 Grafton St Coles Harbour NSW 2450(066) 
52.1961; LAURIETON TRADERS 5 High Si. Wauchope. NSW 2446. (065) 881- 
1744; MURRAY NECK PTY. LTD. Todd St., Alice Springs. 5750 NT 52-2033. MUS- 

gnGROVASLTD. Murrayon. 00W 6000 (092).PITZNE21-6611 MUSIC MALLO 7 

Taller Arcade, Launceston. TAS. 7250 (003) 3t-6040. PFITZNERS MUSIC HOUSE 
PTY. LTD. Smith St., Darwin. NT. 5790. REGENT MUSIC 128 Grenlell St Adelaide. 
SA. 5000 (08) 223.1579: THE ORCHESTRA PIT Shope A1, Corrimal Court. Princes 
Hwy. CORRIMAL. 2518. (042) 84-0720. SUTTONS PTY. LTD. 105 Elizabeth St.. 
Melbourne. VIC 3000 (03) 60-1201. WAKES ELNA MUSIC 14 Alban Hwy . Albany. 
WA. 6330 (098) 41-2975; ORANGE ORGANS 6 MUSIC 302 Summer St . Orange. 
NSW. 2800 (063) 62-6515. ZENITH MUSIC 309 Stirling Hwy Claremont WA 6010 
(092) 31.3245: ROYCE MUSIC HOUSE 19 Duggan St . Toowoomba OLD. 4350. 
8076) 32-7662; MUSIOUE BOUTIQUE 29-31 Colbee Court, Phillip ACT 2606. (062) 

2-2553; VALLEY ORGANS 31 Colbee Court. Phillip. ACT. 2606 (062) 82-3508, 
ALLANS MUSIC PTY. LTD. Hi -Ft Department. 276 Collins St . Melbourne VIC 
3000; BOWRAL MUSIC 293 Bong Bong St., Bowral. NSW. 2576. (048) 61-3069, 
KEYBOARD CLINIC Warrawong Centre, Cowper Street, Warrawong NSW. 2502. 

CIOELBO MUSIC 352 Peel St.. Tamworth. NSW. 2340 (067) 66-2985; R & B CLEMENS 
329 Murray St., Perth. WA. 6000; LOWREY ORGAN HOME/FLANAGAN 6 WINTER. 
1 Palmer St., Parramatta. NSW. 2150630-8550. TOOMBUL MUSIC CENTRE Toom- - but Shopping Town. Toombul. OLD. 4012. (07) 266-2553. BEN'S MUSIC SUPPLIES 
2999 Gold Coast, Surfers Paradise. OLD. 4217. O(075) 38-1568; MUSICIANS WORLD 
540 Queen Si..St.. Brisbane. OLD. 4000 (07) 299-5332. DE ALBO MUSIC CENTRE 189 
Brisbane St.. Ipswich. OLD. 14350. 281-5855; BARRY WOODFOROS WORLD OF 
MUSIC 17 Wells St., Frankston. VIC. 3199 (03) 783-3364. GOOD MUSIC Shop 36, 

CeEastwood Shopping Centre. Rowe .. Eastwood NSW 2122 85-1106. 
DYNASOUND 261.263 Swanston on Street, Melbourne. VIC. 3000 (03) 663-2064. 
FRANK DICKSON 486 Victoria Ave.. Chatsw004. NSW. 2067 419.2144. PALINGS 
Westfield Shopping Plaza. Parramatta. NSW. 2150 633-2314, PALINGS Westfield 
Shoppingtown, North Rocks NSW 2151 872.1958. FIVE DOCK MUSIC CENTRE 
137 Great North Rd.. Five Dock. NSW. 2016 83-6746 

Professional 
Recorders 

Duplicators 

NORTRON ICS 
AUDIO & DIGITAL TAPE HEADS 

Long Life -Extended Response 

1 

Replacement heads for 
Domestic Cassette decks. 
Recorders Cassette players. 

Reel to reel. 
Cartridge. 
Broadcast recorders in reel to reel & cartridge or 
cassette. 
Studio recorders %" to 2" multi track. 
Reel to reel & cassette. 
Aircraft Recorders, cockpit & background. 

To fit: AMPEX, SCULLY, TEAC, ATC, GATES, 
PENTAGON, INFONICS and many others. 
ALIGNMENT TAPES - Reel to reel, Cartridge, Cassette. 

EMAC INDUSTRIES PTY. LTD. 
9 Meriton Place, Clayton South, Vic. 3169. 

Ph: 544-5157 
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Simple PCB drill 
By A. J. LOWE 

Drilling holes in a printed circuit board is not the easiest job. This project 
describes a simple hand drill press made of cheap available materials. 

THIS PROJECT IS for the real do-it- 
yourself enthusiast - the one who 
makes his own printed circuit boards 
and is faced with the tedium of drilling 
them accurately. 

There is a home-made drilling 
machine which, though not as fast as 

an electric drill press, certainly costs a 

great deal less, and takes a lot of the 
'ill' out of drilling. This article can 
indicate only the general idea as final 
details must be settled to suit the 
material finally used. 

As can be seen in the assembly 
photograph the machine is simply a 

support made from the base of a food 
mixer, with an ordinary hand drill 
attached. The drill does not move up 
and down, as in a proper drill press, 
but the drill table does. The table is 

forced upward against the drill by a 

spring below it. A hole in the centre 
of the table receives the drill bit once 
it has penetrated the printed circuit 
board. 

So, to operate - you simply press 
down the table against the spring,'slide 
the work into position below the drill 

and let the work rise by releasing 
pressure on the table. When the drill 
centres on the centre mark you start 
turning the crank of the hand drill. 
The upward thrust provided by the 
spring is enough to ensure good 
drilling without drill breakage. A couple 
of fingers remain on the work to stop it 
turning and ready to press down and 
reposition for the next hole. 

Construction 
The frame of the prototype is, as 
stated, the base of a food mixer. All you 
need is something with a horizontal 
table and a rigid upright. 

It's best to start construction with 
the table - because the height of it 
determines the necessary height of the 
drill and the angle of the outrigger arm 
attached to the base. 

The table comprises three parts - 
shown in the detail photograph: the top 
table - on the left; the base plate and 
guide; and the spring. 

The spring should be about 45 mm 
long - uncompressed. It need not be 

s 

f 

conical - the spring selected for the 
prototype just happened to be so. The 
spring should be reasonably stiff so that 
when it is compressed about 7 mm 
there's enough push in it to cause a drill 
to drill holes. That's a bit vague but a 
little bit of squeezing a few springs will 
give the idea. Start at the garage or auto 
electrician and ask for any old springs 
about this by this and you'll get a range 
of springs - free most likely. Valve 
springs are too stiff. The spring used in 
the prototype came from a car door - 
fitted behind the window winder 
handle, It's just right. 

Having got your spring you need to 
make the top table - from sheet steel, 
about 1 mm x 110 x 60 mm or any size 
to suit, and drill a central hole in it 
about 3 mm diameter. 

You now need a'/." bolt with about 
28 mm of unthreaded portion on it. A 
good quality bolt with a machined 
finish is desirable. The head of the bolt 
should be flattened, preferably in a 
lathe (but a file will do) and then 
drilled, on axis, to a depth of 8 mm or 

The three main elements of the table of the drill are the top table, the base -plate and guide, and the spring. 

. 414 
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so and 3 mm diameter to receive the 

drill bit. This bolt is soldered square on 

to the top table and directly over the 

hole. 
The guide for the bolt is a piece of 

brass or steel round bar with a suitable 
outside diameter for the spring chosen 

(the prototype is 15 mm O.D.). A hole 

to receive the bolt on the top table is 

bored right through the guide. This 
should be done on a lathe or a drill 
press. 

_-- -,`., 

The two parts should fit together 
freely but not loosely. The length of the 
guide should be selected so that it pro- 
vides adequate guidance for the top 
table and yet allows enough movement 
of the top table to get suitable spring 
compression. The prototype is 30 mm 

long. As the sliding bolt acts like a 

piston in the guide a small vent hole 

should be drilled radially through one 

side of the guide close to the bottom. 
The ends of the guide should be 

filed or turned square to its axis so that 
it stands upright. 

The guide is then fixed by soldering 

or using an epoxy resin to the centre of 
a steel base plate. The plate in the 

prototype measures 1 mm x 90 mm 

square. 
Now put the table together and see 

that it operates satisfactorily. 
It should be stood on the base of the 

mixer and then the hand drill, loaded 

with a fine bit, held over it so that the 

bit enters the hole of the table when the 

spring is not compressed. The position 
of the hand drill - as far as height is 

concerned, should be measured care- 

fully as it must be fixed at this height. 
Having settled the height of the hand 

drill then the outrigger arm may be 

fixed to the base at such an angle that 
it can carry the drill at the right height. 

The outrigger arm in the prototype 
is a 150 mm length of 16 mm square 

steel bar which fitted neatly into the 
top recess in the upright. This outrigger 
arm is bolted, using the original holes 

in the upright, and also fixed by means 

of a smaller bolt or spring pin so that it 
cannot move. Rigidity is essential. 

The hand drill is then attached, at 
the height already determined, to the 

outrigger arm by means of a bolt 
passing through the arm and into the 
drill in place of the usual side handle. 
In some inexpensive drills the side 

handle is merely pressed on to a fixed 
steel rod. In this case the steel rod 
should be threaded and fixed to the 

outrigger arm with a nut. 
Having mounted the drill adjust it 

until it is truly vertical and then tighten 
up the fixing bolt or nut. 

Next place the table directly below 

the drill so that a drill bit centres in the 

hole in the top table. The position of 
the base plate is then carefully marked. 
Next, by means of four small bolts the 

base plate is fixed to the base of the 

mixer in the marked position. A coat of 

paint is the finishing touch. 

Adjustment 
A certain amount of adjustment is 

possible in this simple machine. The 

height of the bit in the drill chuck can 

be varied and the uncompressed height 

of the table can be increased by means 

of packing washers below or above the 

spring. 
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Wharfedale: 
Uncompromising dedication 

to true fidelity. 
The discerning listener has long 

been aware of the absolute purity of 
uncoloured' English sound. 

Wharfedale - Britain's largest 
manufacturers of hi-fi speakers - 
are dedicated to the design of speaker 
systems that exemplify this tradition. 

Glendale 3XP. Larger bass drive 
than Linton with increased 
cabinet volume. Power handling 
40 watts DIN. 

Now Wharfedale speakers are 
fully imported into Australia. 

Sold and serviced nationally by 
Rank Australia. 
Available at all 
leading Hi -Fi 
Specialists. 

Dovedale SP. 4 drive units including 
2 small bass drivers for excellent bass 
response. Handles power of 60 watts DIN. 

(Not illustrated) 
Airdale SP. Top -of -the -range model with 
4 specialist drive units in reflex -loaded enclosure. Power handling 100 watts DIN. 14"t"MIO CU152l77 
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WHARFEDALE 

Linton 2XP. Separate, 
specially designed drive unit 
for bass, midrange and treble. 
Handles power of 
40 watts DIN. 
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We r ommend 
Wharfedale s -bakers 
for true sound fidelity. 

From Britain's largest manufacturer of 
hi-fi speakers, Wharfedale are now fully imported 
into Australia. See our range, hear the improvement 
Wharfedale makes to sound. 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
Arrow Electronics, 
342 Kent Street, Sydney. 
Phone 29-8580. 
Chatswood K.B.L. Centre, 
216 Victoria Avenue, Chatswood. 
Phone 412-3322. 
D.M.E. Hi -Fi, 
599 George Street, Sydney. 
Phone 61-3189. 
Hi -Fi House, 
127 Forest Road, Hurstville. 
Phone 579-4673. 
Hi -Fi House, 
268 Keira Street, Wollongong. 
Phone (042) 28-6661. 
Kent Hi -Fi, 
412 Kent Street, Sydney. 
Phone 29-7406. 
Magnetic Sound, 
32 York Street, Sydney. 
Phone 29-3371. 
Park Street Hi -Fi, 
38a Park Street, Sydney. 
Phone 26-2798. 
Peter Hodgson Hi -Fi, 
18W Imperial Centre, Gosford. 
Phone (043) 25-2222. 
Sonarta Hi -Fi, 
2-6 Crown Lane, Wollongong. 
Phone (042) 29-5110. 

VICTORIA 
Brystar, 
192 Ryrie Street, Geelong. 
Phone 9-1524. 
Buy Rite Electric, 
459 Bridge Road, Richmond. 
Phone 42-4353. 
E & S Trading, 
304 Doncaster Road, North Balwyn. 
Phone 857-8091. 
E & S Trading, 
246 High Street, Ashburton. 
Phone 25-6432. 
Peter Harding, 
121 Commercial Road, South Yarra. 
Phone 267-4744. 
Mordialloc Hi -Fi, 
574a Nepean Highway, Mordialloc. 
Phone 90-2444. 
Natsound, 
261 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne. 
Phone 67-8158. 
Clivé Peeters, 
162 Maroondah Highway, 
Ringwood. 
Phone 870-1533. 
Radio Parts, 
562 Spencer Street, Melbourne. 
Phone 329-7888. 
Radio Parts, 
1097 Dandenong Road, Malvern. 
Phone 211-8122. 
Soundair Centre, 
135 Hawthorn Road, Caulfield. 
Phone 53-3145. 
Tivoli Hi -Fi, 
667 Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn. 
Phone 80-4956. 

QUEENSLAND 
Gold Coast Hi -Fi, 
Cnr Young & Davenport Streets, 
Southport. 
Phone 32-3735. 
Stereo FM Centre, 
288 Adelaide Street, Brisbane. 
Phone 229-5877. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Audio Distributors, 
14 Glyde Street, Mosman Park. 
Phone 31-1362 
Audio Distributors, 
Shop 1 Broadway Fair, Nedlands. 
Phone 86-7707 
The Audio Centre, 
883 Wellington Street, Perth. 
Phone 22-5177 
Denham Audio & Photo Centre, 
132 York Street, Albany. 
Phone 44-7100 
Japan Hi -Fi, 
889 Albany Highway, Victoria Park. 
Phone 62-1387. 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Grenfell Plaza Hi -Fi, 
Grenfell Centre, 25 Grenfell Street, 
Adelaide. 
Phone 51-5017. 
Sound Dynamics, 
129 Payneham Road, St. Peters. 
Phone 42-1237. 

CU162i77 
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Le k3000 Series 
mputer designed 

for superior 
audio accuracy. 

From the originators of 
high fidelity speaker design 
- the Leak 3000 Series. 

A fully imported range of 
loudspeakers computer 
designed to reproduce 
your sound with authentic 
accuracy and the utmost 
clarity. 

The 3000 Series is the 
result of an ti 

intensive research 
programme to 
evaluate and 
correct various 

audible distortions in such 
key areas as intérmodu- 
lation, doppler and delayed 
resonance. 

Now the Leak 3000 
Series can deliver: 
Design control to 
compensate for time delay. 
Bass/mid range driver 

We Keep Performing 
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with no audible doppler 
distortion. 
*Special compensating 
crossover network for 
improved treble 
performance. 
*Treble unit with range 
up to 22kHz. 
*Superb stereo imagery. 

Hear the difference now 
at your leading Hi -Fi. 
Specialist. Leak loud- 
speakers have never looked 
better, never founded 
so accurate. 
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- a re proud to stock 
Leak speakers 

computer designed for 
audio accuracy. 

Leak Speakers have never looked better, 
never sounded so authentically accurate. Listen to 
the difference Leak makes to any Hi -Fi system 
now at these Sound Specialists: 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
Arrow Electronics, 
342 Kent Street, Sydney. 
Phone 29-8580. 
Chatswood K.B.L. Centre, 
216 Victoria Avenue, Chatswood. 
Phone 412-3322. 
D.M.E. Hi -Fi, 
599 George Street, Sydney. 
Phone 61-3189. 
Hi -Fi House, 
127 Forest Road, Hurstville. 
Phone 579-4673. 
Hi -Fi House, 
268 Keira Street, Wollongong. 
Phone (042) 28-6661. 
Kent Hi -Fi, 
412 Kent Street, Sydney. 
Phone 29-7406. 
Magnetic Sound, 
32 York Street, Sydney. 
Phone 29-3371. 
Park Street Hi -Fi, 
38a Park Street, Sydney. 
Phone 26-2798. 
Peter Hodgson Hi-fi, 
18W Imperial Centre, Gosford. 
Phone (043) 25-2222. 
Sonarta Hi -Fi, 
2-6 Crown Lane, Wollongong. 
Phone (042) 29-5110. 

VICTORIA 
Brystar, 
192 Ryrie Street, Geelong. 
Phone 9-1524. 
Buy Rite Electric, 
459 Bridge Road, Richmond. 
Phone 42-4353. 
E & S Trading, 
304 Doncaster Road, North Balwyn 
Phone 857-8091. 
E & S Trading, 
246 High Street, Ashburton. 
Phone 25-6432. 
Peter Harding, 
121 Commercial Road, South Yarra. 
Phone 267-4744. 
Mordialloc Hi -Fi, 
574a Nepean Highway, Mordialloc. 
Phone 90-2444. 
Natsound, 
261 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne. 
Phone 67-8158. 
Clive Peeters, 
162 Maroondah Highway, 
Ringwood. 
Phone 870-1533. 
Radio Parts, 
562 Spencer Street, Melbourne. 
Phone 329-7888. 
Radio Rarts, 
1097 Dandenong Road, Malvern. 
Phone 211-8122. 
Soundair Centre, 
135 Hawthorn Road, Caulfield. 
Phone 53-3145. 
Tivoli Hi -Fi, 
667 Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn. 
Phone 80-4956. 

QUEENSLAND 
Gold Coast Hi -Fi, 
Cnr Young & Davenport Streets, 
Southport. 
Phone 32-3735. 
Stereo FM Centre, 
288 Adelaide Street, Brisbane. 
Phone 229-5877. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
The Audio Centre, 
883 Wellington Street, Perth. 
Phone 22-5177. 
Japan Hi -Fi, 
889 Albany Highway, Victoria Park. 
Phone 62-1387. 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Grenfell Plaza Hi -Fi, 
Grenfell Centre, 25 Grenfell Street, 
Adelaide. 
Phone 51-5017. 
Sound Dynamics, 
129 Payneham Road, St. Peters. 
Phone 42-1237. 
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From Sansui, the Stereo 
Integrated Amplifier AU20000, 
a super power package that 
pushes out 170 watts per 
channel. We call it integrated 
because it is a combination of 
the Definition BA -3000 power 
and CA -3000 preamplifier 
within the one unit. 

That means the AU20000 
is more compact to handle 
and is available at a price to 
please every true audiophile. 

le15NRITIatIr 

Specifications 
Power Output: Min. RMS, both 
channels driven, from 20 to 
20,000Hz, with no more than 0.05% 
total harmonic distortion 170 
watts per channel into 4 and 8 ohms. 
Power Bandwidth: 20 to 20,000Hz 
at or below rated min. RMS power 
output and total harmonic distortion. 
Total Harmonic Distortion: Overall 
(from AUX) less than 0.05% at or 
below rated min. RMS power output. 
Intermodulation Distortion: 
(70Hz:7,000Hz = 4:1 SMPTE method). 
Overall (from.AUX) less than 0.05%. 
Frequency Response (at 1 watt): 

Overall (AUX to power output) 
10 to 50,000Hz + OdB, -1.0dB 
Power Amplifier Only 
10 to 70,000Hz + OdB, -1.0dB 
Damping Factor: approximately 80 to 
8 ohm load 
Channel Separation at rated output 
1,000Hz: 
Phono 1 -better than 55dB 
(at 3mV sensitivity) 
Phono 2 -better than 55dB 
Tat 3mV sensitivity) 

uner -better than 60dB 
Aux -better than 60dB 
Tape Monitor -1,2,3 better than 60d8 
Power Amplifier -better than 65dB 

Available from all leading Hi -Fi specialists 

i:. 
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Sold and serviced nationally 
by Rank Australia, 
Sydney (02) 4065666 
Melbourne (03) 620031 
Brisbane (07)442851 
Adelaide (08) 2122555 
Perth (092) 283933 
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Project 133 

PHASE 

By Dr. P.C. Bury, Physics Dept., Victorian College of Pharmacy 

This instrument measures phase angles of voltage, current or power from sub - 
audio frequencies to 100 kHz or beyond. Readout maybe either digital or 
analogue. 

THE POWER being dissipated in an ac 
circuit is one of the more difficult 
quantities to measure with normal 
laboratory equipment - unless the 
circuit is purely resistive. This is because 
the power dissipated is given by the 
expression P = IV cosO where I is 

current, V is voltage and 0 is the phase 
angle between them. Theta (0) varies 
from 90° for an ideal inductance, 
through 0° for a resistance, to -90° for 
a capacitance. Since cos ±90 = 0, both 
inductance and capacitance dissipate no 
power at all. They store it during one 
half -cycle and release it to the source 
again during the following half -cycle. 

AVERAGE DC 
LEVEL 

INPUT A 

INPUT B (REF) 

INPUT A AFTER 
ZERO CROSSING 
DETECTOR 

INPUT B AFTER 
ZERO CROSSING 
DETECTOR 

CONVENTIONAL 
OUTPUT 

EXCLUSIVE OR 
OUTPUT 

RECORDER 
OUTPUT 

Fig.?. Comparison of the conventional 
'flip-flop' method and the exclusive -OR 
method used in this project. 

Therefore, in order to measure 
power, one either needs a wattmeter - 
an expensive instrument if any great 
accuracy is desired - or a knowledge of 
0, the phase angle. While 0 can be 
estimated from a dual trace oscillo- 
scope, this article describes a simple and 
accurate way of measuring it directly. 
In addition to power measurements, 
measurement of the phase difference 
between two voltages is useful when 
working on filters, feedback loops and 
phase -shifting networks: it can be used 
to measure the Q of an inductor, and 
hence check for shorted turns, or the 
loss factor in a capacitor. A further 
application of growing importance in 
the audio field is the phase of the 
sound from individual drive units in a 

loudspeaker enclosure, or members of 
an array of loudspeakers. 

The phase relationship between two 
voltages is conventionally measured by 
detecting when each crosses zero 
voltage (see Fig. 1) in one direction, 
and arranging for one voltage to turn a 

flipflop ON and the other to turn it 
OFF. The percentage of time that the 
flipflop is on, and hence the average 
value of the flipflop output, is proport- 
ional to the phase difference between 
the two voltages. This method has three 
inherent disadvantages - 
(i) Voltages with little or no phase 
difference can give readings of 0° and 
360°, or a reading which varies random- 
ly between these limits. 
(ii) Any noise on either signal can cause 
false triggering and jittery readings. 
(iii) Any harmonic distortion can pro- 
duce a shift in the zero crossing point 
and hence an error of 0.6° for each 
1.0% of distortion. 

The method used in the circuit 
described here is to form the 
exclusive -OR of the square waves 

produced by zero crossing detectors 
from the two voltages. 

For those who have not encountered 
the exclusive -OR (XOR) function be- 
fore, this is a logic function (in the same 
way that AND and OR are logic 
functions) that gives an output (logic 1) 
if its two inputs are different, but not 
if they are the same. Thus two square 
waves which are in phase will produce 
no output: two which are exactly out 
of phase will produce a maximum 
continuous output; and intermediate 
phases will produce an output proport- 
ional to the phase difference (see 
Fig. 1). This system has the advantage 
of being almost immune from noise 
problems since no triggering or latching 
circuits are involved. 

Because the circuit response is 

symmetrical about 0° and 180°, there 
are no output discontinuities or am- 
biguities of reading. However an 
additional flip-flop is required to sense 
which voltage is ahead of the other 
and indicate it. The circuit is imple- 
mented with CMOS gates which have 
the advantage of being able to be used 
in either linear or digital mode. 

CONSTRUCTION 
We assume that only the more exper- 
ienced constructor will build a some- 
what specialised instrument of this 
type, and that they will be capable of 
assembling, handling the CMOS, with 
due care, boxing it without step by step 
instructions. The pc board can be 
copied from the diagram (Fig. 3), or 
hopefully will be available through 
commercial channels. The layout of 
the components is shown in Fig. 4. 
Some care is needed to keep the input 
leads as short as possible as the gain of 

Text continues on page 48 
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PHASE METER 

METAL 
SHEETS 

Fig. 5. Details of the shield between IC1 and IC2. 

the input stage is extremely high and 
oscillation can occur if they become 
coupled to the later stages. To help 
isolation, small metal sheets, about 
31" x 1'/z" should be soldered above 
and below the board between IC1 and 
IC2. These can conveniently be attached 
to the link between points A and B in 
the circuit as shown in Fig. 5. For the 
same reason, the CAL and USE points 
should not be taken to a panel -mounted 
switch but the connection changed on 
the board itself. We have used two 
molex pins at these points, marked 
X'in Fig. 4, which work quite 
satisfactorily. 

When the board is assembled, it can 
be mounted behind the front panel, 
supported directly by stout wires to 
the two inputs and the recorder out- 
put. Connect a power supply and check 
that the voltage across C11 is six volts 
or just under. Calibration and testing are 
simplified if the leads of C11 and the 
positive lead of C3 and C4 are left 
long enough to be able to clip a lead 
thereon. 

CALIBRATION 
To calibrate the instrument, first 
connect capacitor C5 to the CAL 

CIRCUIT 
BOARD 

position, the meter to be used to the 
recorder output and a signal of about 
100 mV at about 1 kHz to the reference 
input. Adjust RV1 to give a null reading 
on the meter. Disconnect C5, leaving 
the end free, and adjust RV4 to give a 

convenient reading on the meter to 
correspond to 180° (eg 180 mV or 
45 µA. If this is hard to set exactly, 
connect a fixed resistance in parallel 
with RV4 to give better control for any 
individual meter. 

Next connect jumper leads from the 
positive sides of C3 and C4 to either 
side of C7 (i.e. one to V+, the other to 
V-, it doesn't matter which), connect 
the meter to the main output and adjust 
RV3 to give a 180° reading (with 
parallel resistance if needed as in the 
previous paragraph). Finally, remove the 
two jumper leads and connect one 
between the two inputs, connect C5 to 
the USE position and adjust RV2 slowly 
and carefully until the LED is just on 
the point of turning on and off. The 
meter should now be reading less than 
half a degree: if not, repeat the cali- 
bration procedure. 

As a check of proper operation, you 
should now be able to vary the com- 
munal input from millivolts to volts 
and from sub -audio to over 100 kHz 

FIg.6. How to use the meter to show the relative phase of mains voltage to mains current 

without the phase difference showing 
more than about one degree. Another 
excellent test is to connect different 
signal generators of different fre- 
quencies to the two inputs. The output 
should read exactly 90°, as the signals 
will be in phase exactly as often as they 
are out of phase. Our prototype failed 
this test, reading 92°, and it was only 
after considerable trouble that we 
traced this to non -linearity in our 
trusted (and expensive) multimeter. We 
guess the moral is to use a digital meter 
if accuracy is really important. Note 
that the recorder output is undefined 
under these conditions. 

The high -frequency accuracy is 
limited by the rise and fall times of the 
CMOS outputs, by any mismatch in R1 
and R3 and their stray capacitances, and 
by propagation delay differences 
between the two input and squaring 
circuits. These, on the two units tested, 
have been about 50 nsec. This would be 
equivalent to 1° phase error for every 
25 kHz of signal frequency. Thus the 
meter is usable, but certainly not 
accurate, up to about one megahertz. 

Input protection is provided by 
resistors R1 and R3 and the internal 
diodes in the 74C04. We have tested 
this system to inputs of 80 Vrms before 
any degradation of the gates occurred, 
but a value of say 25 Vrms (70 V p/p) 
should be regarded as a fairly safe work- 
ing maximum. If IC1 is mounted in a 

socket, it can be simply changed if 
accidently overloaded. Under no 
circumstances can 240 V be applied 
directly to the inputs! 

When using the instrument for 
measuring phase in 240 V mains cir- 
cuits, common sense precautions should 
be observed to ensure no damage occurs 
to the instrument or the operator! First 
use a mains testing screw driver to 
identify the active lead: secondly always 
switch off the power when connecting 
or making any alterations to the circuit 
under test: thirdly make sure that the 
resistor R makes reliable contact and 
cannot accidentally become discon- 
nected, otherwise the reference input 
can get the full mains voltage through 
the load. Finally use a voltage divider or 
an oscilloscope X10 probe to reduce the 
voltage to a safe level. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 6 can be 
set up on an insulating board with a 

socket for the load to be plugged into. 
Resistor R is chosen to give a voltage of 
1 volt or less when the load current 
flows through it and must be rated to 
dissipate a few watts if large currents 
are to be handled. A value of 0.22 12, 

5 W is suitable for most situations. And 
remember that, when set up like this, 
the instrument reads the phase of the 
voltage relative to the current. 
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ANNOUNCING NORTH SHORE'S NEWEST DEALER 

PARAMOUNT ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
(A DIVISION OF PARAMOUNT COLOUR ENGINEERING PTY., LTD,) 

An I.C.S. DISTRIBUTOR TO THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY. THE LARGEST OFF THE 
SHELF RANGE OF QUALITY BRAND NAME COMPONENTS. 

The largest off -the shelf range of quality brand -name 

electronic components. 
Semi -Conductors 
Delco 
E.D I. 
General Electric 
Intermetall 
I.T.T. 
National 
N.E.C. 
Philips 
Sanyo 
Signetics 
Solid State Scientific 
Texas Instruments 

Passive Conductors 
A.E.E. 
Bournes 
Ciarostat 
Elna 
I.T T. Capacitors 
I.T.T. Thermistors 
Philips (Elcoma) 
R.C.A. 
Soanar 
Sprague 

Electra -Mechanical 
and Hardware 
Acme 
Alto 
Augat 
Cannon 
Deko i-eatsinks 
I.T.T. Dlecast Boxes 
I.T.T. Fans & Blowers 
Dice I.C. Accessories 
I.E.E. 
I.T.T. Relays 
Jean Renaud 
J.A.E. 
National Relays 
Pomona Accessories 
Roton Fans & Blowers 
Swltchcraft Connectors 
Thermaiioy Heatsinks 

ics ics ics 

ASK FOR 
Free 2(»page 

1 I.C.S. STOCK CATALOGUE , 
with every 

purchase over $20.000 

/CS /CS /CS 

APPOLLO VIDEO GAMES 
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BLACK & WHITE KIT 

ETI 804 KIT 

COLOUR KIT 

COLOUR PROCESSOR KIT 

RIFLE KIT 

FULLY ASSEMBLED B & W 

FULLY ASSEMBLED COLOUR 

$52-50 
$52-50 
$84-50 
$36-50 
$25-00 
$66-50 
$99-00 

P&P INCL. 
See February issue 
for full details 

Manufactured units include AC Battery Adaptor ... not included in kits. 

CB RADIOS FROM $49-00 OUR SELECTION 

ELECTROPHONE C B 235 JUST LOOK AT THESE SPECS. OUR 
PRICE $159-00 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Receiver 
Circuit Type Dual conversion superheterodyne: 

Crystal frequency s nthesixer provides 23 
crystal controlled transmit and receiver 

channels. "Delta" tuning of 2KHz on each 
channel plus ceramic filter. 

Sensitivity 0.7 V for 10dB S/N to N ratio 
Selectivity -6dB down at BKHz, 50dB down at 20KHz 
Intermediate Frequency...... 1st IF: 10.595MHz to 10.835MHz, 2nd: 455KHz 
Audio Output 3 watts into ext. speaker Jack: 8 ohms 
Auxiliary Circuits Switchable noise limiter, Variable squelch, PA. S/P-RF meter 

Transmitter 
Final Stage D.C. Power Input 5 watts maximum 
Carrier Deviation Exceeds FCC requirements 
Harmonics Suppression Exceeds FCC requirements -50dB or better. 
Antenna Matching Nominal 50 ohms 

A GOOD RANGE OF C B ACCESSORIES IN STOCK. CURRENT ETI & EA KITS ALSO 
AVAILABLE. 

NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS: 47-49 JERSEY STREET, HORNSBY. N.S.W. 2077 

MAIL ORDER: P.O. Box 301, HORNSBY. .S.W. 2077 PHONE: 476-5911 

MON. - FRI. 9.00 to 5.30 SAT. 8.30 to NOON 
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"Let's make it 
at your place" 

DYNACO DYNAKITS have an 
international reputation for value -for - 
money high fidelity quality in 
performance and musical excellence. 
If you want giant results and savings 
too, "LETS MAKE IT AT YOUR PLACE" 
with DYNACO DYNAKITS. 

Pat 4 Preamplifier Pat 5 Preamplifier 
Stereo 80 Stereo 150 Stereo 400 

Power Amplifiers ! AF6 AM/FM Tuner 
FM5 FM Tuner QD.1 Quadaptor 

dynracv 
dynrakit 
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O.K..YOU ASKED 
OR', _ 

Lots of you guys looked at our bench 
type instrument cases and liked 
them. Some went for the A, others 
preferred the B. But, as always, 
most of you wanted to know if there 
was something just a bit different. 
The Boss said,"What in the world do 
they WANT?!" So we figured it out 
and told him. "A low cost, smart 
looking, rack mounting card frame." 
"Give it to 'em", He said. So here 
it is. 
Now we're not stupid, and are not 
going to GIVE our new ID -C frames 
away, although you'll have to admit, 
our prices are the next best thing. 
Whether you want one or a thousand, 
ID -C will give those imported jobs a 
run for their money. 

CHECK OUT THESE FEATURES: 
Simplicity of assembly and 

fitting out 
Professional appearance 
Strong, lightweight construction 
Prompt delivery 
Available in most standard sizes 
Finish options include brushed 

or satin anodised front panels and 
custom colours for top covers 

AUSTRALIAN MADE! 

o' 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT: 
STEVE TUSAK 

i 

INTEGRAL I 95 Argus Street CHELTENHAM Vic. 3192 

Tel. (03) 550 5044, 

DESIGN PILL ADELAIDE: (08) 42 6666 
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r>11 Listen to the C bands 
on your car radio. 

Receives 26.535 - 27.610 MHz, converts 
it to normal AM band. Extremely simple 
installation; can also be used with other 
radios with correct fittings. 12V DC. Also 
supplied with additional crystals to cover 
up to 27.880 MHz marine frequency. 
Cat. D-3829 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $33.00 

o 

CB ACCESSORIES - 
DICK has the best! 

NEW SHIPMENT JUST ARRIVED 

f;* CB RÁ010 rl ANTENNA 

ELIMINATOR 

"iiI 
$2100 

p' \G INCREASE 

Use your normal car radio antenna for RECE! °lor y 
-r" CB transmission! No-one can tell you've stwur-go r. - 

got a CB with this fantastic eliminator. OF sieP .! 1Z 

Very easy installation, SWR less than 1.5:1.it 
Complete with instructions & fittings. 
Cat D-5516 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $27.00 

PLUGS 
PL259 Plug: as used in almost 
all CB radio equipment- sturdy 
construction; easy connection. 
Cat P-2310 .. .. .. .. .. $1.45 

Reducing adaptor: necessary if 
you wish to use RG58U or sim. 
small dia. co -ax with the above 
plug. Cat P-2360 .. .. . $0.50 

$2.85 

$2.50 

t 

u 

Cable joiner: most cables are 
made with 2 x PL259 plugs. To 
join them, use one of these 
double ended joining sockets. 
Cat P-2380 .. .. .. .. .. $1.20 

BASES 

wr $8.50 

Gutta grippa: Sturdy, 
non corroding alloy. 
Very easy to fit. 
Cat D-4625 .. $8.50 

Right angle adaptor. PL259 plug 
one end, then right angle bend, 
then S0239 socket. Handy where 
space behind a rig is limited. 
Cat P-2382 .. .. .. .. .. $2.85 

Dummy load: Perfect 52 ohm 
match, inside a PL259 plug. 5W 
rating, ideal for CB transceivers. 
Cat D-7022 .. .. .. .. .. . $2.50 

% 

Increase the sensitivity of your rig! 
RF signaliser amplifies weak signals, 
lets you pick up stations like never 
before. Or lets you cut back very 
strong local stations and so avoid 
overload. Variable from -20dB to 
+15dB. Cat D-3828 .. .. .. $47.50 

ALWAYS IN STOCK: 
Tremendous range of all 
CB accessories, test gear, 

antennas, base supplies, 
plugs & sockets, cords, 
etc etc etc ... and RIGS. 

Antenna Lead Assembly 
3.5m co -ax, with fittings. 
For D-4615, 4623 & 4625. WHITE FLASH 
PL259 plug supplied. HELICAL ANTENNA 
Cat D-4624 .. .. .. $8.00 

x$11.50 
Magnet Base: Incredibly 
powerful magnet; fits 
D-4615 antenna. Nylon 
gasket stops scratches. 
Cat D-4623 .. .. .. $11.50 

Mounts without holes! Boot or bonnet lip mounting 
with simple clamp attachment. Or you can mount it 
with a hole in the middle of the roof for optimum 
propagation characteristics. Base loaded, stainless 
steel whip. Cat D-4450 .. .. .. .. .. .: .. .. .. $27.50 

Base loaded stainless steel whip includes PL259 
plug in base to accept a number of bases (magnetic, 
etc) Rod adjusts for precise SWR. Cycolac base. 

Cat D-4615 fits D-4623 base .. .... .. .. $11.50 

Centre loaded mini -mobiles: Magnetic base (as illus) 
or gutter gripper. Just 550mm high, easily adjustable 

for SWR minimum. Easy to store to prevent vandalism 
.._ (or pinching!) Cat 13-4412 (Mag base) .. .. .. $22.50 

Cat D-4411 (Gutter gripper) .. $19.50 

Brand new, exclusive 
to Dick Smith, the 
'knight of the road' 
helical antenna. 
Includes base, lead-in, 
PL259 plug. Value! 
Cat 0-4076 .. $29.00 

AS USED BY HANS THOLSTRUP 
CROSSING BASS STRAIGHT. 

\ 
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DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS GROUP 
HEAD OFFICE: Phone 439 5311 Telex AA20036 Cable Diksmlt' Sydney 
MAIL ORDERS: P.O. Box 747 Crows Nest, NSW 2065 
N.S.W. BRANCHES: Gore Hill - 162 Pacific Hwy, 439 5311 
Sydney - 125 York St, 29 1126 Bankstown - 361 Hume Hwy, 709 6600 
INTERSTATE BRANCHES: DLO - 166 Logan Rd, Buranda 391 6233 

VIC - 656 Bridge Rd, Richmond 42 1614 
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SEE THE OTHER 
DICK SMITH 
ADVERT. FOR 
THE FULL LIST 
OF DEALERS 
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This, the third issue of CB Australia, 
has been edited and produced by the 
staff of Electronics Today. It is 

presented free within the April 1977 
issue of Electronics Today, and will also 
be available at the (recommended) price 
of 60 cents from all newsagents. 

CB Australia is published by Modern 
Magazines (Holdings) Ltd, 15 Boundary 
Street, Rushcutters Bay, NSW 2011. 
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Clayton, Victoria. Issues withinElectro- 
nics Today are distributed by ACP, 
other issues by Gordon & Gotch. 
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15 Boundary Street, Rushcutters Bay, 
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COVER: If your hobby is boating or 
fishing you can legally use 27 MHz 
gear - if you belong to a club that has 
a P&T licence (but you are limited in 
the channels you can use). 

. -LL}' ' ;ti ,ir:t, t. 
a: : ti. -'-'- - - - 

..ti:. : . . 
Things are hotting up on the CB front. With the legalisation of hobby CB ex- 
pected soon some pirate operators are forgetting that they are breaking the law 
and they are abusing the (unofficial) 'blind eye' policy of the law enforcing 
agencies. They can only be a tiny percentage of the 'Legalise CB' lobby but 
those people who phone threats to RIs and harass them in their work are un- 
doing the good work done by sensible campaigners. 

And I think the NCRA request for an amnesty for illegal CB users shows a 

certain amount of naivety. Why should the government grant such a favour? 
Previous amnesties have involved the law -breaker ceasing to break the law in 

return for a waiving of charges. But suppose an amnesty was granted, that would 
mean hobby CB was 'legal' and the present problems would multiply as 

previously hesitant enthusiasts rushed to the shops to buy transceivers. What 
then would happen if the government decided that a CB service would be 
legalised on UHF only? 

But it is not just the CBers who have been rash. The recent confiscation of 
CREST equipment in Sydney by Radio Inspectors took many of us by surprise. 
But perhaps it was the blatant ,way that channel nine was being used illegally 
that made them step in. 

So stay cool, there's not much longer to wait - Mr Robinson has indicated 
that he will submit his department's ideas to the Cabinet in a few weeks time. 
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CBNEWL,, 
23 Channel Rig for $29.951 
A 23 channel AM transceiver with 
separate RF and squelch controls and 
S/RF meter for only $29.95. But that's 
America - who knows, we might have 
prices like that in Australia soon. 

CB Marketplace 
Got a spare AM rig, now you've gone 
sideband, or a spare 108 -inch whip, left 
over from before you sold the 
Landrover? You can now advertise 
these products free of charge in CB 
Australia. This offer applies to all 
readers except those who sell gear 
professionally. To place your ad seal an 
empty envelope and type your message 
on the back. Try to limit the copy to 
12 words per item and don't forget to 
add your address or phone number. Put 
our address on the front - CB Market- 
place, CB Australia, Modern Magazines 
15 Boundary St, Rushcutters Bay, NSW 

2011. We are only interested in equip- 
ment for 27 MHz stations - so don't try 
to send us ads for lawn mowers or 
trailers, etc. 

Citizens'/Amateur 
Submission 
We have received from Sam Voron, 
VK2BVS, the final submission from 
the Citizens' Amateur Radio Movement 
to Eric Robinson, Minister for Posts 
and Telecommunications. The 
submission was written after many 
meetings between officials of the- WIA 
and the NCRA and the radio amateurs 
and CBers they represent. The CARM 
proposes two new items of legislation: 
(1) Instigation of a communicator 
amateur class D licence for those 
interested in hobby communication and 
community service on the 27 MHz 
band. 
(2) A short-range business and personal 
non -hobby service on the UHF band. 

In addition to specifying sample 

restrictions for the proposed class D 
licence (such as type -approval for gear, 
a 5W (AM), 15 W (SSB), power limit, 
no overseas QSOs) the submission has 

some interesting recommendations for 
the amateur licence structure as a 

whole. It suggests that holders of the 
limited licence (presently prohibited 
from communications below 30 MHz) 
be allowed to use 27 MHz - for the 
first time holders of all three (and all 
four if the fourth class is adopted) 
classes of amateur licence will be able 
to 'communicate on the same frequency. 

And it is also suggested that the -prohibi- 
tion on third -party communications be 
dropped in relation to amateur 
community service activities. 

That is a very brief resume of the 
submission. In a future issue we hope to 
look in more detail at some of the CB 
service proposals that have been submit- 
ted to the government. 

CB FROM STRATO 

- PANTHER SSB 
TOP OF THE RANGE SSB/AM GETS 
THE SIGNALS OTHERS CANT EVEN 
HEAR. THIS IS THE UP -GRADED VER- 
SION OF ORIGINAL ZODIAC TAURUS 

°"Ht% STRATO COMMUNICATIONS 
PTY. LTD. 

MAIN OFFICE & SHOWROOM 
25 WENTWORTH STREET, PARRAMATTA. 2150 

PHONE: 635-3370, 635-9856, 635-5569 
TELEX: 24573. 

Thursday night & Saturday morning trading. Shop Ph. 635-3370 
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NCRA Goes to Canberra 
On Sunday 13th March the NCRA 
organised a convoy to Canberra (from 
the state capitals) to present a petition 
to the government. The petition asked 
for a CB service to be introduced using 
the 23 -channel 27 MHz band. And this 
should be followed by the introduction 
of a VHF/UHF CB service. 

In addition the NCRA asked the 
government for an immediate amnesty 
for current CB users. A couple of dáys 
later NCRA officials met Mr Robinson. 
He said he was disappointed at the 
poor response to his request for sub- 
missions and that his department would 
be making recommendations to the 
Cabinet in a few weeks time. 

CB from Electronic Agencies 
Electronic Agencies sent us an interest- 
ing range of CB accessories when they 
read that we were featuring them in this 
issue. They included an interesting 
floor -mounting bracket that fits over 
the centré transmission hump of your 
car, an SWR bridge and field -strength 
meter (for $19), a hot-line suppression 
filter and a coaxial lightening filter and 
arrestor. Also included were a range of 
PL259 plugs, adaptors, and joiners; a 
press -to -talk microphone and magnetic 
clip holder and spare plug; plus an 
extension loudspeaker (with noise filter 
built-in) and three antennas (one base - 
loaded, one helical and one AM/FM/CB 
type). 

NCRA News 
At a national meeting on 17th February 
the NCRA appointed the following 

NSW 

J. Hemsley 
G. Rowling 
F. Perlenfein 
J. Gorgon 
T. Jennings 
M. Braithwaite 
R. Grinly 
M. Lowe 
J. Kuwahata 
G. Cook 

Victoria 
(Veil Langford 
Neil Sleep 
David Helyar 

South Australia 
Phil Richards 
George Boyd 

Queensland 
John Sands 

(BPA34) 
(LAS) 
(ESAS) 
(CW46) 
(BA 100) 
(BC09) 
(MA5) 
(WD3) 
(NS28) 
(SD21) 

interim club delegates to the 
executive: 

Barrenjoey Penninsula Area CB Club 
Lakemba Area Radio Club 
Eastern Suburbs Area CB Club 
Central West CB Club - Orange 
Bay Area CB Club 
Banana Club - Coffs Harbour 
Murrumbidgee Area CB Club 
4 Wheel Drive CB Club 
North Shore Radio Society 
St George District CB Club 

VCCBO 
Landcruiser Club (Vic) 
ACRM (Vic) 

ACRM 
NCRA 

(CR4001) Citizens' Radio Social Club of QLD 

ACT 
Mike Hurst -Meyers (CT14) 

Northern Territory 
John Tate 

This establishes a state -level 
executive responsible to the national 
body on behalf of the affiliated 
members in each state. 

In another motion Mike Hurst - 
Meyers was empowered to create the 
National Citizens' Radio Directory. 

Capital Territory CB Club 

Darwin Radio Club. 

state 

The following clubs were 
represented: BA, BC, BPA, CARC, 
CRSCQ, CT, CW, DC, ESA, HV, KBW, 
KT, LARC, LX MA, NR,- MSRS, NW, 
QCBSC, RD, RS, SD, ST, TCC, TLC, 
TR, VCCBD, WD, WWP, and XT 

C.B. RADIO 
ALL THE BIG NAME RIGS 

AT THE RIGHT PLACES 

XTAL XCB-12 
$129.50 

23 CHANNEL MOBILE WITH 
2 CHANNEL SCANNER 

Sensitivity: Less than 0.5uV for 10dB (S+N) Selectivity: 6dB at 5kHz, 60dB at 2bkHz, 60dB at 40kHz, Squelch Sensitivity: Threshold less than 0.5uV Tight 500uV 1mA, Signal to Noise Ratio, 35d8 min. Audio Output: More than 3W/10% distortion. 
Other 23 Channel 5 Watt Units 

Available A.M. "Pace' CB143 23 Channel Mini Rig. P.A. Squelch $69.95 "Shipma" SR76 23 Channel A.M. PAVANL Meter. Squelch $79.95 "TASC" AM 
23 Channel ANL S/G Meter. CB/PA. $109.00 "Asahl" AS500 Delta -Tune AM,ANUPA. Meter., etc. $89.00 "Beta" 2000. As above. Features 23 Channel. Mobile $95.00 "Cougar" 239 Top Quality AM version of Panther SSB. $159.00 

AM/SSB 12 Watt. P.E.P. Equipment 
PANTHER SSB. Top of the 

SSB range. $279.00 

it Q 
"XTAL" XSSB10. 12W P.E.P. Clarifier Control, etc. $239.50 "Tram" XL5 AM/55B. Noise Blank- er. USBILSBIAM $239.50 12 volt regulated power supply for above units $39.50 

Ali 

SCOOP PURCHASE! 
100mW TRANSCEIVER 
PMG APPROVED 

Call System 
27.240 MHz 

Superheterodyne system 
CBT-707 
$25 each or $49.50 a pair 

HAND HELD 
UNITS 

"Contact" CT10 2 Channel 1 
Watt with Call System. Metal 
Case $44.95 aids. 

"Sideband" NC310 1 Watt 3 Channel. Ext. Power. Antenna Connections. $44.95 ach. 
"Sanyo" TA395 5 Watt. Hand Held Separate 

Speaker 6 Mike. $79.50 each. 12 Vol1JAmp 
Regulated P/Supply for above units. $18.50 

MOBILE ANTENNAS Gutter Mount Aerial Centre loaded $22.00 
Boot Trunk Mount, Base Loaded 12' Coax á PL259 $20 5' Helical Fibreglass with Base, etc. 

$25 

LARGEST RANGE OF CB ACCESSORIES IN 
MELBOURNE SEND S.A.E. FOR DETAILS. 
POST PACK ON ALL CB UNITS $2.00 PER 
UNIT ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA $129.50 
PANTHER S.S.B. $279.00 

BHT' OTT pig. 
EEECTFiOFl`CS ltd. 
Shop 11, Station St., Frankston 3199 

Vic. 
Phone 783-9212 

CB AUSTRALIA, Vol. 1, No. 3 
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Oo4.'ITY' CS GEAR 
When you buy from VICOM you get only quality gear sold and serviced by the experts. 

All transceivers are given a thorough pre -delivery checkout supported by technical 

expertise and well equipped workshops. A wide range of spare parts is available and 

all new gear carries a 90 day warranty. 

10 
at HAM AND NOVICE USE. 

PANTHER 

. 

" .7. .s, 
.. 

-t'7eiro-wwewl-Wiromowwwww 

twits ,' . synthesised $279 
PANTHER SSB DELUX TRANSCEIVER 

This superb rig is the ultimate in quality and sophistication; The 

Panther SSB is synthesised and requires no Crystals frequency 
stability es within 0.001%1 There are 69 available modes: 23AM, 
23LSB, 23USB at 5w am and 15w pep input. Controls include 
squelch, ell °cove noise blanker and transceiver PA system switch, 
Front panel meter indicates modulation, "s" points or relative 
RF output. The rig comes complete with me, mobile mounting 
brackets, dc cable and VICOM 90 day warranty. A real bargain! 

HAM AND NOVICE USE 

Lwz' `' , 'ty 
40 

- --_I 
BUILT-IN SWR BRIDGE( 

%ral,.,.,, $159 COUGAR 
COUGAR 23 B AM DELUX TRANSCEIVER 
Delve mobile 23 channel (synthensed) for the quality consc.ou. Nonce. The Cougar 
features built-in how meter, n s. blanker. delta tune, rf gain ontrol, wit gam 

control, builterr modulation meter, separate PA switch, Cirsu lary cons,.., of 1 IC, 
20 rrannston, 18 diodes. RECEIVER: dual conversion sensitivity 0.5 uV for 10 dB 

S+N/N, selectrvrw 6 dB bendw,dtth 5kH2, PA audio power 5 watts. TRANSMITTER: 
5w input, spurious harmonic erppress,on boner than 55 dB. a. Comes complete with mie, mated* bracket, de cable and manual. 

TVI FILTER 

$20 

Superb quality low pass filter (32MHz cutoff) for trans, 
millers 1.8 thru 30MHz. Insertion loss under 0.5dB, 
input/ output impedance 50 ohms. Complete with S0239 
sockets. Will handle 200w pep (max) 520 + P&P 52 
1Kw pep model (0.3dB insertion loss) 534 + P&P 53 

POPULAR VC2 SWR/PWR METER 
The popular VC2 covers 3-150 MHz with power measure 
went 12/120 watts. Will handle up to 1000w. 50 ohms 
impedance, twin meters. This quality tru-line instrument 
is deal for the shack or for permanent mobile Installation. 
536+P&P 

4116 .-7_ 

SWR/PWR 
he COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS 

3s METER 

ANTENNAS 
BASE LOADED WHIP 

Model M1 quality base loaded mobile whip, 40.5 inches 
long, 50 ohm impedance, vswr less than 1.5. Includes roof 
mount and optional boot lid mount, spring and coax with 
PL259 plug. 527 + P&P 
Model G2 as above with gutter clamp 529.90 + P&P 

HELICAL WHIP 
Model HW11S-6 Eft helical whip, covered in tough 

plastic, this top loaded (helical) is designed to give a 

perfect 52 ohm match. 522 + P&P 
- spring base 513 
- root base 517.50 

MARINE WHIP 
Model HW-11-6M requires no ground plane and can be 

operated on fibreglass, wood surface or on mast. Comm 

complete with matcher, coax, P1259 plug. 565 

HUSTLER CENTRE.LOADED WHIP 
Ideal mobile whip, mounts on bumper bar, 

Whip 519 
Mast 526 
Bumper Mount 519 
Spring 511.50 

$79 

/ f 

27MHz ground plane, superb quality, wound on strong 
fibreglass rod with teflon protection. 579 

Y. wave high efficiency ground plane, solid 108 inch heat 
treated radials and radiator. Radials droop for 50 ohm 
match. Complete with S0239 socket. 535 + P&P $3 

LIGHTED DUMMY LOAD 
5w dummy load built-in tti a PL259 plug. Glows and in- 
dicates modulation, power Output etc, $2.90 

$2.90 
JUMPER LEADS 
Handy 31t jumper leads, 

RG58 coax with fitted 
PL259's 52.50 
18" version 52.30 

FOR THE SERIOUS SWL/ 

rni 

BARLOW WADLEY 
The famous portable Barlow Wadley Communications 
Receiver with crystal controlled reception of am/Isb/usb/ 
cw: 

Standard model 5319 
With FM 5339 

ANTENNAS 
Listener -1 "V" type covers 3.30MHz with special trap for 
DX reception 522 
Lislener3 long range wire dipole antenna 3.30MHz com- 
plete with balen, teed wax, VHF plug, Insulators. Ideal 

for the serious SWL 549 

SWL ANTENNA COUPLER 
For matching receiver to the antenna line, this quality 
product handles signals from 2.30MHz with an output 
impedance from 50 to 600 ohms. 

RECEIVER BOOSTER 
This preselect.. improves the selectivity and sensitivity of 
your short wane communications receiver. It covers four 
bands from 2 30MHz with a gain of 15dB1 535 + P&P 

CAR RADIO SPLITTER 
Permits operation of your AM or AM/FM car radio from 
27MHz antenna. Can be used with any series fed 

(ungrounded) 27MHz antenna. Finished with RG58/u 
and car radio high impedance lead, each 60 inches long. 
Excellent isolation between entertainment radio and 
27MHz transceiver. Includes adjustable 27MHz match for 
optimising SWR. 531 + P&P 51.50 

~1 r 
Fr ]_ 

it;g' 
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e 
. 

ctg+ 
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27MHz TEST SET 

$ 
Model FS -117 has built -In wattmeter and 5 watt dummy 
load, measures swr, modulation, field strength, Crystal 
activity. Ideal for home repairs end "tweaking". 
PRICE THIS MONTH ONLY 545 + P&P 53 

SAVE $10' 

VICOM DEALERS WANTED 
Vicom are seeking active Dealers to join our expanding 
Australian -wide CB retail outlets. We sell only quality gear 

and "get rich Quick" outfits need not apply. Would-be 
Dealers should have technical facilities and personnel wh 
are capable- of handling and assisting with queries from our 
many customers. Written applications should be address to 
the attention of Managing Director. 
A licence is required for all transmitting eauioment. 

VICOM 

Uo 
_ -1r 

Mie Compressors 
for those extra "s" points 

$65 
Model MC33A av/dc includes two tone generator and built-in 
compression level meter. Handles low and high impedance 
mice with distortion better then 0.5%. Compression level 
3 dB to -35 dB. 565 + P&P 
Model MC22 es above feed compression level meter/ $54 
P&P 

Head Office & mail orders ... 
139 Auburn Rd, Auburn, Vic. 3123 Ph: (03) 82-5398 

PLUGS & SOCKETS FOR THE COMMUNICATOR 
4 pin mie plugs and sockets (ea) 
1'h coax jumper leads with PL259'. 
3' coax jumper leads with PL259's 
PL259 plugs 
S0239 chassis sockets 
50239/RCA adapter 
'T" connector 
Lightning arrestor 

I 

COAXIAL SWITCH 

$22 

52.30 
52.30 
52.50 
$1.30 
51.30 
52.20 
52.50 
53.50 

CS201 quality 2 position coax switch. Will handle up to 
2.5Kw pep. 50 ohms impedance with insertion loss better 
than 0.2dBI VSWR better than 12 up to 1GHz. Position 
not selected is automatically grdunded. 

Vicom CB gear also available at - 
Sydney: Jack Gdlham, 23 Whiting St, Artormon. Ph: 439.1271 
Canberra: Datcom Electronics, 29 Colbee Crt, Phillip. Ph: 82.3581 
Adelaide: Graham Stallard, 27 White Ave, Lockleys. Ph: 43.7981 
and a berworkof Dealers throughout Australia. Dealer enquietes welcome. 

CONDITIONS OF SAL' 
Prices include sales tax but exclude freight and insurance. Fos insurance allow 51 per S100, mm 51. Freight sent Ksvrk,i 

sair (freight "collect") unless otherwise specified. Prices and spectheabons sublect to change without notice. The law 

requires that a licence must be held for all transmitting equipment. 
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WE'VE GOT 
THE LOT! 
DEAL RIGHT! PRICE RIGHT 

I_ o ie 
lea CB RADIO CB SPECIAL! SYNTHESIZED 

POWERMATE TRANSCEIVER 
SK 515 

$105.00 
Wa 

ala o 

SSB 
RIGS 

$229 

GEMTRONICS 12W PEP. 
AM or SSB, 23 Ch. freq synthesized operation, dual 
conversion on AM, 25W PEP input, 12W PEP RF 
0utpLl1 on SSB, 4W RF output on AM. Controls - 
SQUELCH, FINE TUNE, LSB-AM-USB, NB, PA, RF 
ATT, large S/PWR meter, 3months guarantee. 

CB ACCESSORIES 
Trade prices available on application on official letter head. 

Plugs, Consecton sae Cables. 
NA No. 

PL-as9 
PLA-1 

PLA-2 
PLA.1 
P1A4 
50-239 
50 -MM 
P L -258 
Y-251 
W35B 

L -25B 

0.251 

PC256 

RGSev 

Anemone. M No pepyBe 
OM 95 Omr. ílrectwnu and-Iteld Oywem,[ 

IYrropna,e 
-.m. 700 wnrcde 

mp 500 d,rm hog. Rap ..... a...0.I.1 . 
..... 

K -615 rnemon Sp.- !omns .xia. 
.. ...06.35 

.en mw auaete raw 00-075 . 
MR 10 oropnd oloy,p Cep - magnet, 

Id car man 

.o 

c 
Me -s aMd Rowrp ail - .en 

en 2 . npnnp wren el./ "Rot Inn C1ur.nmcn pmon 
mtetterence - compran 0note one u .0100 .men l74 topoo ea0 

51199300 Inle. OCR and Fey Streng1T Wier 
Measures 100.010 & ,elect,d pons 
qmp 

52 ohm 
orlye ,Monds. 

Acca, 
SWeryR 1,1Z 1 3 

I oóuln 
0.101 

., newodpul nre,pm 
A-101 

Roo, Moum,,,glCA - lump. «°M º,ü0- 
hump On the no, May ~mane, suns 

IWnasaa mod fan ........................ 
CA -BO MUM/C0 Lee-Clown.Cemre oaded 

.en 50101,,. caws and pups. one kw CB. 
one for AWll., 132 CO 

CA -70 Madmen Mown Men - Centre boded 
en IBM 3m. caw & 15.-259 Wug 
Mary cramn mound g. no mstamnon 
,nand .115 15 

CB 10) Root or Boot Mount Wan - Canoe 
waded W. mount ban la root mood 
Inca) a pool mount tdanp, to edge oI 
pool NI All caw 6 plug 119.95 CB -125 51 ~cm Wl.p Antennae .apps 
rrosna. 50-75 pnlo,me, SWR down to 
1.1 1 .Mrs tune,..00 aas, 522 00 
121 9ed a P0.259 pep to sot. ma 53 00 

CB -200 Base Steno, Ground Pent -rug rod 
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E.A. January Issue 
240V input, 13.6V DC 
output at 1.5A. Com- 
plete kit to power your 
CB radio at home. 

$16.50 

5W 

11/ 

1 

NEW 23 Channel 
Compact Transceiver 

Mini -Mobile with all 
the best features plus 
high power output. 
PA, squelch, complete, 
3 mths guarantee. 

ONLY 
Il l $70 

GB RAD10 

MARINE CB' -- 
27.880 MHz C, 
6 Channels. 
"SIDE BAND BRAND" Rig, 
PA, ANL, Squelch, S/PWR 
meter, 3 mths guarantee, ext. 
speaker socket or inbuilt 
speaker. $109 

23 Ch operation, freq synthesizer 
with 14 Xtals, freq tolerance 0.005/, 
5W Input to final amplifier, AM 
only, dual conversion superhet re- 
ceiver, sensitivity 1 uV at 10dB S/N, 
features 32 semiconductors, large 
S/PWR meter, PA, ANL, DELTA 
TUNE, SQUELCH etc. Limited 
quantity only. 

AT BEST PRICES!'Come, Se 
& Hear For Yourself Now. 

23 CHANNEL 5 WATT $109 
De -luxe model, 0.5uV for 10dB 
S/N, 6dB bandwidth selectivity, 
50dB minimum spurious rejection. 
Features local/Dist. switch, PA facility, Squelch etc. etc. Owners manual incl. circuit, parts list, 
Installation insts. 

FAIRRRATE 23 CH. $99.50 _ 
- 

Very compact full facility AM rig. PA, ANL, DELTA 
TUNE, SQUELCH, S/PWR meter, 23ch. freq. synth- 
esized, only 158mm x 42mm x 192mm deep. 

UNIVERSE CB -747 $95.00 

.e. . 

Popular model, 23Ch. AM, tren. synthesized, dual 
conversion, PA, ANL, SQUELCH, DELTA -TUNE, large 
S/PWR meter. 

SHIGMA 23CH Compact Rig. , 

Features ANL, PA, SQUELCH, 3W RF output, tuning 
meter, 3mths guarantee Popular model for begin- 
ners. 

GREAT $tog 
VALUE OO 

EVERSONIC ST -12 

1nm $84.00 
Small 23 Ch. AM rig, 3W RF output, with tuning 
meter, ANL, PA, SQUELCH, dual conversion 
superheterodyne receiver, sees, luV at 6dB S/N, freq. 
synthesized crystal operation. 

=9.»°ºóó 

O. it 
N, DE -LUXE 23 CH. AM. 

Our best AM rag - Crystal Phase - 
Locked Loop system employs only 3 
Xtals, offers 0.002 percent tolerance 
and stability. Features 58 semiconduc- 
tors, dual conversion receiver, 0.5uV 

COLT at 10áB S/N, ANL and NB, PA, 

indicators, 
SQUELCH, large S/PWR meter, Rec 

$1 
and Trans. inicators, equalssor ex- 
ceeds FCC regulations. 280 

Electronic 
`101 Agenciets 

á 

HAS YOUR CB 

CRACKED 
UP? 

Providing parts are available, we can arrange to repair 
your CB rig at moderate cost. Phone: 747-6472. 

Trading Hours - 12.00 -6 pm Mon -Fri. 8.30-1 pm Sat. Mail Orders - P.O. Box 1005 Burwood North 2134 
Post & Pack - Add 15% up to $25 order value. 10% over. 
Minimum Order Value - $5.00 C.OD.'s Send $3.00 pre -paid 
Prices & Availability - OK as at 17/3/77 

ALL Ce RIGS POST FREE 
115-117 Parramatta Road, CONCORD, N.S.W. TELEPHONE (02) 747-6472 

"SUPR" SPECIALS 
322 MOTOR SPEED CONTROL KIT. Subs most electric motors, 240V 

750W max. $4.50 
323 TRANSISTOR RADIO REPAIR KIT. Gang, speaker, semis, caps, 

pots etc. $4.50 
324 5" 88W SHARP TV TUBE. New, ideal servicemen, experimen- 

ters. $5.95 
199 600V 25A SILICON RECTIFIERS. International Rectifier. 10 for 

$6.50, 25 for $15.00 ea. .75 
205 VHF Trans. TV TUNER. Miniature Sharp, t2 channels, 9 with 

biscuits, new, 2 for 511.00. $6.00 ea. 
202 50 ASST. SEMIS. Top grade tested OK, 15 IC's, 15 trans, 20 

diodes, ail good, marked etc. $3.00 
219 100 ASST. 1W RESISTORS. 5/, 10/ mixed carbon composition. 

$1.50. 
178 ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER. Experiment at 40 KHz, use as 

transmitter or receiver, 1" diameters 114" long with lead. $2.95. 
179 AUTO NITE-UTE CONTROLLER. Turns on 500W appliances at 

dark, off at dawn. $8.90. 
184 75/300 ohm TV/FM BALUN. Encapsulated, matches 300 ohm 

lead to 75 ohm, no soldering required. 52.00. 
185 AC BATTERY ADAPTOR. 240V AC in, 6V DC 300mA or 9V DC 

200mA out. 55.55. 
176h TAPE HEAD DEMAGNETIZER. 240V AC, works with all tape 

heads. $4.00. 
173 2 WAY CROSSOVER NETWORK. 5KHz, 30W RMS, Bohm, 6d8/ 

Oct. $2.50. 
174 3 WAY CROSSOVER NETWORK. 21(Hx, 7KHz, 40W RMS, 

8ohms, 6dB/Oct. $4.50. 
325 LIGHT DIMMER KIT. For Incandescent lighting, Includes API 

noise suppression, with std elect. mtg plate. $5.95. 
326 STEREO VU METER. Dual 500uA, Ige 14"x lit" scales. $6.95. 
327 CASSETTE RECORDER MIC. With remote stop -start switch, 200 

ohms, one 3.5mm and one 2.5mm plugs. $2.95 
328 C60 EXTRA DYNAMIC CASSETTE. Freq. Resp. 20Hz-2OKHz, 

guaranteed. .79c. 
329 C90 EXTRA DYNAMIC CASSETTE. High qaaloty tape, fully gualan- 

teed. .99c. 
60 CAR STEREO SPEAKERS. De -luxe 130 mm high compliance 

speakers, black padded vinyl grilles, dual 4,8 ohms, with hook-up 
wire. $12.00 PR. 

214 PLESSEY 24V REED RELAY. Mini encapsulated, PCB mfg, 2pole 
ON -OFF. $2.00ea. 

215 PLESSEY 12V REED RELAY. As above, 3 pole ON -OFF. $2.50. 
215 PLESSEY 24V REED RELAY. As above, 3 pole ON -OFF. $2.50. 
330 100 ASST. SEMICONDUCTORS Trans. IC's, diodes, all tested, 

marked. $3.00. 
331 30 A 400 PIV SILICON RECTIFIERS. Heavy duty STC RS640 stud 

mounted. $1.50. 
332 CATHODRAY COND. 0.5mfd 2KV. Stud mtg. hi quat, special 

purpose. $1.00 ea. 
249 HP 5082-7300 LED DISPLAY. 7 Segment 40 dot matrix, in built 

decoder -driver and memory, L.H. decimal pt. 0-9 Readout, buy 4 
for $26.00. 57.00 ea. 

9 'BONANZA' JACKPOT. A 500 gm (approx) lucky -dip offer, all 
useable parts, samples, specials, end-ot-line components Incl. 
semis. $5.00 ea. 

333 3 PIN MINI PLUG 8 SOCKET .60pr. 
334 7 PIN MINI PLUG 8 SOCKET 1.00pr. 
335 14 PIN MINI PLUG 8 SOCKET 1.20pr. 
336 37 °IN MINI PLUG 8 SOCKET 1.80pr. 

Write your Name, Address, P/Code here and send your order to P.O. Box 1005, Burwood Nth. 2134. 
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We Hand The Mic To Our Readers... 

The 'True Amateurs', Canberra CB 
& ACT CREST 

Dear Sirs, 
Well done! You have presented the 
Australian public with an unbiased, 
authoritative, work on CB radio in 
Australia. Whats more, edited by VKs! 
Already some VKs l know who have 

seen "CB Australia" have said 
'Renegades, they are not true amateurs', 
and other assorted things. 

To tell you how CB radio is 

spreading in Canberra l can quote some 
simple figures. There now exists in the 
Canberra area three CB radio clubs. 
They are the "Bravo Whiskey" club 
more properly known as Belconnen 
Wireless, in Canberra's northern 
suburbs, "Sierra Whiskey" club, 
Struggletown Wireless, being the CB 

club in Queanbeyan just across the 
border, and the "Charlie Tango" club, 
Capital Territory, being Canberra's first 
and biggest club. In last count the CT 
club had five new members per day 
and callsigns in the 640 region had been 
allocated (as at 15.02.77). 

Actually here in Canberra we are 

very proud about the headway that has 

been made in organising the CB scene. 
Already Crest in Canberra operates 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week and 365 
days a year. It has also assisted in an 
average one emergency per day since its 
commencement Also the ACT police, 
Fire Brigade and Ambulance all accept 
any call from a Crest monitor in good 
faith. 

Also a legalisation working party, 
consisting of local CBers and WIA 
members, has been formed to bring 
pressure to bear on the correct 
authorities 

Every second Tuesday night a club 
news broadcast is held with callbacks 
and every Monday night there is a 

"Committee on the Air" with the club's 
President and Committee taking any 
questions asked about local CB events 
and ideas. It is not uncommon to hear 
Canberra CBers talking about the WIA 
news broadcast and Canberra WIA 

members talking about the CBers news 
broadcast. 

It may be of interest for you to note 
that since Crest started in Canberra 
many CBers have been prepared for 
anything: 1 carry a small 1 watt unit 
with 3 channels to work in my brief- 
case each day (since I travel by bus and 
not by my private car), so that if on my 
way to or from work I should come 
across an emergency situation l can call 
Crest on Channel 9. 

Fortunately l have not had to use it 
yet, but / have the reassuring knowledge 
it is there. 

Colin 
Charlie Tango 142 

Roger's Reply 
Not a real amateur, ehl License VB390 
was issued to me on 20-1-64, callsign 
VKZRY. I was issued VKZTB in 1972. 
First active on 6m with both converted 
ex -taxi gear and homebrew Tx and Rx. 
I was an HF and VHF (52,144,288 
MHz) listener for some five years prior 
to that. Over the years I have 

Roger Harrison 

constructed gear for the bands 52,144, 
432,576,1296 MHz and 10 GHz (but no 
QSOs on last two bands), apart from HF 
receiving gear. My special interests have 
been propagation, antennas and circuit 

Roger in his VK-zero days ... Casey, Antarctica. 
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techniques. I have been President of 
the Royal Melbourne Institute of 
Technology Amateur Radio Club and 
was first President of the RMIT Astro- 
nautical Society. I have been a WIA 
member since 1962. I won first place 
for VK3 in the Tx Phone section of the 
'John Moyle Memorial National Field 
Day' in 1965 - the first (and only?) 
Z -call and VHF -only station to do so. 

I was a member of the Vic. Div. WICEN 
for five years and passed through the 
Government -sponsored signals service 
course at Mt Macedon Emergency 
Services School in 1965. I attended 
callouts to bushfires in Victoria in 1965 
and 1967. I have been on the NSW state 
WICEN committee for the past two 
years. 

During a stay at Casey, Antartica, 
in 1970 I had extensive experience with 
mobile and field communications as I 

spent about six months on a geophysical 
field survey. While there I operated 
VKOGR on 7,14 and 21 MHz and 
established the first (?) 6 metre beacon 
on Continental Antartica. The Ionos- 
pheric Prediction Service subsequently 
constructed and operated 6m beacons 
at Casey (VKOGR) and Mawson 
(VKOMA) from 1972. VKOGR has been 
heard in southern and eastern Australia 
on several occasions. I was subsequently 
involved with the establishment of the 
VK2WI VHF beacons and an currently 
the VK2 Div. beacon officer. 

I was publicity officer for the VK2 
VHF and TV Group during 1972. I 

operated a 6m beacon from Cocos Is 
during late 1972, early 1973. In 1973 
my wife and I commenced the 

'independent publishing of '6UP 
MAGAZINE' for VHF enthusiasts. It 
became well known for its racy, contro- 
versial style, good technical articles 
and news. We initiated a 'State of the 
Art' contest to foster the more difficult 
modes and techniques. 

I have been writing articles on 
amateur radio since 1964 and have 
twice won the 'Best Technical Article' 
aware from the WIA journal 'Amateur 
Radio'. First, for a series on Transistor 
Amplifier Design and then for a two- 
part article on 'Transequatorial Propa- 
gation' - the last was reprinted in the 
English and foreign language editions of 
the prestigious international journal 
'VHF Communications' published in 
Germany. A short version also appeared 
in ETI. I have also had articles published 
in Ham Radio, 73 Magazine and Break- 
In.(NZART Journal), as well as local 
club newsletters - apart from numerous 
ones in ETI, which you've all seen, no 
doubt. 

R.H. 

Steve Braidwood 

Who're the True Amateurs? 
Who's not a true amateur? In my view it 
is the VKs who oppose the legalisation 
of CB that are the renegades. They 
appear to renounce the altruistic 
principles of amateur radio only to 
protect their selfish ends. And I'd be 
one of them if this really was the case - 
if it really meant opposing a threat to 
amateur radio as a hobby. But legalising 
CB is not going to impinge on the 
freedom of the radio amateur. No, I 

believe it is not self-interest which 
makes some VKs anti -CB, it is simply 
bloody -mindedness. Like the child who 
suddenly becomes possessive about the 
toy that's been forgotten for months, 
just because his brother wants to play 
with it, so certain VKs feel that, simply 
because they are the only people who 
currently have legal rights to use radio 
transmitters for hobby purposes, no 
other people should be granted these 
rights in the future. 

Could they be frightened that in 
future no-one will become a radio 
amateur because of the soft -option CB 
licence? If this is how they feel then 
they themselves are not true radio 
amateurs, presumably they are bitter 
because in the past they have had to 
pose as radio -experimenters (and 
force themselves to learn the technica- 
lities of radio) because under current 
laws this pretence is the only legal 
outlet for the desire to communicate 
by radio (a desire equally common 
among the technical and non -technical 
public). 

If I am right then these VKs have 
some cause to be bitter. But it is the 
system which denied them CB that they 
should be angry with. Imagine their 
plight when they first discovered the 
pleasure of radio communication - 
listening in on amateur QSOs, dying to 
go back to that unanswered CQ. And 
think of the struggle it must have been 

for them to learn the technicalities of 
radio (not necessarily out of genuine 
interest, but as a means to an end). The 
desire to communicate driving them 
on when others fall by the wayside. 

But in a world where people are 
taking up their rights without having to 
buy or earn them, those people who 
have invested in old values are bound 
to get hurt in the course of social 
progress. 

S.B. 

Note: We have found that there are very 
few radio amateurs who actively oppose 
the legalisation of CB. Despite the anta- 
gonistic view of the WIA, most of the 
amateurs we know are in favour of CB. 

My amateur radio background is not 
as impressive as Roger's, but for those 
who doubt my authenticity here goes: 
Call -sign G3WKE was granted to me ten 
years ago in England and my activities 
were largely on the HF bands. VK2BSY 
was issued after I was transferred from 
the UK edition of ETI to the parent 
edition in Australia. When I get time I 
operate on 2m and, of course, on 
27 MHz. 

US Channels 23,24 & 25 - The 
Correct Frequencies 

Dear Sirs, 
I feel the first issue of CB Australia was 
an excellent effort on your part. 

At the moment, because of the 
relative "newness" of CB many people 
buying CB gear have been ripped off. 
Two examples that come to mind are: 
(1) A friend of mine was charged $50 
installation fee on his Weston 5W 
transceiver. 
(2) I was recently in a shop where a 

salesman said "Six channels is enough to 
start off with. It's cheaper than a 23 
channel one." 

The thing is the rig was $90 and 
crystals at $7.95 a pair (CB frequencies, 
not fishing club) which would have cost 
$138. The "23 channel one" he was 
talking about cost $110. 

There is one mistake you have made 
on page 19 of CB Australia. The 
frequency allocations for the 40 
channels are correct however three of 
the channel numbers are wrong. 
According to the FCC the list should 
read: 

Frequency Channel 
27.225 22 

27.235 24 
27.245 25 
27.255 23 

Channel 23 remains 27.255 MHz to 
avoid confusion on QSO's between a 
40 channel transceiver and a 23 channel 
transceiver. 

Paul Fuller 
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REALISTIC TRC.99C (21.133) 
3 WATTS INPUT, 3 CHANNELS 

y 

1i 

, ,..;do - 
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REALISTIC: TC101B (21-129) 

5 WATTS INPUT, 23 CHANNELS 

REALISTIC TRC-68 (21-168) 
4 WATTS OUTPUT, 23 CHANNELS 

->4ic.ecishc 
77-.4, -~11( \ l / .- 

Realistic TRC-68 -a great buy. Comes complete 
with crystals for all 23 channels, push to talk mike, 
squelch control, full time ANL and all mounting 
hardware. 109.95 each. 

Realistic TRC-11 Don't let its size fool you. It has a 
full 5 watts Input power. Ideal for maritime safety 
frequency or you can mount it in your car. With 
squelch control and switchable ANL. Complete with 
mike, crystals for one channel, power cables and 
mounting hardware. 89.95. 

Also available wdh maritime safety fregoency crystals fitted as 
21-141F 

Realistic TRC-124 State-of-the-art circuitry with in- 
novative phase lock loop frequency system plus 
bright LED digital channel indicator. Also has large 
RF/S meter, PA facility, Push button noise blanker, 
delta tune and squelch. Ready to go on 23 channels 
with mike and mounting hardware. 169.95. 

MINI-º31 

UJ 
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with world famous -7.4cisttC. transceivers 1 y r' 
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Realistic TRC-99C A sensitive receiver with automatic 
noise limiter and gain control for pulling in clean and 
steady signals. Plus squelch control and jacks for 
external speaker, mike and antenna also battery 
charger and DC power. With crystals for 1 channel and 
10AA batteries. 59.95 each. 

Realistic TRC-1018 the features of many base stations 
but you hold it in your hand. It's fitted with crystals for 
all 23 channels plus sensitive condenser microphone 
and battery saving Hi -Low power switch. 3 way signal 
strength/RF output/Battery meter, fine tune switch, and 
jacks for accessories. Complete with 8 AA Batteries. 
109.95 each. 

Note: Channel 23 is outside Se Austrahan Amateur Sand. 
Users of Walkie Talkie/CB equipment require a P.M.G. novice or amateur hcence. 
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REAUSTIC TRc-11(21-141) 
5 WATTS INPUT, 4 CHANNELS 

_- 
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REALISTIC TRC-124 (21-245) 
5 WATT INPUT, 23 CHANNELS 

ELECTRONICS 
with 108 stores in Australia. 

Or you can order by 
mail. Write to 
Mail Order Dept.. 
Tandy Electronics. 
280-316 Victoria Rd. 
Rydalmere. 
N.S.W. 2116. 



XENON 
WORLD IMPORTS 

Import Agents Box 33 Warradale S.A. 5046. (08) 296-1033 

Charly BangfificracklefifiPOP NOISE NOISE .. . 

Dont let this happen to YOU! 
BUYING THE CORRECT IS ONLY PAYING OUT 
ONCE. 
AMERICAS TOP NAME CB RIGS ARE NOW AV- 
AILABLE. 

GEMTRONICS SSB (Sil- 
tronics) GTX2325 Base/ 
MOBIL 5 watt AM/25 watt 
SSB 46 Effective operat- 

; ," . ing Channels. 

- OUR ruit $285 
AMERICAN REVIEW: This New Model GTX2325 from Gemtronics is there BEST YET, h 
will OUTSELL all other models & continue to lead the Field for some time yet. Like all 
fine Quality Products it cost a little more but in this case it is well Justified. ONE OF THE 
FEW TOP BRANDS THAT BY FAR EXCEEDS THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE NEW FCC 
RULES. 

AM/5 watts Double Conversion Superheterodyne. Supurious Radiation BELOW 5008. 
of Carrier. HUM & NOISE below 40DB of Signal. SSB/25 Watts (12w PEP) Single 
Conversion Superheterodyne. Modulation by Finer method & 3Rd. order Distortion is 
more than 20 dB below either signal of 2 tone. DESIGNED FOR LONG DISTANCE/Used 
by Operators who want distance NOT NOISE . . 

W.A. Distributor LOUS TV & Radio MT LAWLEY. PERTH.'SA MAIL OR- 
DERS ONLY. XENON WORLD IMPORTS SA SALES DICK SMITH Mitcham 
Center Adelaide. Chehers Pt Lincoln. 

TV GAME SPECIALS STOCK AT HAND 

V10á00 A UE 
SWTC000E 

AUST. TYPE CHIP AY3.8.500 
only $18.95 inc Postage. 

GAME SWITCH BOXES (METAL) 
300 & 75 ohms ballumed 

Photo 200 only at $2.35 inc Postage 
normally $5.00 

NOW COLOUR VIDÉO 
RECORDERS 

at 
ONLY 

$650.00 
Plus Freight. 

SHIBARDEN 
SV700 
(as NEW) 

Fitted with NEW GLASS FERRITE 
HEADS. NEW Piup-In Circuit 
Boards. Full PAL COLOUR RECORD 
and PLAYBACK. NEW Power Sup- 
ply. 

t 

r 

Still using 1/2" Tapes giving 1 hr. 10 min. Recording Time at a cost of only 
$17.00 compared to others at around $30 per tape. 

WE BELIEVE THE BEST VALUED COLOUR VTR. ON TODAYS 
MARKET... 

NEW RELEASE 10 more units at only $275 AS ABOVE BUT BLACK & WHITE 
SV700 as new. 

Trade enquiries welcome 

CBMAIL ORDER SPECIALIST CB 
23 CHANNEL MOBILES 

Model SR -76 
Specifications: 
Frequency Range: 
26.965MHz - 27.255 
MHz. Sensltivty: 111V 
at 6dB S/N. SelectIvl Y: 
60dB Bandwidth 20 
KHz. Output Power: 
3W Into 50 ohm with 
13.8 V DC power 
supply. Modulation Ca- 

pabiility: 
More than 

$95 

nit 

Model AC -500 I1r Specifications: 
RF Output Power: 4 
Watts. Modulation ')l: Capability: 80 - 100%. 
Sensitivity at S/N 10 
dB" 10 uV. Selectivity 
at } 10 KHz: 70 dB 

$119 

Te%view 
218 Chapel St., Prahran, 
Melbourne, 3181. Phone 51-6743 
Mail Orders Welcome 

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO VISIT 
THE ANTARCTIC FOR A 

CHINESE DEAL ON CB'S 

CB Radios 
Highest quality 23 Channel 

AM/ANL/PA/SQUELCH/S METER 
$69.00 including postage 

SSB/AM 23 channel full facilities 
$135.00 including postage 

Special 23 channel AM 
"S" Meter squelch, mobile 

$43.00 including post 

Linear amps 100 watt $130.00 

Delta Communication 
15 Cumberland Road, 

Kowloon Tongg Hong Kong 
K3 80a08 
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CB n CCESS s RIES 
Roger Harrison looks at the accessories now on sale to help you achieve the best 
installation and performance from your CB station. See the advertisements in this 
issue for details of suppliers. 

Accessories for CB installations can be 

broken down into about four 
categories: 

(a) Antenna Accessories such as 

connectors, patch cables coax switches, 
couplers, filters, etc. 

(b) Receiver Accessories such as RF 
amplifiers, hash filters, converters, 
remote speakers, etc. 

(c) Transmitter Accessories such as 

SWR meters, power meters, field 

strength meters, dummy loads, etc. 
(d) Operator Accessories such as 

headphone/mic combinations, mic 
holders, transceiver mounts, power 
supplies, test sets and accessory 
operators(!) etc. 

Accessories aré items that are not 
necessarily essential for an installation 
but are usually convenient additions, or 
they extend the operating convenience, 
or they allow checking of the 

1.0.,w" 

1/06 

may 

Right angle adaptors. Just the thing for 'dressing' coax 
in convenient directions or where space is limited 
behind a rig. Cost around $2.20-$3. Available most 
outlets. 

Double -female adaptor. Generally used as a 
cable joiner. Useful where a cable needs to 
be 'broken' to permit the insertion of an 
SWR/Power meter or other, not perman- 
ently installed, accessories. Cost around 
$1.20-$1.80. Available most outlets. 

'T' -connector. Often used with co -phased 
antenna installations. Can be used as cable - 
joiner in emergencies. Cost $2.50-$3.50. 
Available most outlets. 

"UHF" to "RCA" adaptor. Standard RCA plug with 
standard ("UHF" series) SO -239 socket on back. 
Useful on accessories fitted with RCA sockets. Stand- 
ard PL -259 plug fits into SO -239 socket. Cost around 
$1.60. 

Fig. 1. Common connectors/adaptors. 

equipment performance, etc. It's. 
possible to spend more on accessories 
than you paid for your transceiver! 

Exactly what you get in accessories 
depends greatly on individual circums- 
tances. You may have to get some 
accessories because you find they are 
necessary - a low pass filter, for 
example, to prevent TVI (or help 
anyway). Some accessories are simply 
'dressing' and could never be envisaged 
as 'necessary', while others simply 
improve the convenience of an 
installation. 

Whatever your excuse, or perhaps 
your need, browse through the survey 
and you'll get an idea of what's around. 

Antenna Accessories 
The simplest of antenna accessories are 
probably the humble connectors. Apart 
from the common -or -garden-variety 
PL -259 plug which you have no doubt 
already met, there are a whole host 
plug/socket 'adaptors' (as they are 
called). These are useful in situations 
that suggest themselves when you don't 
have them on hand. I tell you - Murphy 
and his crazy laws sure get around!! 
There you are, you've just put the 
finishing touches to installing the trans- 
ceiver in your new car - it fits great. 
Now just plug the antenna in and give it 
a burl ... but the connector won't go 
in the socket - their isn't enough 
clearance at the back of the set (even if 
the set is removed and the antenna 
plugged in before mounting the 
transceiver). Call Murphy the magic 
word. And then get a 'right angle 
adaptor', put that on the transceiver 
antenna socket first - the antenna can 
then be plugged in from below. A right 
angle adaptor is simply a PL -259 plug, a 

right angle bend and then an SO -239 
socket. Handy, no? 

The common connectors/adaptors 
are illustrated in Figure 1. It is wise 
to keep a selection on hand. Most are 
quite cheap, less than $3 generally, so 
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Fig. 2. Typical coaxial 
switches of the single - 
pole, two-way variety. 
Prices vary, but expect 
to pay around $20 or 
more. 

it won't break the bank to stock up. 
Coaxial switches are often used in 

base station installations so that the 
operator can select different antennas, 
or perhaps switch between an antenna 
and dummy load/power meter to check 
transmitter performance. Alternatively, 
it may be used to switch an antenna 
between several transceivers or between 
a transceiver and a monitor or scanning 
receiver. 

Coaxial switches are available in 
several combinations. Perhaps the most 
common, and certainly the least 
expensive, are the single -pole, two-way 
(or two -position) variety. Several are 
illustrated in Figure 2. Some types come 
with a rotary switch, some with a slide 
switch. A rotary, single -pole, two-way 
coax switch will set you back around 
$20. A slide switch of the same variety 

-will cost around $12. A single -pole, 
three-way rotary switch will cost almost 
$30, (there are some cheaper ones 
however, around $10 mark) maybe 
more in some places, while a five -way 

r rotary style will cost around $32-$35. 
But that's getting a bit extravagant - 
what would you do with all those five 
sockets? . . . . Don't tell me, I can 
imagine! 

What do you do when your antenna 
won't match? Why, you get a matchbox 
of course!! Now, there are a whole 
raft of devices on the market that will 
purportedly match a cranky transceiver 
to anything you can conjure up. Well, 
not quite perhaps, but you get my drift. 
They can be useful. For installations 
where there is not a long feedline run 
to the antenna, these devices can be 
quite useful where the antenna either 
refuses to be matched and produce an 
SWR within reason (see last month), or 
where the antenna has no provision for 
adjustment. 

These device gd under a whole 
variety of names such as 'matchers' 
(not the red-headed variety that 
your -old -man -told -you -to -trust -in -that - 
crazy -TV -advertisement); 'couplers' 
(and that's not what you think); 
'antenna eliminator' (I know it's crazy 
but it really says that!) and the 
ubiquitious 'black box'. 

Basically, they consist of circuitry 
that adjusts the antenna-feedline system 
for optimum resonance and matching 
to the correct impedance (50 ohms) 
to suit the transceiver. Some types may 
include an SWR/power meter for con- 
venience. Various different types are 
illustrated in Figure 3. The simpler 
types sell for around $12 to $15, up 
to $20 or so. If you really want to go 
to town, you can pay more for a 
coupler than for a transceiver (people 

do!?!) - as the Daiwa models from 
VICOM in Figure 3 show. These types 
would be more use to amateurs, though. 

The 'antenna eliminator' type is 
really a matching and tuning system for 
standard car radio antennas. They 
permit the car radio and transceiver to 
be connected to the antenna simulta- 
neously. Internal circuitry disconnects 
the car radio from the circuit when you 
go to transmit. Some types are simply a 
'black box' without adjustments (such 
as the 'CB blackbox' from Peter 
Shalley) and these are preset. Other 
types (such as the 'Antenna eliminator' 
from Dick Smith) include a knob to 
allow adjustment of the tuning for best 
SWR. Sounds alright - but tempting 
for the inevitable 'knob twiddler - 
mount this type out of their way. The 
Antenna Eliminator from Dick Smith 

CONIACI 

iru The simpler type of antenna matching 
devices generally include two controls: 
'tune' and 'load' to effect correct reson- 
ance and matching of the antenna and 
feedline system. They cost around 
$12-$15. This model 140 matcher 
from CONTACT is $15. 

COUPL Eia c -es 
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Somewhat more sophisticated is 
this Model CL -66 coupler by Daiwa. 
It is claimed to cover 3.5 MHz to 
29 MHz and to match 10 through 
600 ohms (unbalanced) to 50-70 
ohms. It includes a four position 
coax switch and costs around $120. 

This deluxe model, also by Daiwa, 
includes an SWR and power meter. It 
also covers similar ranges as the CL -66 
and sells for $175. More useful for 
amateurs really. 

The 'antenna eliminator'; similar units referred to as 
'black box', for obvious reasons. These allow you to 
use a standard car radio antenna for CB. They permit 
both the transceiver and the car radio to be plugged in 
at the same time. The car radio is disconnected by the 
internal circuitry when you go to transmit. Some 
provide a tuning knob to obtain best match (low 
SWR) while others are pre-set. Cost depends on type 
and supplier; varies between $25 to $35. 

Fig. 3. A variety of antenna matching or coupling devices. 
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Fig. 4. A typical patch cable consisting of a 

short length of RG58 coax with PL -259 
connectors on each end. Useful for patch 
connections to SWR meters, filters, 
couplers and other accessories. Obtainable 
in 0-5 m, 0-6 m and 1 m lengths. Cost 
depends on length - generally $2-$3. 

An 'adaptor' lead, usually used for 
antenna installation. Usually in lengths 
of 3 m or 4 m. Cost around $3. 

i/ 

A cable and connector set. These usually 
include a 3 m or 4 m length of RG58 
coax, two PL -259 connectors and several 
spade lugs. Useful for feedline extension 
cables or antenna installation. Cost 
around $4-$5. 

Fig. 5. Cable accessories suitable for various 
feedline applications. 

costs under $30 at present while the CB 
Blackbox from Peter Shalley is $35. 

There are a number of other antenna 
couplers about but they are generally 
for the amateur market and their 
operating features, etc, are geared that 
way. However, that does not mean to 
say that they are unsuitable for CB 
applications. 

One advantage that goes along with 
the use of a coupler (except perhaps 
for the antenna eliminator variety) is 

the reduction of harmonics from the 
transmitter (weak transmissions from 
the transmitter at 2,3,4, etc, times the 
actual transmit frequency, generated in 
the transmitter circuitry). Harmonics 
can cause TV I. The very nature of the 

tuned circuits generally employed in 

couplers/matchers effects the reduction. 
If you don't use a coupler or 

matching device, or even if you do, it 
is a wise precaution to fit a 'low pass 

filter' in the feedline. This, as its name 
implies passes all frequencies below a 

given 'cutoff' frequency, usually around 
34-36 MHz. It attenuates (severely 
reduces) any signals or transmissions 
above the cutoff frequency. Harmonics 
from 27 MHz transmissions fall at 
54 MHz (near channel 1 TV), 81 MHz 
(in low -band VHF land mobile service), 
and 108 MHz (top end of FM band); 
these would probably be the strongest 
(2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics). Some 

sets are worse than others regarding 
the radiation of harmonics. 

Low pass filters should be installed 
close to the set with as short a length 
of feedline between the transceiver and 

the filter as possible. A low pass filter 
will set you back anything from less 

than $10 to more than $30. If you have 

a good quality transceiver ('top of the 
line', particularly an SSB transceiver) 
then one of the less expensive filters will 
probably be sufficient as the more 
expensive transceivers generally have 
lower harmonic output than the 
economy transceivers. For the latter, 
one of the more expensive filters, which 
provides higher degree of attenuation to 
harmonics, is a safer bet. Funny that, 
isn't it! 

Now, to plug all your accessories in 
the feedline to the antenna you're going 
to need a short length of cable with two 
PL -259 plugs on each end - a 'patch' 
cable. These are quite inexpensive and 
can be obtained in a variety of lengths, 
generally 0.5m, 0.6m and 1m. Cost 
depends on length and varies from 
distributor to distributor - generally 
around $2-$3. 

Apart from patch cables, 'adaptor' 
leads and cable/connector sets are 
available. An adaptor lead consists of a 

length of RG58 coax with a PL -259 
connector on one end and a set of spade 
lugs attached to the inner conductor 
and braid at the other end. They are 
obtainable in lengths of about 3 m or 
4 m for around $3. They are often used 
for installing antennas, particularly 
those thát comes without a cable. 

A cable and connector set generally 
consists of a 3 m or 4 m length of 
RG58, a pair of PL -259 connectors 
(usually the solderless or crimp -on 
type), and a set of spade lugs. They 
come in handy when installing antennas 
as they can be made up in the same 
manner as an adaptor cable. They are 
also useful as a feedline extension cable, 
using double -female connectors to 
'splice' in the extension. 

Before leaving antenna accessories, I 

guess one should mention coaxial 
lightning arrestors. These are inserted in 

the feedline to prevent damage to the 
transceiver etc during electrical storms 
when high voltages are induced on 
antennas - this situation is usually 
worse with base station antennas as 

they are generally mounted much higher 
than mobile or marine antennas. Even if 
lightning does not strike nearby, quite 
high voltage may build ' up on the 
antenna. If they discharge through the 
transceiver's receiver input circuitry 
then it may be damaged. The lightning 
arrestor will cause these high voltages to 
be passed to earth without harm to the 
transceiver - if installed according to. 
instructions. They will not protect 
against a direct strike. 

A coaxial lightning arrestor will cost 
you about $10. They aren't available 
everywhere though. You might have to 
hunt around a bit. Bail Electronics 
Services have one, a model LA -72, for 
$9.50. 

Receiver Accessories 

To improve receiver performance an RF 

amplifier may ' be connected in the 
antenna lead to boost the strength of 
the signals. These are useful where only 
an inefficient antenna system can be 

used, which ' affects receiver 
performance. Unfortunately, while you 
can 'hot -up' the receiver like this and 
hear all those signals you couldn't copy 
previously, transmitting efficiency is 

still poor. 
The 'RF Signalizer' model Rp-10, 

which is available from Dick Smith and 
MS Components (at least) is a typical 
device for these sort of applications. It 
includes a very handy 'RF Gain' control 
that allows the operator to vary the 
sensitivity of the unit over a range from 
full gain of 15 dB (amplification of 
about 30) to an attenuation of 20 dB 

(attenuation of 100). This permits you 
to adjust for maximum gain on weak 

Listen to the CB bands on your car 
radio. Receives 26.535 - 26.610 MHz, 
converts it to normal AM band. Ex- 
tremely simple installation; can also be 
used with other radios with correct 
fittings. 12V DC. 

Fig. 6. A CB converter. This model comes 
from Dick Smith for $33. 
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Fig. 7. Typical remote speakers. The one on 
the left is best suited to cars whereas the 
horn speaker on the right is weatherproof 
and best suited to boats. Cost, around 
$9-s lo. 

Fig. 8. 'Hot Line Filter' components to 
reduce ignition system and alternator 
noise in transceivers etc. Cost around $3. 

signals and lets you reduce the gain for 
strong local signals that would normally 
overload the receiver in your rig. Dig in 
for around $40 to $48 for this little 
accessory - depending on where you 
shop. 

A popular 'accessory', if it could be 
classed as such, is a CB converter. 
Intended for mobile operation, thése 
convert CB band signals down to the 
broadcast band range so that you can 
hear them in a clear spot on your car 
radio. It makes use of the existing car 
radio antenna and connects into the 
antenna feedline between the antenna 
and car radio. A front panel switch is 
included to switch it out and the car 
radio to normal operation. They cost 
$33 to $35 depending on where you 
shop. Even less on special! 

A remote speaker can improve 
intelligibility of received signals (but not 
the intelligence of the other operator, 
more's the pity too often!) as the loud- 
speakers used in most CB rigs are quite 
small. In addition, the rig's speaker is 
often obscured somewhat (depending 
on the mounting position of the 
transceiver) and the actual sound output 
is restricted. A remote speaker can make 
quite a difference. Figure 7 shows two 
typical remote speakers. The square one 

is best suited to installation in a car and 
can be mounted either under a dash or 
on top of it - or any other convenient 
place. Remote speakers are also very 
handy in base station installations. The 
horn speaker is weatherproof and ideal 
for mounting in a boat installation. 
Make sure you get a weatherproof type 
and not a 'weather -resistant' type (un- 
less it can be mounted in a sheltered 
position). Either .type cost around 
$9-$10. 

Getting rid of hash generated by a 
vehicle's electrical system was generally 
covered in 'Installing a Transceiver in 
Your Car' (CBA Vol 1, No 1). However, 
even if the ignition system is fitted with 
suppression components along the lines 
set out, it is sometimes found that inter- 
ference still gets through. Often it is 
conducted via the battery connections 
to the transceiver. Such cases call for a 
'hot line filter'. It consists simply of an 
iron -cored inductance and a large value 
capacitor. It is connected in the 'hot' 
lead (i.e: the un -earthed lead) from the 
transceiver to the vehicle battery. The 
sort of components supplied are 
illustrated in Figure 8 and they should 
be connected in accordance with the 
instructions supplied. In addition to 
reducing ignition system noise 
conducted via the power lead these 
devices also reduce alternator/generator 
hash that is often conducted along the 
same path. A hot line filter will cost 
you about $3. As they are usually 
constructed to operate on currents up 
to 20A, one filter can be used for 
several appliances. 

Alternators and generators produce 
electrical noise that can be troublesome 
to eliminate and can severely interfere 
with clear reception - even on strong 
signals. This sort of noise sometimes 
appears on transmission as well! A 
coaxial capacitor, such as the one 
illustrated in Figure 9 is best for 
eliminating alternator whine and other 
noises. It should be installed as close as 
possible to the 'hot' output terminal of 
the alternator using as short a lead as 
possible. Some vehicle accessory shops 
carry these components. 

Cars fitted with generators need a 
different sort of filter to reduce the 
electrical noise produced by the 
generator brushes - which can be quite 
considerable. 

The generator filter illustrated in 
Figure 10 is a broadly tuned circuit that 
can be optimised to provide maximum 
noise reduction over a small band 
between 3 MHz and 30 MHz. It is 
suitable for any vehicle electrical system 
from 6 V to 24 V. It needs to be 
mounted as close as possible to the 'hot' 
output lead of the generator and 
connected with a short lead to the 

Fig. 9. A coaxial capacitor suitable for 
suppressing alternator whine and other 
noises. It is installed as close as possible to 
the 'hot' output terminal of the alternator. 

Fig. 10. A generator hash suppressor. It 
should be installed close to the gener- 
ator and connected in series with the 
'hot' lead from the generator. The 
trimmer is tuned to minimise hash in 
the receiver. 

generator terminal. With the receiver on 
and the engine running somewhat above 
idle, the trimmer is adjusted to minimise 
any generator noise in the receiver. 

Transmitter Accessories 
The most common instrument used to 
check transmitter and antenna per- 
formance is the SWR meters is 
illustrated in Figure 11. Those types 
having a single meter are fitted with a 
'Forward -Reverse' switch. The dual 
meter types have one meter to measure 
forward energy and one to measure re- 
flected energy, in order to obtain the 
standing wave ratio. All types have a 

'sensitivity' control. 
To measure SWR, the 'Forward - 

Reverse' switch (where it is incor- 
porated) should be switched to 'For- 
ward'. The sensitivity is then adjusted, 
whilst transmitting, to give full scale 
deflection (or full scale deflection on 
the 'Forward' power meter for dual - 
meter types). Then switch to 'Reverse' 
while still transmitting and read the 
standing wave ratio, or read the SWR 
scale on the dual -meter type. 

Many SWR meters have small 
switches on the back marked '50' and 
'75', or something similar. These should 
normally be switched to '50' as they set 
the instrument to measure correctly the 
SWR in a 50 ohm transmission line. 
Those that do not incorporate these 
switches are generally made for 50 ohm 
systems. 

An SWR meter can be left per- 
manently installed, if convenient, so 
that the performance of the transmitter 
and antenna system may be constantly 
monitored. 
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Fig. 11. Typical SWR meters. Various 
types and models have only one meter 
(such as the Kyoritsu K-109, Handic 
SWR, Calcom 9856, Tandy 21-525 etc) 
while others have two meters (such as 
the Handic SP -1, Oskerblock SWR-200 
etc). Some types include a power 
measurement scale (like the Handic 
SP -1 or Oskerblock SWR-200) whole 
others, usually the small Inexpensive 
types, incorporate a field strength 
meter (like the Calcom 9856 or Handic 
SWR). Operation Is explained in the 
text. 

The simple style, combined SWR and 
field strength meter, cost between $12 
and $18. The single meter SWR meters 
vary in price from about $18 to $25. 
The dual -meter, combination power and 
SWR meters cost anything from $27 
right up to about $90'andimore. 

The power measurement facility on 
many SWR meters is very handy, but an 

accurate reading can only be obtained 
when the transmitter is connected to a 

dummy load via the SWR/power meter 
(unless the SWR is fairly low, say 1.5:1, 
or less). It is best to get one that has a 5 
W or a 10 W scale. Trying to read 3 W or 
4 W on a 20 W or 50 W scale is some- 
what difficult, as you may appreciate. 

Field Strength meters are useful for 
checking that an antenna is really 
radiating and they allow comparisons to 
be made between antennas operated 
under similar conditions. You can also 
get a rough idea of the radiation pattern 
of your mobile antenna. Park your car 
in a large, open paddock and, 
maintaining a constant distance from 

the vehicle, walk around it in a circle 
noting relative signal strength readings 

at a number of points. This can then be 

plotted up on a graph. The field 
strength meter sensitivity should be set 

at some- arbitrary point first, by trial 
and error if necessary, and then not 
touched. We might explain how to go 

about this in more detail in a later 
article. 

A very handy accessory when 
checking a transceiver's performance is a 

'dummy load'. It is simply a small 
power resistor of 50 ohms mounted in a 

PL -259 fitting. Some types add a small 
light that turns on when you transmit 
and which flickers to indicate modu- 
lation when you talk. On SSB, it will 
only light up when you talk - or some- 
thing is very wrongl They are quite in- 
expensive, costing around $2.50 to $3. 

The advantage of a dummy load is 

that it provides a load of correct im- 
pedance (no standing waves) and does 
not radiate (or pick up signals!) while 
-tests are being conducted. 

Operator Accessories 

About the most useful operator 
accessory is an accessory operator! 
Capital outlay is virtually nil but up- 
keep and maintenance costs may stretch 
the budget on occasions. They are 
readily available - you don't even have 
to go down to your local CB shop to get 
one. The choice is yours. 

A useful accessory in.high noise situ- 
ations, such as mobile, is a combination 
headphone/mic. A typical example is 

illustrated in Figure 12. It consists of a 

single headphone ( you're got to hear 
what is going on around you), a micro- 
phone on a short boom, positioned to 
one side of your mouth and an in -line 
push -to -talk switch that can be clipped 
to your clothing. This feature is con- 
venient as you don't have to reach for 
the usual push-button mic. The ear- 
phone blocks out external noises to give 
you clearer reception and the mic can 
be located for best voice pick up and 
least background noise pick up. Very 
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Fully cushioned 
design blocks 
out noise 
for better 
reception. \ 

/ Adjustable boom 
positions mike 

Sensitive, high close to lips 
quality voice mike for better 
maximized by a transmission. 
battery -powered Fully reversible for 
FET amplifier. either left or 

right ear use. 

Useful in multiple -operator situations 
where transceivers are located near 
other transceivers, telephones, etc. 

Keep losing your mic because it falls 
on the floor from the seat beside you 
when you go .around corners? Well get a 
mic holder and attach it to a convenient 
spot on the dash in. front of you. Then 
the mic is within easy reach all the time. 

There are two basic types available - 
the screw -on type and the magnetic 
type. Both are self-explanatory. Either 
costs less than a dollar, so there's no 
excuse. 

Having a transceiver permanently 

Fig. 13. One type of transceiver mount 
that allows the transceiver to be locked 
in and out of the mount easily for storage 
or portability away from a boat or car. 

Fully adjustable 
headband for fit 

and comfort. 

Convenient In -line 
push -to -talk switch 
with clothing clip. 

Fig. 12. Typical example of a head- 
phone/mic combination headset 4 Very useful for mobile operation. 
This one is from Audio Telex 
Communications. 

mounted in a boat or vehicle can be 
both an inconvenience and a risk. It is 
inconvenient to remove it if you want 
to use the equipment elsewhere and it is 
vulnerable to burglary. 

The solution is to mount the trans- 
ceiver on a 'lock -in' mount that is 
permanently bolted to the vehicle or 
boat but allows the transceiver to be 
installed or removed easily for storage 
(out of harm's way) or for transporting 
the equipment to another place. For 
what they are, they're quite inexpensive, 
costing around $5 to under $10. 

Most CB transceivers are designed to 
operate from a nominal 12 V supply, 
specifically a vehicle battery. However, 
if you want to use your mobile as a base 
station a suitable supply is necessary. 
Sure, you can keep a car battery under 
the kitchen table but they are bulky, 
heavy and somewhat of a nuisance in 
that situation. And how are you going 
to keep it charged? 

Power supplies that deliver a fixed 
output at around 12 V, or variable ones 
that can be set to the required voltage 
are suitable to power a mobile trans- 
ceiver for a base station installation. It 
should be capable of delivering 3 A to 5 
A, certainly no less than 2 A, if 
adequate performance is to be obtained. 

Suitable power supplies are available 
that deliver a regulated fixed 12 V or so, 
or have a variable output, regulated, 
that can be varied between 0 V and 15 
V. The fixed voltage types generally sell 

Continued on page 18.. . 
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14 5 WATT 6 CHANNEL 
'MICRO 66' 

The latest Lafayette 27 MHz tran- 
cievers whose versatility, reliability 
and performance are famous world 
wide with 100,000's in constant use. 
Lafayettes two -ways offer rugged- 
ness and compact size making them 
ideal for use in industry, farm, 
sports and marine applications. 
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MOBILE ONE 
PTY. i LTD. 

MOBILE ONE 

SPECIALISTS AND CONSULTANTS 

Citizens Band Two -Way 
Radio Communication Systems. 

Manufacturers of 
"The Helical Antenna" 

DISTRIBUTORS OF ALL 
CB PRODUCTS 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 

-1 

JO. .. 

15 Watt Sideband 23 channel 
5 Watt AM 23 channel 
5 Watt AM 6 channel 

TEST GEAR 
SWR Meters, Power Meter Power 
Supplies 

ANTENNA 
DX -16 - 

DX -3B 
DX1S 
DX -9 

5ft Helical Antenna 
40" Helical Antenna 
6ft Helical Antenna 
8ft Marine Antenna 
(with matching unit 
& cable) 

BASE STATION ANTENNA 

Representatives in all States. 
Further information and list of 

distributors: 

277 Victoria Road, 
Marrickville, N.S.W. 

Phone 560-7693 - 39-1395 
Postal Address: P.O. Box 166, 

Randwick, N.S.W. 2031 

11. 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
Handic FS117 CB Tester 

Makes it possible to carry out checks of 
stations working in the 27 MHz frequency - 
band. Portable. 

Range of work: 
1. Power meter 0-5 Watt ±10 70 

2. Standing wave ratio (SWR) 1:1-1:3. 
Min. 1 Watt 

3. Modulation meter 0-100 % ±10 %. 
Min. 1 Watt 

4. Relative field strength 
5. 27 MHz signal generator. Output: 300 mV 

min. no load. 
6. Crystal condition test (bad or good 

Indication) 

for a little less than $30 while the 
variable supplies are priced at around 
$40. 

For the man who has not quite every- 
thing, there is the 'universal' test set. 
The Handic FS -117 instrument, illus- 
trated in Figure 14, is typical of this 
sort of 'accessory' (?). As can be seen 
from the specification, a wide variety of 
functions and checks can be carried out 
using one of these. The Handic FS -117 
is available from both Peter Shelley and 

A 

7. 27 MHz signal generator with tone mo- 
dulation, 1000 Hz 

8. Tone frequency generator. 1000 Hz. 
Output: 1 V min. no load 

9. 5 W dummy load 

Data: 
Frequency: 27 MHz 

Impedance: 50-52 ohm 

Connectors: HN-210 (coaxial connectors) 
Measuring Instrument: 100 µA 
Power: 9 V (battery) 
Size: 180 x 120 x 80 mm (W x H x D) 
Weight: 0,8 kg 

Fig. 14. The 'Universal' test set marketed 
by Handic, available from Peter Sha/ley 
and M& K Communications. These sort 
of instruments cost around $45455, the 
specification above indicating the various 
tests that can be performed. 

M & K Communications. Bail Elec- 
tronics Services also carry a universal 
test set, type RS -107, listed at $57. 

Apart from the main sorts of acces- 
sories detailed in this article, other 
accessory components such as micro- 
phone, plugs and sockets, microphone 
'curly' cords, in -line fuse holders, etc, 
etc, can be obtained from many outlets 
if you happen to need a replacement 
component for one of these items or if 
you wish to change one. 
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CB Transceivers 
from BAIL novice, 
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GTX-3323 
Delux AM 23 Channel 
transceiver featuring built-in 
range boost modulation, 
switchable Automatic Noise 
Limiter, Modulation indicator 
and front panel CB/PA switch. 

also available from BAIL ELECTRONICS 

051:1., Nil 

606CB 

$89 - 
GTX-3325 

=red 
CBR9000 

Delux SSB/AM 23 channel 

r 

transceiver featuring built-in 
Range Boost Modulation, FET 
RF amplifier for high receiver 
sensitivity, Noise Blanker, RF j ....... i l 

' gain control and large S -meter. 
15 watts PEP SSB, 5 watts AM. 
$279 

The Ultimate 
Communications/ 
Entertainment Centre. 
In -Dash combination. AM 23 
channel 27MHz 5 watt trans- 
ceiver/AM BC receiver/FM MPx 
receiver/stereo cassette player. 
Switch on the 606CB's unique 
Stand -By control while you 
play your favourite cassettes or 
listen to regular AM or FM 
Stereo broadcasts. The 606CB 
will then monitor 27 MHz for 
you, interupt your programme 
for 27 MHz transmissions, and 
resume programme play 
afterwards. 
$368 
In -Dash mounted 6 channel 
27MHz 5 watt transceiver/AM 
broadcast/FM broadcast plus 
scanning. Features Tx, Scan 
and Rx indicators. Scan control 
allowing the set to monitor 
27MHz channel while you are 
listening to your favourite 
programme. 
$184 

Also available from BAILS - a large range of Antennas and Accessories. Above prices include S.T. Freight and Insurance is extra. 
90 day warranty. Prices and specifications subject to change. Note all transmitting Equipment Requires a Licence 

60 Shannon St., Boi Hill North, Vic.. 3129. Phone 89 2213 

ELECTRONIC Distributors in all states and N.T. 

SERVICES JAS677-t9 

0.0 IN STOCK NOW! 
- . 

a 'iS.:_. 

WV 

STILL AT THE PRE -DEVALUATION PRICE OF 

IBETA 23 -Channel AM Mobile 
Citizensband Transceiver 

$89 + P&P $ 5.00 (NORMALLY $ 139.00) 

SPECIFICATIONS 
1. Semiconductors: 19 Transistors and 15 Diodes 
2. Frequency Range: 26.965MHz-27.255MHz 
3. Mode of Operation: AM 
4. Controls: Volume Control with Power On -Off Switch 

Variable RF Gain Control Variable Squelch Control 
Delta Tune Switch Channel Selector Switch CB -PA 

Switch ANL Switch 

.'11514141-41.5 ,: .;........................w. 

5. Connectors and Jacks: Microphone Connector 
Coaxial Type Antenna Connector Public Address 
Speaker Jack 3.5mm External Speaker Jack 3.5mm 
6. Speaker: 31/2 inches, 8 ohms 
7. Microphone: Dynamic Microphone (500 ohms) 
8. Power Supply: 13.8 VDC Positive or Negative 
Ground 

Also in Stock 
Mobile Antenna to suit (beta CB 
Transceiver $15 plus p&p $2. 
Overall length: 47" 
Cable: 17 feet RG-58U (52 ohms) 
coaxial cable w / PL -259 Connector 
Mounting: a. Trunk Mounting b. 
Rooftop Mounting. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Call, write or phone to: C. H. S. TAYLOR'S WAREHOUSE SALES 
169 JOHNSTON STREET, COLLINGWOOD. VIC. 3066 PHONE: 419 3862 
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Since the influx of cheap CB gear many clubs have been started to coordinate 
the efforts of those citizens who want to be able to use their equipment legally. 
But the clubs are not just political pressure -groups: some organise social events 

and provide ways for new members to learn more about citizens' radio. 
Here Stephen Wagstaff, president of what is claimed to be the largest of these 

clubs, writes about what the clubs have to offer to the enthusiast. 

THE ADVENT AND growth of CB 
radio in this country has attracted a lot 
of citizens from various walks of life. 
These citizens, their numbers vary from 
12,000 to 15,000 (government sources) 
to the staggering sum of 250,000 (CB 
sources) all have a common problem in 
that many of their members are running 
against the present laws of the land. The 
law (Sec. 61A of the Commonwealth 
Act No. 8) has as its maximum penalty 
5 years hard labour or $1,000 fine. 

The situation. in which these people 
are under threat of legal charges for 
what they think 'is a harmless hobby, 
has resulted in many of these individuals 
forming organisations and clubs to give 
themselves solidarity and support in 
their quest for legality. 

Some of these clubs provide financial 
assistance for any of their members who 
are unlucky enough to be charged. And 
of course it is a good feeling to know 
that you have the close support of your 
club when faced with various charges 
under the Act. 

When all the clubs joined together in 
November last year to participate in 
"The Great CB Convoy Rally" the 
public was made aware for the first 
time that a large number of citizens 
from all walks of life were involved in 
CB. 

Clubs also make it easier when you 
are putting your case to police or vari- 
ous government departments. Who takes 
notice of one individual? Not too many 
people. But they can't turn a deaf ear to 

Pb 

the voices of hundreds and even 
thousands. 

Clubs have been formed for many 
reasons. The most common one is the 
coming together of large numbers of 
people who are interested in legally 
operating transceivers on the 11 metre 
band. 

Most clubs have electronics.experts 
amongst their members. Most of these 
people are only too interested to go out 
of their way to help the other club 
members who need technical help. 

The FX CB Club 
In Sydney FX club has various printed 
sheets which are distributed to the 
members. These sheets have radio codes, 

the phonetic alphabet, the list of 
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THE FOX-TROT X-RAY 
sCITIZEN'S BAND 

S 
,--' RADIO CLUB 

M AUSTRALIAYE 
21MHz. .:r 

From: Call Sign. 
To. Call Sign: 
Confirming our OSO on Time: 
C.S.T. Mode: U.S.B. 
L.S.B. AM Channel: 
Frequency 
Your Sigs were S R 

My rig is a running watts 
into a ant. 
Remarks 

P.S.E. / T.N.X. / Q.S.L. 
Box 509, BANKSTOWN 2200, N.S.W. 

This is the QSL card used by pirate operators who are members of the club. This one looks a bit too like an amateur QSL card, surely the 
recipient would be more interested in twenty (base or mobile) than in which sideband was being used. But it's a start - no doubt the 
legalisation of hobby CB would mean more personal details (such as home address) could be exchanged. 

frequencies and other necessary inform- 
ation to help the newcomer in adapting 
to his pastime. 

To help the CB community as a 

whole the clubs have their own clean air 
rules (CAR). If their members follow 
them their relationships with other 
CBers will be cordial and relaxed. 

Most of the clubs have versions of 
the CAR rules similar to those of the 
FX club. The FX Clean Air Rules are 
as follows: 

1. The home channel is Ch7 (27.035 
MHz). This channel is used solely for 
club contact. Members are requested to 
QSY (leave the channel) after 30 
seconds. 

2. Do not OSO (talk) on channels 7, 
14 and 11 and 9 (this last channel is 
set up as an emergency channel). 

3. Recognise breakers at the first 
possible opportunity, and ask them to 
standby if you are busy in conversation. 

4. If you want to join in on the con- 
versation wait until there is a break in 
the transmission. then say breaker, give 
your call sign, and say standing by. 

5. At all times use your own call sign 
and handle while talking to other 
stations. 

6. Keep a reasonable distance (ie, 50 
metres) from all television transmitters, 
radio stations, and private houses to 
minimise interference. 

7. Club members shall not transmit 
while under the influence of alcohol to 
the point whereby they cannot operate 
their rids to the club standards. 

8. No swearing or heavy slang words 
are permitted on air. 
9. No whistling or playing music or 

any other interfering with OSOs is 

permitted. 
10. There is a complete and total ban on 
giving out on air other people's tele- 
phone Nos.,, Home 10-20s (addresses), 
vehicle descriptions, etc, unless you 

have that person's permission (prefer- 
ably in writing). 
NB: Any serious breach of these rules 
will result in a fine determined by the 
club committee. 

Looking at these you will see that 
the clubs are trying to promote a re- 
sponsible set of standards for their 
members to follow. If these standards 
are followed the club and members will, 
in their own right, be an asset to the 
community. 

The FX club was the first full-time 
club to hold regular meetings of its 
members where they could meet each 
other and swap ideas. It reflects the 
new attitude to CB whereby CBers are 
not criminals but people who want to 
help each other. The days are gone 
when people were afraid to go on eye- 
balls and meet each other for fear of 
being caught by the law enforcement 
agencies. 

Club Organisation 
Most clubs are non-profit prganisations 
whereby all money collected from 
members is put back into the club or 
into the battle to get CB legalised. 

The FX club has various pieces of 
equipment available for members' use. 
Such equipment includes aerials, SWR 
meters and power meters. It also has a 

small library of magazines and technical 
books which members can use to gain 
information to build various accessories 
for their hobby. 

The FX club also invites special guest 
speakers to meetings to instruct the 
clubs on subjects related to CB. Some of 
these speakers have been licensed 
amateurs, members of government de- 

partments, and representatives of rescue 
groups. From these speakers we learn a 

lot about our hobby and how we can 
help other organisations who use the 11 

metre band for the benefit of the 
community. 

CB clubs all over Australia have their 
own policing system for keeping 
nuisances off the air. No club member 
will converse with a known station who 
abuses the air waves and these nuisances 
soon become despondent when nobody 
will OSO with them. Of course in the 
eventuality that a club member abuses 
the air waves he will in most cases be 
chastised by his club and in cases that 
warrant it he will be expelled from the 
club. 

With legislation and the policing of 
the air waves by clubs we can look 
forward to members using the air waves 
responsibly. With the large acceptance 
of the community towards CB more 
people are buying CB gear without 
giving thought to what to do with it. 
It is the aim of most clubs to give these 
people the benefit of experience gained 
by the older club members. It is much 
better for a person without CB exper- 
ience to join one of the larger clubs and 
so gain information, than to try and 
learn by himself. At clubs he has a pool 
of information to draw from. 

As well as the technical knowledge 
available to members, some clubs have 
a social committee whereby various 
outings are planned. The FX club 
encourages its members to mix with 
each other and we have organised many 
activities to achieve this. Over the last 
year our activities have included BBQs, 
picnics, boat rides, bowling nights, film 
nights and observation car rallies. All 
the people who attended these outings 
have had a good time and they have 
proven very popular with the members. 

Some of the clubs are only QSL 
clubs (such as the KT club) where there 
are no social outings or meetings. How- 
ever these clubs offer the benefit of 
using a PO Box number whereby people 
contacted by club members can write 
in while their identities are preserved. 

Some of the social CB clubs also 
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ce CLUBS 
have their own PO Box number for QSL 
and for contacting the club members. 
The FXCBRC has as its QSL Box, PO 
509 Bankstown. The FX club also has 
an added advantage for its members: 
printed club QSL cards available at a 

small cost (5c). This enables the mem- 
bers to use a club card to send interstate 
or overseas and so save themselves the 
hassle and expense of having their own 
cards printed. 

The FXCBRC also has a multi- 
coloured t -shirt with the club emblem 
printed on it with the club member's 
call sign and handle (if requested). The 
t -shirts give the members their identities 
and are very popular with both the male 
and the female members of the club. 

There are many female members of 
the FXCBRC and they take an active 
part in the committee and the ladies 
auxiliary. We have many young ladies 
and married women and mothers who 
participate both in CB and organising 
club activities. Also set aside is a 

special FX number for the children 
of members. We promote the involve- 

ment of the family in CB activities. 
People from all walks of life are 

members of our club; we have teachers, 
public servants, business men, shop- 
keepers, clerks, policemen, truck 
drivers, factory workers, etc. The re- 
sponse by truck drivers to our club has 
resulted in us giving them a special 
suffix after their call sign so they can 
recognise each other on the long haul 
from Sydney around the "Circle". 

The FXCBRC has a special service 
to SWR a CBer's antenna for him, free 
of charge, to enable him to obtain the 
optimum from his or her CB rig. 

If after reading this article you 
decide to join a club bear in mind that 
there are many clubs in different areas. 
Contact a CBer in your area and he will 
discuss with you the advantages of join- 
ing the local club. 

The address of the Foxtrot Xray 
Citizens' Band Radio Club is Box 509 
PO Bankstown 2200 or you can ring 
70-55.15 and speak to the club president 
(Stephen Wagstaff). The FXCBRC has 
members in country areas as well as 

interstate and anyone is welcome to 
join. 

Other clubs can be contacted by 
writing to the NCRA, PO Box M101 
Sydney Mail Exchange 2012. 
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Servicemaster 
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MODEL 2040 
PLL CB SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Designed for use with all class D CB trans- 
ceivers ... AM and SSB. 
Covers all 23 channels plus provision for 
additional channels for future expansion. 
±5 parts per million (.0005%) accuracy or 
better. 

MODEL 1040 
Greatly simplified CB trans- 
ceiver servicing 
Checks complete CB trans- 
ceiver performance in minutes 
Checks AM and SSB 
transceivers 
No complex hookups or 
calculations required 
Test results displayed on 
direct reading meters 
Only one hookup required 
for all tests 
Eliminates need for 
special equipment 

MODEL RÍIIE-11X 
SWR & POWER METER 
Measuring method Directional Coupler 
Maximum handling power 1 kW 
SWR indication 1 : 1 -3:1 
Frequency Range 3.5-150 MHz 
Circuit Impedance 50 ohm 

KI. 

I 1_I I_ 1-I 1-, S I -I I- ll 
1-1 

... 

a;a 
11.11 

MODEL 1801 
40 MHz AUTORANGING COUNTER 

Automatic ranging 20 Hz -40 MHz guaranteed. 
1 Hz resolution. 
Six -digit solid-state readout with discrete reliable TTL logic. 

PRODUCT OP OTRA \N 

For general and specific information: 

TECNICO ELECTRONICS 

Premier Street, Marrickville, 
N.S.W. 2204. Tel. 55 0411. 

2 High Street, Northcote, 
Vic. 3070. Tel. 489 9322. 

M0287 



BlOCKBUSTER!! 

UNIVERsE 

Never before has a Company with our background and C.B. 
experience been able to offer a C.B. unit of this quality, com- 
plete with aerial, at such a bargain price. We can make this 
offer once only, because the C.B. deluge from Japan has 
dried up. So don't miss out. 

PA Qii.CB 

MIC CHANNEL 

p . . 

SQUELCH 
vOLUME 

,// 

I= 3 

COMPLETE WITH AERIAL! 
Specifications 

23 Channel 27 MHz. 
5 Watt input A.M. 
P. A. facility 
Dualconversion 
31 semiconductors 
Supplied with all mounting 

H/ware and Centre Loaded Ae- 
rial 
A Novice or Amateur Licence 
is required to operate the 
above Equipment. 
S.A.E. for all Mall enquiries 
please. 

ONLY- 

50 
POSTAGE $Ssd 

PETER SIYALLEy CS SPEC/AL/ST /2 YEARS 
550 Pacific Hwy. ki//ara NSW 207/ 

Te/ 09S26// 



PLAYTECH by 

ineLesucur 
Full kit supplied for simple asembly by 

means of 8 self tapping screws. No metal 
working required. Silk screened circuit 
board and pre wound coils. Easy to align. 
for stable and trouble free operation. 

Fine wood panel finish and elegant trim 
make a unit to complement any decor. 

Kits have A.B.C. approval when used 
with a switch box 

All parts 100% guaranteed, and ready 
assembled games have 6 months warranty 

We sincerely believe this kit to be the 
best value on today's market 

Fill in this coupon to obtain your kit 
assembled or ready 

Telesport 
game. 

Kit $4260 
Assembled $59.98 

plus Postage $150 
Forwar 

DEUCE TV GÁ Unit 2, 15MES, 
Caulfield Vic. 

Hartley Ave. 
3162 

Please supply unit/s TELESPORT, in ri Kit Form I i Fully Assembled 
NAME 
ADDRESS 

I enclose chequelmoney order for $ in payment 
PLEASE ADD $1.50 FOR PACKING AND POSTAGE FOR EACH UNIT ORDERED 



YU can COUNTON ir! 

It 

6 digit electronic 
totalising 
Up or down count 

i"' 

osti 

A FEATURE LOADED 
HIGH SPEED 6 DIGIT 

ELECTRONIC 
COMPUTER 

992239 

56298 
Cho.' 

p,- 

Dust resistant DIN standard (bi-directional) cases Count rate Powered from 240V A.C. 1,000 per second, filtered 117V A.C., 12V D.C. 1,000,000 per sec. unfiltered High immunity to mains Large 9mm height LED display variations Accommodates High electrical noise Microswitches, relays or 
D.C. voltage inputs immunity 
Reset Front panel Hold count and remote Load count 

100% input over voltage 
protection 
Serial BCD input 

OPTIONS: Internal 12V battery pack for power failure pro- 
tection Fully latched BCD and TD parallel outputs Alter- 
native case sizes Operation from other voltages For others 
consult factory 

o INTEGRAL 95 Argus St. CHELTENHAM Vic. 3192 
Tel. (03) 550 5044 

DESIGN Pt ADELAIDE (08) 42 6666 
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Last December we published details of an ASCII encoder, Project 
631, which used an HD0165 encoder IC. For a few months this 
device has been difficult to obtain, but that didn't deter one of 
our readers, David Kinny, who redesigned the project to overcome 
this problem. Here David describes his project, ETI 631-2. 

ONE OF THE most frustrating prob- 
lems that can confront designers of 
electronic equipment is that of com- 
ponent availability. Often the problem 
only occurs after a magazine design has 
been finalised and published, despite the 
fact that component suppliers may have 
given assurances of availability. 

This project was designed as an alter- 
native to the ETI 631 Keyboard En- 
coder, which has had its share of these 
problems. I soon realised that it would 
in fact be somewhat cheaper to build 
than the previous design. The prototype 

was built for about $10 plus the cost of 
the printed circuited board. 

DESIGN FEATURES 
The design has the same input and out- 
put specifications as the ETI 631 en- 
coder, and can be used directly with 
ETI 632 Video Display Unit. All the 
components used in this project are 
readily available. A single sided pc board 
is used; this results in a cost saving since 
these are cheaper to manufacture than 
double sided boards. The board is 

almost the same size as that used in the 

.CI( MUM 

° 

..CI 

EEb 06l1t 

CUM' 

NM. 

COMPUTER 
TERMINAL 
PROJECTS 

ETI 631, so no problems should arise if 
you have already designed a chassis to 
take that board. 

How this design differs from the pre- 
vious design is that Small Scale Inter - 
grated CMOS or LOCMOS ICs are used 
for all logic functions. Whereas the 631 
used the HD0165 IC to encode the 16 
keyboard lines O to F, we now use four 
4078 8 -input NOR gates to generate 
output bits 1 to 4. A fifth 4078 is used 
along with a spare EXCLUSIVE -OR 
gate to generate the "key pressed" 
signal. 
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Another difference is the repeat 
oscillator, which uses 3 INVERT gates 
rather than a 555 timer IC. INVERT 
gates are also used for the Schmitt trig- 
ger and monostable. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Construction should present no pro- 
blem to the experienced constructor, 
however take care, as some of the 
printed circuit tracks are very fine and 
could be damaged by heavy-handed sol- 
dering. Use a miniature type iron and 
fine gauge solder. Normal precautions 
against static damage should be taken 
when soldering the ICs. Note that re- 
sistors, if '/2W types, should be the new 
miniature ones, not the older larger 
ones, which could cause problems in 
areas of high component density. 

Begin by soldering in the wire links, 
only two of which needed to be in- 
sulated. Then solder in the resistors and 
capacitors making sure the two tanta- 
lums, Cl and C5, are correctly oriented. 
Take similar precautions with the 
diodes. Beware, there are two types of 
BC548/558 transistors, the Philips type 
and the other. They have different lead 
connections. This board was designed 
for the Philips type (with offset base 

lead), so if you use the other type make 
sure you orient them correctly. 

When all other components are in- 
stalled, solder in the ICs. Do not use IC 

D9 

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the encoder. 
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Fig. 2. Artwork for the printed circuit board (note: ETI 631-2 is a single - 
sided board). 
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Fig. 3. Component overlay. 

sockets, as they tend to take up more 
room than the ICs and can create space 
problems. 

Ribbon cable was used to wire up the 
keyboard - being colour coded it helps 
prevent wiring errors. The keyboard con- 
nections are identical to those of the 
ETI 631, except that both sides of the 
repeat key must be wired to the board. 
Note that lines O to F do not run in 
that order on the pc board; they run 
01234567CDEF89AB. 

PARTS LIST 

Resistors: 
R1 -R10 
R11 - R26 
R27 - R29 
R30 - R36 
R37 - R43 
R44 - 
R45 
R46 
R47 
R48 
R49 
R50 
R51, R52 
R53 
R54 
R55, R56 
R57 

Capacitors: 
Cl 
C2, C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 

1k2 
2k2 
100k 
10k 
2k2 
10k 
4k7 
15k 
10k 
82 k 
100 ohms 
220 ohms 
150 k 
10k 
2k2 
100 k 
10 M 

1 40 10 V tantalum 
1 nO polyester 
680 n polyester 
10 µ tantalum 10 V 
10n ceramic 

Semiconductors: 
D1 - D9 1N914 
01 - 010 BC558 
011 - 017 BC548 
Q18 BC558 
Q19 - 021 BC548 
ICs, CMOS or LOCMOS 
IC1 4011 Quad NAND 
IC2, IC4 4001 Quad NOR 
IC3 4030 or 4070 Quad X -OR 
105 4049 Hex INVERT 

(Do not use 4009; 
IC6 - IC10 4078 8 - input NOR 
Miscellaneous 
PC board 
PC pins 
Hookup wire 
Ribbon cable 
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How It Works 
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TESTING 

To test the unit, seven LEDS can be 
connected from the output pins to 
earth, to provide a visual output check. 
Ground the ENABLE input, and power 
up. A 1110000 code should be pre- 
sent on the output, this is inherent in 
the design and no cause for worry. If a 

keyboard has been wired, check to see 

the correct outputs are generated for all 
keys, including two -key (Control and 
Shift) functions. If a mistake is noted it 
is almost certainly a keyboard wiring 
fault. Connect the ENABLE input to 
+50V, this should give output 1111111, 
which should be unaffected by all 
keys. 

If a keyboard has not yet been wired 
up, a jumper lead can be used to con- 
nect one of lines O to F to one of the 
other ten lines to check outputs. The 
Strobe output cannot easily be checked 
except with an oscilloscope, this should 
not however be necessary. 

This encoder is a 16 -line by 10 -line matrix 
encoder. When a character key is pressed 
one of the 16 lines 0 to F is connected to 
the base of one of the 10 transistors Ql to 
Q10. This biases the transistor on, giving 
a high logic level on that line and on the 
collector of the transistor. ICs 6 to 9 
encode lines 0 to F, generating the lower 4 
output bits. ICs 1 to 4, connected to the 
collectors of Q1 to Q10, generate the 
upper 3 output bits, as well as providing 
control and shift functions. The outputs 
of all these ICs are negative logic levels, 
since transistors Q11 to Q17 are used to 
buffer the IC outputs. 

Q18 switches the +5 V rail supplying 
Q1 to Q10 and the control and shift keys. 
When the enable input is high, Q18 will 
be turned off and the emitters of Ql to 
Q10 will be floating, disabling the upper 3 
output bits. The enable input is also 
connected via diodes D8 and D9 to lines 
7 and C, which disables output bits 1 to 4. 

Shift functions are created by inverting 
bit 5 if bit 7 is low, and inverting bit 6 if 
bit 7 is high. This occurs whenever the 
shift key is pressed, or if the 'upper case 
only' switch is closed, whenever an 
alphabetical key is pressed. Line lls is 
used for the space key, and gives an 
automatic shift. Control functions are 
created by setting bits 6 and 7 low, this 
occurs either when the control key is 
pressed, or when a key on line 13c or 
17c is pressed. Control functions always 
override shift functions: if the shift key 

has been locked and a control key is 
pressed the correct control output code 
will be generated. 

To create a 'key pressed' signal, the 
output of IC 6 is EXCLUSIVE-ORed with 
the output of IC10. The output of the 
EXCLUSIVE -OR gate charges Cl via 
R46. Cl connects via R47 to a schmitt 
trigger formed by 1C4/4 and IC514. The 
output of the schmitt trigger goes high 
about 15 ms after a key is pressed, causing 
the monostable, formed by IC5/5 and 
ICS/6, to generate a 200 microsecond 
pulse, which is buffered by Q21, providing 
the strobe (Data Available) output. 

Keyboard entering errors are detected 
by Q20 and Q19. When one key is pressed 
voltages are developed across R49 and 
R50, both of these voltages are about 
400 mV, insufficient to bias Q19 or Q20 
on. If two keys are pressed simultaneously 
the voltage across either R49 or R50 is 
sufficient to turn the respective transistor 
on, preventing Cl from charging and 
disabling the strobe output. 

The three spare gates of ICS are 
connected as a ring oscillator with a 
frequency of about 10 Hz. When the 
repeat key is pressed the oscillator runs, 
clocking the schmitt trigger. If no key has 
been pressed, however, this has no effect 
upon the strobe output. R57 prevents 
gates IC5/1,2 & 3 from operating in the 
linear mode when the repeat key is not 
pressed. 

WIRE WRAPPING TOOL 
For AWG 30, .025" (0,63mm) sq. post, 
"MODIFIED" wrap, positive indexing, 
anti-overwrapping device 

AMPEC ENGINEERING CO. 
42 The Strand, Croydon, NSW. 2132. Ph. (02) 747-2731 
Available From: RADIO DESPATCH SERVICE 
869 George St., Sydney. NSW. Ph. (02) 211-0191. 

Melb. 602-1885 e Adel. 223-6261 Gds. 391-5136. 
Perth (092) 871026 
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FROM. 

BUILD YOUR OWN: 

AMPLIFIER 
AM TUNER 
BONGO DRUMS 
INTERCOM 
TAPE NOISE LIMITER 
MONO ORGAN 
CAR TACHO 
INTRUDER ALARM 
CAR ALARM 
TRAIN CONTROLLER 
HI-FI SPEAKER 
AND LOTS MORE 

HERE are twenty five projects - many never 
before published - designed and presented 
specifically for newcomers to project building. 
Each project is shown in such detail that it 
is virtually impossible to make a mistake) 
This book has been prepared with the full co- 
operation of officers of the NSW Dept of 
Technical Education to fulfill the department's 
need for an up-to-date, reliable and reasonably 
priced text book for the current Industrial Arts 
Syllabus. 

Although primarily designed for the schools 
use the book will fascinate anyone seeking to 
enter the exciting field of electronic project 
building. 
The expected on -sale date is May 9th. Price is 
only $4.75 (We can supply in bulk to schools 
or other groups at a considerable discount/. 

WHY NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER 
NOW! 
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e ectronucs 
-it's easy Vo\r.r, 3 

fliñra iw1 

HOW TO ORDER 
ETI Circuits No 1, the Electronics It's Easy series, and Top Projects Vol 3 
are available now from most newsagents or directly from ETI. Project 
Electronics will be available from newsagents and ourselves from May 9th 
onwards (approximately). 
The Transducer and the Synthesizer books are available only from us and a 
number of kitset suppliers, they are not sold via newsagents. 

Send orders to.Electronics Today International 
15 Boundary St, 
Rushcutters Bay 
NSW 2011 

ELECTRONICS IT'S EASY 
Vol 1/2/3. 

Volumes 1 & 2 now reprinted 
as a second editionl 

Vol 1. The first 12 parts of 
this very successful series 
produced as a 100 page book. 
This volume takes the reader 
from an introduction to 
electronics through to 
operational amplifiers. 
Vol 2. The 'middle -third' 
of the series introduces the 
reader to more sophisticated 
techniques, and includes 

power supplies, waveforms, filters and logic systems. 
Vol 3. The final volume covers digital displays and systems, 
computers, transmission systems, instrumentation and the 
control of power. 
$3.00 per volume plus 40 cents per volume post and packing 
(60 cents post and packing total if two or three volumes ordered 
at the same time.) 

~norm srararae 

Tr ~We Lea 
Scams a ~orders 
Control ot poa.. 

° í; I a¢a 

International 
3600 and 4600 
Synthesizers 

Ijuj1 a MODERN MAGAZINES publication 

ETI CIRCUITS NO 1 

Just publishedI Available from 
your newsagent or directly 
from us. This is a new concept 
in specials. ETI Circuits No 1 

contains over 200 circuits 
largely based on the Tech 
Tips and data sheet sections 
of ETI. Great care has been 
taken to index each circuit 
carefully to enable the reader 
rapidly to locate the item 
sought. This publication is 
likely to be regarded as a 
'bible' by the experimenter for 
not only does it contain 
complete circuits but also 
ideas and circuit 
sub -assemblies. 
$2.50 plus 40 cents postage 
and packing. 

INTERNATIONAL 3600 
AND 4600 SYNTHESIZERS 
A totally revised and updated 
reprint of ETI's phenomenally 
successful music synthesizer 
book. 
This book has been beautifully 
printed on heavy art paper and 
has a sturdy cover varnished 
for protection. 
Available only from ETI and 
some kit set suppliers $12.50 
including postage and packing. 

T}afisduCers 
in measurement 

control 
rnatrBni 

TRANSDUCERS IN 
MEASUREMENT AND 
CONTROL 
This book is an unusual 
reprint from the pages of ETI. ._.." It is a compilation of a series 
of articles completed about 
two years ago - which was so 
highly thought of by the 
University of New England 
that they republished the 
series splendidly for use as, 
a standard textbook. 
Written by Peter Sydenham 
M.E., Ph.D., F. Inst. M.C., 
F.I.I.C.A., this publication 
covers practically every type 

of transducer and measuring technique and deals with equipment 
and methods not covered in any other book. 
Enquiries from educational authorities, universities and colleges 
for bulk ordering are welcomed. 
$4.50 plus 50 cents postage and packing. Available only from 
Electronics Today International directly. 

TOP 
PROJECTS 

volume 3 

TOP PROJECTS Vol 3 
Available from newsagents or 
directly from Electronics 
Today International. 
Published in October 1976. 
Contains FM Tuner, 25 Watt 
Amplifier, Active Crossover, 
Crossover Amplifier, Booster 
Amplifier, 50 Watt Power 
Module, 400 Speaker System, 
Audio Noise Generator, Cross- 
hatch/Dot Generator, ETI 
Utiliboard, Linear IC Tester, 
Dual Beam Adaptor, 
Impedance Meter, Tone 
Burst Generator, Digital 
Display, Digital Voltmeter, 

Frequency Counter, Logic Probe, Logic Pulser, Switching Regulator 
Supply, Nickel Cadmium Battery Charger, Radar Intruder Alarm, 
Intruder Alarm, Colour Organ, Car Alarm, Transistor Connections. 
$2.50 plus 40 cents postage and packing. 

We regret that due to heavy demand, Top Projects Vols 1 and 

2 are no longer available. 
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Simple analogue to digital conversion: 

A DIGITAL THERMOMETER 
Stephen Collocott, of the University of New South Wales, has constructed this 
digital thermometer as an exercise in analogue -to -digital conversion; it was 
designed for use with the ETI533 counter display module. Here he describes how 
it works ... 

SET 12V-0°C-OHz 
R1 < R3 ( 9V -50°C-50 kHz 
5k6 5k6 

R2 < RV1 
5k6 1k 

1N4001 D1 

D2 

240V 

R4 
6k8 

LM308 

4 

RV2 
100k 

C6 
1n0 

=c7 

LM340 
15V 

R5 
10k 

566 

R8 
47k 

-12V 

---4V 

R7 
6k 8 

Q1 

N.B. Cl - SILVER MICA 

R9 
1k 

>+15V 

- 12V 

- OV 

I.--0.8s+ 

p3 O CLOCK 

%4 4001 A 

a 
10 

2 x 4001A 
_ 12 

13 

2500 p 

R10 
560k 

ó c8 
2p 2 

R V3 
1k 

R11 
5k6 

+ C4 
242 

555 

Circuit of Mr Collocott's digital thermometer. 
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THE AVERAGE HOBBYIST IS 
often daunted at going "digital" due to 
the cost and complexity of the 
conversion of the analogue signal to a 

digital signal. However, the A -D 
conversion can be performed in cases 
where great accuracy is not required by 
the use of a voltage controlled oscillator 
whose output is gated, for a known time 
interval, into a counter. It is on this 
principle that a simple digital thermo- 
meter was constructed, utilizing the 
ETI533 counter display module. 

The thermometer is designed to 
operate over the range from 0°C to 
50°C with an accuracy of ±0.2°C. 
The ultimate accuracy and sensitivty of 
the instrument is primarily a function 
of the sensor used, the input amplifier 
and the linearity and frequency stability 
of the VCO. The measurement of the 
temperature is based on the fact that 
the forward voltage -temperature 
coefficient of a silicon diode is linear 
with temperature (in the temperature 
range of interest). This voltage (approxi- 
mately) -2mV/°C is amplified by a dc 
amplifier whose output controls the 
VCO. The VCO's output is then fed to 
a gate which is controlled by a second 
oscillator which determines the 
sampling time of the instrument. The 
output from the gate is finally fed to 
the counter display unit. 

The circuit is relatively simple, 

consisting of four integrated circuits. 
A bridge consisting of resistors R1, 
R2, R3, R4, RV and the temperature 
sensing diodes (two used, to impróve 
the sensitivity) is used in conjunction 
with a DC amplifier, IC1, to detect the 
temperature variations. As the input 
voltage to the op amp is only -4mV/°C 
it is necessary to select an amplifier with 
a low temperature drift characteristics, 
such as the LM308. The output of the 
DC amplifier feeds directly into the 
VCO which is a single -chip VCO 
(LM566) which has both square and 
triangle wave outputs. The VCO has a 

frequency stability of approximately 
200 ppm/°C when used with a silver 
mica timing capacitor.. The frequency 
of the VCO is given by 

2(Vs -Vc) 
fo = R5C1 Vs 

where +Vs < Vc < Vs 

thus the maximum frequency for a Vs 
of 12 V occurs at a Vc of 9 V (being 
dependent on R5C1). For the circuit 
values given, fo = 50 kHz at 9 V. Note 
that, as it is necessary to swing the 
control voltage between 9 V and 12 V 
to obtain a 0 kHz to 50 kHz frequency 

variation, the VCO's supply is adjusted 
to 12 V by the zener diode whilst the 
rest of the circuit uses a 15 V supply. 
The output of the VCO is fed via a 
buffer amplifier, T1, to one input of a 

CMOS NAND gate. The sampling times 
are controlled by an astable multivibra- 
tor formed by IC3, a 555 timer. The 
multivibrator enables the NAND gate 
for 0.01 then disenables the gate for 
0.8s. The resultant pulse train is fed to 
the clock input of the counter. A reset 
pulse to reset the counter is derived 
from the differentiator R 12C2. Thus if 
we have a 20 kHz signal on a gate held 
open for 0.01s, we get 200 pulses which 
correspond to a temperature of 200C. 
The count time is then 0.01s and the 
sample update time 0.81s. 

The setting -up procedure is as 
follows; initially the sensors are placed 
at 0°C in an ice bath and RV1 adjusted 
to give 12 V at the output of the op - 
amp with RV2 set at midrange. It is 

necessary to then place the sensors in a 

warm water bath at 50°C and adjust 
RV2 for 9 V at the output of the 
op -amp. This procedure may need to be 
repated several times to ensure accurate 
calibration. Finally the gate -open time is 

adjusted by varying RV3 so the display 
indicates the correct temperature. 

The power supply requirements are 
satisfied by the use of 15 V three - 
terminal regulators. 

JACOBY MITCHELL low cost LABORATORY 

VARIABLE D.C. POWER SUPPLIES 
METERED OUTPUT, BOTH VOLTAGE AND CURRENT 
LINE AND LOAD REGULATION, 0.2% OR BETTER 
(Most models) 
ADJUSTABLE CONSTANT CURRENT MODE (Most models) 

FEATURES: ALL SILICON CIRCUITRY SHORT CIRCUIT PROOF 
FLOATING OUTPUT FRONT PANEL VOLTMETER AND MILLIAMMETER 

LOW PEAK -TO -PEAK RIPPLE LOW LOAD TRANSIENT RECOVERY 
TIME LOW OUTPUT IMPEDANCE INPUT 240V-50Hz. 

ti 

T i 

. e- 
_® 

Model PP -30-2-2 Power Supply 

' 
9f // / tie ,, , 

Model PP -30-2 
Power Supply 

STOCK MODELS-OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE ON INDENT 
MODEL PP -18-2 PP -18-3 PP -18-5 PP -30-1 PP -30-2 PP -30-5 PP -30-10 PP -30-20 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE 0-18v 0-18V 0-18V 0-30V 0-30V 0-30V 0-30V 0-30V 
OUTPUT CURRENT MAXIMUM 2A 3A 5A 1A 2A 5A 10A 20A 

CONSTANT CURRENT YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
PRICE $99 $130 $198 $101 $137 8278 $316 $374 
MODEL PP -60-2 PP -60-3 PP -15-10 PP -10-40 PP -100-1 PP -30-1-2 PP -30-2-2 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE 0-60v 0-60V 0-15V 0-10V 0-100V 2x (0-30V) 2x (0-30V) 
OUTPUT CURRENT MAXIMUM 2A 3A 10A 40A 1A 2x (1A) 2x (2A) 
CONSTANT CURRENT YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

PRICE 
' 

$291 $374 $221 3368 $291 $222 5267 
MODEL PAD -260-60 PP -100-2A 

Specifications quoted are for general guidance only, 
are subject to verification and change without notice. 

For full information contact Australian Representatives:dii-uiq, 
The Crescent, Kingsgrove, N.S.W. 2208. Phone 500111L 
OFFICES: Melbourne 44 5021 Adelaide 293 6117 
Brisbane 52 8266 Perth 72 2696IL 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE 
0-130V AC 
0- 60V AC 
0-260V AC 

0-100V 

OUTPUT CURRENT 1A AC 
1A DC 

2A 

CONSTANT CURRENT YES DC ONLY YES 
PRICE $328 $S47 

'PLUS SALES TAX AND FREIGHT IF APPLICABLE 
j r r Jrn 
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Clearance Sale - up to 807. off 
MANUFACTURER'S SURPLUS STOCK 

Prior to stocktaking we must clear our shelves of discontinued lines and 
surplus stock. All are new unused components, reduced to a fraction of 
normal cost to clear. Only available, while stocks last. Please indicate 
several alternatives in order of preference. 

PLASTIC POINTER KNOBS 
Length x height mm. Colours available 

32 x 16 Red with white line 
32 x 16 Black 

x 15 Black, cream, white 

ROUND PLASTIC KNOBS 
Diam. x height mm Colours available 
19 x 16 ' Cream, red 
19 x 11 Brown, red 
41 x 19 Black 
32 x 13 Cream, brown, black, grey 
25 x 11 Black, cream, brown 
25 x 11 (3/16" bore) Red, cream 
32 x 13 Cream with gold insert 
21 x 16 Cream, black 
17 x 16 Cream, black 
17 x 16 (3/16" bore) Cream, black 
ALL ABOVE 5c ea. 

CAPACITORS - Axial Leads 
330pF 125V Styro 11c 
47uF 35V Electro 15c 
50uF 100V Electro 23c 
470uF 25V Electro 41c 
2500uF 35V Electro $1.10 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
True to type - no substitutes 

TRANSISTORS 
AD181 51.e7 
A0162 $1.84 
BC107 27c 
BC109 27c 
BC109. .29c 
BC177 28c 
BC178 28c 
BC179 27c 
BC139 52c 
BD140 88c 
8F115 85c 
BF338 92c 
BF337 $1.18 
BFY50 77c 
BFY51 71e 

BÚ15.43 

$5.87 BU208 
2N102. 54c 
2N2848 $1.33 
2t43053 48c 
2N3055 $1.11 

Minimum order $2.00. PIP 40c 

VALVE COILS 
B/C Oscillator - standard type 
B/C Oscillator - hartley type 
455 KHz IF transformers 
455 KHz BFO coils 
1600 KHz IF transformers 
1600 KHz BFO coils 
S.W. RF coils 2 -6 MHz 
S.W. Aerial coils 2 -6 MHz 
S.W. Osc. coils 2 -6 MHz 
S.W. RF coils 6 - 18 MHz 
S.W. Aerial coils 6 - 18 MHz 
S.W. Osc. coils 6 -18 MHz 

TRANSISTOR COILS 
8" B/C Aerial loopsticks 
Min. ferrite slab Aer. coils 
455 KHz IF transformers 

(not Aegis brand) 
455 KHz BFO coils 

RF CHOKES 
2.5 mH 50 mA 
4.5 mH 250 mA 

ALL ABOVE ... 50c ea. 

2 Henry 26 mm. potcore $1 
Min PVC tuning capacitors $1 
Rocker switches DPDT 75c 

RESISTORS 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 & w WATT 
All common values as used in production. 

Assorted pack of 100 $1.00 

SIGNAL DIODES 
0A90 14c 
1N914 14c 
RECTIFIER DIODES 
1N4004 400V lA 15c 
RECTIFIER BRIDGES 
MB05 50V 1.5A 44c 
LEDS 
LD55A 5mm AMBER 44c 
SCR'S 
2N4443 400V 8A $2.12 
TIMERS 
NE555 77c 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
LM7400 43c 
LM7404 43c 
LM380 $1.61 
LM3900 $1.16 
LM741N 51c 

.TBA460 44c 

AEGIS 
PTY. LTD. 
Registered office and factory: 
347 Darebin Rd., Thornbury, 
Vic. 3071, 
Phone 49 1017, 49 6792 
Postal address: P.O. Box 49, 
Thornbury, Vic. 3071, 
Cables & telegrams: "Maegis" 
Melbourne. 



Project 243 

RIP BEACON. 
A. J. Lowe designed this project to help a friend from his local 
Blind Association. All the devicedoes is emit a continuous series 
of 'bips' to enable a blind person get his bearings. So if you know 
anyone who might like one, have a go at making this simple project. 

WHEN BLIND PEOPLE put something 
down, working around the house or 
garden, they sometimes have difficulty 
in locating it again. The Bip Beacon 
provides a sound signal on to which 
they can 'home'. 

When two blind people arrange to 
meet at a certain place, each has 
difficulty in knowing when the other 
has arrived. The Bip Beacon provides 
an innocuous signal that says 'I'm 
here'. 

You can build a beacon for about 
$3. If you don't know any blind people 
contact your local Blind Association, 
they'll be glad to hear from you. Many 
of these beacons have been built and 
eagerly accepted by blind folk. 

What It Does 
The beacon simply emits a series of 
'bips' (a 'bip' is a short 'beep') at four 
second intervals. That's all, but it's 
enough. 

How It Works 
The circuit, shown in Fig. 1, is based 
on one IC, a quad two -input NOR gate. 
Two of the gates form a slow.running 
multivibrator the output of which 
enables the other two gates to form an 
oscillator whose output is amplified by 
transistor Ql. Component values are 
chosen so that a short duration audio 
note is produced every four seconds 
or so. 
These beacons are most conveniently 
built in transistor radio cases. Most 
readers will be able to find one or two 
of them in which the radio is dead and 
not worth fixing. As long as the case 
and speaker are intact that's all that 
matters. 

A suitable printed circuit board 
design is shown in Fig. 3. The actual 
circuit is in the middle of a board 
measuring 65 x 50 mm. This size is large 
enough to reach the support posts in the 
typical pocket radio. 

THE 

BEACON 

The board should be cut and shaped 
to suit the exact shape of the case. A 
good way of doing this is first to make 
a cardboard template and get that right, 
and then use it to mark the pc board for 
cutting. 

Care must be taken in locating the 
holes in the board for the mounting 
screws. Holes are not shown in Fig. 3 
as they must be drilled to suit each 
individual case. A good way of finding 
hole positions is to make a transparent 
template from stiff plastic film, using 
the card template as a guide. The 
support posts can be seen through this 
clear template and it is easy to mark 
the hole positions and transfer them to 
the pc board. 

All this cutting, shaping and drilling 
should be done before mounting any 
components. 

0 . 
! w ...... . . . . 
J . <ec 

e 6660 
e '6 

C 
1/4. 

< 010 

Next mount all the components 
except R2, whose value must be deter- 
mined on test to allow for variations in 
the value of Cl. Take care with the 
correct orientation and handling of ICI 
which is a CMOS IC. 

The board, with all components 
except R2 mounted, is then hooked up 
to the battery and speaker and a value 
of R2 selected so that the bips occur 
every four seconds. As R2 is a high 
value resistor 5.6 megohms or more, it 
must not be held between hands during 
this test or spurious results will be 
obtained. Use test leads with clips. 

Finally insert R2 and assemble the 
board, switch and battery in the case. 
See the photos. 

As these beacons are needed by 
people who can't repair them them- 
selves, they should be made very 
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Project 243 

sala L 

a 9I¿ .ON 

The photographs above show the construction 
of the Bip Beacon on a pcb which fits inside a 
cheap transistor radio case. 

thoroughly - with first class soldered 
joints. 

The photo of the prototype shows 
one of the Siemens type capacitors in 
the Cl position. If these are difficult to 
obtain then a 0.47 µF ceramic capacitor 
can be used instead. The diodes D1 and 
D2 can be any small signal diodes. 

Clubs 
Electronic clubs who undertake pro- 
duction of beacons for local blind 
associations might approach local chain 
stores to see whether they can provide 
any new but 'dud' radios which they 
might otherwise throw away. 

Well there it is - a not very difficult 
project, but a worthwhile one to help 
the sightless to 'see'. 

The pcb artwork. 

??R1 

R2 

D1 D2 

Cl IC1 

SO 4001 

TO SWITCH 
AND BATT 
+ VE 

PV R4 
Q401 

R5 TO SPEAKER 

( GATT C2R3-VE' 

i 
-for6T1 ) ` 

o 
. . 

. - T7.. 

The component overlay. 
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R1 
220 k 

D1 

1 Cl 
470n 

*5.6 MEG OR MORE 
SELECT ON TEST 

C2 
2n2 

l2 

13 

IC1/4 
I I 

R4 
10 k 

PARTS LIST - ETI 243 
Resistors all '4 watt 
R1 220 k 
R2 5M6 or more - select on test 
R3 390 k 
R4 10 k 
R5 47 ohms 

Capacitors 
Cl 470 n non polarised - Siemens 

type or ceramic 
C2 2n2 ceramic 

Semiconductors 
D1 and D2 diodes 1 N914 or similar 
Q1 transistor PNP type BC 178 or similar 
ICI 4001 CMOS 

Transistor radio case with speaker and 9 
volt battery. 
Miniature toggle switch. 

+9 V - 

Q1 
BC178 
OR SIMILAR 

R5 
47 

SPEAKER 
8 OHMS 
MIN 

0 
Circuit diagram of the Bip Beacon 

VOLTAGE AT PIN 4 OF IC1 

0Vr 

SWITCH 
ON 

1111, 

How It Works 
The IC contains four (hence its name 
QUAD) NOR gates which are separate 
from one another except for the power 
supply connections. Consider any of the 
NOR gates, such as gate 1, which has its 
input terminals connected to pins 1 and 2 

of the IC and its output terminal con- 
nected to pin 3. The NOR description is a 
short way of saying NOT OR, and it 
means that - only when the input voltage 
on pin 1 or pin 2 or both pin 1 and pin 2 

is high, (Le. above about 3' volts) then 
the output voltage at pin 3 is low (i.e., at 
the level of the negative rail). If neither 
pin 1 nor pin 2 is high i.e. both are low, 
then the output voltage on pin 3 is high. 

That's all there is to a NOR gate. 
Now, applying this knowledge to the 
interconnection of the four gates, the 
description goes as follows: 

Consider gates 1 and 2. Immediately 
after 'switch on' there is no reason why 
there should be any voltage at pins 1 2 5 

and 6. So if 1 and 2 are low, then pin 3 

must go high. As this pin 3 is connected to 
pins 5 and 6 they must go high, and so pin 
4 goes low. Now capacitor Cl charges 

fairly rapidly from pins 3, 5 and 6 through 
diode DI and resistor R1. As Cl charges, 
the voltage at its top end, and hence on 
pins 1 and 2, increases. When that voltage 
is high enough gate 1 inverts (because with 
pins 1 and 2 connected it is an inverter) 
and its output pin 3 goes low. This makes 
pins 5 and 6 go low, and hence pin 4 goes 
high. 

Next, Cl discharges through diode D2 
and resistor R2 - slowly, as R2 is a very 
high 'value resistor. Ultimately the voltage 
of the top of Cl has fallen to a low value 
and so it takes pins 1 and 2 down low. So 
pin 3 goes high, 5 and 6 go high, and 4 
goes low, and the process repeats over and 
over. 

From this description it can be seen 
that the voltage at pin 4 would follow the 
graph shown in Fig. 2. 

Now consider gates 3 and 4. A moment 
after 'switch on' pin 8 is low because it is 
connected to pin 4 which is low. Also pin 
9 is low because there is no reason why it 
should be high. So pin 10 goes high, and, 
following the earlier description, pins 12 
and 13 go high and 11 goes low, C2 
charges through R3 and when it is 

charged, which doesn't take long as it is a 
very small capacitor, then its top end is 
high. So pin 9 is high. This then sends pin 
10 low (that's the NOR gate action), pins 
12 and 13 low, and 11 high. The capacitor 
discharges rapidly through R3 and the 
cycle repeats at an audio frequency. Its 
output, pin 11, turns on and off transistor 
Ql and so a note is produced by the 
speaker. 

However, at any time when pin 8 is 
high gate 3 ensures that pin 10 is held low. 
Hence 12 and 13 go low and pin 11 goes 
high and transistor Ql is turned off. 

Now pin 8 is connected to pin 4, 
which, as already seen is high for most of 
the time and low for only a small fraction 
of the time - while CI is charging. Thus 
the audio output occurs for only short 
intervals when pin 4 is low. 

By suitable choice of R1 and R2 the 
device has been made to give a short bip 
every four seconds or so. 

The pitch of the audio note can be 
adjusted by selection of R3 and C2. 

As the IC used is of the CMOS type its 
current drain is very low and a long 
battery life can be expected. 
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The only name you need 
to know when buying 
electronic components. 

WE MAINTAIN 
HUGE STOCKS OF 
CAPACITORS, 
RESISTORS, 
RECTIFIERS, 
SUPPRESSORS, 
POTENTIOMETERS, 
SEMI -CONDUCTORS & 
ELECTRONIC 
HARDWARE. 

IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY SERVICE. 

NO INVOICE 
SURCHARGE. 

FREE INTO STORE. 
AUSTRALIAN 
CAPITAL CITIES. 
Catalogue available on request 

SOANAR ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. 
SALES OFFICES VICTORIA: 89 0661 

30 Lexton Road,Box H(II,Vic..3128 
Australia. Telex:32286. 

N.S.W.: 78 0281 
S. AUST.: 51 6981 
QUEENSLAND: 52 5421 
W. AUST.: 81 5500 

r\ 
SOANAR 
GROUP 
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';74 
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BABY 

MICROCOMPUTER 

EEE 
ELECTRONIC ENTHUSIASTS EMPORIUM 
Shops 2 & 3 Post Office Arcade, Pendle Hill, NSW. 

P.G. Box 33, Pendle Hill, NSW. 2145. 
(02) 636-6222 9-5 Mon-Frid. Sat. 12 noon. 

Trarle and Export Enquiries Welcome 



 "A' at ne 
same price!* 

Now you can enjoy the benefits of Memorex 
Chromium Dioxide cassettes for no extra cost! 

As a special offer Memorex Try Memorex Cr02 Cassettes for 
Cr02 C90 cassettes are available for Better frequency response. 
the same price as MrX2 C90 cassettes. Less distortion of high frequencies. 

Lower head wear compared to 
Buy now and save $2.00 a some cobalt modified iron oxides. 
cassette on R.R.P. Cleaner heads and pressure rollers. 
Available wherever good tapes are sold. Less Modulation Noise. 

lvi ElV1JR E 90 * C90 size only. Limited offer. - MEMOREX 
MRX2 OXIDE 
Memorex's finest cass 

Chromium dioxide cassette 
An advanced cassette for specially designed equipment. 

Sole Australian Distributors - 
LEROYA INOUSTRIESt_ . 
Head Office, WA: 156 Railway Pde., Leedervdle 6017. Phone Al 2930. 

N.S.W. Office: 100 Walker St., North Sydney 2060. Phone 922 4037. 

Victoria Office: 103 Pelham St., Carlton 3053. Phone 347 7620. 



ONE OF THE m ORLON BE_ 
C 1 .111818~ 

YOU CAN'T BUY IT -BUT WE'LL PAY YOU TO TAKE IT. 

3tat. With* 
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707 

You could call it a 
super -apprenticeship. You'll live in 
with a group of blokes your own 
age. You'll get good pay from day 
one (practically all of it's yours to 
spend), and good food. 
The technical training we give you 
has been described as the finest 
anywhere. You'll learn everything 
from electrical power generation 
and distribution right through to 
the end use, like electric motors, 
lighting, ventilation and 
airconditioning systems, and power 
control electronics. With skills like 
that, you're a pretty valuable guy. 

That's why we guarantee 
you a key job after training, 
the chance to travel 
overseas, more time off 
than you'd expect, sport of 
all kinds, and a lot more. 
In today's Navy. Now, who 
else but the Navy could 
offer you all that? 

I MOVE INTO A BIGGER WORLD 
1 

1 

1 

Now you've learnt a little of what a Navy apprenticeship can 
offer, why not find out more about it. Call at your nearest 
Navy Recruiting Centre or mail this coupon to: NAVY 
CAREERS OFFICER, P.O. Box XYZ (in your capital city). 
Applications close 4th April, 1977, so if you're between 15 
and 17%, do it now. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

STATE P'CODE AGE 
Authorised by Director -General of Recruiting, Dept. of Defence. NAP89/FP.27 



TI data sheet 
LM 3909, 
LED flashers oscillator 
The LM3909 is a monolithic oscillator 
specifically designed to flash Light Emit- 
ting Diodes. By using the timing 
capacitor for voltage boost, it delivers 
pulses of 2 or more volts to the LED 
while operating on a supply of 1.5 V or 
less. The circuit is inherently self- 
starting, and requires addition of only a 

battery and capacitor to function as a 

LED flasher. 
Packaged in an 8 -lead plastic mini - 

DIP, the LM3909 has been optimized for 
low power drain and operation from 
weak batteries. 

Application is made simple by 
inclusion of internal timing resistors and 
an internal LED current limit resistor. 
As shown in the first two application 
circuits the timing resistors supplied are 
optimized for nominal flashing rates and 
minimum power drain at 1.5 V and 3 V. 

Timing capacitors will generally be of 
the electrolytic type, and a small 3 V 
rated part will be suitable for any LED 
flasher using a supply up to 6 V. How - 

schematic diagram 

Typical 1.5V Flasher 

ever, when picking flash rates, it should 
be remembered that some electrolytics 
have very broad capacitance tolerances, 
for example -20% to +100%. 

connection diagram 

Dual -In -Line Package 

SLOW 
RC 

u 

I 

NC R V' 

II II 11 

I' II 
11 OUT 

FAST 
At 

II I' 
NC V 

TOP VIEW 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Power Dissipation 
V+ Voltage 
Operating Temperature Range 

500 mW 
6.4 V 

-25° to +70°C 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Supply Voltage (In Oscillation) 1.15 6.0 V 

Operating Current 0.55 0.75 mA 

Flash Frequency 300µF, 5% Capacitor 0.65 1.0 1.3 Hz 

High Flash Frequency 0.30µF, 5% Capacitor 1.1 kHz 

Compatible LED Forward Drop 1 mA Forward Current 1.35 2.1 V 

Peak LED Current 350µF Capacitor 45 mA 

Pulse Width 350µF Capacitor at 1/2 6.0 ms 
Amplitude 
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HYBRID AMPLIFIERS 
for electronic cross-overs, 
stereo, public address and 
other audio applications. 

y Dy 
9\' ''` . . . 

Models: S1 -1010G, S1 -1020G 
S1 -1030G, S1 -1050G 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Characteristic SI 1010G SI 10206 

Maximum ruse Power 

Output Load 
Supply Voltage 
Absolute Max. Supply 
Voltage 
Supply Current law.) 
Protective Fusing 
Harmonic Distortion at 

Full Ootpur 
Maximum Input Voltage Ip p) 
Voltage Gain Full Feedback 
1P0 IW) 

10W 
8 ohms 
34V or'110 

45V or '22.50 
0.500 
IA Buick Slow 

0.5% max. 
10V 

30dB typ 

20W 
8 ohms 
46V or '23V 

55V or '25V 
0.72A 
lA Chock Blow 

0.5% ma,. 
10V 

10d8 lye_ 

Characteristic 51 1030G SI 1050G 

Maximum into Power 
Output Laud 
Supply Voltage 
Absolute Mac. Supply 
Voltage 
Supply Current lave.) 
Protective Fusing 
Hdrmon,c Distortion at 
Full Output 
Maximum Input Voltage (p p) 
Voltage Gain Full Feedback 
(Pp 11YI 

30W 

8 ohms 
54V or °210 

604 or .300 
0.86A 
I.SA thick Blow 

0.5% mac. 
10V 

3048 lyp. 

50W 
8 ohms 

660 or '33V 

BOY or '4011 
1.tA 
2A thick Blow 

0.5% mac. 
10V 

30dB typ 

AUTOTRONICS 
PTY. LTD 

47 Anzac Ave., Engadine, 2233 
(02) 520-9442. 

OLD: Fred Hoe & Sons, Brisbane. Techni- 
parts, Brisbane. E.D.A. Delsound, Brisbane. 
Lighting & Electrical, Brisbane. Haralds 

'Electronics, Rockhampton. Audiotronics 
Brisbane. 

N.S.W.: George Brown & Co., Sydney. Pre - 
Pak Electronics, Sydney. M.S. Components, 
Sydney. Radio Despatch Service, Sydney. 
G.B.L. Sound Systems, Newcastle. 

VIC: J.E.S. Electronic Components, 
Melbourne. J.H. McGrath, Melbourne. 
Radio Parts, Melbourne. Lanthur Elect- 
ronics, Nth. Balwyn. 

S. AUST: K. D. Fisher & Co., Adelaide. 
W. AUST: Continuous Music Systems, 
Perth. Willis Trading Co., Perth. Atkins 
Carlisle Ltd., Perth. B.P. Electronics, 
Albany. 

72 

ETI data sheet 
Features: 

Operation over one year from one C 
size flashlight cell. 
Bright, high current LED pulse. 

Minimum external parts. 

Low voltage operation, from just 
over 1 V to 5 V. 

Low current drain, averages under 
0.5 mA during battery life. 
As an oscillator directly drives an 852 
speaker. 

additional typical applications 

Warning Flasher 
High Voltage Powered 

SOL WI 

Nat. Nominal Mare rate: 1 Hr. 

Estimated Battery Life 
(Continuous 1.5v Flasher Operation) 

Applications:' 
Finding flashlights in the dark, or 
locating boat mooring floats. 
Sales and advertising gimmicks. 
Emergency locators, for instance on 
fire extinguishers. 
Toys and novelties. 
Electronic application such as trigger 
and sawtooth generators. 
Siren for toy fire engine, (combined 
oscillator, speaker driver) 
Warning indicators powered by 1.4 
to 200 V. 

Typical Operating Conditions 

* 
V 

NOMINAL 
FLASH Hz Cy Rs RFa VRANGE 

6V 2 4000F 1k 1.5k 5-25V 
15V 2 1800F 3.9k 1k 13-50V 

100V 1.7 1800F 
1W 

1k 85-200V 

t8y 

SIZE CELL 
TYPE 

STANDARD ALKALINE 

AA 3 months 6 months 
C 7 months 15 months 
D 1.3 years 2.6 years 

Note: Estima es are made from our tests and 
manufacturersdata. Conditions are fresh bat- 
terles and room temperature. Clad or "leak- 
proof" batteries are recommended for any 
application of five months or more. Nickel 
Cadmium cells are not recommended. 

1.5V Flasher 

0.7 

1.5 

04 

0.3 

01 

01 
12 It 11 13 lA 1S lA 

BATTERY VOLTAGE (VI 

APPLICATIONS NOTES 
Note 1: All capacitors shown are electrolytic 
unless marked otherwise. 
Note 2: Flash rates and frequencies assume a 
±5% capacitor tolerance. Electrolytics may 
vary -20% to +100% of their stated value. 
Note 3: Unless noted, measurements above 
are made with a 1.4 V supply, a 25°C 
ambient temperature, and a LED with a 
forward drop of 1.5 V to 1.7 Vat 1 mA 
forward current. 
Note 4: Occasionally a flasher circuit will fall 
to oscillate due to a LED defect that may be 
missed because it only reduces light output 
10% or so. Such LEDs can be identified by a 
large increase in conduction between 9.9 V 
and 1.2 V. 
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typical applications 

NSlSO73 
I 

1 

3V Flasher Minimum Power at 1.5V 

,Z 
1 17 

3V 

h I_ 

COL fell 

+ 
104 1 

Note: Nomnl.l flash nu: 1 Ht. Note: Nominal flesh tete: 1.1 Na. Arei.ae loam./ 0.32 A. 
Average 10 ... 0 77 mA. Annpr lg.,. 12 mA. 

Y SUDE 11YITCH 
CASE COMMON 

RING CONTACT ON 

SOLE MEASLY 

\CONTACT 
51011.1ASSE5 

(INSULATED) THROUGH 
CASE BOTTOM 

Flashlight Finder 

IV 

11 I. II 

[RIM 

Fast Blinker 

S 17 

Note: Nomm.l flash tete: 2.6 Ha. 

TRANSLUCENT 

\\ 
Na?:e Wending LEO inside, locate. fight 

m total data ens 
SHORT I-I TOR 
SINGLE CELL LIGHTS 

Note: LM3009, capacitor, and LED are installed in a white translucent cap on the 
flashlight's back end. Only one contact strip (in addition to the case connection) Is 
needed for flasher power. Drawing current through the bulb simplifies wiring and 
causes negligible loss since bulb resistance cold is typically less than 2 Si. 

4 Parallel LEDs 

NS( DUI OR 

RUNT OR 

ASS SW 

the 

High Efficiency Parallel Circuit 

44 

le 

e. 
+ 1 ]V It II 

1 

Sdq. 
SO 30 

13 

Note: Nomm.l flash nu: 1.3 Hz. Areno (pea. 2 mA. Note: Nominal Ile.h Tale: 1.6211 Ara apt loco. 1.5 mA. 
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0.1 

0.6 

oI 

1 kHz Square Wave Oscillator 

1,-- 
1ms 2ms 

Note. Output voltage Hempel. a 

ISd fwd to }clued. 

PHILIPS 

For 
transistors 

you can 
depend 

on 

General purpose 
Switching 

RF 
FET's 
Power 
Photo 

Transmitting 

Think 
Philips 

Os11LIOS Eleclronlc 
Components 
and 
MalerealS 

153 0191 

PHILIPS 
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PHILIPS 

-am U 
For 

diodes 
you 

on 
Germanium small signal 

Silicon small signal 

Zener voltage regulator 

Power rectifiers 

SCRS AND TRIACS 

Photodiodes 

Think 
Philips 

74 

Electronic 
Components 
and 
Materials 

153 0190 

PHILIPS 

ETI data sheet 
typical applications (con't) 

"Buzz Box" Continuity and Coil Checker 

not 
PROM 

Mot: o flounces between ,boca, ceda. and. few obras of rev una can be bocal. 

LED Booster 

zo 

VM 
O.:0 IS 

9-1 Ha I/ 

tne01 

T row 

Nr w 1 

Noca: Arab .ffeiency, 4 mA drain. 

Nota: Centnuo. .0pe.Ant bp,t obtained by supplying 

Men. Mph toilet. pot. (0 Oh) to LED, en O hines 
than battery voltage avertable 

Emergency Lantern/Flasher 

IS 

Variable Flasher 

Not' Platte rat: 0-20 Mt. 

Incandescent Bulb Flasher 

Ny 

t la 

LMrea1 

4OLP 

Nat: Flesh role: 1.0 HE. 

Triae Tr !goer 

COM 

hone. 40 PIA. taus poises at 
about 1 ONe. Tara gen mes be 

Pulse bender mu i Mated N 

dewed. 

-IAA PROM BATTERY on 
SOLAR COIL ultM lei 
1 AAU CAPACItee DRAM 
001M y_ 
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INTERNATÍONAL ELÉCTRONICS UNLIMITED I 

10% OFF WITH $25 ORDER 
15% OFF WITH $100 ORDER 

Th1151 DISCOUNTS APPLY TO TOTAL 
01 PRINK - SPECIALS INCLUDED 

TT. 
7400 
7401 
7401 
7407 
7404 
7405 
7406 
7407 
7000 
7409 

7410 
7411 
7413 
7414 
7416 
7417 
7410 
7e22 
7433 
7425 
7426 
7477 
7430 
7432 
7177 
74)E 
7440 
7441 
7442 
7443 
7444 
7445 
7446 
7447 
7448 
7450 

.13 7451 

.16 7453 

.15 7454 

.15 7440 

.16 7464 .35 

.19 7465 .35 

.20 7470 .34 

.28 7472 .30 

.18 7473 .35 

.19 7474 .23 

.16 7475 ,A9 

.25 7476 .M 

.43 7483 .64 

.65 7485 .88 

.35 7486 .40 

,35 7489 2.25 
.56 7490 .43 
90 7491 .75 

.29 7492 / .40 
,47 7493 .48 
.Y 7494 .78 
.29 7495 .79 
.20 74% .79 
.23 74100 ,% 
.25 74105 r .44 

.25 74107 .37 

.15 74121 .3E 
19 74113 .10 
.59 74123 .65 
73 74125 .54 
.73 74124 .58 
.73 74112 .89 
.51 74141 1.04 

.71 74145 1.04 

.79 74150 97 

.17 74151 .71 

.17 

.17 

.17 

LOW OwIR 
74400 .29 74151 .29 
74104 .21 74155 .2! 

74403 .23 74171 .29 
74104 .29 74172 .45 
74106 .29 74173 .16 
74110 .29 74174 .54 
74120 .19 7478 .75 
7010 .29 74185 1.09 
74/42 1.19 74166 45 

LOW POWER SCHOTTKY 
741.500 .36 741532 .M 
741502 .14 741540 .45 
741504 .36 70542 1.40 
745508 .28 741574 .59 
741510 .36 741590 5.30 

711520 34 741592 1.10 

141014 SPEED 
74H00 
74H01 
74Ha 
741106 
74H10 
74H11 
741120 

741121 

.25 

.25 

.23 

.25 

.25 

.25 

.25 

.15 

SCHOTTKY 
74500 .59 
74502 .59 
74501 .59 
741.041 .72 

74H22 
745440 
74H40 
741550 

74H52 
74H53 
74H55 
74H60 

74504 
74510 
74510 

.25 

.25 

.25 

.15 

.25 

.25 

.25 

.25 

.48 

.14 

.65 

13000 (SIGNETICS) 
4263 5.79 0267 2.59 

74153 .49 
74154 1.20 
74155 .97 
74156 .97 
74157 .99 
74156 1.71 
74160 1.23 
74161 .97 
74162 1.39 
74163 1.09 
74164 .99 
74165 .99 
74166 1.25 
74170 2.10 
74173 1.4 
74174 1.23 
74175 .97 
74176 .89 
74171 .M 
74160 .90 
74181 2.45 
74182 .79 
74161 1.90 
74565 2.20 
74187 5.75 
74190 1..5 
74191 1.25 
74192 .95 
74193 .85 
74194 1.25 

74195 .74 
74916 1.15 
74197 .73 

74118 1.73 
74199 1.69 
74100 5.45 

74110 
7411 
74193 
74195 
74198 
741186 
741165 

1.40 

1.20 
1.50 

1.50 
2.25 
125 
2.» 

741615 109 
7415107 .59 
7415164 2.20 
7415192 2.P 
7415197 2.20 

741141 

74162 
741174 
7411101 

7454102 
74H 10) 
74H106 
74H 108 

74522 
74515 
74574 

.25 

.25 

. 
.í0 
.54 

.60 

.72 

A5 
Aa 

44 

0000 
9002 .40 9309 .79 9601 .61 
9301 1.03 9312 .79 9402 .79 

,CMOS 
40004 .16 40104 
40014 .25 40204 
40012A .25 40214 
4006* 1.35 40224 
4007A .26 4021A 
40001 1.52 4024* 
40094 .57 40254 
40104 .54 40274 
40114 .29 4021A 
40124 .25 4010* 
40134 .45 4035* 
40144 1.27 4040A 

40158 1.27 40424 
4016* .48 4049* 
40174 1.01 40504 

74(00 
74(02 
74C04 
74(00 
74050 
74(20 
74(42 
74(73 

.19 74(74 

.26 74(74 

.44 74(107 

.64 74C151 

.35 74(154 
.35 74(157 
1.61 74(160 
1.01 74(161 

1.39 

1.72 

1.18 

.64 

.25 

.69 

.25 

.59 

.98 

.44 

1.27 

1.39 

1.47 
.59 
.59 

1.04 
1.34 
1.13 

162 
3.15 
1.76 
2.40 
2.49 

4066A 
40684 
40694 
40714 
40724 
40734 
447541 

40784 
40824 
45544 
45244 
45854 

74(163 2.49 
74(163 166 
74( 144 266 
74(173 2.22 
74í19S 2.26 
60(95 1.15 
84% 97 .% 

SHIFT 8101 
64645013 1024 bit KKcprn. dyn. 
64545016 500/512 b dyn. 
SI5-1025 Quad 25 b51 

1504 1024 bit muhiple.ed dyn 

USES STANDARD 9V TRANSISTOR BATTERY 
SUPPLIED WITH ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

CALC- KIT ONLY 

4.51.00 SHIPPING & HANDLING 

CALCULATOR 
DISPLAY 

IIMIII 

MULTIPLE DISPLAYS 
1451411 1 digit .I2- red LID 
H/5082. S d.gil .11 red 1112 

7405 

HP+611- 4 dice .11 red 110 
7411 

S/-175-09 9 digit .14 ga. ds. h. 

DL747 

9 MAN 3N 

ON PC BOARD 

99 e 

5.79 

149 

125 

5.79 

RED,7 SEGMENT DISPLAY 
SOLID BAR,LEFT DEC.! 
.63'1COMMON ANODE 

$1.75 
LED DISPLAYS 
MAN 1 $1.95 
MAN 2 3.95 
MAN 5 2.25 

MAN 7 1.49 DISCRETE LED'S 
MAN 8 2.25 ME 4 .29 
MAN 88 2.25 MV108 .25 
MAN 72 1.25 MV50 .12 
MAN 3620 1.50 NSL100 .12 
FND 359 .95 
FND 500 1.89 MV5020 
FND 507 .95 RED 15 
DL1 OA 2.19 CLEAR .15 I: 

MEMORIES 
1101 256 bis RAM 405 14 pin 
1103 1024 bit RAM MOS dynamk 10 pin 
1702A 1040 bit PROM .Ulk e1eclrkaPy 

programmable UV a bar 24 pin 
2102 1024 bit RAM .talk 16 pin 
5201 204E big PROM 11.5k eleclrkally 

programmable UV erasable N pin 
5260 1124 bi1 RAM MOS dynamic 16 pin 
5261 1024 651 RAM 405 dynamk 16 pin 
7481 64 bit ROM TT). 16 pin 
82523 256 PROM-SCHOTTKY 16 pin 
193410 256 bit RAM bi-polar lb pin 
74187 1024 bit ROM TTL 16 p.n 
74200 256 bit RAM Id -.late 16 pin 

1.39 
1.95 

10.95 

1.95 

10.95 

1.95 
1.95 

2.25 
3.69 
1.95 

5.75 
5.45 

CLOCK CHIPS 
14445311 6 digit multiplexed BCD. 7 seg. 12.24 

.89 Hr, 5460 He - 28 pin 4.45 

.44 64115312 4 digit multiplexed ECO. 7 seg. Ipp.. 

.44 12.24 Hr. 5460 He - 24 pin 3.95 

.26 14615314 6 digit mullipI.4ed 12.24 Hr, 5460 Ha 

.35 24 pin 4.45 
.39 64645716 4 digit, 12.24 H., 50-60 He. alarm 
.39 40 pin 4.95 

.39 44 digit, 12 hour. 60 Ho .nome alarm 

.35 brightness control capab011 . alarm 
1.56 lone output _ 24 pin 
1.56 6 digit. 12-24 Hr, 50-60 Ha, alarm. 
2.50 lkner and dale circ.*s-228 pin 

CALCULATOR CHIPS 
CT5002 12 digit- 4 !unction used decimal 

baiter, operation - 40 pin 1.95 

CT500S 12 digit, 4 function plus memory, fixed 
decimal -20 pin 249 

MM5725 0 digit, 4 lunclion, floating decimal 
18 pin 

61615736 6 digit, 4 function, 9V bailer, 
operation - 18 pin 

10M5711 0 digit, S !unction plus memory and 
tomlanl floating decimal. 9V baRery 
operalion - 24 pin 

M415739 9 digil, 4 lunslion. 95 baRery 
operalion - 22 pin 

1.75 

.53754* 

C77001 

1.59 OPTO ISOLATORS 
MCD1 Opto Isola.. diode 
51(12 Oplo holPnr n.nsist°. 

.05 

3.95 

4.95 

6.95 

1.94 

2.95 

3.95 

195 

5.09 
.70 

1 

DL33B .45 

CALCULATOR KIT 
LITRONIX 1602 MEMORY l FULL ACCUMULATING MEMORY - 

STORES AND RECALLS SUBTOTALS 
%KEY - 
PERFORMS ALL PERCENT FUNCTIONS INCLUDING ADD -OHS, 
DISCOUNTS, MARKUPS AND YIELDS. 

SQUARE ROOT 
PERFORMS SQUARE ROOT BY PRESSING - AND + =SEQUEN- 
TIALLY. 
ARITHMETIC LOGIC - 
LETS YOU ENTER PROBLEMS IN ADDING MACHINE MODE. 
FLOATING DECIMAL SYSTEM - 
AUTOMATIC DECIMAL POINT POSITIONING FOR FULL 8 - 
DIGIT ACCURACY. 
OVERFLOW SAVE - 
IN CASE OF OVERFLOW IN DISPLAY, THIS CLEARS THE 
CONDITION AND ALLOWS CALCULATOR TO CONTINUE 
USING THE OVERFLOWED RESULTS DIVIDED BY 101 
AUTOMATIC TIMEOUT TO SAVE BATTERIES 

$9.95 

82S23 
256 bit PROM Schottky 16 pin 

$2.50 
KEYBOARD E 

o 0.5 

20 REPS pÍLIpEJLI 
2 SLIDE SN 

$@gj 3 g 33.' go,lo 5 99 
01/111 CHIP 4V, DIG T 
54545110 - P channel dr... p.o,ide. 
all logic lot 41r digi..o11 meter. Is p.n 
DIP with dale $8.95 so. 
Crystal 3.58 MHZ Color TV $1.50 
MA15369 Divider mDIP 2.35 

2102 
1024 bit static RAM 16 pin 

.49 
1702A DL33- 35 2048 bit static PROM &act. 
prog. UV ears. 24 pin 

$6.95 

IC RaRADaOARD 
A,,o,n.w.dnr. S 14 pin SC's w,d. ddebnJ 
lA.r,onne,tbn hole. 1/14' p64noY. .Nis O..% 
pia.Mtopperrimw.h 2l/H-,49/.4' AO ea. 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT 

I 8008 $19.95 
8080A $19.95 

IC SOCKETS 
Sold. 1.11 low profile 
a pin S .17 24 pin 
14 pin 10 IB pin 
16 pin .22 40 pin 
10 pin .T 

WIRE WRAP - gold plats 
14 pm .49 

SPECIAL DEVICES 
372 *1-11 Slop Detector DIP 2.93 
546 AM Radio Receiver Subsyssem DIP .75 

1310 FM Slere0 Demodulator DIP 2.90 
14% Satan«ed ModulatorD.mtdulato. .19 
51100 Stereo multiples. DIP 248 
UI N1204 FM Gain Flock 14db (lypl n.DlP 1.14 

.42 

.59 

.69 

UL152209 FM Cain Mock c4db (typ) mOlP 1.35 

2511 Ch4110500 General. 44.0.5 DIP -24 10.2E 

.1046 Transitive Array DIP -14 .73 

The above prices do not include any lases leviable by a purchasers country of residence. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Shipment will be made within 3 days front receipt of order. 

Prices are in Australian S. Payment may be made with personal check, 
international money order (include receipt), charge card (include no. 6 
expiration date) or bank cheque made parable in U.S.S 

All items are shipped via air -prepaid urdess otherwise indicated. 

Add $1.00 service charge for orders less than $10.00 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED 
VILLAGE SQUARE, P.O. BOX 449 

CARMEL VALLEY, CA 93924 USA ao PHONE (408) 659-3171 w 

TV GAME CHIP 
AY -3-8500-1 

Six games with scoring 
and sound 5$24.951 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 

»0 o. 5 Reg (super 7231 10-5 5 .71 
101 Hi Per( Op Amp mDIP TO -S .29 
302 Volt follower 105 .5l 
304 Nei V Reg 10-5 
305 

307 
108 

1098 
310 V Follower Op Amp mDIP 1.07 
311 HI pert V Comp ri.13117 TO -S .95 
319 Hi Speed Dual Comp DIP 1.13 
1101 %m Rrs S. 13. 10.220 1.39 
1206 Ne. Reg 5.2. 12 IO.1 1.39 

necision Timer DIP 1.70 
Quad Op Amp DIP 1.52 
Quad Comparator DIP 1.58 
Pos v reg 155, 65, 45. 125, 
ISV, 181i, 245) 103 1.49 

3401 Po. V ref; (55, 6V, 85, 120. 
155, 185. 24V) 10230 1.49 

372 81.11 Strip detector DIP 2.93 
173 AM/FM/5S11 Strip DIP 242 
374 Pm V Reg ,nDIP .64 
180 2w Audio Amp DIP 1.10 
180-8 .6w Audio Amp $DIP 1.25 
HI to Noise Dual preamp DIP 1.75 
182 Lo Noise 0.0.1 pre.mp DIP 175 
511 High New rate Op Amp 2.95 
540 Pon., d,,.rr f0 -S 2.95 

550 P.01 V Reg DIP -79 
555 lime ,nDIP 4S 

5564 Dual 555 Time, DIP 1.11 
540 Phase Locked Loop DIP 3.39 
512 Phase Locked loop DIP 1T 
565 Phase Locked Loop DIP TO -5 1,16 
546 Function Gen mDIP 105 1.15 
S67 lone Decoder mDIP 1.95 
709 Operational AMP 10-5 or DIP .26 
710 Hi Speed volt Comp DIP .35 
711 Dual Difference Comp.. DIP .26 
723 V Reg DIP .62 
733 Dill. video AMt 10.5 .09 
739 Dual 18 eri Op Amp DIP 1.07 
741 Comp Op Amp mDIP T0-5 .32 
747 741 Dual Op Amp DIP m 10.5 .71 
748 heal Adj 741 inDIP .35 
1450 Dual Comp Op Amp mDIP .62 
1800 Stereo multiplexer DIP' 2.48 
3900 Quad Amplilk, DIP .49 
7524 Core Men. Sense AMPL DIP .71 
7525 Corr Mem Sense AMl DIP 60 
801A Voltage contr. ow. DIP 4.25 
8844 'DIG Led Cath Orvr DIP 2.25 
75150 Dual Uno Delver DIP 1.75 
75451 Dual Peripheral Driver nOIP .35 
75452 Dual Peripheral Delver mDIP .35 
75453 13511 Dual enph Dryer mOIP .35 
75491 Quad Seq Driver lo. LLD DIP .71 
75492 He. Dig* driver DIP 80 

102 
324 
339 
3408 

80 
Pos V Reg TOS .71 
Op AMP (super 741) nOIP TOS .24 
Mciro Poi Op Amp rnDIP 10.5 .89 
514 IA ,egulalor 70-3 1.IS 

Data Included with ceder on request 
Add 5.3E ea. II Hem k piked beM 51.00 



EDUCAL 
AM -FM STEREO TUNER KIT 

SAC 

FEATURES 
PRE -ALIGNED FM MODULES (3) 
MONO/STEREO 
LOCALLY PRODUCED - 
NOT IMPORTED 
4 PRE-SET STATIONS ON FM 
FULL RANGE MANUAL 
TUNING AM -FM 
75 or 30052 INPUT 
A.F.C. 
STEREO BEACON 
PROFESSIONAL FINISH 

THE KIT SPECIALISTS 
No..1 IN PRICE WHERE IT REALLY COUNTS 

S89 

SPECIFICATIONS 
TUNING 88-108MHz 
BANDWIDTH 300KHz 
I.F. 10.7MHz 
I.F. REJECTION 65dB 
IMAGE SUPRESSION 40dB 
A.M. REJECTION 40dB 
CHANNEL SEPARATION 
38dB (min.) 
DIMENSIONS 
13.75" x 10.5" 
x 4.25" 

NOTE ALL KITS EX STOCK SENT RETURN MAIL. 
MAIL ORDERS BOX No.182, CARLTON SOUTH, VIC. 3053. 

XMAS SPECIAL 
CDI KIT 
(12v Ne. earth) 

CAPACITOR 
DISCHARGE 

IGNITION 

FULL KIT FULL CDI 
Less points wear 
Less plug wear 
Better starting 
More m.p.g. 

$ 22.50 
STEREO -AMP KIT 

30 WATTS/CHANNEL RMS FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE 8Hz-30kHz (3dB down) 20Hz-20KHz 
(FLAT) DISTORTION 0.1% INTO 82 FULL BASS 
& TREBLE CONTROLS LOUDNESS CONTROL DIN 
SOCKET PHONES SOCKET TEAK VENEER CASE 
MAG. CARTRIDGE INPUT AUX. INPUTTAPE INPUT 

P. &P. 
$2.50 

$79 
OR EDUCAL, 21 WELLS AVENUE, 

BORONIA, VIC. 3155 (Tel. 762 5713). 

MICROWAVE RADIATION SURVEY METERS 
For monitoring microwave radiation levels from domestic, industrial, medical and communication 
microwave equipment. Ideal for servicing, research, and development work. From $295.00 complete. 
Expert advice available. Free booklet on servicing microwave ovens. 

MODEL HI 1500 
Specifications: 

1. Calibrated at 2450 MHz for use in the I.S.M. Band. 
2. Three ranges provided: 0-2, 0.10 and 0-100 mw/cm°, 
each calibrated at midpoint. 
3. Accuracy ±1 db 
4. Time responses (0 to 90% of final value for a step Input) 
Fast - 1 second. Slow -3 seconds. 
5. Temperature compensated. 
6. Cardinal point calibration chart provided with each meter. 
7. Estimated battery life of 1 year. 
8. Instrument ackape dimensions: 21/2" x 314" x 6". 
9. Probe length 12' . 

r: 

ii 
- 

1111- 

MODEL HI -1500-2 
Microwave Interlock System 

This system is designed to monitor on a 24 hour basis, 
equipment or potentially hazardous areas for microwave field 
intensities from 0.2 to 100mw/cma. The system will latch in a 

sell contained relay having both N.C. and N.O. 2 amp 110VAC 
contacts which can be used to disable microwave sources, 
etc. An alarm sound at the same time, alerting personnel of the 
incident. 

Reg Geary & Associates 
4/6 GARDEN AVENUE GLENHUNTLY VIC. Phone (03) 211 8183 All Hours 

MODEL HI -1700 
Microwave Survey System 

Specifications: 
1. Both Analog and Mortal displays mw/cma 
2. System accuracy better than ±1 db In 2450 MHz ISM 

band. 
3. Rugged, virtually immune to damage due to high fields. 
4. Polarization error less than 5% 
5. Audible Alarm, adjustable threshold 0-1- mw/cm2. 
6. Memory circuit retains max reading up to 5 minutes. 
7. BCD logic output - 3K digits. 
8. Recorder output - level adjustable. 
9. Fast and slow response time. 

10. Easy to set zero adjustment. 
11. Replaceable compliance spacer cones (5cm). 
12. Precolled probe lead - extends to 12 feet. 

Agent for Hitachi electric hoists Electric chain blocks 
Electric monorail trolleys -Geared disc brake 
motors Crane components . Eurobloc wire 
rope hoists and crane components P.H.R. 
hand chain blocks-J.D.N. air operated chain 
blocks -Endo spring balances- Endo air hoists 
Renlita remote controlled doors 
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Potent.o eters 
Roger Harrison continues his series on components with a look at potentiometers. 
He looks at the different types and styles and how they are used. 

POTENTIOMETERS ARE MADE in 
such a bewildering array of sizes, shapes, 
styles, and combinations that it is diffi- 
cult to sort out what best suits a part- 
icular situation and what alternatives 
there may be. Apart from that, they 
come in a variety of wattage ratings, 
voltage ratings, resistance variation 
'laws', etc - and how are you going to 
sort through that lot? 

Potentiometers perform some con- 
trol function by varying a resistance 
element on by tapping off a voltage 
from a fixed resistance. The variable 
resistor may need to be varied con- 
tinuously so that some control function 
is performed, or it may be a 'preset' 
control which is only required for some 
calibrating or 'trimming' function. Pre- 
set potentiometers are generally called 
'trimpots'. 

So, potentiometers are generally 
split into twó broad categories - 
continuously variable types, which are 
equipped with a shaft for the attach- 
ment of a knob, and trimpots which 
are generally equipped with a screw- 
driver slot. 

TYPES 
There are five basic types of potentio- 
meter, classified according to the type 
of resistance element employed: 

(1) Carbon composition 
(2) Carbon Film 
(3) Hot -Moulded Carbon 

(4) Cermet 
(5) Wirewound 
Carbon composition pots have a 

composition element moulded to the 
required size and shape and generally 
employ a metallic spring -wiper. They 
are generally quite inexpensive but 
have the disadvantage that they be- 
come noisy after use. Carbon film pots 
consist of a resistive film that is sprayed 
or screened onto a phenolic former of 
the required size and shape. A metallic 
spring -wiper is also generally used in this 
type of pot, and the element will with- 
stand many more rotations than a com- 
position type before noise problems. 
Carbon film pots are also inexpensive 
and are the commonest types in use, 
along with Hot Moulded Carbon types. 
Carbon film pots have a good degree 
of resolution whereas the composition 
types are poor in this respect. 

Hot Moulded Carbon potentiometers 
are manufactured by a process wherein 
the resistive element, insulating base, 
and terminations are moulded into one 
integral part. A carbon wiper contact is 

usually employed. They have a high 
wattage rating on a size -to -size basis and 
a high degree of conformity between 
units. This factor, together with their 
very high resolution, has led them to be 
increasingly used as precision controls. 
They exhibit low noise levels in 
operation compared with carbon film 
and wirewound types. 

Cermet potentiometers find wide 
application in precision controls, as 
trimpots and in many stringent appli- 
cations (the element is rugged, exhibits 
low noise levels in use, and has good 
resolution). Wattage ratings are similar 
to those for hot moulded carbon pots of 
a similar size. They are generally some- 
what more expensive. A metallic wiper 
is usually employed. 

Wirewound potentiometers consist 
of a resistance wire would on a former 
with a metallic wiper, although a 

graphite wiper contact is sometimes 
used on low value, high wattage types. 
They have the disadvantage of being 
noisy, the resistance changes in small 
'steps' as the wiper passes over the 
turns of wire, and they are usually more 
bulky than other types of equivalent 
value. However, they can be made in 
very low resistance values and they are 
able to dissipate much more power than 
other types of equivalent value. 

STYLES 
The most common, basic style' of 
potentiometer is illustrated in Figure 1. 
Many variations on this style are pos- 
sible as is illustrated in the following 
figures. 

A miniature, transistor -radio style 
pot is illustrated in Figure 3. They are 
commonly used as volume or tone con- 
trols in transistor portables and as 

'zeroing' controls for the ohms range on 

41 t 
: r, 

3 

' í 
Tab 

.. / 
1 

o . 
' 

1 

' 4a , 

L 

Fig. 1. The common, basic style of Fig. 2. Another common style is the Fig. 3. A miniature, transistor -radio 
potentiometer. It has a threaded bushing tab -mounted pot. It has two tabs on style pot. It Is generally mounted firmly 
and nut forpanel mountingthrough a 9 to a printed circuit board or other 
single hole and standard solder lug 

opposite sides of the shaft which pass 
through corresponding panel slots, being suitable the support with bolts through 

terminals. secured either by twisting the tabs or 
laying them flat against the panel. 

large lugs. 
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Fig. 4. 'Tandem' or 'ganged' potentiometers consist of several potentio- 
meters controlled by one shaft. 'Dual -concentric' type are similar to 
the one on the left except that they are separately controlled by 
concentric shafts, one inside the other - the Inner, shaft controlling 
the 'back' pot and the outer shaft controlling the 'front' pot. 

¡ 
e 

Fig. 5. Lever -controlled 'quad' pot assembly. These 
assemblies are used for complex control functions 
such as quadrophonic sound 'balance' and in model 
control applications etc. 

on multimeters, etc. This style of con- 
trol is generally mounted firmly to a 

printed circuit board or other support 
via bolts through the two large lugs. An 
edge -operated knob is generally fitted to 
the shaft. 

In some applications, 'Tandem' or 
'Ganged' potentiometers are required 
(for example for stereo tone and 
balance controls). They consist of 
several potentiometers all connected to 
the one shaft and stacked one behind 
the other, as illustrated in Figure 4. 
'Dual -Concentric' potentiometers 
appear similar to the dual -ganged pot on 
the left in Figure 4. However, in this 
case, each pot is separately controlled 
by means of two concentric shafts. 
Dual -concentric pots are often used 
where there is limited space (e.g., for 
the RF and audio gain controls on a 

communications receiver). 
The assembly illustrated in Figure 5 

consists of four potentiometers 
mounted on the four sides of a metal 
box and connected by means of a 

special linkage to the lever which may 
he moved in any direction in a circular 
pattern. These assemblies are used for 
complex control functions such as 
quadrophonic 'balance' controls, radio 
controlled models etc. 

Switches are often mounted on the 
rear of potentiometer assemblies and 
connected (mechanically) to the control 
shaft so that the one control knob may 
serve several functions. There are three 
basic types of switches generally used: 
the rotary type, the push-pull type and 

push -push type. A standard pot with 
switch attached is illustrated in Figure 
6. The rotary style of switch is often 
employed as a mains -power switch on a 

control, such as a volume control. It has 
the advantage that when the switch is 

operated to the ON position that the 
control is at minimum. But, it has the 
disadvantage that anything up to the 
first 15% or 20% of the control cannot 
be used. On many controls this is of 
little consequence. Push -Push and push- 
pull (or, more strictly, pull -push) 
switches have the advantage that the 
control may be left in a certain position 
and the switch operation does not dis- 
turb it. With a volume control however, 
this may be disastrous as the equipment 
may be turned on while the volume 
control is unwittingly at a high setting, 
or, worse still, full on! 

While solder -lug terminals are com- 
monly found, potentiometers are also 
manufactured with terminals suitable 
for printed circuit board mounting, as 
illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, or with 
wire -wrap terminals, as illustrated in 
Figure 9. 

POWER RATINGS 
With the exception of wirewound types 
the majority of standard potentiometers 
are obtainable in ratings of 0.1, 0.2, 
0.25, 0.5 and 1 watt. Potentiometers are 
derated in much the same manner as 
fixed resistors. If this information is de- 
sired it is best to consult the manu- 
facturer's literature. 

Wirewound potentiometers are 

obtainable in ratings up to 100 watts 
(I!) but more usually they are available 

, in ratings (depending somewhat on their 
resistance value) of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15 
and 20 watts. The higher power ones are 
usually quite bulky. Cermet and hot 
moulded carbon types are generally the 
smallest size for a given rating. 

RESISTANCE LAW 
The resistance 'law' or 'taper', as it is 

called, of a potentiometer refers to the 
manner in which the resistance changes 
(as measured between an end terminal 
and the wiper terminal) with rotation of 
the shaft. There are a considerable 
number of different 'laws' in common 
use. The main ones however are: linear, 
logarithmic, reverse logarithmic, and 
'S' taper. These are illustrated in Figure 
10. Note that various log tapers are 
used, the 20% log taper is the more 
common one however. The tapers for 
both clockwise (CW) and counter- 
clockwise (CCW) log are illustrated, as 

the potentiometer may be connected to 
operate in reverse fashion if desired 
(often as not though, it's a mistake!). 
The various common laws are given a 

letter code which is stamped or marked 
on the body of the assembly along 
with the resistance value. The code is 

quite straightforward, as follows: 

A = linear law 
B = logarithmic law 
C = reverse logarithmic (or anti - 

log) 
S = 'S' law. 
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Fig. 6. Standard style pot. Fig. 7. Switch -pot having Fig. 8. Standard pot having Fig. 9. Standard pot with 
With switch attached. printed -circuit terminals 

perpendicular to the shaft. 
printed -circuit terminals 
parallel to the shaft. It 
mounts through the pc 
board. 

wire -wrap terminals. 

A pot may be marked 25kA, which 
is a 25k ohm, linear law potentiometer. 
Another may be marked 1M/C, which 
is a one megohm, reverse logarithmic 
pot. 

The linear taper control varies 
resistance in direct proportion to the 
rotation of the shaft. This type of pot is 

commonly used in voltage control 
applications, on tone controls and other 
applications which require a straight- 
forward voltage division. 

With a log law control, the resistance 
increases very gradually during the 
initial rotation of the shaft, most of the 
resistance change occurring in the last 
20-30% of the rotation. This type of law 
approximates the natural sensation of 
loudness as our ears follow a logarithmic 
law in their sensitivity to sound 
amplitude. Consequently, such controls 
are frequently used as volume controls 
so that they produce an apparent linear 
increase in sound output as the shaft is 

rotated. If a linear control were used, 
the greatest change in perceived volume 
would occur within the first 10-20° of 
shaft rotation. 

Anti -log tapers provide the reverse, 
the greatest change in resistance takes 
place in the early portion of the shaft 
rotation, the least change occurs in the 
last 30-40% of shaft rotation. 

The 'S' taper provides only a small 
change in resistance for the initial and 

final 20% of shaft rotation and provides 
a linear variation between these 
extremes. 

Other laws include semi -log and 
linear -tapered. These have curves that lie 
between the log and linear curves on 
the graph in Figure 10. The semi -log 
law provides a somewhat greater change 
of resistance -versus rotation over the 
first 40% of shaft rotation than with the 
log curve. The linear -tapered provides 
a nearly logarithmic variation over the 

Fig. 10. The common resistance -versus - 
rotation 'laws' as 'tapers' for potentio- 
meters. 

first 50% of shaft rotation and a linear 
variation thereafter. 

If the law of a pot is unknown the 
resistance -versus -rotation may be 
measured and the result plotted on 
graph paper. 

Resistance Ranges 

Most types of carbon element potentio- 
meters are made in values ranging from 
50 ohms up to 2 M. Some older types 
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Potentiometers 

VERTICAL MOUNT 

I e 101 
HORIZONTAL 

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL HORIZONTAL MOUNT MOUNT WITH 

MOUNT MOUNT INTEGRAL KNOB 

ENCLOSED STYLE CIRCULAR TRIMPOTS OPEN STYLE CIRCULAR TRIMPOTS 

MULTI -TURN TRIMPOT 

Fig. 11. Examples of various sty/es of trlmpots. 

Screwdriver Slot 

218 dia. 

EXAMPLE OF 1 W TRIMPOT 
5 .5 

Dimensions mm 

were made in values as high as 500 M. 
Cermet potentiometers are made in 
values ranging from 10 ohms to 10 M. 

Some manufacturers make their pots 
to values in the standard E6 (20%) 
series (i.e: 47 ohms to 2Mz for carbon 
types). However, many pots are made 
with values according to the following 
decade series: 10,15,20,25,50 & 100. 
i.e: 2 k5, 5 k, 10 k, 15 k, 20 k, 25 k, 
50 k, 100 k etc .. . 

Some (typically of US make) include 75 
in the value range. 

Wirewound potentiometers are made 
in values ranging from 10 S7 to 100 k. 

Slide Pots 
These are pots having a linear element 
rather than a circular element as in 
standard pots. They are available 
generally with a carbon element having 
slider ranges of typically 50 mm, 75 
mm, and 100 mm in the various laws as 
previously illustrated. 

Slide pots have particular advantages 
of their own. One being that it is easier 
to see the proportional position of the 
control at a glance than with standard 
potentiometers. In some circumstances 
the slide pot provides a much more 
convenient form of control, for example 
in multi -channel audio mixer 
applications. 

Trimpots 
Trimpots are usually 'preset' controls. 
That is, they are only adjusted occasion- 
ally to set certain circuit parameters or 
conditions, for calibration purposes etc. 
Consequently they are generally adjust- 
able by means of a screwdriver slot on 
the control shaft, although some have 
an integral knob to allow finger 
adjustment. 

Trimpots are made in a wide variety 
of styles and sizes, as illustrated in 
Figure 11. Some types are enclosed to 

prevent the ingress of dust etc which 

can cause the control to become noisy 
in operation. Many types are only 
single -turn controls with the wiper 
covering only 180° in some cases, while 
others cover the more conventional 270- 
280° of rotation. Other trimpots are 
made for more critical applications and 
have a multi -turn control which allows 
a much finer and more accurate 
adjustments. 

Manufacturers make trimpots in 
values ranging from 50 ohms to 5 M 
for carbon element types, and typically 
up to 30 M for Cermet types. 

Wirewound types are made in values 
typically ranging from 100 ohms to 
5 k. Wattage ratings for the various 
types are typically 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.5 
up to 1 W. Trimpots are available in the 
same range of laws as are standard 
potentiometers, although most common 
styles have a linear law. Other 
characteristics are the same as for the 
type of element employed. 
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Connecting Potentiometers 
One thing that baffles electronics 
project constructors is the 'correct' 
way to connect a potentiometer. 

The best way to illustrate how to do 
it is by example. The most common 
application of a potentiometer is that 
where it is required to vary a quantity 
(signal, voltage, etc) so that an increase 
occurs when the control shaft is rotated 
clockwise. The best example of this is a 

volume control. 
In Figure 12 a pot is illustrated typ- 

ically as you would see it when you 
come to make the connections. The 
arrow indicates the direction in which 
the control shaft will be turned to 
increase the output. THE TERMINAL 
IN THE CENTRE IS ALWAYS THE 
WIPER CONNECTION. So, terminal 1 

(on the left as you view it to wire it up), 
connects to 'ground' or minimum. 

INPUT 

t---de VARIABLE 
OUTPUT 

INCREASING 
3 WITH 

CLOCKWISE 
ROTATION 

Fig. 12. Connecting a pot as a simple 
'increase clockwise' control (e.g. volume). 

Terminal 2 (the wiper) connects to the 
output (in some cases it can also be the 
input terminal; operation of the pot 
still remains the same). Terminal 3 (the 
one on the right) connects to the 
input (or the output if the input is 
connected to the wiper). 

Try it out for yourself. Get a 1 k 
(linear is best) pot and a battery (any- 
thing from 1.5 V to 9 V will do), hook 
up the battery with the positive to 
terminal 3, and the negative, to terminal 
1. Connect a voltmeter (multimeter or 
what -have -you) with the negative to 

terminal 1 and the positive lead to 
terminal 2. Commence with the control 
shaft at the fully anti -clockwise position 
(hard left!). As you slowly rotate the 
shaft clockwise, the reading on the 
multimeter will rise. True! It's easier to 
do it than it is to read about it. The 
wiper, in this case, commences at 
terminal 1 and moves towards terminal 
3. 

Some applications require the pot to 
work in the reverse fashion. For ex- 
ample, as a frequency or pulse rate 
control in an oscillator or multivibrator. 
In such cases, an increasing effect occurs 
as the wiper traverses towards the 
'minimum resistance' end of the con- 
trol. The pot is simply connected so 
that terminal 1 is the 'maximum resist- 
ance' end of the control and terminal 3 
the minimum. 

In some applications the circuit 
shows that the wiper is shorted to one 
of the 'end' terminals. But which one? 
Terminal 1, or 3? In such cases it 
depends on whether the 'maximum 
effect' occurs at minimum or maximum 
resistance. Look at Figure 13. The 
circuit shows that as the wiper traverses 
the element it shorts out the section of 
the track it has just traversed, decreasing 
the resistance as it moves towards the 
terminal which is not connected to the 
wiper. Leaving one 'end' terminal un- 
connected achieves the same purpose. 

Fig. 13. Pots in some applications require 
only a variation in resistance. Which terminals 
are connected together depends on the 
circuit effect. 

If the maximum effect (from the 
circuit in which the pot is to be con- 
nected) occurs at minimum resistance 
then terminals 1 and 2 are connected 
together. Maximum resistance (and thus 
minimum effect) occur at fully anti- 
clockwise rotation (hard left!). The 
effect increases as the control is rotated 
clockwise. 

On the other hand, if the maximum 
effect occurs at maximum resistance 
then terminals 2 and 3 are connected 
together. Thus, as the control is rotated 
clockwise from the fully anti -clockwise 
position the resistance, and thus the 
effect, increases. 

What speaker designer 
Michael C. Phillip has 
to say on the Coles 
4001 supertweeter - 

"With many so-called high - 
frequency units, response falls off 
rapidly after 12 to 14 kHz. 
Response may seem smooth, but 
because they do not reproduce 
the last octave, the overall sound 
image lacks definition. 
"This is why I recommend the use 
of a high -frequency unit like the 
Coles 4001. To maintain definition. 
"There is usually a compromise in 
trying to extend response in the 
lower frequencies so the unit can 
be used in two- and three-way 
systems, and this requires a large 
diameter dome. 
"'The reason the 4001 achieves 
such extended frequency 
response at the top end is because 
no such compromise has been 
made. It has a small diameter 
dome, a low -mass diaphragm and 
a high-energy fine -gap magnet. 
This also gives it exceptional 
transient response. 
"Correctly integrated in a 4 -way 
system, the 4001 is capable of wide, 
smooth response even off axis." 

Other designers who have chosen 
the Coles 4001 Super -Tweeter in 
their speakers include B. Webb, 
who designed Cambridge 
speakers and then his own Webb 
marque, John Bowers of B. & W. 
and Spencer Hughes, late of the 
BBC - who designed the Spender 
studio monitors which the BBC 
now uses. 
Now, you can use it too, and add 
the missing highs to your speakers. 

For details, write to: 

International Dynamics (Agencies) Pty. Ltd. 
23 Elma Road, Cheltenham 3092 (Melbourne) 
Victoria. Telephone (03) 95 0366. 
Telex 32955. 

CREATIVELOAD 1/COL/1301 
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MICROPROCESSORS 
ETI 632 VIDEO DISPLAY 

TERMINAL 
O1L- APPLIED 

TECHNOLOGYY TECHNOLOGY 
PTY. LTD. 

*A MUST FOR HOME 
COMPUTER BUILDERS! 

LOW COST! 

*EASY TO BUILDP 

*MODULAR CONSTRUCTION! * FLEXIBLE! - TV Terminal or Graphics 
*FULL SERVICE BACKUP 

AVAILABLE! 

"BABY" 2650 SYSTEM 
(EA MARCH 1977) 

By special arrangement with Philips Elcoma we can now offer this 
simplest and lowest cost way of getting to know the 2650 Micropro- 
cessor. The kit comes complete with all components (including sockets 
for all IC's) and extensive documentation. 
As an exclusive service we include our own notes on programming the 
2650 together with programs for you to run. We also supply technical 
applications notes detailing how your "baby" system can be expanded 
to include more RAM and fully buffered parallel I/O parts. 
Our full technical support service applies. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
EA 2650 KIT $75.00* 
(packaging & certified post 

$2.50 extra) 

Now available: complete terminal described in March ETI. This is an 
ideal project for home computer builders as it offers long term flexibil- 
ity. Start with a keyboard operated TV typewriter and later convert it 
to a computer controlled graphics terminal as well. 
Now with a BUILT IN MODULATOR as well as direct VIDEO for 
maximum convenience. Modulator will operate on any unmodified TV 
by developing a signal at the aerial inputs. 
We supply this project as a set of individual component kits - each 
complete with all components, PCB and Molex connectors. You can 
build it on a board by board basis or attack it as a complete project. 
Our full service and technical support is available (see below). 

PACK 1 632 A, B CONTROL LOGIC $29.50 
PACK 2 632 C CHARACTER GENERATOR $49.50 
PACK 3 632 M 1K x 8 MEMORY $32.50 
PACK 4 632 BB MOTHERBOARD (includes Molex pins 

hookup wire for all modules but not 
power supply components $20.00 

PACK 5 632 PS POWER SUPPLY (for Motherboard) $5.25 
PACK 6 632 U SERIAL INTERFACE $21.75 
PACK 7 633 SYNC GENERATOR (now with built in 

modulator and direct video) $17.75 

SCMPIO: 
LOW COST I/O FOR SC/MP 

The .SCMPIO kit now provides SC/MP INTROKIT (or "BABY" 2650) 
users with a low cost input/output capability. This is a great kit if you 
don't have ready access to a teletype or VDU. It is an ideal teaching 
aid, learning and development tool for hobbyists, professors, students 
and electronics entrepreneurs at all levels. 
The SCMPIO can be readily expanded to include keyboard control, 
HEX output display, paper tape loaders and even computer output 
control units. 

SCMPIO KIT $49.50 
(plus $3.50 post pack & insurance) 
SC/MP INTROKIT WITH SCMPIO $139.50 
(plus $3.50 post pack & insurance) 

ALTERNATIVE KEYBOARD TECHNICAL SUPPORT & 
WARRANTY SERVICE 

ENCODER 
Having trouble obtaining the HD0165 IC for the 631 encoder. We now 
have stocks of the 631-2 keyboard encoder as described in the April 
issue of Electronics Today. 
Based on a single sided printed circuit board and utilizing CMOS 
technology the 631-2 is a direct replacement for the ETI631 encoder. 
It is ideal for the 632 video display terminal. 
631-2 CMOS ENCODER $15.00 
(post & packaging $1.00) 

\g, P APPLIED 
TECHNOLOGY 

PTV. LTD. 

All Applied Technology HOBBY KITS are covered by our exclusive 
90 day warranty against faulty components and packaging (full 
details with each kit). 
Yet another exclusive is the full technical support service. If you are 
unable to make your HOBBY KIT operational, help is just a letter 
away. If you do have to return any KIT for factory attention, it will 
be repaired for a nominal service fee. 
We regret we are unable to service kits purchased from other retailers. 
All kits are on display at our Factory ShoÑroom. 
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WIRE WRAP 
CENTRE 

CORDLESS WIRE WRAP 8W630 
Battery operated (size C) 
Weighs only 11 ounces 
Wraps 30#wire onto standard 0.025" pins 
Complete with built in bit & sleeve. 

$42.95 (batteries not included). 

HOBBY WRAP HAND TOOL 
Hobby wrap 30 is ideal for the home constructor. 
Wraps 30# wire and features solid metal construct- 
ion. 
Provision for wrapping, unwrapping and stripping 
in the one tool. 
$7.80 full instructions supplied. 

WIRE WRAP WIRE 30 GAUGE 
50' spools of KYNAR wire 30# $2.95. Specify 
colour: - 
WHITE - YELLOW - RED - GREEN - BLUE - 
BLACK. 

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS 
We are pleased to announce reduced prices on wire 
wrap sockets. These are all top quality, 3 level, 
gold plated sockets and are ideal for "homebrew" 
projects. 

14 PIN OIL .60 
16 PIN DIL .65 
12 WAY STRIP .90 
20 WAY STRIP 1.25 

WIRE WRAP PROTO BOARD WR987 
This general purpose board will accept up to 40 
16 pin wire wrap sockets yet measures 4.5" x 6.5" 
(same size as SC/MP introkit). 
The WR987 is a doublesided PCB with Vcc on the 
component side and ground plane on the reverse 
side. The board terminates with gold plated 72 way 
connectors (0.1" pitch double sided). 
WR987 PROTO BOARD $9.50 
Socket to Suit $6.50 

FREE WALL CHAR 
:: ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SELECTOR 

GUIDE 
:: An invaluable aid for the electronic enthuiast. 

We have produced this Wall Poster so that 
you can select at a glance from our extensive 
range of components. 

TTL - CMOS - OPTO ELECTRONICS - 
LINEAR - TRANSISTORS - DIODES - 
LOW POWER SHOTTKY TTL - 
MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS - 
RESISTORS - POTENTIOMETERS - 
CAPACITORS - SWITCHES - PROTYPE 
EQUIPMENT - IC SOCKETS - PROJECT 
KITS - WIRE WRAPPINGS. 
Free with all mail orders or send 40c to cover 
postage. 

:rr 

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH 
IN914 diodes 20 for $1.50 
Green LEDS 10 for $2.00 4001 CMOS .24 
4011 CMOS .24 4013 CMOS .75 4017 CMOS $1.50 
7404 TTL .30 7490 TTL .60 74192 TTL $1.50 
LM381 LOW NOISE PREAMPS $1.60 
LM382 LOW NOISE PREAMP $1.60 

.tir,r 

NEW PRODUCTS JUST RELEASED 
NE571 ANALOG COMPANDER 

The NE571 is a versatile low cost dual gain control circuit in which either channel may be used as a dynamic range compressor or expandor. Each channel has a full wave rectifier to detect the average value of the signal, a linearized temperature compensated variable gain cell and an operational amplifier. 
One obvious application for the home HI -Fl constructor is a stereo variable slope compressor expandor and a typical circuit is given in the applications data. 
NE571 (with comprehensive data) $11.95 

MM5356 -8 BIT A -D CONVERTER 
An 8 bit A -D converter capable of converting 0-10V or -5 to +5V into an 8 bit binary word. Clock rate 5kHz to 2MHz means this can be easily applied to micro- processors. 
MM5356 (with data) $12.75 

LM384 5W AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 
An upgraded version of the popular LM380 IC amplifier the LM384 operates off a 28V maximum voltage rail to produce a typical power of 5.5W into an 8n load. The output is short circuit protected. 
LM384 $2.75 (with data). 

NSL4944 CONSTANT CURRENT RED LED 
This unique LED can be used as a direct replacement for panel mounted incandescent lamps operating from 2-18V AC or DC. 
Typical current is 12mA. Other applications include bias circuits for transistor amplifiers on board logic indicators. 
NSL4944 (with data & mounting hardware) .85c 

LM3795 DUAL 6W STEREO AMPLIFIER 
We now have stocks of this popular device in a newly designed package. Ideal for low cost stereo amplifiers. 
LM379S (with data) $7.50 
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Minimum Order $5.00 
Please add .75c towards Post & Packing (All Items this page) 

THE ELECTRONIC MAILBOX 
PO BOX 355 HORNSBY 2077 PHONE 476 4758 
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THIS MONTH PRINT-OUT has a look at Motorola's new evaluation kit, the D2 page 84 

MICROBIOLOGY. The conclusion to the discussion on the 8080 scheduled for this issue has been 

delayed and will be in next months ETI. 

NEXT MONTH we look at a locally available 8080 microcomputer kit and fight a battle in space 

when we try out a space war program. 

- YOUR PEFISOFIFL 
CIJI11PUTEF? 

Now available in Australia, Motorola's new evaluation kit is causing quite a bit of excitement. It seems 

that many of the kits are being bought for other than evaluating the 6800. Instead they are finding 
their ways into their owners homes to be used as personal computers. So we at ETI decided to have a 

closer look at the kit and here is what we found. 

WHEN THE MICROPROCESSOR was 

developed a few years ago those in- 

volved in marketing it realised they 
faced a more than difficult task in 

gaining industry acceptance for it. 
The instrument chosén to break 

down the resistance was the 'evaluation 
module' or 'evaluation kit'. Usually 
these kits contained just enough hard- 
ware to get a microprocessor working 
and a rather basic monitor program to 
operate the system through a tele 
typewriter. 

Looking back, it has to be admitted 
that the evaluation kit is a success. It 
has helped many people come to grips 
with the microprocessor. Realising this, 
at least one company has not left the 
evaluation module in a static state of 
development, instead that company, 
Motorola, has found ways of improving 

CONTRIBUTORS - contact the Editor of Print-out. 

their first evaluation kit the D1, and 
now have released the Evaluation Kit II 

(or D2 as it is more commonly known). 
The D2 had its Australian debut at 

the Motorola exhibition held in the US 
Trade Centre in December last year. 

But it was not until February this 
year that the D2 became generally 
available and Prínt-Out was able to put 
one together to check it out. Having 
done so we say we are impressed with it, 
for just about all areas of the D1 have 
been improved upon and some new 
features added. 

The most striking of these teatures is 

the new Keyboard/display module. With 
this module and a 5 volt power supply 
the evaluation kit becomes a completely 
self contained microcomputer with 
input/output facilities that allow the 
operator to enter and debug his pro- 

grams. That's to say no additional 
terminal is required for the user to 
operate the D2 microcomputer. 

To keep the cost as low as possible 

w inri nil 

Il.lli 

How it comes. Between the covers of this 
book there's enough 'bits and pieces' to build 
a working microcomputer. All you have to 
add ís a 5 volt power supply. 

ADVERTISERS - for details of rates phone Bob Taylor on 33-4282 

c/o ETI, Modern Magazines, 
15 Boundary St, 

Rushcutters Bay NSW 2011. 
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the D2 evaluation kit is supplied as a kit 
of parts - it has to be assembled before 
it can be used. The method of packaging 
is interesting as it comes in three 
sections sandwiched between the covers 
of a rather large three-ring binder. One 
'section' contains the microcomputer 
printed circuit board and components. 
another 'section' contains the keyboard/ 
display printed circuit board and its 
components, while the remaining 
'section' is a set of three manuals. 

In the manuals section the System 
Design Data manual ís a collection of 
data sheets on the 6800 family of chips. 
The Programming Reference manual is 

the basic software reference. document- 
ation that explains what each instruct- 
ion in the 6800 repertoire does and 
provides brief notes on pertinent 
techniques of programming the 6800. 

The remaining manual is called the 
Evaluation Kit II manual and it contains 
the information needed to assemble the 
kit and operate it. This takes the form 
of circuit diagrams and pc board over- 
lays and for the operator there is de- 
tailed explanation of each of the key- 
board commands. The Evaluation Kit II 
manual also has a complete source 
listing of the D2's monitor program and 
a set of flow charts for easy under- 
standing of how the monitor functions. 
With this information it is relatively 
easy for the programmer to use the 
monitor routines as subroutines in his 
own program. This lets him use the key- 
board and display to input and output 
data to this program. 

A good monitor program is essential 
for ease of actually operating a micro- 
computer (and for the operator's sanity). 
Motorola have apparently recognized 
this when they designed the D2 and 
produced Jbug because it certainly is an 
improvement over Mikbug. Eight of the 
24 keys provided on the keyboard/ 
display module are command keys used 
by the operator to control Jbug. A 
summary of their functions follows. 

The M key permits examination and, 
if necessary, changing of the contents of 
any memory location. The memory 
location to be examined is first opened 
by entering its address (a 4 -digit hex 
number) then pressing the M key. The 
display will now show the memory 
address on the four left-hand displays 
and the contents of -the memory on the 
two right-hand displays. New data may 
now be entered by pressing the approp- 
riate hex keys. Or the next memory 
location can be displayed by pressing 
the G key. 

The E Keys forces the microcom- 
puter to stop executing your program 
and to start executing Jbug instead. In 
doing this the current contents of the 
microprocessor's internal registers 
(accumulators, program counter, etc.) 

are saved in memory so the operator can 
examine them to find out what part of 
his program was being executed when 
the E key was pressed. The saved values 
can also be re-entered into the micro- 
processor to continue the user's pro- 
gram from the exit point. 

The R key permits examination of 
the MPU's registers. Once pressed the 
display shows the contents of the pro- 
gram counter. Then the Index register, 
accumulators A and B, Condition code 
register and Stack Pointer may be dis- 
played sequentially by pressing the G 
key. If required the contents of any 
register can be changed by using the 
M key's memory changing function. 

In pressing the G key the operator 
directs the MPU to go and execute the 
user's program. This function is evoked 
by first entering the starting address of 
the program in memory and then 
pressing the G key. The user's program 
now has total control of the micro- 
computer. 

We now look at the key labelled P. 
The P stands for punch, which is a bit of 
a misnomer because the D2 doesn't 
punch the operator (for his heavy 
hand), the programmer (for his faulty 
programs) or paper tape. The punch 
label is a leftover from the D1 where it 
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was used as a command to punch holes 
in paper tape for a permanent record 
of memory. 

Punchers, unfortunately, are expens- 
ive, usually costing more than the D2, 
so the family audio tape recorder is used 
instead. To save a block of data current- 
ly in memory, the audio recorder's 
microphone input is connected to the 
corresponding point on the keyboard/ 
display module, the stop and start 
address of the block is entered and the 
P key pressed. 

Making taped copies of memory is 

of no value unless what is on the tape 
can be transferred back into memory. 
This is performed by routines in Jbug 
evoked by pressing the L or load key. 
The L key then complements the P 

key for permanent storage of programs 
and data. 

Interestingly the D2 uses the 'Kansas 
City Standard' recording formal that is 
very popular with personal computerists 
in the US. With this standard, data is 
recorded at 300 baud (approximately 
30 bytes per second) using eight cycles 
of 2400 Hz to represent a logical 1 and 
four cycles of 1200 Hz to represent a 

logical 0. A feature of the Kansas City 
Standard is its wide tolerance to speed 
variations in the audio tape recorder. 
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To keep the cost as low as possible the D2 comes as a kit of parts as shown in this layout. On 
the top left is the microcomputer pc board and on its right the Keyboard/display pc board. 
Bottom left shows the MOS LSI chips inserted in conductive plastic foam. In the centre is the 
cable that connects the two modules and on the botoom right is the keytops and seven segment 
LED displays. 
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This allows the use of low cost ($50) 
cassette recorders. In fact a note in the 
evaluation kit manual claims the D2 
accommodates speed variations of 
approximately 25%. 

The V key is for setting and remov- 
ing up to 5 break points. These are tem- 
porary stops in the program that enable 
the user to run only part of his program 
to test whether it is performing cor- 
rectly. Once encountered you proceed 
to the next part of the program by first 
pressing the E key then the G key. 

The T key evokes the Trace function 
which permits stepping through your 
program one instruction at a time. This 
gives you adequate time between the 
execution of each instruction to mon- 
itor the result of executing that 
instruction. 

The remaining feature of Jbug is a 

short routine that calculates the offset 
to a branch instruction. 
What I/O is there on the D2? 
Two PIAs and a ACIA come as standard 
on the microcomputer module. These 
are two 6800 family chips designed for 
interfacing to- the external world. The 
PIAs provide 32 single I/O ports each 
capable of acting as an input or an 
output and eight other lines that can be 
programmed to act as interrupt inputs. 
Four of the eight can also act as out- 
puts that are convenient to use as strobe 
signals to let the peripheral know that 
there is data ready to be used. 

The ACIA is there to provide data 
formatting and control to interface 
serial asynchronous peripherals to the 
8 bit data bus of 6800. Software con- 
trol of the ACIA provides variable word 
length, transmit and receive control, 
interrupt control and parity control 
and checking. 

Note, however, one of the PIAs and 
the ACIA are used for interfacing to the 
keyboard/display module. This does not 
mean they cannot be used to interface 
to other peripherals just that it's dif- 
ficult to do both at the same time. 

How much memory is there? 
The kit comes with 384 bytes of RAM 
of which 128 bytes is allotted for Jbug's 
use (note you can use some of this, at a 

pinch). There are holes on the pc board 
(with tracks to them) for two more 
memory chips to give a RAM capacity 
of 512 bytes. 

For those who want more the 
appropriate address, data and control 
signals are taken via holes that accom- 
modate buffer chips (which you have to 
add) to a Exorciser -compatible edge - 
connector where up to 65K bytes can 
be addressed. 

The only ROM supplied with the D2 
is a 1K byte mask -programmed device 
containing Jbug. However holes are 
provided with strapping option to 
accommodate more ROM. 

For those who would like to extend 
the memory there is always the vacant 
wire wrap area (see photo). 

Construction 
Assembly of the kit proved quite easy, 
especially easy since one of us gave it to 
his younger brother who was eager to 
work on a microcomputer. Being some- 
what less experienced in construction 
technique he had a greater chance of 
coming across any pitfalls. Happily he 
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Put together correctly the finished kit looks like this. Now 
all you have to do Is connect up a power supply , learn the 
6800 instruction set and get set for hours and hours of 
computing fun. 

found none, although he did find a few 
spare 10 k resistors. It should also be 
pointed out he was threatened with 
dire consequences if he did not study 
(in depth), the assembly manual first, 
an exercise essential for this type of 
kit. 

There is very little written text on 
how to assemble the kit, but there is a 
pc board overlay (and circuit diagram) 
to tell you where everything goes. A 
page is devoted to advice on handling 
MOS devices and a six -step program is 
included on making up the 50 -wire 
interconnecting cable. Some people 
have had difficulty with this cable, so 
be careful. The problem appears to have 
been caused by lack of attention when 
positioning the wire over the pins in 
the plug, and so causing shorts. 

Even for the veteran kit builder, 
there was still that feeling of excitement 
as power was applied to the finished kit 
and an air of anticipation as we watched 
with our eyes glued to the display for 
the first observable proof that the kit 
worked. 

Excitement grew as each command 
was tried and pronounced working till 
finally all the keys had been checked 
and the D2 pronounced fully 
operational. 
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D21 PARTS LIST 
2 Printed Circuit Boards 6 7 Segment LED Display DL704 
1 Microprocessing Unit (MPU) MC6800 1 Dual 4 -Channel Data Selector MC14539BCP 
1 MCM6830 (JBUG) SCM44520P 1 Dual Monostable Multivibrator MC14538BCP 
1 3 -State Hex Driver MC8T96 2 Dual D Flip -Flop MC14013BCP 

1 One -of -Eight Decoder MC74155P 1 Quad 2 -input AND Gate MC14081BCP 
3 Random Access Memory MCM6810 1 Quad Analog Switch MC14016BCP 

(RAM) (128 x 8) 1 Quad Op -Amp MC3301 P 
1 614.4 kHz Clock MC6871B 1 Dual Line Receiver MC75140P1 
1 12 -Bit Binary Counter MC1404BCP 1 Seven Stage Ripple Counter MC14024BCP 
2 Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA) MC6820 1 Analog Multiplexer/Demultiplexer MC14053BCP 
1 Quad 2 -Input NAND Gate MC7400P 8 Transistors 
1 Asynchronous Communications MC6850 70 Resistors 

ACIA) 25 Switches 
1 Dual D Flip -Flop MC7479P 49 Capacitors 
1 Binary Counter MC8316P 13 Sockets 
3 Peripheral Driver MC7542P 1 Cable, 50 -Conductor, 3 -Foot Length 
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Applied Technology seems to have 
taken last month's wrap article to 
heart and has made available a 
new low-cost wire wrap board. 

It's designed to hold up to forty 
16 -pin IC sockets and has tracks 
on both sides of the board for the 
different power rails. The board 
plugs into a 0.1 inch pitch, 72 
pin (2 x 36) socket and is 110 mm 
wide (same width as the SC/MP 
evaluation kit board) by 165 mm 
high. According to Applied Tech- 
nology, an IC count of forty was 
chosen as this is the number of 
ICs required to implement a 4K 
memory board of 2102 static 
RAMs. The board is priced at 
$9.50. 

Also new from Applied Tech- 
nology is a cassette interface for 
recording data with the family 
tape recorder. It uses the CUTS 
format of 1200 Hz for a logical 
zero, 2400 Hz for a logical one 
and a transfer rate of 300 baud. 

However, due to its design, it can 
also handle data at the 100 baud 
rate which makes it suitable for 
use with microprocessor evaluat- 
ion kits. 

There was insufficient time' this 
month for a full report, but it's 
currently hooked up to the 
Editor's computer and we will 
report on its performance in the 
next issue, after it has transferred 
a few million bytes! 

THE INTEL MEMORY DESIGN 
HANDBOOK (1975) contains informa- 
tion on the use of Intel's memory and 
memory support ICs. It is intended for 
those who want to design memories 
for computers and so tries to provide 
a thorough understanding of the 
operation and characteristics . of Intel 
memory devices. 

The book of some 230 pages is 

divided into six chapters: 
This book can be best summed up 

as a data book on memory ICs with 
considerable and valuable application 
information. The book was published 
in 1975 and so contains no details on 
the newer 16K dynamic and 4K static 
RAMs. 

memory design handbook 

at1.014... 

THE INTEL 8080 MICROCOMPUTER 
SYSTEM USER'S MANUAL is a 220 
page book packed with data on the 
8080 microprocessor chip and the 
support ICs that turn the 8080 chip 
into a microcomputer. Its a book for 
those who want a complete and detailed 
understanding of the 8080. 

A number of timing charts are used 
to aid understanding and there is a 

section with a full explanation of the 
instruction set. Chapter 1 has four pages 
describing the functions of a computer. 
Chapter 2 has twenty pages on the 
operation of the 8080 IC. Chapter 3 
has ten pages on interfacing the 8080. 
Chapter 4 has fifteen pages on the 8080 
instruction set. Chapter 5 has one 
hundred and seventy four pages of data 
sheets on the 8080 and it's twenty six 
support ICs. 

Each book is available by mail 
from the Sydney office of A.J. 
Ferguson 34 Herbert Street, West Ryde, 
NSW 2114 for $5.00 plus $1 post and 
packaging. 
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WHATS IN A NAME? 
People quite often choose com- 
pany names to be distinctive and 
to be representative of the prod- 
ucts they deal in. If this is the 
case what are we meant to make 
out of the name of this magazine: 
it's a reference journal for users of 
home computers and carries the 
name 'Dr Dobbs Journal of 
COMPUTER Calisthenics & 
Orthodontia'. It's a magazine 
heavily into software and pub- 
lishes things like complete source 
listings of Tiny BASIC and com- 
puter games. Single copies cost 
$1.50 and can be obtained from 
Box 310, Menlo Park, CA 94025, 
USA. 

MORE MPUS MOVE INTO CARS 
Now Chrysler Corp (USA) have 
announced that RCA and Texas 
Instruments are to supply im- 
proved versions of their standard 
MPU with memory and custom 
I/O for engine control, possibly 
for the 1979 range of cars. 

Although no production con- 
tracts have, as yet, been awarded 
the announcement means both 
RCA and Texas have strong pos- 
sibilities of becoming the eventual 
volume suppliers. With this vol- 
ume expected to exceed one 
million chip sets per year by the 
early 1980s competition between 
suppliers must only be described 
as fierce. 

IT DOES COMPUTE 
Compute is the monthly public- 
ation of the national semicon- 
ductor microprocessor user group, 
for which a life -time subscription 
is available for the measly sum of 
$15. Through Compute, sub- 
scribers are advised of the latest 
in software and hardware innov- 
ations for IMP, PACE, SC/MP and 
now the 8080 microprocessors. 

National Semiconductor of 
Australia have advised us that 
software mentioned in Compute is 
now kept on file in Australia and 
is available from NS Electronics 
Pty Ltd, Cnr Stud Road & Mtn 
Highway, Bayswater, Victoria 
3153. 

One example of this software is 
NIMBOL, National's tiny BASIC 
interpreter for SC/MP, of which 
an object code version is available 
for $15. 
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RESOURCEFUL, DILIGENT and ADVENTUROUS. 
1 

;ALL OUR CUSTOMERS ARE INTELLIGENT 

THEY HAVE TO BE! -. 
J 

; 
; 
; 
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WE ARE THE LEAST KNOWN, BEST HIDDEN, MOST "UNDER - 
PROMOTED SUPPLIER OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS IN AU- 
STRALIA. 
As importers and stockists we offer at low prices: 
SWITCHES, TOGGLE, ROCKER, SLIDE, PUSH BUTTON); CONNECTORS, KNOBS (200 DIFFERENT STYLES), 
AUDIO CONNECTORS AND ADAPTORS, TERMINATION BLOCKS AND STRIPS, PANEL LAMPS, RESISTORS, 
DIAL DRIVE DRUMS, PULLEYS, SPRINGS AND CORDS, TRANSFORMER BOBBINS, BINDING POSTS, WIRE, 
RUBBER FEET, GROMMETS AND KNOCK OUTS, CAPACITORS, TRANSISTORS, BATTERY CASES AND 
SNAPS, ELECTRICAL INSULATING MATERIALS AND SYSTEMS, KITS OF PARTS FOR STEREOS, AUDIO 
MIXERS, THIEF TRAPS, ETC., EAR PHONES, MIKES, TEST LEADS, FUSE HOLDERS, RESISTOR STRIP, ETC. 
ETC. ETC. 

ETI 
by 

jarcar 

E.T.I. KITS NOW AVAILABLE 
445 General Purpose Preamp $6.50, 

P&P $1.00. Stereo Preamp for 
Phono. Tape or Mic. Inputs. 

446 Audio Limiter $9.00, P&P $1.00. 
447 Phaser $25.00, P&P S1.50. 

rovides 1080 degrees of Phase 
change with variable speed. 

449 Balanced Mic Preamp $5.00, P&P 
$1.00/ a Accepts balanced mic- 
rophones 40 dB gain e -123 dB 
input noise. 

443 Audio Compressor Expander 
$80.00, P&P 52.50. a Complete kit 
with metalwork & front panel. 

427 Graphic Equaliser $132.00, P&P 

$3.00. a Stereo with 9 graphic con- 
trols per channel at octave intervals 

Tape monitor facility Equaliser 
defeat switch a Complete kit in- 
cludes metalwork & front panel. 

480-50 50 Watt Power Amp Board & 
Component $21.00 P&P $1.00. 

480-100100 Watt Power Amp Board & 
Components 525.00 P&P $1.00 

480 PS Power Supply to suit 2 x 50 
watt or 1 x 100 watt S37.00 P&P - 

S2.00. 
414 8 Channel Mixer S254.00, P&P 

$5.00. 
3600 Synthesiser 5585.00. 
4600 Synthesiser $869.00. 

All components for the above kits are available separately. All modules from the 
Synthesisers are available separately. Please send S.A.E. for price list. 

LOCATION MAP 
suss,. siren J 
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ENTRANCE FROM COURTYARD 
OFF LITTLE HAY STREET 

1 

J 

1 

scarl 
PTY. LTD 

Telephone 211-5077 
P.O. BOX K39, HAYMARKET 

N.S.W. AUSTRALIA 2000 1 

405 Sussex St., Sydney 
ENTRANCE OFF LITTLE HAY ST. .-.mi am, -, ._.am. mg. . am. . me. . ..,.mig.im, . . ._.. . ..,.-,. ~le .mb ems . .mi..... ..m,. .w,.,. ,_,. . ._.. . . .. . . 

ELECTRO CRAFT PTY. LTD. 106A Hampden Rd. 
Artarmon, 2064 
Phone 411-2989 

Distributors of Belling Lee, Channel Master, £craft, Hills, Hl. O, Lab Gear, Kingray, Matchmaster. Largest Television 
range of aerial equipment in Sydney. 

TELEVISION AERIALS, DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS, EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES 
WHOLESALE, TRADE AND RETAIL SUPPLIED. 
ECRAFT 
Neosid Balun 75/300 uncased 
O S A B Outside aerial balun (water proof) 
6 SB 6ft Balun Fly Lead 
P S B Plug and Terminal Balun 
2 75 VS 2 -way 75 ohm Transformer Sphner 
3 75 T/S 3 -way 75 ohm Transformer Splitter 
4 75 T/S 4 -way 75 ohm Transformer Splitter 
5 75 T /S 5 -way 75ohm Transformer Splitter 
2 3T 2 -way 300 ohm Sphner box 
3 3T 2 -way 300 ohm Splitter box 
4 3T 2 -way 300 ohm Splitter box; 
Adp,stable Low Band Attenuator Cfi.2 
10 diameter degaussing coil 
Coaxial Plugs 

Price 

s0.65 
3.81 
3 65 
2.53 
6 74 
841 
8.94 

12 66 
4 48 
5.86 
7 12 
5.33 

24.00 
46c 

All Types of Coaxial Cable In Stock 
from 30c Per Yard. 

TELEVISION AERIALS FOR COLOUR 

CHANNELMASTER 
9e1 Colour Crossfire 3615A 
13,1 Colour Crossfire 3614A 
1 7e1 Colour Crossfire 361 3A 
21e1 Colour Crossfire 3612A 
24e1 Colour Crossfire 3617A 

$43.64 
$54.69 
$68.17 
$78.54 
$99.84 

28e1 Super Crossfire 361 7A 125 73 
Super Coloray the 31 1 1 Ghost Killing 

Aerial $41.98 
2e1 Small Coloray 3110 $27.96 

HILLS E.F.C. RANGE 75 ohm 
E F C 1 75 ohm 
E F C. 275 ohm 
E F C 3/2475 ohm 
E F C 4/2425ohm 

$31.43 
$41.70 
$60.64 
$76.30 

HILLS THE NEW TELRAY RANGE - 
All Australia V.H F Channels & F.M. 
6e1 
8e1 
9e1 
11el 

TL1 
TL2 
TL3 
Tl4 

HILLS AERIALS 
2010 Airways 
CA 16 Phased Array 
Extra Gain Lift els for CA 16 
Bel 215 
HILLS AMPLIFIERS 
D5/26 Dist. 26dB gam 
D4/16 Dist' 16dB gain 
MH2/75 Mast Head 20dB gain 
75 ohm 
MH1/300 Mast Head 20d8 
gain 300 ohm 

FM AERIALS 
Hills 2E1 FM1 
HILLS 3EL 353 
Nibs 3EL FM3 
HI -O 4E1. 
HI.O Gutter clip 
Matchmaster G2FM 
Austenna FM3F 

$21.47 
$29.52 
$35.97 
$43.67 

$56.26 
$44.36 
$ 5.01 
$24.42 

567.10 
$ 59.37 

$72.44 

$54.90 

$ 9.39 
$12.98 
$18.27 
$18.75 
$12.70 
$19.25 
$21.95 

27 MHz high quality transceivers. Range up to 
20 miles, 5 watts output. Switched PA suitable for dash mounting. Model G.M.E. 275 6 Ch's 
(Post Off ice Approved) $156.00 
Model G.M.E. C555 23 Ch's $163.00 

LAB GEAR AMPLIFIERS 
VHF Price 
Mast head 22 dB 75 ohm $ 72.43 
CM 6014/DA 20 dB 60.25 
CM 6034/DA 4'outlets 8 dB each 54.90 
CM 6036/0A VHF 30d8 UHF 

28dB 84.63 
Televerta (VHF to UHF 

frequency convener) 67.48 

KINGRAY AMPLIFIERS Price 015/500 m/V 
$ 48.80 030/500 m/V 57.95 D40/600 m/V 79.30 012/1500 m/V 67.10 MH 20 mast Head 300-75 ohm 64.63 

TELESCOPIC MASTS 

201t 
30ft 
40ft 
50ft 

I Sg steel m 
1 Oh seChons 
must be guyed 

319.30 
$30.81 
42 00 
54.42 

ALL TYPES OF HARDWARE IN STOCK 
Wall Brackets. Chimney Mounts. J Brackets. Guy 
Rings & Guy Wee Masts from 8ft to 501t 

COE AR.22 Rotator 579.00 
Stolle Aerial Rotator with Thrust 
Bearing for heavier rigs $115.56 



Alotof Hi-Fi's uie just 
hea less . re , s. 
Sure they can look like a million dollars. And could cost the manufacturers close to it - for design, 

facia dyes, knurled knobs, toggle switches and two tone timber. 
But what's really missing is the timbre. 

At Rambler, we know what counts, when it comes to sound performance. It's heart. 
Not that our equipment is wanting for clean functional design either .. 

It's just that we have our priorities right, to give you good sound. 
Without wasting money on gauche gadgetry. Which means you save money. Lend an ear to this 
Rambler Integrated Amplifier model AK635 with the Rambler AM/FM Stereo Tuner Model TK600. 

TK600 
This tuner Is brushed silver 
finish, to match the AK635 
Amp, features rack style 
handles, variable output 
Control. 75 ohm coaxial Cable 
terminal, PLL-MPX 
demodulator, FET front end, 
High blend switch. 

AK635 
This amplifier features 40w x 
40w (8 ohms), Multi -Speaker 
switching. Bass and Treble 
dual control. separate volume 
and balance Controls, stereo 
head -phone output, mike input 
and mike mixing, 2 tape 
system for dubbing, separate 
pre and main Amp operation. 
rack style handler, subsonic 
filter. 
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Big Hearted Sound 

Big Headed 
Price 

I RAMBLER 
Backed by the Sun Electric Company Pty. Ltd. 

New from 
Altec 
From the leader in Studio 
Monitors ... the new stan- 
dard for the discriminating 
listener. All cabinets are 
natural North American 
hardwood veneers, hand - 
rubbed and oiled. Two-way 
and three-way systems. 
Choice of grille colours on 
selected models. 

El LOW 

COMPONENTS 

LOW FREQUENCY: 

MID FREQUENCY: 

HIGH FREQUENCY: 

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE: 

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY: 

ENCLOSURE TYPE: 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 

OPERATIONAL POWER 

RANGE: 12 watts to 75 watts, 
Recommended la( use with 30 watts continuous 
amplifiers between these levels 

FINISH: 

I1' 

MODEL ONE MODEL THREE 

8" bass driver 10" bass driver 

GRILLE: 

DIMENSIONS: 

WEIGHT: 

4" frame cone 

driver 

8 ohms 

3001 Hz 

Sealed 

50 Hz to 20 kHz 

is? 
MODEL FIVE 

12" bass driver 

4" frame cone 2 each 4" frame 
driver cone drivers 

8ohms 8 ohms 

1500 Hz 1500 Hz 

Vented Vented 

50 Hz to 20 kHz 45 Hz to 20 kHz 

MODEL SEVEN 

12" bass driver 
6V," trame cone 

driver 

4" frame cone 
driver 

8 Ohms 

850 Hz. 8 kHz 

Vented 

45 Hz to 20 kHz 

MODEL NINE 

12" bass diner 
6'/r" frame cone 

driver 

5" frame cone driver 

8 ohms 

800 Hz, 7 kHz 

Vented 

40 Hz to 20 kHz 

10 watts to 100 watts 12 watts to 150 watts 15 watts to 200 watts 12 watts to 250 watts 
35 watts continuous 45 watts continuous 50 watts continuous 60 watts continuous 

Hand -rubbed Handrubbed 
oiled oak owed oak 

Acoustically trans- 
parent town knn 
fabric mounted on 

removable Trame 

Acoustically trans- 
parent black knit 
fabric mounted on 

removable frame 

53.3cm H x 29.2cm 60.9anHx31.8cm 
W x 26.4cm D W x 29.2crn 0 

10.4 kg 12 kg 

Hand -rubbed 
Pled walnut 

Acoustically trans- 
parent black knit 
fabric mounted on 

removable frame 

Hand -rubbed 
dried walnut 

Acoustically trans- 
parent loam 

mounted on reerxly- 

ape panel. Croce 
of black, brown, 
due, or burnt orange 

Handruboeo 
Pled oak 

Acoustically trans- 
parent loam 
mounted on remov- 

able panel. Choice 

of black, brown, 
due, or burnt orarge 

64.Bcm H x 36.8cm 63.5cm H x 40.6cm 67.3cm H x 44.5cm 
Wx30.5cmD 

14.5 kg 

RON CHAPMAN HI Fi 

Wx35.9cmD Wx38.1cmD 

20kg 25.4kg 

NEWCASTLE'S MAILORDER SPECIALIST. - 880 HUNTER STREET, NEWCASTLE 2302. PHONE: 69 2733. 
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EEE 
ELECTRONIC ENTHUSIASTS EMPORIUM 
Shops 2 & 3 Post Office Arcade, Pendle Hill, NSW. 

P.O. Box 33, Pendle Hill, NSW. 2145. 
(02) 636-6222 9-5 Mon-Frid. Sat. 12 noon. 

Trade and Export Enquiries Welcome 

OUR RANGE COVERS ONE OF THE BIGGEST 
SELECTIONS IN AUSTRALIA 
CA3012 4.60 C04070 .55 1M3778 3.50 516220 26.90 78240P 
0A3013 5.80 CD4071 .55 1M379 7.50 SL623C 17.40 7400 ,48 

CA3018 3.50 CD4072 .55 1M3806 2.75 SL624C 8.80 7401 48 
CA3023 6.80 CD4075 .55 1M3816 3.20 5L630C 6.90 7402 ,48 

CA3028A 2.60 CD4076 1.25 1M3826 2.60 51610C 10.60 7403 .48 

C113035 5.20 004078 .55 1M3878 2.75 51641C 10.60 7404 ,48 

G13039 2.10 CD4081 .55 LM395K 6.90 SL645C 12.60 7405 .48 
CA3046 1143046 C04082 .55 LM55508 1.20 519016 3.90 7406 1.09 
CA3053 1.70 C04085 1.65 LM5558 1.95 S1917B 6.50 7407 1.09 
CA3059 8.40 C04086 1.65 1M5568 2.95 511310 1.60 7408 1.09 
CA3060 8.40 CD4093 1.60 1145628 10.90 513046 1.20 7409 ,48 

CA3079 4.40 CD4502 2.70 1M56514 3.50 SP8505 8.60 7410 .48 

CA3080 2.10 CD4503 1.40 LM566C8 2.50 5P8515 12.90 7411 .54 
CA3081 2.70 C04510 3.20 11456708 3.50 TAA300 2.90 7413 1.15 
CA3082 2.70 CD4S11 3.30 047098 .95 TBA750 2.90 7414 2.70 
CA3083 2.90 C04514 6.50 1M71008 1.25 iBA700 4.90 7416 1.00 
CA3086 1143088 004515 6.50 LM710CH TBA810A 4.90 7417 1.15 
CA3089E 2.90 CD4516 3.20 1M723H 1.70 TB1750A 3.90 7420 .48 

CA30900 6.90 C04518 2.85 1147236 1.25 TCA220 2.25 7422 1.95 
CA3091 18.00 CD4519 1.35 1M7258 5.90 TCA290A 4.90 7425 .95 

CA3120E 4.50 CD4520 2.55 1147330H 2.70 TCA120A 4.90 7426 .70 
CA31271 4.50 C04528 1.80 1M7336 2.50 TCA580 6.50 7427 .66 
CA3128E 9.90 CD4539 1.98 114711CH 1.20 TCA730 6.90 7430 .48 

CA3130T 2.25 C04555 1.80 114741C8 .75 TCA740 6.80 7432 .66 

CA31402 2.25 CD4556 1.80 1M747CH 2.70 TDA1005 5.50 7437 .90 

CA3600 3.30 CD4720 12.60 1M74708 2.50 UAA170 3.25 7438 .90 
CD4000 .55 CD4724 3.85 1M748014 1.20 UM180 3.25 7440 .48 

C04001 .55 C040097 1.80 1M13038 2.60 UA723C 114723 7441 2.80 
CD4002 .55 C040098 1.60 1M13108 3.50 UA757 3.80 7442 2.60 
CD4006 2.30 0040174 2.90 1M14588 2.50 0162208 2.45 7445 2.60 
CD4007 .55 0040175 2.90 1M14888 6.90 ULN2209 2.45 7446 2.60 
C04008 2.35 CD40192 2.90 1M14898 5.75 ULN2111 2.10 7447 2.60 
CD4009 1.50 C040194 2.90 LM1496N 1.90 74C00 .55 7448 2.60 
C04010 1.50 C040195 2.90 11418086 3.90 74CO2 .80 7450 .48 

C04011 .55 0148097 1.90 LM3028 CA3028 74C04 .55 7451 .48 

CD4012 .55 HEF see" C0" 1143016 3.60 74C10 .65 7453 .48 

C04013 .90 LH0070 6.20 1M3086 3.75 74C14 2.80 7454 .48 

CD4014 2.40 LM 111H 4.90 1143900 1.75 74020 .75 7460 .48 

CD4015 2.40 LM301AN .95 LM3905 3.90 74C85 3.90 7470 .85 

C04016 .90 1M301C8 .95 LM3909 1.50 740.86 2.00 7472 .75 

C01017 2.25 LM304H 3.80 MC1035P 2.90 74C90 2.50 7473 .80 
004018 2.25 1M305A8 3.80 MC1312P 4.80 740154 5.70 7474 ,95 
C04019 2.25 1M3078 1.60 MC1314P 6.90 740160 3.60 7475 1.35 
CD4020 2.50 LM308V 2.20 MC1315P 10.75 74C162 4.50 7476 .90 

CD4021 2.25 LM30914 2.60 MC1350P 1.95 74C174 2.50 7480 ' 1.60 
C04022 2.15 LM3108 3.90 MC1351P 3.60 74C192 2.80 7482 2.30 

LM311A 3.60 MC1154G 5.40 IIC901 1.95 7483 2.30 
CWÓ2Í 1.15 1M31111 3.60 MC1458 LM1158 740925 16.70 7485 2.95 
C04025 .55 114312H 4.90 MC14681 6.50 B0C95 2.20 7486 .85 

C04026 3.30 1143170 6.90 MC1488 LM1188 MISC 7489 4.50 
004027 1.05 1M3188 5.90 MC1496K 2.75 A15352 1.50 7490 .90 
CD4028 1.80 1M3198 7.25 MC1590G 6.75 514184 1.80 7491 1.90 
C04029 2.65 1M3198 5.90 MC14553 12.50 GL5253 .90 7492 1.20 
004030 .95 1M32011 6.90 M016480 4.90 0131 .90 7493 1.20 
004031 4.70 LM3201 4.50 MC40419 4.90 RL4484 .39 7494 2.20 
004035 2.35 LM3228 4.50 0M802 3.20 RL5023 .35 7495 1.65 
CD4040 2.50 1M323K 7.90 SAJ110 2.50 fND357 3.50 7496 2.15 
004041 2.50 1.M321N 4.50 SAK110 2.50 F80500 3.50 74100 3.65 
C04042 1.95 LM325N 4.50 503050E 1.30 9001 1.80 74107 .95 
C04043 2.25 1M32614 4.50 S030606 1.50 9368 3.85 74121 1,20 
CD4044 2.25 1M3398 3.70 S11159 2.70 9601 ' 2.90 74122 1.20 
C04045 3.20 LM340K 4.95 51125A 1.80 119471 2.90 74123 1.40 
CD4048 3.20 LM3402 2.70 SL137D 3.60 85674 2.90 74132 1.90 
CD4047 1.95 1M3498 4.50 51440 1.90 TI13064 74141 2.75 
C04049 .90 1M3588 3.20 SL442 2.90 11C90 18.50 74145 2.95 
CD40 .90 LM370H 4.95 51447 4.90 951190 14.50 74150 3.25 
C04051 2.25 1M3718 3.90 51449 1.60 2102-2 3.75 7415, 2.20 
CD4052 2.25 LM372H 7.50 SL610C 7.25 25136 17.50 74153 1.95 
CD4053 2.25 1M3128 4.50 SL612C 7.25 51883 74145 3.20 
CD4066 1.45 1.143738 4.70 516130 12.50 550242 15.00 74157 2.20 
C04088 .55 LM3746 4.90 51820C 9.50 MA1002 13.50 74160 2.75 
C04069 .60 1M3758 1.90 SL621C 9.50 7805CP 2.90 74164 2.90 

SEMICONOS BC549C .55 In some mst4nces ptn for pin suoslnutes w111 be suP0944/. 

AC12S 1.80 8C559 .55 MPF102 .65 263053 1.20 265458 MPF104 
BC839 1.20 MPF103 .85 263054 1.70 265459 MPF105 

AC127 1.80 8C840 1.20 MPF104 1.10 263055 1.35 265485 MPF106 
1.80 80131 1.20 1400105 .65 263564 .65 285590 MPF603 Á28 

C132 1.50 80132 1.60 MP0196 1.15 263565 .55 285591 11.30 
AC187 1.50 80139 1.20 M14121 1.80 263566 .95 286027 1.35 
AC1B8 1.50 80140 1.20 M90603 8.90 263568 .95 266084 21.00 
A0149 2.80 60237 1.80 TIP31C 1.20 263569 .50 BA102 .80 
40181/62 4.50 00238 1.80 211132C 1.30 263838 .55 0447 .60 
A5322 .18 60437 2.80 110120 3.20 263638A .60 0A90 .35 
AT118 28301 80438 2.80 110125 3.30 2143842 .55 0491 .35 
ASYI7 2.85 80173 1.25 110141 4,70 263643 .55 5082.2800 3.20 
BC107 .35 80180 1.20 T1P2955 1.70 263894 .85 40440 2143731 
8C108 .35 80191 .85 TIP3055 1.70 283731 5.95 

4 
2.85 

60109 .35 80200 1.30 7800 284037 263819 1.35 40873 1.95 
BC177 .40 BFY50 1.20 TT801 1 20 283886 2.75 2.90 
BC178 .40 BFY51 1.50 28301 2142889 2114037 1.25 

i082 
08<1 1.90 

60179 .40 4.90 267069 1.20 264249 .85 82061 .75 
BC162 .40 &5X19 .75 26918 1.60 264250 .85 EUX70 1.50 
BC212 .50 80126 3.85 2N2222A 1.20 284355 .85 BZY91 12 50 
80327 .55 MfE131 1.85 282648 2.50 2144358 .85 

00337 .55 MJ802 8.90 2142869 2.70 284360 .95 VAB6Ó 0.50.40 

BC547 .55 MJ2955 2.60 26904A 1.50 2145245 .75 MEL12 
80546 .55 M31502 8.90 282905 1.20 285457 1400103 52820 1.90 

RADIO HOUSE II 
BATTERIES 

RADIO HOUSE 
PTY. LTD. 

306-308 
ppPITT 

ST. 

760 GEORGE ST. 
P.O. BOX A108 SYD. SOUTH, 2000 

NEED SOMETHING BUT 
DON'T KNOW WHERE TO 
BUY IT? 
THEN COME AND TRY 
RADIO HOUSE PTY LTD 



Ideas for 
experimenters 
These pages are intended primarily as a source of ideas. As far as reason- 
ably possible all material has been checked for feasibility, component 
availability etc, but the circuits have not necessarily been built and tested 
in our laboratory. Because of the nature of the information in this section 
we cannot enter into any correspondence about any of the circuits, nor 
can we produce constructional details. 
Electronics Today is always seeking material for these pages. All published 
material is paid for - generally at a rate of $5 to $7 per item. 

SOUND EFFECT GENERATOR 

1K 

FIG 1 

The waveshape generator shown in 
this circuit will interest those readers 
experimenting with sound effects. 

Basically the circuit is a slow 
running oscillator with variable attack 
and decay. A variable amplitude (high 
impedance) output is available via the 
2 meg potentiometer. Figure 2 shows 
an add-on circuit which should be used 
if a low impedance output is required. 

Some of the output waveforms that 
can be produced are shown in Fig 3. 
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The Ferguson Engineering Staff considered 
improvements to the terminations were 
necessary. It was decided to make a trans- a 
former which was designed to comply with 
Australian Standard C126. The result looks like 5 
this: - 
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Once Ferguson made a transformer like this: 

It was the Ferguson PF2155 and was an 
extremely useful and popular transformer. 

IN THE INTERESTS OF SAFETY 

The range of output voltages is: 1.5V, 3V, 

e 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V, 9V, 10.5V, 12V, 13.5V, 15V 
N and 18V. 
u ' 

Additionally, centre tapped configurations also 
available, e.g. 9V -0-9V, 7.5V -0-7.5V, 6v -0- 
6V, 4.5V -0-4.5V, 3V -0-3V and 1.5V -0-1.5V. 

u 

Two types are available: PL 1.5-18/20VA at 
1.11 AMP and PL 1.5-18/40VA at 2.2 AMPS. 

u 
N 
a 
Ñ Available from your 
7 ELECTRICAL 

WHOLESALER 

Advantages: 
8 Secondary Terminals. 
Ouick-connect pinlok type connections. 
6 x 30 cm leads supplied with shrouded 
receptacles. o 
Low -profile configuration with mounting D 
holes as well as slots. ñ 

N 

m 

N 

C, 

Manufactured by: 

FERGUSON TRANSFORMERS 
P/L 

Head Office: 331 High Street, 
Chatswood, NSW 2067. 

Phone (02) 407-0261 - Telex: AÁ25728. 

N 

N 
O, 

(01 

o 
N a 
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PTY. LTD. 

STOCKIST OF Marantz 
309 Victoria Road Gladesville 2111 

Phone 89-3571 

. 
- . 

6300 
T/ta ble 

5220 
Cassette 

L.( 

1150 
AMP 

HD 77 
Speakers 

- 

. 

THIS SYSTEM AND 
MANY OTHER MARANTZ 
COMPONENTS AT 
PRE -DEVALUATION PRICES. 

COME AND SEE US FIRST 
FOR THE BEST ADVICE IN 
MARANTZ AND OTHER 
HI-FI EQUIPMENT. 

We open all day Saturday or 
by appointment 

AMATEUR 

COMMUNICATIONS 

ADVANCEMENTS 
P.O. BOX 57, ROZELLE 2039 

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR 
AMATEURS! 

10W BOOSTER AMP. KIT FOR 
1W -3W, 2 -METRE RIGS 

Limited offer. This little beauty uses the MRF 603 and goes FM or 
SSBI Operates from 12 V, typically gives 10-12W out from 1W drive, 
draws 2A. Features diode switching. Kit includes Instructions, all. 
components, p.c.b., heatsink, metal box, BNC connectors. Size: only 
85x60x60 mm. 

$28 + $2 pop, cert. post 

TOP QUALITY VHF RF POWER 
TRANSISTORS BY C.T.C. 

This range of quality transistors are fully USWR Protected at maximum 
ratings. Stud -mounted stripline package. 12V supply. Top of the line, 
consistent quality, high gain. 

B3-12 3W out, 10dB min. gain $6.50 
B12-12 12W out, 7dB min. gain $8.50 
B40-12 40W out, 5.5dB min. gain $18.50 

$32 the set! 

Please add $1.00 for cert. p&p. 

70CM CONVERTER KIT 
Limited quantity. Can't listen on 70cm? Get this converter kit. 
Another tried and true 6UP kit (remember?). Simple construction and 
alignment, FET front end, all instructions Included. Good perfor- 
mance. 

$15 + $2 p&p, cert. post 

3W TWO METRE P.A. KIT 
So you've built your own 2m TX? Milliwatts of output eh? Get it into 
the power league. Drive a 101N booster) This kit provides 3W out from 
as little as 80mW drive; draws 0.4A ea 12 V, Suits SSB or FM. Build on 
50x75 mm fibreglass board, features B3-12 CTC transistor. Kit in- 
cludes p.c.b. all components, transistor & Instructions. No metal- 
work. / 

' $15 '/s $2 p&p, cert. post 

RF POWER DEVICES 
MRFB03 - class B or C amp., 10W out, see above. Supplied with data 
and circuit. 
$6.50 + $1 p&p, corto. post. 
MRF603 + 'universal' PA board with circuit & layout 
$8.50 + p&p. 
MA4060 - 40W power varactors. As used in RSGB and ARRL VHF 
manuals for 432 & 1296 MHz multipliers. Diodes Individually tested 
for series R value (inc.) 
$10 + $1 p&p, cert. post. 

OTHER KITS STILL AVAILABLE 
ETI-710 45W booster amp, improved version $32 basic kit $38 clw all 
metalwork + $2 p&p. 
ETI-707A & B 28,52, 144MHz converter kits 707B (28 or 52) $13 707A 
(144) $17 + $2 p&p. cert post. 
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Ideas for experimenters 
AUDIBLE TTL PROBE .0. OSCILLATOR 

PRONE 

471,11 

GENERAL 
PU PURPOSE 

NPN. E.G. 
ZTX300 

ONO 

.5V 

1.Fd 
TANTALUM 

0.22. F 

With many LED TTL logic probes it is 

difficult to watch the LEDs and the 
circuit one is testing. The following 
circuit is an attempt to produce a new 

sort of probe. 
When the probe is in contact 

with a TTL low (0) the probe emits 
a low note. With a TTL high (I) a 

47012 

'TANTALUM 

"MIXER" 
GATE 

XTAL 
MIC 
INS 

ALL GATES ARE 2 INPUT NANOS 
I.E. 7400 
.5v TO PINS 14 

OV TO PINS 7 

high note is emitted. 
The whole circuit uses only two 

TTL ICs and several auxiliary com- 
ponents. This low component count 
makes it easy to miniaturise the unit. 
The power is supplied by the circuit 
under testing so no battery is required. 

741 TIMER 

R1 
4101 

R3 

2 

R2 

4k7 

T 
The circuit shows a very simple timer 
based on a 741 op amp. 

R1 and R2 hold the inverting input 
at half supply voltage. R4 applies some 
feedback to increase the input imped- 
ance at pin 3, but its value is such that 
negligable damping of pin 2's voltage 
occurs. Pin 3, the non inverting input, 
is connected to the junction of R3 and 
C. After S1 is opened and C charges 
via R3. When the capacitor has 

charged up sufficiently for the potent- 

IC1 

R4 

+6-35V 
O 

O/P 

Ov 
O 

ial at pin 3 to exceed that at pin 2 
the output abruptly changes from OV 

to positive line potential. If reverse 
polarity operation is required simply 
transpose R3 and C. 

R3 and C can be any values and 
time delays from a fraction of a sec- 
ond to several hours can be obtained 
by judicious selection. The time delay 
is 0.7CR seconds where C is in Farads 
and R in ohms and hence is completly 
independent of supply voltage. 

You only 
have to 
take one 
a year 

r.. 

.1 

MOZART 

1' 

Records 
from $3.75 
Cassettes $4.50 

Whether it's records or cassettes, 

World Record Club has much to 
offer you in all kinds of music - 
classical, light and pop! And you 
only have to take one a year - 
one record or cassette. Send for 
details without obligation via the 
coupon below. There's no ent- 
rance fee, no catch, no hidden 
conditions. You order only what 
you want - and are sent only 
what you order. 

TO: WORLD RECORD CLUB, 
605 Camberwell Road, 
Hartwell, Victoria. 3124. 

Please send me without obligation 
details of your programme on Records 
and Cassettes. 

NAME M 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

ET 4.77 
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MOTOROLA M6800 
EVALUATION KIT 

MEK6800D2 provides a useful and expandable tool for those who wish to develop systems with the M6800 Microprocessor without 
investing in expensive terminals. All parts needed to complete the system and get up and running are provided in the kit with the 
exception of the power supply. In addition to the expansion available on the basic microcomputer module, additional RAM, ROM and 
1/O.parts can be accommodated at a later date to implement more complex systems. Machine language programs can be entered 
through the system keyboard or via a built-in audio cassette interface system. Hexademical LED displays are provided for monitoring 
data and address information. A crystal -controlled clock generator Is used to eliminate timing adjustments JBUG Monitor. Trace 
One Instruction. Set up to Five Breakpoints. Examine and Change Memory and Registers Parallel and Serial interface Capability. 

16 1/0 Lines, 4 Control Lines. 

FIRMWARE FEATURES 
The monitor firmware included with this system seta a new standard of perfor- 
mance for evaluation kits. The function of the JBUG monitor is to allow the user to 
communicate with and hence control the M6800 microcomputer by using the 
hexadecimal keyboard and display module. The intelligence and liagnostic capa- 
bility of JBUG is provided in the /K x 8 ROM. 

The system keyboard uses 24 keys with the following functions. 1. Punch desig- 
nated memory to audio cassette (Kansas City Standard), 2. Load cassette to 
memory, 3. Trace 1 instruction (implemented in hardware so programs in ROM or 
PROM as well as RAM can be traced), 4. Set and clear up to 5 breakpoints. 5. 
Examine and change memory, 6. Display and change registers. 7. Go to user's 
program, 8. Proceed from breakpoint, 9. Abort user's program, 10. Calculate 
relative offsets, 11. Hexadecimal number entry (0 thru F). 

TOTAL ELECTRONICS 
MELBOURNE 96 2891; SYDNEY 439 8722; BRISBANE 229 1633; ADELAIDE 268 
2922; PERTH (ATHOL HILL P/L) 25 7811; NEWCASTLE (DIGITRONICS) 89 2040; 
CANBERRA (ELECTRONIC COMP) 95 8811. 

MOTOROLA SYDNEY - 438 1955, 43 4299, MELBOURNE - 581 3555, 
MOTOROLA DISTRIBUTORS 

HARDWARE FEATURES 
Three 1/O devices are provided in the kit. One Peripheral interface Adapter (PIA) is 
dedicated to the hexadecimal keyboard and display module. A second PIA is made 
available exclusively for the user. An Asynchronous Communications Interlace 
Adapter (ACIA) is also Included to Interface with your audio cassette tape recorder. 

This kit also permits several different memory configurations. Two MCM6810s 
(128 x 8 -bit) RAMs provided with the standard kit will accommodate programs of up 
to 256 bytes in length (a third MCM6810 is reserved for use by the monitor prog- 
ram). Additional memory expansion with RAM and ROM is left to the user's discre- 
tion. 

The MPU module card is prewired for ease of expandability and is capable of 
accepting the following devices: 2 MCM6810 (128 x 8) RAMs, 3 MC8T96 Address 
Buffers, 2 MC8T26 Bidirectional Buffers, and any two of the following (by utilizing 
strapping options): MCM68316E (2K x 8) ROM, MCM68708 (1K x 8) EPROM, 
MCM88308 (1K x 8) ROM, or HA7640 (512 x 8) PROM. 

CEMA 
MELBOURNE 877 5311; SYDNEY 439 4655; BRISBANE (ELECTRONIC COMP)371 
5877; ADELAIDE (WOOLLARD á CRABBE) 51 4713; CANBERRA (CUSTOM SCI- 
ENTIFIC) 47 6179; WOLLONGONG (MACELEC) 291276; PERTH (RESERVE ELEC- 
TRONICS) 87 1028 

MOTOROLA Micros2ystems - making it happen in microcomputers 

'A COAL RE S VE 
CB BUYERS GüIDE FOR 
THE MOTORIST... 

In the June issue of 
modern 
M 

on sale, April 27. 
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INTRUDER ALARM 

9V+ 

PC1 
120:: v 

R37 

161 
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4 7400 
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22k 
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2 2k 
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Here two gates of a 7400 are used to 
provide photoelectric control in con- 
junction with an ORP 12 photocell. 
When light falls on PC1 the potential 
is applied to the trigger circuit consist- 
ing of 1/2 the 7400. The feedback pro- 
vided ensures a positive output change 
at pin 6. The output, whilst PC1 is 

under illumination, is equal to the 

O OUTPUT 

supply voltage. R1 enables a small 
9V battery to be used. If PC1 is 

shaded the output at pin 6 is OV. 
This may now be used to trigger 
a relay for an intruder alarm. If this 
is the case it is wise to use a small 
mains supply and to incorporate 
a diode across the relay coil, to pre- 
vent high back EMF from destroying 
the IC. 

GOOD/NO GOOD BATTERY TESTER 

+ve 

FROM 
'BATTERY 

This is a simple tester for use with a 

PP3 or similar battery. 
It is wired to a PP3 battery clip 

remembering that red is connected 
to -ve of battery and black to the 
+ve. It uses 3 small LEDs of the same 
size: one red, one green. Due to the 

fact that the green LED needs a far 
greater current, the green will glow 
only if the battery is in reasonable 
condition. The red will glow even if 
battery is down. If the red glow is very 
faint the battery is nogood. 

IÍ 

IF YOU 

CAN'T SEE IT 
IT'S GONE! 

Why take chances? 

SUBSCRIBE! 
There are only two ways to be sure of 
obtaining ETI. 
Place a regular order with your 
newsagent. 
Or take out a subscription. 
You don't care if you miss an issue? Well 
it's up to you but 'though we do supply 
back issues (over a thousand are put on 
one side just for this purpose) our ever- 
increasing numbers of new ETI readers 
snap them up and the back issues we can 
supply are now very limited. 
So help us to help you. Place a regular 
order with your newsagent or take out 
a subscription now. 

To ETI Subscriptions Dept, 
Electronics Today International 
15 Boundary St, 
Rushuctters Bay 
NSW 2011. 

I enclose $14.00 for the next 12 issues. 

Name 

Address 

L 
Post code 
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NEVER TO BE REPEATED 
SPECIAL CLEARANCE OF STOCK -WHILE IT LASTS 

(10 only) ARIX MULTITESTERS 360FTR. This beautiful Multlmeter has 34 
ranges plus transistor tester. Bargain. $37.37 ea. plus $2.00 P. 8 P. 

(10 only) Digital Multimeters. B. 8 K. Model 280. 3 Digit. AC and DC 

volts, current, ohms. Bargain. $112.00 ea. plus $2.00 P. & P. 

(100 only) Printed Circuit Boards for 4 amp regulated Power Supply C. W. 
circuit diagram. $2.00 ea. plus 50c. P. & P. 

DPDT C/o 240v Mains' switches, panel mounting, metal toggle Type 
C2721. $1.90 ea. 

DP on/Off 240V Mains switches as above. Type BC 620/C. $1.00 ea. 
DP Illuminated 240V 10A Rocker Switches Panel Mounting Square Cut 

Out. $1. i i ea. 
Miscellaneous miniature pliers, long nose pliers, side cutters. $4.00 ea. 
Spring Terminals 1 Red, 1 Black on mdunting panel. $0.60c. ea. 
Screw terminals ideal for power supplies. These beautiful terminals suita- 

ble for 250V10A. You can wrap round, poke thru or plug 4mm banana 

DIG[TRONICS 

plugs Into. Yellow, Black, Purple, Red, White, Green. $0.50c. ea. 
(4 only) Hioki (Same as Peak) Multimeters. Type A-10 with built in Signal 

Injector. Huge Scale. 6 ins by 3ins. Fantastic number of ranges. 
I $59.50 ea. plus $2.00 P. & P. 

Multicore Savbit solder pencils. $0.60c. ea. These are the refillable ones. 

4mm Banana Sockets. Various colours. $0.50c. pr. 

400V 8A SCR's. Suitable for Drill Speed Controllers, model railways, light 
dimmers. $1.50 ea. 

Core Halves. C/W Bobbins, spring clips, Clasps. $2.00 set. 
Multimeter AS-100DP. Big Meter. Heaps of ranges. $35.79 ea. plus 
l $2.00 P. & P. 
Miniature dipped Mica Capacitors. Ideal for tuning circuits, oscillators, 

timers. 5/ 500V Working. Only the following values, 10, 47,100, 470, 
1000 pfd. $0.25c. ea. 

MUCH MUCH MORE - 
IF YOU DON'T SEE IT PLEASE ASK 

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00 C.W.O. NO C.O.D. 
Please add $1.00 P&P 

186 PARRY STREET, NEWCASTLE WEST, NSW 2302 PHONE (049) 69-2040 

Want to hear it 
all out front? 

{ 

Look on 
the back. 

C.M.A. 
FOAM DIVISION 
GENUINE 
AUDIOFOAM 
SPEAKER GRILLE 

If you see this label on a speaker system, you can be sure you'll hear all the sound 
the speaker is delivering. The label tells you the speaker grille is made from genuine 
Cable Makers AUDIOFOAM, the 100 per cent reticulated foam. And that means it's 
acoustically transparent ... like having nothing between you and the speaker. Or, 
as acoustics experts put it, "as pure as having no grille at all". 

Many manufacturers use AUDIOFOAM on their speaker systems. They know that 
good sound transmission is equivalent to air movement without distortion. Audible 
sound waves pass through AUDIOFOAM virtually free of distortion, compared with 
other speaker -grille materials. They know, too, that no ordinary grille cloth can 
match the rich, sculptured good looks of a three-dimensional speaker grille made 
from AUDIOFOAM. 

And next time you look at speaker systems, look for our label on the back. Then 
listen to the pure, full sound out front. 

CABLE MAKERS AUSTRALIA PTY. 
LTD. 

FOAM DIVISION, 
Heathcote Road, Liverpool, N.S.W. 2170. 
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CVIDEO TECHNICS 
Now available 

MONITOR ADAPTOR KIT FOR 
26" RANK, 18" RANK, GEN- 
ERAL, HEALING, DEAKON & 
HMV BRADDON. 

Converts receiver into video 
monitor. 

Allows off -air recording or 
recording with video camera. 

Easy to install. 
All instructions & circuit 

diagrams included. 

MODEL HD6709 

COLOUR TV TUNER 
Record one channel while 

watching another No modifi- 
cation required to existing 
television sets Will record 
while TV set is off s Usable with 
any video recorder BW or Col- 
our with an RF output which 
means this tuner allows video 
recording of TV programs and 
playback through aerial input 
of TV set. 

Wanted: Franchise dealers 

EMONA 
C'/1('!pl'iRt( : NOW I CITY! 

Full range video equipment - colour and. black and white 
Colour TV monitors for off - 

air recording Continuous 
demonstrations Special 
Prices Record your favourite 
movie or sporting event New, 
used and demonstration 
equipment always in stock 

Video gives you instant 
playback with 'sync' sound. 

2nd Floor, 
Telford Trust Building, 
79-85 Oxford Street, 
Bondi Junction. NSW 
Phone 387-2555 

E11EJF1fi 
electronics 

SALES: Room 208, 661 George St., Sydney. Phone: 212-4815 - C.B.C. Bank Bldg., Haymarket. 
REG. OFFICE: 21 Judge St., Randwick. Phone: 399-9061. 

OUR RANGE OF DIG. CLOCK RADIOS 

11::ut, r 

EMONA E-2, ALL SOLID 
STATE AM/FM, 24 HOUR 
DIG. CLOCK RADIO - 
VERY POPULAR. 
Warranty: 90 days 

$49.95 (p&p Int. $4.00; NSW $2.50) 

CR -102, ALL SOLID 
STATE AM/FM 12/24 

á.s2 - - HOUR DIG. CLOCK RADIO. r SLIDING BRIGHTNESS, 
VOLUME & TONE 

a CONTROLS, ETC 

Warranty: 90 days EXCELLENT VALUE. 

$45.95 (p&p Int. $4.00; NSW $2.50) 

Also available - the unique Emona E-4 stereo 
FM/AM 24 dig. clock radio. 
$79.95 (p&p Int. $4.50; NSW $3.50) 

INTRODUCING! 
NEW LINEAR AMPLIFIER 

for use with low 
power transceivers 

$169.00 
(p&p Int. $4.50; NSW $3.50) 

HF-10-100L AMPLIFIER 
Frequency Range: 3.30 MHz 
Input Power: 10 W Nom., 5.20 W PEP range 
Output Power: 100 W Nom., Vz dB across band. 200-250W PEP output 
Input Impedance: 50 0 nom, adjustable to match exciter range under 2:1 across band 
Output Impedance: 50 0 nom, up to 3:1 VSWR acceptable with little degradation 
Current Drain: 18 A nom, 20 A supply recommended at 13.6 VDC 
Power Supply: 13.6 VDC recommended for best results, 11-14 VDC acceptable positive 

or negative ground 
Pre -amp: 18 dB nom gain across entire HF band, 15 dB typ at 50 MHz. 3-4 dB NF 
Size: 19.1x18.5x8.9cmwt11 Kg 

a 

such as 
Yaesu FT -301S 

Serles 
160.10M, 10W, SSB 

OUR SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS 
The famous ELCON's: 

SCIENTIFIC-STATISTIC 
(10 memory, recharge- 
able battery & adaptor), 
SC6010 - $43.00 

SCIENTIFIC SC44F (re- 
chargeable battery & 

daptor) -$38.00 
PANASONIC - SCIEN- 
TIFIC JE8401U - 
$25.00 adaptor optional 
$6.00 

` Warranty: 12 months 

CS -6010 To ebTv. sIt riacpepsli dnt 
.1 

5( p&rc eInnt 

ter. $3.0NSW $2.00). 

a~:rr:er i ire ií.i 

EMONA DHM-95 SOLID 
STATE - (9 transistors) 

AM/FM 
POCKET 
RADIO 

$12.50 ellbe 
(P&P $1) / egg 

`._ 
With large speaker - excellent 

sound. Earphone and bat- 
tery included. 

Warranty 90 days. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
o YAESU FRG -7 
GENERAL COVERAGE 

1 11 
5 _- RECEIVER-WADLEY 

LOOP SYSTEM le o YAESU FT -101E 
' ; _ _ , o _ 

:. .1.2 TRANSCEIVER 
. 

- o KENWOOD TS -520 
TRANSCEIVER 

o CHECK OUR STOCK ON OTHER YAESU AND 
KENWOOD AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT 

ALL AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE ON 
10PERCENT DEP. TO APPROVED BUYERS! 

WRITE, PHONE OR CALL IN! MAIL ORDERS: BOX 188, COOGEE, NSW, 2034. 
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THE 

)D3 Ili 
WON'T TAKE YOU FOR A RIDE! 

FOR 
ULTIMATE 

MICROCOMPUTER 
FLEXIBILITY 

CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE 

S I00 

SYSTEMS 

COMPUTER BITS 
A DIVISION OF AUTOMATION STATHAM PTY. LTD. 

47 Birch Street, 

BANKSTOWN N.S.W. 2200 

Phone (02) 709 4144 

Telex AA26770 

1 ' DIGGERMAN ELECTRONICS 
P.O. Box 33, Coramba, N.S.W. 2466 

Keep electronics a hobby and not a luxury, compare our prices 
and buy from us. Same day turnaround service. Quality assured. 

QUALITY ELECTROLYTIC 
CAPACITORS: 
Cap. upright axial lead 

16V 25V 16V 25V 
luF 6c 7c 8C 9c 
4.7uF 6c 7c 8c 9c l0uF 6c 7c 9c 10c 
22uF 7e 8c 9c llc 
33uF 8c 9c 10c 13c 
47uF 9c 10c llc 14c 
100uF llc 12c 13c 17c 
220uF 13c 17c 15c 20c 
470uF 18c 23c 21c 32c 
1000uF 24c 37c 31c 40c 

POLYESTER 
FILM CAPS. 

100V 10°/ tai: 
.001 ' 7e 
.0015 7c 
.0022 7c 
.0033 7c 
,0047 7c 
,0056 7c 
.0068 7c 
.0082 7c 
.01 7c 
.015 8c 
.022 8c 
.033 8c 
.047 9c 
056 9c 
.068 9c 
.082 9c 
.1 10c 
.15 13c 
.22 15c 
33 16c 
47 19c 

RASISTORS: 44W carb. film 5% E12 values 
1 Also 1 M. Record price of 2c each. 1so 
112W: 3c ea. metal glaze 5% E12 6.8 to 
470K only. 

ZENER DIODES: 15c ea. 400mW 5% 
E24 values 3V to 33V. 

LEDS: 25c ea. Quality big red, with clip. 

POTENTIOMETERS: 47c ea. .25 rotary carb. sing. gang Log. or . 

Iln: 1K 5K 10K 25K 50K,100K 250K,500K,1M,2M. , 

TRIM POTS: 15c ea. - 10mm .1W horlz. or vert: 1002., 250n, 
50011, 1K 2K,5K,1OK,25K,50K,100K,250K,500K,1M,2M. 
All goods top quality & new - satisfaction guaranteed or money 
back against goods. No minimum order. One P&P charge of 40c 
regardless of quantity. Advert current for 3 months for benefit t of late readers. i 

THE ECONOMICAL POWER SUPPLY 
Model PS -104 2-20V, 1A Fully regulated 

DALEY ELECTRONICS PTY. LTO. PS -104 

ON 

10 ,_. .,15 

V 

'20 1A 
r Max 

FOR INDUSTRY EDUCATION HOBBYISTS 
Available from 

84 Keys Road, Moorabbin, 

2'a/ej t / t / Vic. 3189 and Distributors OL SEND FORA DATA SHEET 
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Decibels 
What is a dB in terms of a percentage in- 
crease in power? What is dB and dBm? 

T.J., Melbourne 

One decibel increase in power means an 
increase of approximately 26%. Thus 
3 dB = 1.26 x 1.26 x 1.26 = approxi- 
mately twice the power. 

When the effect is logarithmic (such 
as the effect of sound power changes on 
the ear: the brain hears the same 
'volume difference' between 5 W and 
10 Was it does between 1/2 W and 1 W or 
40 W and 80 W) ít ís useful to measure 
power differences on a logarithmic 
scale. Rather than using a seqúence like 
1, 1.26, 1.6, 2, 2.5, 3.2, 4, 5, 6.35, 8, 10, 
(which show equal ratio increases) the 
series 0 dB, 1 dB, 2 dB, 3 dB, 4 dB, 
5 dB, 6 dB, 7 dB, 8 dB, 9'dB, 10 dB, 
can be used. 

The number of decibels corres- 
ponding to the difference in two power 

P2 
P1 

levels = 10 log (Using base 10 

logarithms). 
The series above can be used to find 

the power ratio for any number of deci- 
bels. You can see directly that 4 dB cor- 
responds to a ratio of 2.5. So if you 
want to know what 14 dB means con- 
sider this as two ratios, 4 dB and 10 dB, 
which give 2.5 and 10, a total ratio of 
25. Or you could have regarded 14 dB 
as two 7 dB ratios, an increase of five 
times followed by another of the same 
ratio. 5 x 5 = 25. It doesn't matter 
how you split up the 14 dB, you still get 
a ratio of 25. 

In practice if you have a signal-to- 
noise ratio of 90 dB it means the signal 
is 1 000 000 000 times more powerful 
than the noise. Or íf you have a radio 

r"oo 
c. [g i%'iJp, ,.. 

receiver with an S -meter 'calibrated 
every 6 dB, an S3 station radiating 5 W 
will have to radiate 20 W to make S4. 
Similarly a 100 W station would have 
to find another 300 W to have the same 
effect. 

The relationship between decibels 
and the ear's 'loudness' response is 

roughly as follows: one decibel is about 
the smalles change the ear can detect, 
and 9 dB comes over as a doubling in 
loudness. So if you choose between two 
hi-fi amplifiers, one rated at 40 W and 
one at 50 W, bear in mind that the 
difference is only just perceptable. And 
if you buy the 40 W amplifier and dis- 
cover it's only half as loud as you want, 
you'd better start saving for a 300 W 

system! 
In audio you don't normally hear of 

much above 110 dB. That's because the 
range of hearing from its lower thres- 
hold to the threshold of discomfort is 

only about 110 dB. But without deci- 
bels we'd have to talk of power ratios 
up to 1011. In measuring actual sound 
levels, such as when checking noise 
pollution, an absolute scale can be made 
by referring sound levels to the thres- 
hold of hearing (corresponding to a 

sound -pressure level of 0.0002 micro - 
bars). 

Another absolute scale is used in 
audio to compare levels - this time to 
compare audio signals. Here levels are 

referred to 1 mW of power (in a 600 
ohm line) and the units are called dBm. 
The VU meters on audio equipment use 

units also derived from the decibel, 
when measuring a sinewave a change of 
1 dBm produces a metered change of 
1 VU. 

So a 1 W signal corresponds to 
30 dBm, and on a 600 ohm line this 
would be 24.5 V. 

ELECTRONIC 

DISPOSALS 
297 Little Lonsdale St., 

Melbourne, 3000 
Phone 663-1785 

Lafayette 10W Stereo 
Amplifiers $65.00 ea. 

Lafayette AM/FM Tuners $62.50 ea. 

Garrard Model 82 Auto 
Turntables $44.00 ea. 

Pioneer Direct Drive Turntable 
Motors $40.00 ea. 

Pioneer Tone Arms $15.00 ea. 

AWA Solid State TV Tuners $7.50 ea. 

AWA Thorn Valve TV Tuners $5.00 ea. 

EHT Stick Rectifiers 
13KV, 18KV, 20KV 75c ea. 

Speakers Pioneer 12"40W 852 $30.00 ea. 

Plessey 8" 10W 852 or 1552 $6.50 ea; 
8" x 4" 852 6W $4.00 ea; 4" 852 $1.50 
ea; M.S.P. 4" 1552 Tweeters $3.50 ea. 
Many other types in stock. 

12V DC5 S2 Solenoids $2.00 ea. 

12V AC Min. Relays 5 Amp. $1.50 ea. 

Slide Pots. 20K to 3meg. Singles, 25c ea. 
Dual, 50c ea. 

Resistors. Most values % to 1 Watt. 3c ea. 
Carbon Pots. Most values 30c ea. Duals 
60c ea. 

Skeleton Preset Pots 10052 to 3 meg. 8c 
ea. Green Caps .001 to .022uF 5c ea. 
.033 to .22uF 10c ea. .47 to .68uF 15c 
ea. 
Polystyrene Capacitors. Many Types 
5c ea. 
Disc Ceramics. Large Range. 5c ea. 
Polyester Capacitors. Large Range. Up to 
1.5uF 250V 10c to 25c ea. 

New Desk Telephones - Grey. $15.00 ea. 
Wall Phones, New - Beige $20.00 ea. 

Polyester Capacitors 6.8uF and 3.3uF 
60c ea. 2.2uF 40c ea. Tantalum Capac- 
itors. Good range 15c ea. 

BC.107 and 109 Transistors 10c ea. 

0A636 1000V 2A Fast Recovery 
Silicon Diodes - TV Type 25c ea. 

Dual 100 52 3W Wire Wound Pots. 
$1.25 ea. 

S.C.R. BT100A 300V 2AMP 60c ea. 
Triacs. 2AMP 400V 60c ea. 

Also in stock - large range of electro- 
lytic capacitors - wire wound resistors - switches - panel meters - transistors - diodes - plugs - sockets - edge 
connectors - vero board - transformers - chokes. We could go on and on, so 
call In and browse around and check our 
low, low prices. \ 
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STA 
DELTA 

CO. PTY. LIMITED 
INCORPORATING 

P. A. HENDERSON & CO. 
TRANSFORMER 

MANUFACTURERS 

* SINGLE&3PHASE 
TRANSFORMERS 
TO 20 KVA. 

* MOTOR STARTING 
AUTOTRANSFORMERS 
TO 600 H.P. 

* NEUTRAL REACTORS 

8 EAST STREET, 
GRANVILLE, N.S.W. 2142 

P.O. BOX 31 

Telephone: 637-7870, 637-8184 

THE 
B& M 

Cabinets and chassis for all 
projects featured in this 
magazine are available from 

B & 
SHEETMETAL WORKERS 

MULLARD 10/10 
Power and Amp $10.00 

MULLARD 10/10 
Tuner $10.00 

ALL MULLARD UNITS 
(until stock finished ...$10.00 

B & M SHEET METAL 
11 Cowper Street, 

Granville, N.S.W. 2142 
Phone 637-8736 

*. 

THE 
MODELDROME 
115 Gouger Street, Adelaide. 
Ph: 87-3119 
MODEL BOAT SPECIALISTS 

Proportional radio control in kit form, 
developed by experienced modellers so 
you can rely on performance. 

KR -1 RECEIVER 
Half band frequency selective. 
Out of sight range. : 

Up to eight channels. 
Low current drain. 

e Small size (smallest in the world). 
Highest quality components. 
Comprehensive instructions. 
U -build $35.00 (less plus & XTAL). 

KS -3 SERVO 
Designed for stability and reliability. 
Famous D&R Bantam Mechanics. 
Heavy duty - hi power gears. 
Highest quality components. 
Low idle current - hi resolution. 
Compatible with most systems. 
Comprehensive assembly construc- 

tion. 
U -build $33.00 with plug $35.00. 

TXK-5 TRANSMITTER 
Half band frequency selective. 
RADIATED R.F. power 600 M.W. 
Expanded scale voltmeter. 
Capable of up to 8-ch. of completely 

linear control. 
Common timing circuit. 

e Conduct your own service. 
Comprehensive assembly construc- 

tion. 
e U -build $165.00 (included Nicad Batt.) 

Complete PVC system In kit form consisting of: 1K 
TXK-5 transmitter; 1XKR-1 receiver; 4K KS -3 Servo's; 
1K KB -1 receiver Nicad batt. pack; 1K KC -2 charger; 1 K 
pair of XTAL; all leads and plugs; servo trays: ONLY 
$299. YOU'LL SAVE $141.00. Separate catalogue av- 
ailable on boats and accessories. Send 62.00 for 
catalogue. 

Enquiries: These can only be answered If a S.A.E. Is 
enclosed. 

VOSPER FPB 
For Radio 

.1': . _ t 

We have the largest selection of model 
boats accessories In Australia. Fibreg- 
lass boathulls including: 

AQUARINS 
A very fast boat for 
2,500-3,500. Highly 
recommended for Naviga 8 
Multi, has won many state 
and national events. 
$30.40 
Fitting Kit: 

$25.60 

SOUTHERN CROSS 
This is a semi -scale Multi & 
steering boat. Including 
super -structure, very good 
for beginners. 
No.1 is for 2.5-3.5 cc 
541.75 
No.2 Is for .40-.60 
$49.35 
Fitting Kit for No.1 
$25.66 
Fitting Kit for No. 2 

$27.80 

OPS KIT 
This is a very popular 
boat, it can handle both 
smooth and rough water. 
It is very much favoured 
by many modellers. 
For .40-.60 engines. 
$37.00 
Fitting Kit $28.00 

CIGARETTE 
Off -shore racer. True scale 
model, very popular 3 piece 
kit, including deck and 
super structure. /-.- 
Fitting Kit $39.00 
$58.00' 

AUTO -KEYING HARDWOOD KEEL 
AND PLY FORMER CONSTRUCTION 
52" O.A. 

This exciting new near -scale model of the VOSPER-THORNYCROfT 
Fast Patrol Boat is our grandest Kit yet. A masterpiece of marine - 
craft. Superbly detailed. 
Designed to take motors of 3.5 up to 10 c.c. especially the WEBRA 
61 R.C. (Water-cooled), or large electric. Steered by RADIO CON- 
TROL. Two hundred articles manufactured in Australia to cater for 
every boating need. Advice and tuition for beginners. 

BEARINGS e STRUTS COUPLINGS e FLYWHEELS COOLING JACKETS SILICON TUB- 
ING BUSHES SAILS RIGGING TRIM TABS VANE STEERING HYDROPLANE 
EQUIPMENT JET BOAT FITTINGS 

POSTAGE AND HANDLING POLICY 
Up to and Including $10 add 52.00 
Over 510 and under $20 add $2.50 
Over $20 and under 535 add $3.50 

Over 535 and under $60 add 54.50 
Over $60 and under $100 add 55.00 
Over $100 and under $150 add 56.00 
Over 5150 add ' 57.50 
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/ 

We'll print your 24 words (maximum) totally free of 
charge. Copy must be with us by the 7th of the month 
preceding the month of issue. Please, please write or pre- 
ferably type your adverts clearly, using BLOCK 
LETTERS. 

If, like many of our readers, you'd prefer not to cut up 

your copy of ETI, just make a copy of the relevánt part 
of this page. Please make it the same size as the original 
- and write your copy using BLOCK LETTERS. 

f 

send your ad to - 
ETI MiniMart, 
Modern Magazines, 
15 Boundary Street, 
Rushcutters Bay, 
NSW 2011. 

CRO Telequipment D53 wanted any condition buy or swap plus 
cash adjustment P. Harle 228 Memorial Ave, Liverpool NSW 2170 
Phone 602 7179 before 8.30am. 
Stabilised power supplies. 5V 2.5A +5V 5.0A $100V 1.0A 
+5V 10.0A $70. Logic tester $40. D. Smith, 3/120 Fisher Road, 
Dee Why NSW 2099. 

Turntable, "Interdyynn Special", semi -auto, equivalent to Yamaha 
CS -50P in Micro B/C. VGC c6w Lencoclean L' cleaner and bottle of 
fluid $75. Phone 03-85 4070, Jon Jr. 

AKAI XV 4 speed 4 track stereo tae recorder mains or 
rechargeable battery excellent condition. Some tapes included 
$250. L Mac Donald 317 Eureka Street Ballarat 3350. 

70'0 TTL 200 for $40 private stock. Never been used. S. Modra, 
10 Jetty Rd Brighton SA 5048. Ph. 268 2500 (work) A.H. 298 
4232. Area code (08). 

Wanted V.H.F. tuner for Philips 11" portable B/W TV model 
11Lx22 also UHF tuner for same Paul Fuller 24 Penman Street 
New Lambton 2305. 

Speakers 1 PR 30W 3 -way finished in teak veneer bring along a good 
record to put them to the test $170 (ono). R. Lore (02) 84 4042 
Beecroft. 
Melbourne HIFI friends the recording society of Australia meets 
monthly for demonstrations lectures live - recording etc. Ring for 
information - Don Patrick (03) 459 1717 after hours. 

"SONY" stereo mike line mixer five channels suit pop group tape 
recordists $150 ono. Phone 0434 12175 "Sony" TC-458 stereo 
open reel deck $150 ono. 

Wanted Schematic for "moody" model GA35 reverb amplifier GR 
Pettinger .48 Quirke Ave, Whyyalla Stuart 5608. South Australia. 
Please help. Will pay COD. 

Wanted B7k 970 transistor analyst BWD 539C scope price and 
details T Tivey, 10 Sellar St, Cooma NSW. Ph. 22487. 

4 SALE National portable record player 3 band radio stereo good 
cond. $150 ono. Phone 498-2588 between 5pm and 9pm Weekdays. 
Ross Jackson. 

Wanted help on how to program the HP -25 to do the stopwatch 
mode write to Ernest Khu, Hawkesbury Agricultural College, 
Richmond NSW 2753. 
Screened 3 -strand audio cable 100 metres $48 or will sell odd 
lengths 22 O'Connor St, Chippendale Sydney. T. de Botte. 

SELL E.A. digital frequency counter wired and tested as new 200 
MHz $90. G. Oliver, 8 Junction St, Preston 3072. 

SELL ETI 422 50w stereo amp nearly completed urgent sale $120 
contact G. Topple, 9 Archibald St, Padstow 2211, Syd. 772-3378. 

MELBOURNE tape friends. THE RECORDING SOCIETY OF 
AUSTRALIA meets monthly for lectures and demonstrations. For 
further information and syllabus ring (AH) (03) 459-1717 or (03) 
99-4185. 
TWIN 25 amplifier for sale. Dick Smith's kit fully assembled and 
tested, hardly used. $100 ono. Craig (02) 498 4594. 

BWD 539A scope had little use. Perfect condition $345 ono. A. 
Holley, 5 Hazel St, Portland 2847. Ph. 063-555371. 

TRIO OSC never used $150; also two realistic 23 -band T'cvers 
(5 watt) new $190. Bob Larsen, 383 St. Pauls, TCE Valley Brisbane. 
Ph. 52-5738 A/H 30-1859. 
FOR SALE Roland system 100 synthesiser suitable for studio or 
stage. Includes keyboard, sequencer, expander, mixer. $1400. Peter 
Torning. 21 Tully Avenue, Liverpool. 602-5218. 

FOR SALE ETI 422 stereo 50 w ch works perfect $160 also ETI 
740 tuner $120 contact Glenn Block, 19 Forfar Rd, Hamlyn 
Heights Geelong 3215 Vic. 

WANTED FT75 FT101E or similar HF transceiver 40ft tower, TH3 
Yagi or similar. `t'K2NDP. P.O. Box 192 Baulkham Hills 2153. (02) 
639-7962. 
FOR SALE oscilloscope dual trace "advance 0S250" and colour 
generator "Grundig FG5" as new still in box (cost over $1200) 
together $900. Phone (047) 31 5461. 

ASCII flexowriter punch reader keyboard logic unit printer with 
handbook $175. Buchtmann, 2 Yaralla Cresc. Thomleigh NSW 
84-7758. 

LABORATORY chart recorder. Excellent condition, 17 Ranges 
10mW - 500V, 10/íA - 100mA, lohm - 100k. 10 Meg. Input. 
2% Accuracy five speeds $600. 3/72 Kurruba Rd. Neutral Bay. 

WANTED Plessey producermatic 2 cart machine play or rec/play 
urgent S.P. Marvin, Box 57 Mt. Lawley WA 6050. 

FOR ECG experiements defibrillator $100 thermal pen cardiograph 
$150. All 240V instruments P. Hassett, 54 Sackville St. Maroubra 
NSW. Tel. (02) 34-6179. 

WANTED 2 metre portable transceiver or converted caaphone multi 
channel preferred. 12V mobile operation handbook or circuit if 
possible VK2YEP Box 6 Oatley NSW 2223. 

WANTED to buy or copy: circuit or manual of H.G. Palmer model 
101 TV vintage 1961. M. Lee, 66 Bignell Rd, East Bentleigh Vic 
3165. 

NEED software to feed your 6800? TSC software package contains 
12 games programs plus many others only $45. Pfotenhager 50 
Dunn Rd, Rochedale 4123. 

QR-666 communications receiver 0.17 to 30 MHz as new $220 or 
ono. Paul Flat, 8, Lenore Court, Lumley Street, Granville. After 
6pm. 
IE 33 VDU data terminal $500. SC MP micro processor $60. Philips 
C3 video monitor $60 unit, 38/77 Hereford St, Glebe NSW 2037. 
Phone (02) 692-0679. 

WANTED offers for quantity old books and magazines about radio 
electronics etc thirty to hundred years old. Bristoe Box Nine P.O. 
Bangalow 2479 

FOR SALE: Magnetic cartridge -shure V1511I with eliptical stylus. 
Never used. Brand new - still in carton new - $98. Price - $65. 
French's Forest. Phone 451-7257. 

CONDITIONS 
Name and address plus phone number (if required) must be 
included within the 24 words allowed. 

Reasonable abbreviations, such as 25 Wrms, count as one word. 
Private adverts only will be accepted. Please let us know if you 

find a commercial enterprise using this service. 
Every effort will be made to publish all adverts received - 

hovsever, no responsibility for so doing is accepted or imp- 
lied. 

PLEASE USE BLOCK LETTERS 
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No charge for replies but a foolscap -size stamped addressed envelope must be enclosed. 
Project queries can only be answered if related to item as published. We cannot assist if 
project is modified nor if components are otherwise than specified. 
We regret we cannot answer readers' enquiries by telephone. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND BACK ISSUES 
ETI subscriptions cost $14.00 per year (Intl postage) within Australia. Cost elsewhere is 
$14.65 (incl postage - surface mail). Airmail rates on application. 
Back issues cost $1.00 each plus post and packing. 
We can supply only the following issues. 
1975: Feb., April, Nov., Dec. 
1976: May, Nov., Dec. 
1977: Jan., Feb., March. 
Photostats are available of any article ever published in ETI. We charge a flat $1.00 
regardless of page quantity from any one issue of ETI:-Thus if the article is in three 
issues the cost is $3.00. Send orders to address below. 

COPYRIGHT 
The contents of Electronics Today International and associated publications is fully 
protected by the Commonwealth Copyright Act (1968). 
Copyright extends to all written material, photographs, drawings, circuit diagrams and 
printed circuit boards. Although any form of reproduction is a breach of copyright, we 
are not concerned about individuals constructing projects for their own private use, nor 
by pop groups (for example) constructing one,or more items for use in connection with 
their performances. 
Commercial organisations should note that no project or part project described in 
Electronics Today International or associated publications may be offered for sale, or 
sold, in substantially or fully assembled form, unless a licence has been specifically 
obtained so to do from the publishers, Modern Magazines (Holdings) Ltd or from the 
copyright holders. 

LIABILITY 
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that all constructional projects referred to in 
this edition will operate as indicated efficiently and properly and that all necessary 
components to manufacture the same will be available, no responsibility whatsoever is 
accepted in respect of the failure for any reason at all of the project to operate 
effectively or at all whether due to any fault in design or otherwise and no responsibility 
is accepted for the failure to obtain any component parts in respect of any such project. 
Further no responsibility is accepted in respect of any injury or damage caused by any 
fault in the design of any such project as aforesaid. 
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Technics 
where leadership 

has become a tradition 
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In Cmenfl,lOIO4Gn of The 

7bcLnl3 EInYI Drive Pb,y Syslnn 

In 1970 Technics introduced the 
world's first direct -drive turntable. 
Since then we have developed a 
range of turntables universally 
accepted by professional studios and 
discerning audio buffs alike. 

The heart of the original direct -drive 
turntable was the precise, low -speed 
DC servo motor with performance 
characteristics equal to that of fine 
record -cutting equipment. 

In developing phases a competitively 
priced tone -arm equipped direct -drive 
unit brought professional features 
Within the reach of the discriminating 
hi-fi enthusiast. Then fully automatic 
operation was combined with the 
direct -drive principle. A major 
innovation was the quartz phase - 
locked SP -10 Mark II -a thoroughly 
professional unit with amazing 

performance data (w and f within 
0.025% WRMS) and separate power 
supply. 

In 1976 new generation technology 
such as the Back Electromotive Force 
Frequency Generator improved 
speed stability under varying loads. 
One chip 321 -element integrated 
circuitry to drive and control the DC 
motor was also implemented. 

This year Technics offer you the 
widest choice of direct -drive 
turntables to complement your Hi -Fi 

system -a range reflecting not only 
the continuing advances of audio 
concepts but also eye-catching 
design. 

Leadership in the past. We think it's 
an obligation to provide leadership in 

the future. 

El Technics 
n. -r. 
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Shown above is the souvenir edition 
Technics SL -1300 fully automatic 
turntable presented to Haco 
Distributing Agencies Pty. Ltd., to 
celebrate the production of the 
300,000th Technics direct -drive 
turntable. 
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Some slightly lesser decks 
for a lot less bucks. 
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Not everyone is going to rush out 
and buy the highest priced deck on 
the market because not everyone 
needs it. Or wants it. Pioneer knows 
where you're at. 

For those who want to match the 
best cassette deck available to their 
present system and budget, we are 
pleased to announce the return of 
the "basic" cassette deck. Basically 
outstanding in tonal quality, basically 
designed for mechanical precision 
and basically' priced for good value. 

While front access design makes 
them easy to use, advanced Pioneer 
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features make them great to listen to. 
Just as an example, in the CT -F8080, 

a DC servomotor provides accurate 
record/play speed. A second motor 
for fast -forward and rewind. As a 
result, wow/flutter is within -±0.17%. 
The long life Ferrite Solid head and 

Dolby* noise reduction system join 
to reduce tape noise and deliver 
excellent high frequency reproduc- 
tion. Solenoid operated controls are 
user engineered for convenience 
and advanced equalizer circuitry 
accommodates any type of tape 
commercially available today. 

Casan. position Dd.e Syelem Control Operation 
! 

Tope Selector Wow 6 Flutter I Signal/Hole* Ratio Freq,rency Rasponse yTF6060 V.nic.I 2 motors Solenoid Indepn0ent Within 0.175. Dolby OFF: 5300 ]0-16,00011= BIAS, EO (DIN) Dolby ON: 6]dO ]0-13,0001M (#]0B) 
I oiormal lepe 

M SkHs) CT -F7070 Vertical 1 molar MKMn11:N Independent Within 0.1 SY. Dolby OFF: 5200 P ]0-1t.000Nt WAS, EO (DIN) Dolby ON: 61dB 8 40-13,000141 (i ld&) 
Iti 

(aulomallc chrome 1 

tape selector) 
(normal lapa 

lower 61.1111 
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CT -F6060 ~Heel I motor Mechanical InSpen0onI Within 0.2% Doll; OFF. add ]0-14.00011 
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CT -F8080 

In the CT -F7070 and CT -F6060, 
many of these impressive features 
are available at equally impressive 
prices. Proving once again, that 
we're listening to what you want 
to listen to. 

Pioneer's basic cassette decks. 
Created for those who want to buy 
only what they need. So, in this case, 
less is more. 

Pioneer Electronics Australia Pty, Ltd) 178-184 Boundary Road, Braeside, Victoria 3195 Phone: 90-9011, Sydney 93-0246, Brisbane 52-8231, Adelaide 433379, Perth 76-7776. 

Q1D PIONEERI 
leads the world in sound. 
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